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ABSTRACT
This report concerns evaluation of federally

supported educational programs at the national, state, and local
levels. It was undertaken in response to Section 1526 cf the
Education Amendments of 1978, which requires that the Commissioner of
Education conduct a comprehensive study of evaluation practices and
procedures. Two broad sources of information were used: contemporary
research and development by other researchers, and direct
investigations by the project staff. Introductory material is
presented in the first chapter. Chapter 2 considers the rationale,
evidence, and opinion tearing on why evaluations are done; the
confusion and argument engendered by general demands for evaluation:
and the audiences to wham evaluations are addressed. Chapter 3
addresses the question of how evaluations are executed. Chapter 4
covers the organization of evaluations and the capabilities of
evaluators, and chapter 5 considers quality of evaluations. The way
evaluation results are used is considered in chapter 6, and case
studies on the use of evaluative information are included. Chapter 7
covers recommendations. An extensive bibliography concludes the
report. Legislative and management background, and research
strategies are contained in the appendixes. (Author/MLR)
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EirCUTT-
FOR THE CONGRESS

We conclude that the sratutory prrNie,1 fur evaluation are often unclearand that formal mechanisms for clarefyieg evaluation goals are necessary. We
recommend that eveluetion stateten Identify the specific questions which needto be addressed and specific a;_wiences for results, and that evaluabilityassessments tndertaken -4herE-: specification is not possible. We recommendgular lo17.L planning I

and Congressional staff to cl4rify
Congressinal information need and to decide when evaluation is warranted.

e Evaluatieea activities at LEA and SEA levels vary considerably. The cape-
biliteee required of evaluators depend heavily on these local evaluationtaeks. We recommend theft that new demands for evaluation aimed at LEAs andSilee be preceded by a "capabilities assessment" to determine whether time,
11ey, ind personnel exist to edequately execute the tasks demanded. We
reeeemend expansion of training and technical assistance when evaluation
demende are high.

* Good evaluation designs help to prevent expensive mistakes. But they arenot used often, partly because innovations are planned independent of evaluation.We recomeend that pilot tests be undertaken before new programs or program vari-ations are adopted and that the introduction of new programs be staged so thatgood designs can be exploited. Further, we recommend that higher quality
evaluation designs, especially randomized experiments, be authorized explicitlyin law for testing new programs, new variations on existing programs, and new
program components.

There is a need for independent, balanced critique of major program evalu-
ations before the evaluation results are used in policy. We recommend routine
critique of major national evaluations required by law, periodic critiqueof samples of evaluations generated at the local, state, and federal levels,
and statutory provisions for making statistical data available for reanalysis.

We conclude that the arguments over whether evaluations are used are
frequently uninformed, that evaluations have been used, but that their usecan be improved. We recommend regular discussion between evaluation staff
of the Department and Congressional staff to facilitate use, and routine
identification of useful evaluations in Congressional reports and in Department
policy statements.

* Recently developed standards and guidelines on evaluation are inappropriatefor incorporation into law. They can be used to guide screening of evaluation
proposals submitted by SEAs and LEAs in competitive grant programs. And they
are a reasonable basis for reaching nontechnical agreements at the federallevel, about what can reasonably be expected in an evaluation.
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FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

4- We conclude that although restrictions on program staffers initiating
conversations with Congressional staff may be warranted, restrictions
on evaluation unit staff are not. Restrictions do TTETE-loster better
understanding of Congressional needs for information or better planning,
and ultimately they probably degrade utility of evaluations. We recommend
that no such restrictions be placed on the unit.

4- We conclude that the absence of regular discussion with Congressionalstaff to plan evaluations degrades timeliness, relevance, and credibilityof evaluations. We recommend that the Department create formal policy on
this, and vigorously continue recent efforts to establish a regular dialogue.

4- High quality evaluation designs for estimating the effects of programs
on children are not used often, We recommend that the Department authorize
explicitly the use of randomized field experiments to plan and evaluate new
programs, new variations on existing programs, and program components.

4 We conclude that the is a need for independent critique of evaluation
reports produced at SEA, LEA, and federal levels. We recommend periodic
ammlRin of LEA and SEA reports to provide balanced independent critique.And we recommend formal provision in contracts and policy for independent

critique of major federal efforts.

+ We conclude that access to and identification of evaluation reports isoften inadequate. We endorse recent action to limit the clearance period
for reports to ten days and recommend adherence to the new limit. We also
recommend adherence to a more conscientious system of specifying documents,
identifying core recipients of reports, and acknowledging authors.

-4- We conclude that existing methods of tracking use of evaluation resultsin the Department are poor. We believe that reporting use in the Annual
Evaluation Report is desirable, but it can be improved by making referencemore specific. We recommend that a formal system be created to track use ofresults by program managers and by the Congress. The earlier recommendations
on dialogue between Congressional staff and evaluation unit staff shouldhelp to assure that more useful evaluations are mounted.

New programs are often badly implemented and we know considerably less
than we should about the implementation process. We recommend formal in-
tensive measurement of the degree to which activities match plans where
measurement techniques are available. We recommend adjoining research on
methods of measuring implementation to the implementation process because
measurement methods are often not available.
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DIGEST: RECOMENDATIONS
ANT RATIONALE

Recommendations for the Congress are discussed first Recommendationsto the Department follow.

planning and Executing Evaluations

We recommend that the Congress direct the relevant staff of Congru,s-
ional committees, GAO, and 00 to meet with evaluation sr of the Departmentregularly to:

. reach agreement about when particular evaluations are warranted,
and the senses in which each evaluation required by law is possible.

clarify Congressional information needs, quality of evidence
required, and planning cycle for each major evaluation requiredby law.

. identify specific committees and groups as audiences for
evaluation results.

. identify the changes in program or understanding which could
occur on the basis of alternative findings.

This recommendation hinges partly on the fact that a statutory demand
for "evaluation" is ambiguous. The word can imply any activity from jouralistic
reporting to full-blown field experiments dedicated to estimating the efects
of innovation on children. The involvement of multiple interest groups is
often necessary, but complicates matters. At worst, general demands to evaluate
obscure the fact that feasibility of evaluation varies enormously and that elab-
orate evaluation may be unnecessary. Periodic efforts have been made by members
of the Congressional staff to assure that production of evaluations coincides
with authorization cycles, and that Congressional needs are understood. The
process is less regular and less orderly than it ought to be.

Statue visions

We recommend that in constructing statutory provisions for evaluationthat the Congress:

. specify exactly which questions ought to be addressed and the
audiences to whom results should be addressed.

. provide for formal assessment of the evaluability of the
relevant program where specification is not possible.

. provide for statistically valid field testing of proposed
evaluation requirements where specification is not possibleand in-house assessment insufficient.
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. capabilities be assessed before new statutory evaluation
requirements are directed at LEAs and SEAs to determine
where resources are adequate to meet the demand

expansion of training or technical assistance when the
demands are notable and capabilities low

explore the feasibility and desirability of direct contracts
programs to capitalize on LEA and SEA capabilities.

The first recommendation stems from conclusions that no real standard
for assigning the title "evaluator" exists. Skills required of the evaluator
depend heavily on nature of the evaluation demand and on LEA and SEA interest
in evaluation. The second recommendation is based on the finding that most
LEAs and SEAs need assistance when the demand is high and want it. A smallminority of LEAs have strong evaluation units. But these are a major resource
and we believe that direct grant opportunities should be expanded to capitalizeon them.

aLid Author Better Evaluation Desi ns

We recommend that the Congress:

. routinely consider pilot testing every new program, variations
on existing programs, and program components before they are
adopted at the national level, using high quality evaluation
designs.

authorize the Secretary explicitly in each evaluation statute
to use high quality designs, especially randomized field
experiments, for planning and evaluating new program components,
program variations, and new programs.



The rationale for the first recommendation is that higher qualityevaluations are more feasible before the program is adopted at the national
level. Better designs can be employed and conclusions then are likely tobe less ambiguous, and political-institutional constraints are likely to beless severe. The intorduction of new programs can be staged so that earlier
stages are a pilot for later ones. We stress formal tests of new program
components and new variations here because such evaluations are not a matterof common practice. We will not learn how to bring about clear, detectable
changes without more conscientious tests.

The second recommendation stems from our conclusion, based on this andother research, that better designs must be used if the Congress or the
Department wants good estimates of the effects of programs on children. Wedo not advocate estimating those effects in all cases. The process is compli-
cated under the best of conditions, despite cavalier announcements that the"program was successful because test scores went up" or that it was unsuccessful
because they went down. We do advocate explicit authority in statutes for highquality designs, especially randomized experiments to facilitate their use.We believe explicit statutory provision is essential because such designs arethe best in principle, and that should be recognized. The authorization shouldprovide for review of the use of these designs.

Criti-ue and Reanal -sis of Evaluation Results

We recommend that in statutory requirements for evaluation of major
programs, the Congress:

. also require independent, balanced, and competent critique
of evaluation results that are material to policy decisions.

. require critique of samples of evaluations submitted by
LEAs and SEAs in response to legal requirements

. require that statistical data produced by national evaluations
be made available for reanalysis.

By critique here we do not mean adverse commentary. We mean reasoned judgments
about whether conclusions drawn . from the evaluation are sensible and can informdecisions. The main reason for the recommendation is that such criticism is
not routine, but it is essential to enhance credibility of good evaluations,to properly identify poor evaluations as such, and to provide feedback to
federal evaluation units, contractors, end grantees about the quality of theirwork. There is no formal system for competent critique of evaluation reportsproduced by LEAs and SEAS in response to law, yet many could benefit fromcriticism.
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4

Use of Evaluation Resu s

We recommend that the Congress:

. direct staff of relevant committees, the Depart ent and
the GAO to routinely outline which institutions can reasonably
be expected to use results of each major evaluation and how
such results might be used, during the design stage of every
major program evaluation.

. specify exactly which evaluations have been used and why they
were used, which have not been used and why they were not
used, in authorizations and appropriations committee reports.

. require specific information about changes resulting from
evaluation, whenever the law requires SEAS to describe uses
of evaluation.

. explore the feasibility of direct competitive grants and
contracts programs focused on improving the use of results
at the LEA and SEA level.

The first recommendation's origins lie in the absence of any mechanism
for planning use at the national level. Simply put, unless specific user
groups are identified and some decision options laid out, evaluation results
are less likely to be used. Indeed, if there is no clear way to link the
evaluation with decisions or considerably better understanding, one can
argue that the evaluation shouldn't be done at all. Specifying expectations
will also help to make it easier to track utilization and that in turn will
help to inform judgments-about how evaluation resources could be better allocated.
The recommendation to cite useful and useless evaluations in federal reports
and to require SEAs and LEAs to record specific changes has the same objectives:
understanding use better in the interest of better resource allocation. The
suggestion to identify useless evaluation is not an invitation to criticize
arbitrarily. We found that some LEAs and SEAS are capable and interested in
inventing and testing better ways to use information. The suggestion to ex-
pand their opportunities for doing so is based on this.

Standards and Guidelines

Recently developed standards and guidelines for evaluation are not ap-
propriate for incorporation into law. They are sufficiently well developed
to recommend that the Congress:

. use such guidelines to understand what can reasonably be
expected of evaluations.

. direct that agencies use them as a guide where appropriate
to developing criteria for judging evaluation plans submitted
by LEAs and SEAs.

. elicit assistance in the interpretation of guidelines from
Congressional support agencies, such as GAO, that have been
instrumental in their construction.



RECO __ATTONS TO THE DEPARTMENT
OF EDUCATION

Authorit for Technical Discussion

recommend that the Department:

. authorize technical staff of evaluation units to initiate
discussion of evaluation plans with 7 tinent Congressional
staff, at their discretion, and refrain from directives which
impede direct discussion.

The impetus for the recommendation is simple: Competent evaluators
can expect to do a good job only when they have the opportunity to discuss
Congress's information needs frequently. Restrictions on the evaluation
unit's initiating discussion with Congressional staff of Committees that
demand evaluation prevent the job from being done better. We recognize
that some restrictions on bureaucratic lobbying for programs are warranted,
and that some administrative rules are necessary to keep the process orderly.
The lack of clear opportunity to figure out what Congress can use decreases
the likelihood that evaluations will be timely, relevant, and credible, and
the likelihood that the Congress will find the results useful. Relaxing
restrictions will not of course guarantee usefulness.

Play lecutin Evaluations

We recommend that the Department direct principal evaluation unit staff
to meet regularly with relevant staff of committees to

negotiate agreement about when particular evaluations are
warranted and the senses in which each evaluation required
by law is possible,

clarify Congressional information needs, quality of evidence
required, and planning cycle for each major evaluation
undertaken by the Department,

. identify specific audiences or groups for evaluation results.

. identify the changes in program or understanding which could
occur on the basis of evaluation results.

The rationale for this recommendation is identical to the one offered
for a similar recommendation made to Congress. Understanding Congressional
information needs is not possible without some regular discussion between
technical evaluation staff and Congressional staff. Scarcity of evaluation
resources requires better planning and that planning cannot be informed
without dialogue among relevant staff,

9



Te ram en ram Variations and New -0

We recommend that the Department authorize explicitly the use ofhigh quality evaluation designs, especially randomized experiments, inevaluating new program components, nee- program variations, and new
programs, in all regulations which require estimating the effects of
novative changes.

The main justification is that high quality designs lead to far less
debatable estimates of programs on children than low quality designs. Theyare more difficult to execute, and they are more feasible for pilot testingnew programs, program variations, and program components, than for estimatingthe effects of ongoing programs. Explicit authorization would make the
importance of good designs plain, and would provide more clear opportunity
for competent SEAs and LEAs to exploit them.

e and 1 sis of Evaluation Results

We reco erd that the Department:

. provide for the independent, balanced, and competent
critique of every major evaluation funded by the
Department in procurement of evaluations and
evaluation policy.

. incorporate into procurement procedures and policy
the requirement that all statistical data produced
in major program evaluations be documented and stored
for reanalysis.

. create an administrative mechanism for deciding when
simultaneous analysis by both the original evaluator
and an independent analyst is desirable and feasible,
and a mechanism for executing simultaneous independent
analyses.

The rationale for this recommendation is identical c e one offor a similar recommendation to Congress.

Access to a ication of Re.orts

We recommend that the Department adopt a policy to:

. adhere to a clearance rule which makes evaluation reports
available after a specified period of time.

. specify completely the evaluation documents referred to
in the Department's Annual Evaluation Re ort, the Federal
Register, and policy statements.
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. include, in every major evaluation
report, a listof core recipients of the report, or compilingpublicly available lists of core recipients.

The recommendation stems partly from difficulties encountered inobtaining reports under review by the Executive Secretariate and othergroups involved in the DHEW clearance process. We also found it difficultto identify reports precisely, when they were cited as evidence of theusefulness of evaluation in developing regulations or policy. The absenceof a list of core recipients of reports makes it very difficult to identifypotential user groups and to determine if reports were used. The conse-quence is that what is useless or useful is less verifiable.

The Use of Evaluation Results

We recommend that the Depart
evaluation contractors to:

direct evaluation unit staff or

provide oral reports regularly as well as written reports
on results of major evaluations,

and on the uses to which
results can be put, to relevant Congressional staff and
support agency staff and the program staff within theDepartment.

create a system to periodically collect, synthesize,
and report specific uses to which evaluations are put.

improve the Annual Evaluation Report by citing_ instancesuse more specifically.

direct evaluation staff to meet regularly with Congressionalstaff to clarify information needs, feasibility of evaluation,audiences for results, and ways in which results_can be usedto modify programs.

The recommendations are based partly on the finding that use of
evaluation results is not tracked conscientiously and the belief thatit ought to be tracked to learn how to do evaluations better, and howto better allocate evaluation resources The rationale for the last
recommendation is identical to the one given earlier on planning and
executing evaluations.

lementation

We recommend that the Department:

. routinely require formal measurement of the degree to
Which program plans match actual operations.

adjoin research on methods of measuring implementation
to the introduction of new programs and program variations.

. create an inexpensive central
information system on the

time and resources required for full implementation of new
programs.

11



The main reason for the first recommendation is simply that measure-
ment of implmentation of innovations is infrequent. The reason for the
second recommendation is that we know little about cheap effective methods
of measurement in this arena. The third recommendation stems from the
absence of any reasonable empirical guidelines on the time and resources
necessary to implement innovative programs.

12
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Robert F. Boruch and David S. Cordray

Mandates come in as many varieties as
finches, warblers, sparrows and...they
are generally divided into the Greater
Mandates and the Lesser Mandates.

Eugene J. McCarthy and James J. Kilpatrick
A Political Bestiary



1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 THE PURPOSE OF THIS REPORT

This report concerns evaluation of federally supported educational
programs at the national, state, and local levels. It was undertaken in
response to Section 1526 of the Education Amendments of 1978 (Public Law
95-561), which requires that the Commissioner of Education conduct a com-
prehensive study of evaluation practices and procedures. The questions
covered here are those implied by the law and the conference reports pre-
ceding it, and those enumerated in the Work Statement for this project:

. Why and how are evaluations carried out?

. What are the capabilities of those who carry out evaluations?

. How are the results of evaluation used?

. What recommentations can be made to improve procedure or practice?

We discussed the questions with Congressional staff and federal agency
personnel to clarify them. The more dgtailed questions ar,. ;_ elaborated in
the body of this report.

The Project on Evaluation of Evaluations is prospective in its ori-
entation, designed to provide evidence and argument bearing on these questions
and to provide recommendations which will help to ameliorate the problems we
have identified. Pertinent excerpts from the law, conference report, and
Work Statement for the Project are given in Appendix 1 to this report.

1.2 PROJECT STAFF: QUALIFICATIONS AND INDEPENDENCE

Northwestern University was given responsibility for conducting this
study. Staff members for the Project were drawn primarily from the Uni-
versity, and their efforts were supplemented by consultants from universities,
education agencies at the local and state levels, and private institutions.
The staff members were selected so as to include individuals with expertise
In evaluation methods and policy, education, law, management, and psychology.
A description of staff members, consultants and their roles, is given in the
Appendix of this report.

Neither of the principal iwestigators in this study, Boruch and Cordray,
bid on competitive evaluation contracts awarded by the U. S. Office of
Education, the National Institute of Education, or any other agency. This
appraisal then is administratively and fiscally independent of school districts,
states, the federal government, private vendors, and other regular contractors.
We are not independent of federal agencies in the sense of having received
grants from the National Science Foundation and NIEfor research, and having
participated in advisory boards to other agencies with and without payment.
To assure that other independent appraisal of evidence in this report is
possible, we furnish references to published and unpublished work. Unpub-
lished material which does not abridge privacy of individuals is stored at
Northwestern University and will be made available to other analysts so long
as resources permit.

18
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1.3 THE RESEARCH S _TEM% SOURCES OF EVIDENCE, AND THE ORIENTATION OF
THE PROJECT

To answer the questions posed earlier, the Project staff relied on
two broad,sources of information: contemporary research and development
by other researchers, and direct investigations by the Project staff.
Round-table discussions were organized to enlarge on information obtained
from these sources. In considering contemporary research we reviewed over
400 recent published and unpublished reports on functions, conduct, and
staff of evaluations at local, state, and federal levels, and pertinent
testimony to Congress. Raw data were acquired and reanalyzed when this
was warranted and time was sufficient to assay the data's quality. This
review of others' work was supplemented by interviews with the individuals
responsible for the production of some of the reports, such as government
staff and contractors. The results of the review are employed throughout
the report. A consolidated review of the work is presented in the Appendix
and our review of evaluation policy has been published in Review of Research
in Education. (

The second major resource was information collected by the Project
staff directly from individuals an site, in telephone interviews, and through
round-table discussions. The purposes of this exercise were to assure
understanding of earlier work and to fill in gaps in what was known about
evaluations when the Project began. Such interviews were essential in
corroborating evidence about the use of evaluations, covered in Chapter 6,
for example. At the federal level, the interviews focused on staff of the
Office of Evaluation and Dissemination at the U.S. Office of Education. In-
terviews were also conducted with members of the National Institute of
Education, pertinent Congressional staff, the General Accounting Office,
the Congressional Budget Office and the Congressional Research Service. The
main criteria for selecting respondents in each of these cases wereqheir
knowledgeability about educational evaluation.

At the state level, site visits were made to six state education agencies:
Minnesota, Michigan, California, Texas, New Jersey and Massachusetts. They
were seleCted randomly from a stratified list of sites. Florida was chosen
purposively for a site visit on account of Florida's use of particular
evaluation approaches in Title I supported compensatory education programs.
Columbus, Ohio, served as a pilot test site. Approximately 50 telephone
interviews were undertaken in the remaining states to supplement site visits
with statistical characterization.

At the local level, twelve school districts were selected randomly
for site visits and intensive case study from a stratified list. Three
districts that declined were replaced by three selected randomly from a
matching list. The resulting sample of cases includes:

/9
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Jersey City, New Jersey

San Diego, California

Amarillo, Texas

Gaston County, North Carolina

Broward County, Florida

St. Louis Missouri

Springfield, Massachusetts

Lansing, Michigan

Colorado Springs, Colorado

Kanawha County, West Virginia

St. Paul, Minnesota

Jefferson Parish, Louisiana

In addition, Providence, Rhode Island, Marion County and Osceola County,Florida, were visited to assay their use of more sophisticated approachesto evaluating Title I programs. The individuals to whom we spoke in eachvisit included administrators,
program staff and teachers, school boardmembers, and evaluators. The case studies were supplemented by over 200telephone interviews with individuals having evaluation responsibility atthe local level. The sample was selected randomly from a stratified listof LEAs. The design is described in Appendix 3 of this report.

Private and public organizations serve as contractors for federally
supported evaluations and for some field research on evaluation. In-dividuals who cooperated in supplying information, corroborative evidence,or reactions to the questions we were asked to address were staff membersof: Huron institute, Abt Associates, Bay Area Research, NTS Research Cor-poration, Bureau for Social Science Research, Systems Development Corporation,Westat, Rand Corporation, Educational Testing Service, state departments ofeducation, local research and evaluation units, and others mentioned in thetext.

Round-table discussions were organized to consider particular topicsand participants were invited on the basis of their expertise. The topicsincluded "School Boards and Evaluation," "Evaluator Capabilities," "Utiliz-ation," and "Vocational Education." Participants included representativesfrom school districts such as Evanston and Chicago (Illinois), Mesa (Arizona),Austin (Texas), states such as Minnesota and California, research organiz-ations mentioned earlier, and independent university researchers. Round-table participants were treated as consultants.

Our time schedule did not permit presenting more than fragments of ourreport in professional forums. We have been able to capitalize, however,on brief presentations made at the annual meeting of two national pro-
fessional organizations, at meetings of the National Academy of SciencesCommittee on Program Evaluation, and at professional meetings on evaluationorganized by the-Department of Justice and the National Institute of Education.

This Project formally began September 29, 1979, and submission of afinal report was scheduled for June 30, 1980. Because of this tight schedule,we focused our attention primarily on evaluations in four program areas:
compensatory education supported under Title I, education for the handicapped,
vocational education, and bilingual education. These served only as generaltargets and we capitalized on some work in other areas, notably career education,
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day care education, innovative projects, and higher education. Our early
discussions with federal agency staff and Congressional staff led to an
agreement that our findings and recommendations should, however, be directed
to evaluation generally rather than evaluation in specific program areas.
We have abided by that agreement generally in this report.

The general orientation of the Project is prgspective as agreed during
meetings with Representative Holtzman's staff. This study has not been
dedicated to identifying evaluations or evaluation staff that are particularly
inept. Rather, the aim has been to develop useful general statements and to
make recommendations based on available evidence, rather than to publicly
criticize particular individuals. Some recommendations are, however, dedi-
cated to reducing the likelihood of incompetence and to facilitating in-
tegrity. The information we have collected on individuals is understood
to be confidential and for research purposes alone, helpful in making de-
cisions about quality and use of evaluation, and not for making decisions
about specific individuals.

A detailed description of surveys, case study selection, methods round-
table participants, and other technical details on information sources is
given in Appendix 3.

1.4 ORGANIZATION 017 THIS REPORT

The report is organized around the major questions we were asked to
address. Chapter 2 considers the rationale, evidence, and opinion bearing
on why evaluations are done, the confusion and argument engendered by general
demand3 for evaluation, and the audiences to whom evaluations are addressed.
Chapter 3 addresses the question of how evaluations are executed. Chapter 4
covers the organization of evaluations and the capabilities of evaluators,
and Chapter 5 considers quality of evaluations. The way evaluation results
are used is considered in Chapter 6. The chapter includes case studies on
the use of evaluative information. Chapter 7 covers recommendations.

1.5 PRELIMINARY DEFINITIONS

Section 1526 of Public Law 95-561 refers to "evaluations at federal,
state, and local levels." To avoid confusion, we exploit existing federal
agency guidelines and recognize that there is no universally accepted defin-
ition of evaluation. Consequently, we adopt a working definition and catalog
a set of questions often addressed in evaluation. Evaluation is defined
here tentatively as a study designed to answer questions about what a program
does in the interest of making judgments about the program. The questions
often addressed include: Who is served? What services are delivered?
At what cost? With what effect:? A more elaborate description is given
in Chapter 2, along with a discussion of the diverse meanings attached to
the word by academicians, legislators, program managers, and others.
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Lo_ca],edtync- (LEA) is defined as a school district or or-.g nizational unit within the school district, State edu (SEA)is defined as a state organization responsible for administering any edu-
cational program at the primary or secondary school level. Local and statelevel evaluation refer to activities at each level. References to federalagency will normally specify which agency is pertinent. Contractor hererefers to any public or private organization funded to design or conduct
an evaluation, or to provide technical assistance through training, analysis,and so on.

The Work Statement for this Project refers to proposals and recommmen=
dations for revision or modification of evaluation ractices and .ro_c_ed_u__res.We define this further to mean suggestions of the following kinds:

. clarification of language on practices and procedures,

. enumeration of o-tions on practices and procedures,

ecif ication of r in 1 s which should underlie practice
. specification of direct Implications of contemporary_evalua-
tions for practice and procedures,

establishing ,

specification of action or decision.

1.6 AGENCIES WITH RESPONSIBILITY FOR SUPPORTING AND CONDUCTING EVALUATIONS
AND DEVELOPING EVALUATION METHODS

The U.S. Office of Education's Office of Evaluation and Dissemination(OED) has had primary responsibility for evaluation of OE's education programs.The main focus of this Project has been on OED activity. Other agencies,such as the National Institute of Education, do undertake evaluative workat times. Oversight agencies, such as the General Accounting Office have
had responsibility for activities which can be properly labelled as evaluation
as well as for overseeing evaluations

undertaken by other federal agencies.
The following remarks briefly describe the pertinent agencies and the scopeof their work. The recent changes engendered by creation of the new Depart-ment of Education are noted and an organization chart for the Department isattached.

Over the past five years, The Office of Evaluation and Disseminationhas been responsible for evaluating programs administered by the U. S.
Office of Education and for coordinating dissemination of exemplary materialsto state and local education agencies. The major routine exceptions to the
evaluation mission have been the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped,
the Bureau of Student Financial Aid, and the Follow Through Program, eachof which administers its own evaluation funds. The Office's predecessor,
created in 1970, has undergone' changes in title, such as the Office of
Program Budgeting and Evaluation, and in responsibilities. As of March
1980, the Office had 40 professional staff members. OED has been re-sponsible for administration of an average of $21 million annually in

91,e
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evaluation funds since 1975. Its evaluation responsibilities have included
deciding whether to evaluate, designing evaluations, issuing evaluation con-
tracts, monitoring, reviewing, and criticizing evaluations which it supports.
OED routinely prepares summaries of evaluation for dissemination and has
routinely distributed both summaries and reports. The evaluation unit of
OED has been divided into three units, each being responsible for a specific
education sector: Elementary and Secondary Education; Occupational, Handi-
capped, and Development Programs; Post-secondary Education. A fourth
Division of Educational Replication was responsible for dissemination policy
and disseminates educational products approved by the Joint Dissemination
Review Panel (JDRP). JDRP has included staff members of the Office of
Education and the National Institute of Education. OED released its ninth
Annual Evaluation Report covering fiscal year 1979.

Under the new Department of Education, the evaluation staff of OED
were transferred to a new unit within the Department - the Office of the
Deputy Assistant Secretary for Evaluation and Program Management, headed
by John Seal. Program Evaluation is one of three divisions within the unit.
The remaining two are the Division of Management Evaluation and the Division
of Management Planning and Assistance. The Evaluation Division, according
to internal policy statements, has the responsibility to conduct impact
evaluations and formative or process evaluations, and assess alternative
program strategies and structures. The Division will continue to prepare
requests for Proposals and review and approve evaluation contract proposals.
The Dissemination staff of OED have been transferred to the Office of Dis-
semination and Professional Improvement in the new Office of the Assistant
Secretary for Educational Research and Improvement.

The Education Amendments of 1972 (Public Law 92-318) established the
National Institute of Education as part of the Education Division of the
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. NIE is charged under its
enabling statute with building an effective research and development system
in the interest of improving American education. This includes adminis-
trative and fiscal responsibility for educational laboratories and centers',
such as UCLA's Center for the Study of Evaluation, and for the National
Assessment of Education Progress run by the Education Commission of the
States. The NIE acts as a foundation in making grants to independent re-
searchers in universities, colleges, educational organizations, state and
local educational research units and awards contracts for larger scale,
applied research on special research topics.

Evaluation-related work includes development and testing of new methods
of evaluation, new solutions to problems of data access and dissemination,
new methods of testing and observation, and development of guidelines on
evaluation for use by local and state education agencies. The methodological
work is administered by NIE's Testing, Assessment, and Evaluation Division
and is carried out by the Northwest Regional Education Laboratory, for
instance, as well as by independent researchers. NIE has no routine re-
sponsibility for evaluation of programs administered by the U. S. Office of
Education.. But evaluation of smaller new pilot programs whose development
is supported by NIE falls within its research mission. NIE has at times
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been given a special Congressional mandate to evaluate, e.g., the Com-
pensatory Education Study of Title I supported programs and the
current Study of Vocational Education. And it has been directed occasionally
by the Secretary of DHEW to undertake svecial evaluations. Current efforts
include assessments of the Reverend Jesse Jackson's Push for Excellence
Program and the Cities in School program. In the new Department of Edu-
cation, NIE is a part of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Edu-
cational Research and Improvement.

The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped has had a routine responsi-
bility for small scale evaluations of projects for the handicapped as partof its development mission. The vehicle for this activity is BEH's Divisionof Innovation and Development. A unique major evaluation activity during
1977-78 has been developing evaluation plans for Public Law 94-142, a statute
mandating free and appropriate public education for all handicapped children.Primary responsibility for the plan and its execution has been lodged withthe State Program Implementation Studies Branch. The evaluation focused on
questions similar to those typically addressed in studies run by otheragencies: Who is served? What are the services? To what extent is the
intent of the Act met? And so on.

The Office Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation in DHEW's
Education Division has had responsibility for review and synthesis of
evaluations executed by other agencies, and using of evaluations in planning.
The number of actual evaluations carried out since 1978 has been small; most
activities focus on planning. The Office of the Assistant Secretary in
DHEW's Evaluation and Technical Analysis Division has responsibility for
small evaluability studies - examining the extent to which program object v.are measurable.

The National Center for Educational Statistics is mandated under thelaw to "collect and disseminate statistics and other data related to edu-cation in the United States and in other nations." HCES's activity isconfined to descriptive surveys rather than to evaluations, but the infor-
mation generated is material to design and execution of evaluations. That
information includes, for instance, listings of school districts and other
educational institutions and their characteristics, and other information
which is helpful in designing special purpose evaluations. More generally,
the descriptive statistics generated in surveys, on expenditures, pupil
characteristics, enrollments, and the like normally serve as backdrop for
educational research and evaluations. Some data collection efforts, notably
the National Longitudinal Study of the High School Class of 1972 and ofclass of 1980 serve as the empirical basis for theoretical analyses of the
Process and outcomes of education. This includes efforts by academic
researchers to estimate the effects of federal programs based on the survey
data rather than controlled field evaluations.

Under Title VII of the Congressional Budget and Impoundment ControlAct of 1974 (Public Law 93-344), the Comptroller General is required to
"review and evaluate the results of Government programs and activities. .

2
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when ordered by either House of Congress, or upon his own initiative, or
when requested by any committee. . .or joint committee. . .having juris-
diction." In implementing the law, the General Accounting Office created
a new Program Analysis Division to develop perspective, policy, and guide-
lines on evaluation and other approaches to understanding performance of
federal programs. The Human Resources Division has had major though not
exclusive responsibility for assessments of educational programs. In 1976,
for instance, it reported on problems and needed improvements in evaluating
education programs. Current efforts include developing a report on the
quality of evaluations. The evaluation-related activities of PAD cover a
wide range including development of status and issues papers on the topic,
development of guidelines for assessing quality of evaluation reports, and
guidelines and policy for reconciling privacy problems engendered by
federally supported social research in general. In 1980, a new Institute
for Program Evaluation was set up within GAO partly to consolidate in-
itiatives which cut across divisions such as PAD and Finance and Management
Sciences. The 1974 mandate and subsequent activity reflect a notable de-
parture from earlier roles of the GAO, going well beyond the management and
accounting emphasis of the 1950's and bringing awider variety of skills and
interests into the organization.

The National Science Foundation's primary mission is support of scien-
tific research. NSF has been involved in the development of science edu-
cation programs and to a limited extent in their evaluation. The agency
has also supported basic and applied research on methods which ultimately
find their way into evaluations in education, health, economics, criminal
justice and law enforcement and other areas. This includes, for instance,
support of the development of a state of the art work on the use of formal
field experiments to plan and evaluate social programs, and on solutions
to managerial, scientific, and political institutional problems engendered
by such field tests.

State and Local Education Agencies with Responsibility for Supporting or
Conducting Evaluations

At the state level, organizations responsible for evaluation differ
from one education agency to the next, and from state to state. No single
organizational entity is responsible for evaluation. Within a school district,
responsibility for evaluation may be organized along program lines, a Title I
program manager being responsible for evaluation, for example. Or, the
responsibility may be vested in a research and evaluation unit. The responsi-
bilities imposed by federal law are discussed generally in Chapter 2. Organ-
izational arrangements are considered in the chapter on manpower capabilities.

1.7 ELEMENTS OF AN EVALUATION

The word evaluation implies different things to different people. To
avoid some chronic misunderstandings here, we enumerate the elements here
briefly. The elements are, in principle, desirable judging from guidelines
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issued by professional organizations, by Congressional support agencies
such as the General Accounting Office, and by federal evaluation agencies.
They are not always a matter of practice:

. Deciding to evaluate and choosing the questions to be
addressed by evaluation

. Designing the evaluation', including sample design

. Contracting for the evaluation

. Conducting the evaluation and pertinent side studies

. Analyzing results, making recommendations, and reporting

. Using the results

The elements are discussed in Chapter 3, on how evaluations are conducted.
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CHAPTER 2. WHY ARE EVALUATIONS UNDERTAKEN?

Robert F. Boruch, David S. Cordray, Joe S.
Cecil, and Laura Leviton

Program Evaluator: Democritus said that he would
rather discover a single causal connection than
sit on the throne of Persia.

Program Manager: Some of us would rather sit on
the throne of Persia.
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2. WHY ARE EVALUATIONS UNDERTAKEN?
TO WHOM ARE RESULTS ADDRESSED?

This chapter discusses why evaluations are carried out and identi-
fies some of the audiences for evaluation results. The most direct rea-
sons for evaluation are considered in the next section with short illus-
trations from local, state, and federal experience. The justification
for evaluating is complicated by ambiguity in the use of the word eval-
uation and we also consider this topic. The audiences for evaluation,
the groups for whom evaluations are produced and those exhibiting interest
in evaluation results are discussed in 2.2. We present information on
statutory mandates for evaluation in Section 2.3 because the laws are
an immediate justification for evaluation, but certainly not the only
one, at all levels of government. Section 2.4 presents statistical in-
formation about the questions addressed by local, state, and federal
level evaluations. Section 2.5 reviews issues in the decision to eval-
uate.

2.1 THE QUESTIONS ADDRESSED BY EVALUATION

In principle, most evaluations are carried out to answer one or more
the following questions:

Who is served by the program? Who needs services?
What are the services, how well are they delivered, and

what do they cost?
What are the effects of services on recipients?
What are costs and benefits of alternatives?

Moreover, the information is obtained to facilitate making judgments or
decisions about some aspect of the program. The audiences for the infor-
mation depend partly on which questions are answered and may include
policy makers, managers, and oversight groups.

This description is, of course, deceptively simple. Matters become
complicated quickly once the decision to evaluate is made. So, for
instance, the Congressionally mandated Compensatory Education Study of
Title'I programs focused on only one audience, Congress, deciding that
earlier efforts to accommodate all possible audiences, such as interest
groups and federal program managers, were inappropriate. That decision
engendered problems in dealing with audiences whose interests were not
addressed directly. The Study was remarkable in being asked to address
questions about fundamental purposes of the,program, along with more
general questions of the sort enumerated earlier. New questions were
adjoined to the ones specified originally by Congress so as to satisfy
special concerns. The questions themselves had to be translated into
rather more specific form to be useful. The translation resulted in the
Study's focusing on four broad topicsallocation and distribution of
funds, relations among government agencies in regulating and managing
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program activities, delivery of services, and changes in abilities of
students participating in the program. The equal priority attached to
each of these themes ran counter to then prevailing opinions which then
attached highest priority to estimating effects on children. The latter
was found not consistent with the Congress's view that other aspects of
the program were equally important. The process of negotiation and
approval on questions to be addressed, on the strategy to be used in
answering them, in anticipating how the information would be used took
over six months.

There are, of course, a variety of reasons why evaluative questions
are asked in the first instance. We cannot deal with all of them here,
but three of the most salient are worth mentioning. The fundamental one
concerns children. Programs that are evaluated are dedicated to aspects
of children's well-being which can be influenced by schools. To the
extent that evaluation helps one understand whether a child is served,
how well he or she is served, and whether beneficial effects are detect-
able, then evaluation is part of the program and seeks the same ends.
The second reason is simple accountability. To the extent that programs
are directed toward special needs and they are expensive in the short
run, it makes sense to establish that they are not diverted in unproduc-
tive ways, to determine if they warrant improvement. The third reason
bears on compromise. This includes, for example, suggesting that pilot
tests of a program, an evaluation of a special kind, be undertaken before
a massive new program is mounted, in the face of vigorous but insufficiently
informed enthusiasm. The issue of the new program then is shelved until
more information is obtained.

Na lanai Level: Illustrations
The evaluation strategy of the U.S. Office of Education has been

pertinent to the questions enumerated above. Elaborated in USOE's
Annual Evaluation Report, the strategy includes clarifying feasible goals
for programs, identifying modifications in program content or administra-
tion to improve programs, and identifying especially effe-.tive projects.
These core questions are also explicit in the GAO's guidelines on impact
evaluation. Judging from interviews with CB° staff, the questions are
typically those addressed by staff members in education as well.

Answers to questions about who received compensatory education ser-
vices under Title I, for example, have been provided most recently by
the Sustaining Effects Study 4nd by the National Institute of Education
Compensatory Education Study. That head counts such as these are decep-
tively simple is apparent from, for example, the discrepancy between
estimates yielded by state reports of students served (5 million) and
estimates yielded by the NIE Compensatory Education Survey (6 million).
Determining who receives and who might receive services under Public
Law 94-142 for the handicapped was undertaken by the Bureau of Education
for the Handicapped. This effort was remarkable in finding a major
discrepancy between estimates of the number of handicapped children pro-
vided in the law, eight million, according to Section 601 of U.S.C. 1401,
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and estimates based on field research - -4 million in 1977-78. This, of
course, has major implications for appropriations.

Questions about who receives Title I federal monies for services,
at what level, and of what kind have been addressed in the early reports
of the Sustaining Effects Study supported by OED. The work focused on
alternate ways of defining children's eligibility and institutional
eligibility, and the probable effect of changes in rules. The actual
operation of certain programs was the focus of Rand's study of programs
supported under Title IV of the Civil Rights Act and dedicated partly
to resolving education problems engendered by school desegregation.

Efforts to estimate the effect of programs on children are not under-
taken often, partly on account of the resources required to mount high
quality tests. Among early efforts, we include controlled field experi-
ments such as the one conducted by the National Opinion Research Center
and dedicated to estimating the relative effects of Emergency School
Assistance Act programs in facilitating education in schools undergoing
desegregation. The more recent outcome evaluations include efforts to
estimate relative effects of compensatory education programs such as
Follow Through, of bilingual education, and of Title 1. The analysis
and the ensuing debate over interpretation over what one could infer from
the Follow Through evaluation illustrate the difficulty of such outcome
evaluations. The matter is considered later in this report.

bevel: Illustrations
At the state level, answers to the question "Why evaluate?" art

limited by the fact that many states take as their responsibility tE
nical assistance and coordination rather than actual evaluation. The
immediate reason for any involvement is federal law. But some states
have taken a strong initiative to develop sophisticated approaches that
are consistent with federal demands and exceed them. One of the typical
incentives for this is that some states have their own programs running
in parallel to federally supported programs. State education agencies are
normally responsible under the law for disbursement of funds provided
under Title I and for reporting and periodic monitoring of local programs
supported by Title I. The reporting on "outcomes" often consists of
consolidation of achievement test results supplied by local education
agencies. Where the states have a reporting role in compensatory educa-
tion, in vocational education, and others, reporting focuses on consoli-
dating information about who is served, the nature of services, and
efficiency in delivery.

Some states exceed federal requirements in having developed remark-
able evaluation reporting systems. Minnesota, for instance, requires
specification of objectives and evaluation plans for education programs,
and Minnesota law on educational planning and evaluation is distinctive.
Massachusetts law requires that local education agencies specify clearly
how Title I programs are modified on the basis of each evaluation. Cali-
fornia incorporates requirements for evaluation into its Comprehensive
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School Improvement Program (Assembly Bill 65, Chapter 894, 1977), and
the state's Master Plan for Special Education (Assembly Bill, 1250,
Chapter 1247, 1977), and others.

Local Level: Illustrations
From our site visits to local education agencies, ue judge that

government requirements are an immediate reason for evaluation of all
progr-ms receiving federal support. But this does not mean that all
LEAF Irely comply with state or federal requirements. There is also
consiuerable variation across LEAs and across programs within the LEA.

Variation across Pro2rarms. To be specific, we asked our, respondents
directly why evaluations were undertaken and the priority they attached
to federal and local demands. For Title I programs, about half the sites
we visited put local interests in evaluation far above government re-
quirements. The remaining half do evaluations primarily because they are
required. There may be argument about what it moans to "find out how
well the program is working..." in the more active sites, in Title I
and other programs. But that debate does help to illuminate the evalua-
tion and provoke interest. For bilingual education, interest in using
evaluations to modify programs takes a slightly higher priority than
federal requirements in our site visits. In vocational education, the
majority of sites "evaluate" mainly to meet federal requirements. The
importance of those requirements is overshadowed by local interest in
evaluation in a minority of cases. Innovative projects supported under
Title IV-C include vocational education and the interest in evaluation
apart from meeting requirements is clear. In programmatic education for
the handicapped, the stress is on meeting government requirements. It
is a relatively new program, the idea of evaluationapart\from compliance
is not well developed, and sites engaged in little or no systematic
evaluation beyond this.

Variation across Sites. There is considerable legitimate interest in
finding out whether a program is working in the active sites and pro-
grams. To be sure, there may be argument about what "working" means.
Some regard it as an easy question and simply obtain counts of those
who are served. Others try to estimate unambiguously the effect of
services. But the interest is explicit at local and state levels which
go beyond government requirements.

To illustrate, Site A's reports on evaluation of an Emergency School
Assistance Act program went considerably beyond requirements in attempting
to estimate the effect of the program on children, teachers, and parents.
Site D regularly augments the data collected to meet Title I requirements
and uses the augmented information to assure that program objectives are -

appropriate rather than gratuitous and to set annual student achievement
goals. Questions bearing on the effect of programs are not accorded high
priority because staff believe it's not possible to estimate the effect
independent of other services to children, in the case of Title I, or
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because the program has=aiready "demonstrated its effectiveness." Site
E's commitment to an office of research and evaluation stemmed from early
federal mandates to evaluate. The district has increased the office's
evaluation budget regularly, and this appears to be a result of energetic
production of balanced reports and an interested, responsive school board
and administration.

Not part of the site visit sample, but no less interesting, are LEAs
whose staff members have published accounts of their activity. The
Detroit Public School District, for instance, has cooperated with Wayne
State University staff to mount well designed randomized field experiments
to determine the effects of a preventive mental health program for children
at risk and enrolled in Title I programs. McDuffie County, Georgia's LEA
has had sufficient interest and resources to develop a Title I program and
an evaluation which are sufficiently sturdy to pass muster with the Joint
Dissemination Review Panel, and the program is now being made available
through the National Diffusion Network. About 45 Title I programs have
been recognized by JDHP. Providence, R.I., is remarkable for attending
to a wide range of problems encountered by Title I programs and being able
to document evaluations of tests, program goals, program components, staff
concerns, parental involvement and other matters.

On the other hand, Site K generally does "evaluation" only because
it's required, for example, and this amounts to no more than simple re-
porting of test scores. In Site J, the evaluation of the special educa-
tion program for the handicapped amounts to no more than setting an objec-
tive, such as "getting a typewriter" and achieving the objective "got the
typewriter." Neither the school board nor administration appear to be
much interested in evaluation in Sites A, C, H, J, and K and that disin-
terest is reflected at the program level. Those sites which stress meeting
federal requirements are not all uninterested in evaluation. Some res-
pondents told us they would like to do more, but local indifference or
lack of time and money prevent doing more. Some respondents clearly saw
no point to doing anything more than the government required.

Reasons for_the estions. The immediate reasons for addressing the ques-
tions at the local level is, as we've said, federal-requirements. But
other reasons are as numerous as those at any other level of government.
Where school boards are active and interested in evaluation, evaluators
are accountable to their members. Where superintendents are vigorous in
supporting an evaluation unit, their interest stems partly from routine
management information which is essential in operations and some of the
information needed to modify operations. The benefits of evaluation to
children emerged indirectly in conversations partly because there is some
reluctance among evaluators to announce that ultimately evaluation is
"for the children." The phrase is used hypocritically as well as honestly
in the field, and the chronic hypocritical uses make honest uses something
of an embarrassment. To illustrate the benefits, consider Site E's recent
tests, designed to understand what strategies facilitate children's read-
ing. An expensive, commercially advertised regimen was compared against
an in-school remedial teaching program and against one other approach
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to assay how children performed. The results demonstrated that children
learned more under the regimen only when it was exceedingly well imple-
mented. Since high implementation was difficult, and since the alterna-
tives did not fare well relative to the new regimen, the results were
used to argue that districts should be allowed to choose between the
remaining ones.

Apart from interest in answering questions, a common reason for
evaluation is verifying to others the worth of a program. The Title I
director in one site, for instance, stressed the fact that he wanted to
assure that if he did a good job, there could be an independent appraisal
of the effort. His interest lies in building a small pocket of credibility
in a city which has a fairly strong tradition of corruption. We encountered
sufficient recognition of the benefit of independent verification at other
sites to believe that this reason is common and neither demeaning nor
dishonest.

We found no uniform attention across programs in estimating the effects
of programs on children. Indeed, there was informed skepticism in Sites A,
D, J, and others that estimates of the effects of Title I services could
be made sensibly, even with federal "models" of how to do it, because other
services were provided with Title I services simultaneously. In other
cases, the task of estimation is easier simply because there are no other
special services. The skepticism is reflected at the federal level as
well judging from professional papers published by staff members of ASPE,
academic critics, and others. We have not seen the same skepticism re-
gistered by LEA or SEA officials in testimony to the Congress. The
difficulty of estimating effects generally has not prevented small scale
tests from being mounted where the opportunity arises. In Site 3, con-
trolled tests of a vocational education program have been nicely designed
and executed using Title IV-C funds for innovative projects. Recall the
Detroit and McDuffie County illustrations given earlier. The remarkable
efforts are in a minority to be sure, but they are no less important for
that.

Other reasons for evaluation are somewhat less admirable. Webster
and Stufflebeam's study of 35 very large school districts, for example,
yielded one clear illustration of a principal asking for a survey which
would make the district look good. The request appears to have been born
of desperation since he was subsequently fired. We were told in an inter-
view with one site that the administrator occasionally asks the evaluation
unit to investigate some problem for which a decision has almost been
made and the evaluation unit's task is merely to collect evidence to
prove the case.

The interest in "puff pieces" or "hatchet jobs" and their frequency,
however, appears to be rather low from our site visits and other infor-
mation. It is, we believe, more likely in locally generated evaluations
of personnel, for example, than in evaluation of federally supported
programs. But evidence on any of this is weak.
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We do not mean to imply that there are no problems in assuring inte-grity in the conduct of an evaluation, or in assuring candor in reporting.The matter is discussed in Chapter 5 on how well evaluations are conducted.

9 lisr112x!aLghara erizin the Functions of Evaluation
The questions enumerated earlier are a reasonable framework for under-standing why an evaluation might be mounted. There are other reasonable

classification schemes and other vernacular is often used to describe
what evaluation is and what its purposes are. Specialization in evaluationhas led to other terms to describe what an evaluation is supposed to accom-plish. These are considered in the following remarks because they are
frequently used by the evaluation community and occasionally in law andregulation.

Needs assessment surveys are descriptive studies undertaken prior tocreation or modification of a program to establish what needs are, their
scope, and their severity in particular target groups. The work may in-volve a few case studies or an opinion paper in the simplest case. The
more elaborate may include formal statisticalsurveys as well as casestudies. Illustrations from contracts completed under support of OE's
Office of Evaluation and Dissemination during 1976-78 include "Assessment
of Available Resources of Services to Severely Handicapped Children."Such surveys cannot normally be used to estimate the effects of programsin the least equivocal way possible.

Process evaluation include studies of the activities, operations,
organization, and other aspects of a program. If the program is new, theexamination is often labelled formative evaluation and implies trouble-shooting activity. Illustrative projects supported by the OED include
assessment of Emergency School Aid Act Program operations. Less elaboratevarieties of this type of evaluation may involve short site visits and
managerial case study. The more elaborate approaches can involve con-scientious measurement of how many individuals receive services or how
many institutions comply with instruction, of the degree and type of ser-vice or compliance. The main focus of such activity is understanding
delivery of the program of services, and adherence to standards, rules, or
instruction, rather than understanding or estimating effects of service.The idea of process evaluations is ambiguous in the sense that it can be
regarded in most routine form as administrative monitoring through con-
ventional record systems.

Outcome evaluations attempt to estimate in the least equivocal way
possible the direct effects of a program.on its main target group, usually
children. Where there are multiple target groups and many effects are
indirect, the activity may be labelled summative evaluation or impactevaluation. Where both costs and effects of program variations are
mated, the activity may involve cost benefit analysis. Illustrations ofthe type include NIE supported field experiments on career education
programs and OED supported field experiments on some of the programs
mounted under the Emergency School Assistance Act.

3e
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Administrative audits are often undertaken by state offices to
verify that programs said to be operating at the school district level
are indeed operating. In Florida and elsewhere, they are directed toward
examining administration and processes and may involve visits to class-
rooms.

Administrative and cal su studies are often supported by
evaluation budgets. These include conferences, technical assistance
centers of the kind supported under Title I, special planning studies,
development of new methodology.

Ambiguity in What Is Meant b- Evaluation
The law rarely asks for specific types of information and never asks

that a specific question be answered. Furthermore, written and readily
available background information on the origins of the legislative demand,
of the sort which appears in Hearings, for example, is often terse.
Partly for these reasons, opinions often differed about what is intended,
what evaluative information is essential, and how such information will
be used. The differences have been registered in interviews with federal
agency officials and in their professional papers, by at least some of
the Congressional staff to whom we spoke.

Not recognizing the variation in interpretations of what is meant
by evaluation is imprudent at best and dangerous at worst. The ambiguity
is complicated by different levels of expertise and by different views of
the topic within Congress and the agencies and across federal, state,
and local government. Consider the following illustrations.

(a) The Director of Research in an education division of the federal
government told us during an interview that his division did no evalua-
tions. This was despite a list of projects for FY 1977-79 which included
four items with the word evaluation in the title. He said they were "not
really evaluations." His superior, a deputy assistant secretary, who was
interviewed immediately afterward, said that "almost every project we do
is an evaluation."

(b) In an interview with a Congressional staffer, we were told that his
Committee was interested in effectiveness, that is, how many children
are in the federal program in primary school, junior high and high school.
In response to the question "what about effects on children" he said that
this is not what is normally meant, in his judgement, by effectiveness
among his Committee members even if it is viewed that way among staff and
members of other committees. This discussion is consistent with diffi-
culties encountered in the NIP Compensatory Education Study and the long
negotiation needed to settle on the major questions to be addressed. It
is consistent with the confusion and "protracted negotiation between USOE
and concerned Congressional committees" over models for evaluating Title
I programs.

(c) In a presentation before a National Academy of Sciences Committee, a
Congressional staff member criticized the studies supported by a federal
educational agency as being "silly evaluations." It was pointed out that
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the studies were more properly characterized as basic research, silly ornot, and the staff member responded by saying that he did not distinguish
between research and evaluation.

(d) In a recent study by Syracuse Research Corporation of Title I sup-ported programs, the majority of respondents in a large sample said theyregard evaluation as "monitoring and testing students." Estimating theeffects of Title 1 programs, a function implied by early government re-quirements for evaluation, was apparently of minor interest. The percep-tion of evaluation as "testing students," or in special education programsas diagnosis of children, or in bilingual education as evaluating materials,was confirmed in our round-table discussions and some site visits.
(e) The bewildering array of senses in which the phrase "program evalua-tion" is used in the professional literature forms the stuff of a 17 pagearticle by Gene Glass of The University of Colorado and Frederick Ellettof UCLA. They plough through, with alarming conscientiousness, evaluationas "applied sciences," "systems management," "decision theory," "assess-ment of progress toward goals," "jurisprudence," "description or portrayal,"and "rational empiricism."

(f) At least a few federal agency staffers reckon that Congress passesthe buck to the federal agencies to instruct the Congress about evaluationat least in some instances. For example, one of our informants at NIEasked a Congressman what he wanted from the program and its evaluation.He left it up to the evaluator, saying, "We just want to goose the system."It's for reasons of this sort that one CEO staffer rarely uses the wordevaluation and prefers to make explicit the particular questions which arebeing addressed in an evaluation.

(g) Ambiguity is not confined to education. The most recent UNESCO con-ference on evaluation techniques in Asia confined virtually all attentionto organization of computer systems rather than to evaluation in the senseof determining whether programs operate as they should or in the sense ofestimating impact. About a half dozen different definitions of evaluationseem to have been used in recent Pan-American conferences on evaluatingnutritional programs.

There are a number of reasons for ambiguity in popular and professionaluse of the word evaluation.
A fundamental one is simply that the wordimplies different things to different people. The differences stem partlyfrom the different disciplines involved. In education, for example, itis not unusual to encounter management, sociology, statistics, psychology,accounting, and policy sciences represented in an evaluation. Differencesalso stem partly from the variety of methods used by a discipline to exam-ine a problem. The administrator may bring case studies to bear. Thestatistician normally argues for statistical evidence. The lexical inven-tiveness of academic scholars, bureaucrats, and politicians complicatesmatters further. Despite the utility of some labels and slogans, the

introduction of "self-referent evaluation," "illuminative evaluation,""responsive evaluation" and other neologisms is confusing. In some in-stances, the label attached to the activity hinges on people, regardlessof title: If A does it, it's evaluation: and if B does it, it's research;
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Finally, it occasionally apuears to be prudent to keep the word vague.
The demand to "evaluate" is sufficiently general to permit investigation
and audit without inciting the fears that these activities do. It has
been used as a synonym for research when the word research is found offen
sive by legislators or parents.

None of this is peculiar to educational evaluation judging from
recent work by William Krskal at Chicago and Frederick Mosteller at
rvard. Terminology in statistics is used popularly to give scientific

dignity to simple information collection. For example, a writer may
announce that he has taken a "random sample" to lend scientific legiti-
macy to his efforts and we find later that the word haphazard is rather
more accurate. Uses of words like "experiment," "audit," "psychotic,"
and so on are used promiscuously despite professional communities that
ascribe to more or less explicit definitions in each case.

We stress the matter here because the ambiguity does affect commun-
ication at federal, state, and local levels of government. It affects
quality of evaluation, costs, and so on. Some of our recommendations
bear on the problem.

2.2 AUDIENCES FOR EVALUATION RESULTS

In any potential audience for evaluation results, there are pockets
of sturdy indifference as well as pockets of remarkable interest. The
following remarks illustrate this variety at national, state, and local
levels of governance.

National Level

The GAO's recent work classifies the audiences for evaluation into
three groups: policy-makers, managers, and oversight agencies. Various
public interest groups which occasionally demonstrate an interest in
evaluation, advisory groups, program staff, and parents, and a sizeable
community of evaluators constitute two nongovernment audiences. Not all
members of these audiences are equally attentive.

In principle, the relevant policy-makers include the Congress, since
the demand for evaluation of ongoing programs and many new ones is made
in law. The case studies on use of evaluation in Chapter 6 suggest that
Congress is indeed an audience at least at times. There are explicit
references to evaluations in committee reports, in the incorporation of
evaluation findings into bills, and in the rationale provided for appro-
priations. The pertinent cases which include the clearest evidence are
the NIE Compensatory Education Study, the National Day Care Study, Rand's
Study of Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change, Bilingual Educa-
tion, the Fund for the Improvement of Post-secondary Education, and of
Title I Testing. Evaluations of Follow Through among others are remark-
able for the lack of audience reaction, but notable for their use in
provoking discussion.
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The reports of the Senate Appropriations Committee, the House
Education and Labor Committee and others register the interest of this
audience but indicators of the interest are not always uniformly clear.
For instance, the Senate Committee's 1979 Report enumerates appropriations
and gives a brief rationale for each appropriation. Of the 85 education
budget items the Committee considered, 11 include reference to evaluation
as part of the rationale for support, though evaluations are available
and were used we believe in at least 6 more cases. The absence of eval-
uative data is mentioned twice, though probably over 20 items in the
catalog have had no formal evaluation at all.

Our sources of information about Congressional staff interests in-
clude a recent survey by Florio, Behrmann, and Goltz of 26 staffers of
subcommittees and committees dealing with education. These include the
House Committee on Education and Labor and five pertinent subcommittees,
the Senate Collanittee on Labor and Human Resources and four of its sub-
committees, Senate Appropriations and Governmental Affairs Committees.
Of the 26 staffers identified as an audience in principle, seven con-
sidered the influence of evaluation on their work to be significant,
eight said importance depended on the issue, and eleven said evaluation
was not useful to them in the form delivered. We conducted interviews
with eight of these staffers, four nominated by Congresswoman Holtzman's
staff, the remainder by ex-staffers, in the interest of independent
review. All were informed about evaluation in some degree. But their
own opinions about how useful evaluations are hinged considerably on
particular evaluationssome being regarded as useful, others not--and
their definition of "useful." One staff member, for instance, said that
evaluations were not useful to his committee but also said clearly that
evaluations were used to guide Committee members' questions during Hear-
ings. Their remarks on how evaluation results are used have been incor-
porated into Chapter 6.

The most relevant Congressional support staff include four members
of the Congressional Budget Office who capitalize on educational evalua-
tion as a policy tool. The persons to whom we spoke regard themselves as
discriminating consumers of evaluations, and use evaluations in policy
development. The case study on CHO in Chapter 6 illustrates their use of
results. Members of the Congressional Research Service with responsibil-
ity in education in principle constitute an audience for evaluation.
The two people to whom we spoke regarded themselves as brokers of eval-
uation and research.

In principle, federal agency program managers constitute an audience
for evaluation. This involves a presumption that the manager will act
upon the findings of an evaluation supported by the division of evalua-
tion, by GAO, or some other reasonably independent agent. In practice,
there is confusion: Evaluation information requested by Congress is not
necessarily useful to the manager and evaluative information needed by
the manager is not necessarily useful to Congress. Advertising that
"evaluation is a management tool" as OMB has done implies, to at least
some policy analysts, that it will then be less useful to policy-makers.

10
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In practice, there is also competition between the program unit and the
evaluation unit for funds and Congress's attention. Some of the anomolous
possible consequences of competition here can be illustrated by a Con-
gressional staffer's opinion that federal manager6 do not take action on
evaluations and as a consequence the evaluation unit's budget, not the
program budget, is reduced. Under the new Department of Education, the
evaluation unit is lodged in the Office of the Assistant Secretary for
Management. '.clot Office will, its executives expect, help to link eval-
uation more closely to program management without degrading the extent
to which evaluation can meet Congressional requests.

The case studies on uses of evaluation given in Chapter 6 reflect
some management interests in the information. The verifiable uses include
changes in federal regulations produced by the National Day Care Study,
the NIE Compensatory Education Study, smaller scale assessments of Title
I testing programs, and the Rand evaluations of Federal Programs Support-
ing Educational Change. The unwillingness or inability to use some eval-
uations for legitimate and other reasons is reflected in the Follow
Through case study. The most consistent but small agency audience for
evaluations which estimate effects of programs is the Joint Dissemination
Review Panel, a 22 member board that included OE and NIE staff. The JDRP
routinely reviews programs and evidence submitted by program developers
at the local, state, or federal level to determine if evidence is suffi-
cient to warrant providing the program with an opportunity to apply for
dissemination grants.

The priority accorded to evaluation by federal managers varies. In
bilingual education, for example, the reviews of grant proposals involve
a 110 point scoring scheme; fifteen points go to evaluation, suggesting
that it cannot play a decisive role in funding decisions in the division
of bilingual education. Judging from public speeches by some bilingual
education experts, the recent AIR evaluation of bilingual education has
provoked more interest in evaluation for the sake of self-protection if
nothing else.

In Vocational Education, the law requires the State board responsi-
ble for program administration to provide an accountability report to
the Commissioner annually. The specification of content practically
legislates management as an audience, in that it must contain a "summary
of the evaluations of programs...and adacEiEn4)Ihow the information
from these evaluations has been or isAkAJLIIDe (Section 108, Title I -
Vocational Education). We are unaware of any formal assessment of these
reports or any substantial way in which they meet the requirement.

At the GAO, there is a notable interest in evaluation among members
of the Program Analysis Division, a unit was created in response to law
requiring that GAO Play a major role in overseeing evaluations. The
interest and some of the expertise is gradually finding its way into
other divisions of the agency. The approaches being developed by GAO to
guide evaluations are based at least partly on earlier oval tive re-
search supported by the National Institute of Education and ational
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Science Foundation. In this sense, GAO is an audience for evaluative
methods. GAO is also An audience, at times, for the product of evalua-
tion itself if we may judge by GAO's use of evaluation by other agencies.
A case in point, the National Day Care Study, is discussed in detail in
the chapter on uses of evaluation results.

The courts are not a regular audience for evaluations. But educa-
tional policy research, supported at least partly by the federal govern-
ment and directed at questions which evaluations address, is used epi-
sodically. Information generated by an OED-supported evaluation of bilin-
gual education programs has been introduced as evidence in a New York
state court case, Cintron vs. Brentwood School District on access to
bilingual education. In the Supreme Court, Bakke vs Universit of Cali-
fornia employed data from the OED-NCES supported National Longitudinal Study
of the High School Class of 1972. Applied research on the effects of
integrated classrooms on children's achievement, conducted by university
researchers in pursuit of scholarly interests, has been admitted as
evidence in Swann v. Charlotte-Mecklenber Board of Education, in Hobson
v. Hansen (Washington, D.C.) and Ke es v. School District No. 1 (Denver).
At the state level, investigations by Coleman suggest that in California
research on the effects of desegregation continue to be used partly as
a result of a State Supreme Court ruling on admissibility of the evide ;ce.
Methodological research on evaluation, produced with federal support, is
also of occasional, direct interest. For example, the Federal Judicial
Center has created a Committee on Experiments in the Justice System to
understand how sophisticated evaluation methods, notably randomized field
experiments, can be used to determine whether and how well innovations
work. The Committee, chaired by Judge Edward Re, has included meetings
at which methodological work supported by the National Institute of Edu-
cation as well as National Science Foundation has been formally presented.
We have not had the resources for a detailed examination of how often
information generated in the national level evaluations has been used by
the federal, state, or local courts. The preceding remarks merely illus-
trate the beginnings of interest in the judicial sector.

The Local and State Interest in National Evaluations
Our site visits to local education agencies generally revealed little

awareness about evaluations produced at the national level. Interest
generally focuses on locally executed evaluation if there is any interest
at all. But there are two important exceptions.

The first exception involves large school districts which often have
research and evaluation units and states with well developed evaluation
practices. Those units are consumers of some evaluations and of metho-
dological research on evaluation which finds its way into the professional
journals. So, for instance, the input evaluation unit of the Dallas
Independent School District's research and evaluation division is respon-
sible for monitoring national reports. The examination of reports of
Title I evaluations led eventually to Dallas's field testing of an instruc-
tional approach identified as successful, DISTAR, in the evaluation report.
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A similar exception holds for states with well developed approaches to
evaluation of state and federally supported programs. The usefulness of
this information to state staff is partly rhetorical--to persuade someone
of the value of the program--and partly managerial--identifying good and
bad practice. For instance, Iowa's Oliver Himley cited three national
evaluations bearing on Title I programs in 1979 Oversight Hearings of the
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education. He appeared
to be the only one of representatives from nine states who knew about the
studies. Kansas and California have both used the QED- supported Rand
Study of Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change to modify legis-
lation (see the case studies in Chapter 6). And in other states, such
as Michigan and Minnesota, we did encounter program staff and evaluators
who were aware of national evaluation.

A second major class of exceptions to local disinterest or lack of
awareness about national evaluations concerns evaluations which receive
considerable professional or popular press coverage. At Site 3, for
example, the director of bilingual education was familiar with the recent
national evaluations of the bilingual program undertaken by OED. The
professional debate over the national evaluetion itself led this director
to be concerned about the quality of the report that she received from
the contractor she had hired to evaluate Site J's program, and she asked
us for comments. The national evaluation has been covered by professional
periodicals such as Phi Delta Kappan and by network television. NBC's
Tom Snyder (May 9, 1978) included interviews with federal program mana-
gers and Ohio Representative John Ashbrook. The Rand Corporation's
evaluation of "Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change" is another
case in point. The report itself was covered by at leaat a half dozen
local newspapers and at least one syndicated columnist. Press coverage
did provoke discussion, though it is not clear how it may have influenced
decisions. Spencer Rich of the Washington Post covered an NIE supported
evaluation of Jesse Jackson's PUSH-EXCEL program (April 22, 1980). The
article, a balanced one, evoked considerable interest in both the program
and evaluation judging from letters to NIE.

Documenting instances in which popular treatment of professional
evaluation has provoked action is time consuming, and the resources
available to this project have not been sufficient to do so. No formal
newspaper clipping system is employed in any federal educational evalu-
ation unit we've visited, though there is informal attention to this
topic.

Local and State Audiences for Local Evaluations
The most recent report of a large scale survey bearing on audiences

for evaluation was issued in 1979 by UCLA's Center for the Study of Eval-
uation. Their effort focused on large school districts with research
and evaluation units. Respondents in that survey, directors of research
and evaluation units, reported that the most consistent users of their
reports were superintendents and central office staff of the school
district (60%) and principals (S3%). About 30% of the directors said that
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teachers were consistent users of the information they generated. School
board members are still less likely to be a regular user of the information
and parents are reported to be least likely to be a consistent user group
(9%). The UCLA survey covers all evaluations generated by a research
unit, not only the federally supported ones.

From our own site visits, we conclude that school board interest in
local evaluation varies considerably from school district to school die-
trict and state to state. The extremely active audience is exemplified
by the school strict in Site E, for example, where we were told that one
school board m ex, who on receiving any proposal for funding immediately
flips to the budget and the line item for evaluation, and who on receiving
reports about a program asks where the evaluation is, and who calls die-.
trict evaluators to obtain information about evaluations directly and to
remind evaluators that they've missed a deadline. The school board itself
at Site J has required evaluation of some activities every three years,
executive summaries of evaluation in plain English. In Dallas, the
school board has a formal program evaluation committee which includes
board members to wham research and evaluation reports are regularly pro-
vided. Such interest among school boards is, we believe, exceptional.
For instance, we found no evidence that Title I evaluations in Site A
are considered seriously by the school board, though the attention given
evaluation by the Title I director is clear. Site J's board involvement
is not significant, judging from our interviews, because management and
budget issues are higher in priority.

For Title I programs, at least one local audience is implied by
federal law. Parent Advisory Committees are given responsibility at the
local level for providing advice on implementation of Title I programs.
As a matter of practice, the audience sometimes has less access than it
should to evaluation reports and it may be uninterested. The case study
given in Chapter 6, on use of evaluation findings by Parent Advisory
groups, covers both active and inactive segments of this audience.

In any given site, the audiences range considerably depending, on the
nature of the information produced by the evaluator, and the relations
between evaluator and various groups within the district. Title I eval-
uation in Providence, for instance, suggests the following pattern of
information needs being satisfied. Systematic assessments of the rela-
tion between instruction time and achievement was eventually used by
Title I teachers and administrators. Assessments of clerical errors in
records, of cut off points on tests used to assign children to different
instructional regimens, were used by program management. Assessments
of class size, of the appropriateness of tests, of classification pro-
blems engendered by tests, of the appropriateness of program objectives
based on tests are provided to teachers and used by them. The Title I
Parent Advisory Committee appears to be a consistent audience for eval-
uations showing poor performance in middle schools relative to elemen-
tary schools and has actively used the information in pushing for program
modification.
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In other sites, such as Site .7 and Site F, the federal emphasis on
achievement levels of students is often of considerably less interest to
program managers, superintendents, and school boards, thah is information
about children's attitudes, children's self-coneepts, and parental reac-
tions to programs.

Consumer and Producer Education
One cleat implication of this and others! investigations is that the

audience for evaluation shifts considerably inxiembership and the need to
inform the audience about purposes of evaluation is a recurring one Site
J, for instance, has had five superintendents in ten years; the veteran
school board member has had six years experience and majority have less
than two. Site A's school board has had over the past-five.years aodramatic
shift in membership and part of the program evaluator's problem in that
city is to overcome both ingenuous and informed suspicion of the new
board against district staff. At the state level, changes in membership
of the legislature and legislative staff can be rapid. This puts sub-
stantial demands on state evaluation staff in California, for instance,
to explain-the purposes, origin, nature and conduct of evaluative activi.-
ties. At the national level, Congressional staff member turnover is
relatively high. Though there remains a core of individuals who are
sophisticated about the flaws and benefits of evaluation, the audience
changes often enough to put considerable demand on communication efforts.
The problem has been similar with the Education Division of DREW. Eight
Commissioners of Education in a ten year period and a small army of migra--
tory executives make matters difficult. Briefings on evaluation by the
OE's Office of Evaluation and Dissemination have become routine and ela-
borate in response to the problem.

The audience is not the only group being educated. The difficulty
of communicating about evaluations to a heterogeneous, often nontechnical
audience, has had the benefit of spawning new interest in ways of present-
ing information. Evaluation staff of the Austin IndependentSchool Dis-
trict, the Baltimore County Public Schools, the Philadelphia School Dis-
trict have been remarkable in this respect. Austin, for example, has
managed to produce a thoughtful manual on reporting, based on hard exper-
ience. The experience in smaller districts and in districts where eval-
uation staff are unable or unwilling to provide information about the
way they approach the problem is almost Invisible. In some cases, it
is not especially good. Parent Advisory Councils in some areas have
notable difficulty in accessing reports, for example, and in under-
standing what is being said on account of technical language. It is
partly on account of such difficulty that the UCLA Center for the Study
of Evaluation has created a newsletter to periodically report on effect-
ive strategies for getting information used at the local level. The
production of the periodical, U.S,E, (Using School Evaluations), is
supported by the'National Institute of Education.
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2.3 LEGISLATION ON EVALUATION

A fundamental reason why evaluations are done is that Congress wants
them done, if we may judge from law and from our interviews at local, state,
and federal levels. To understand the scope of legislative demands for
evaluation, we undertook a search for statutes bearing on the topic and a
brief analysis of them.

The main vehicle for search was the LEXIS computerized legal document
retrieval system, using Title 20 of the United States Code. Scope of search
was restricted to those educational programs most relevant to this Project,
e.g., elementary and secondary education, vocational education, education
for the handicapped, and so on. Graduate or higher education programs, school
nutrition programs, and library programs, were excluded. Moreover, the search
focused on statutes containing the word evaluation. It then excludes evalu-
ative activity which may have been labelled differently. Details of the
search, problems encountered, and detailed analysis are given in the Appendix
to this report. We believe it is the only attempt since the GAO's in 1974 to
map this terrain.

Recenc of Amendments and

All the subsections of the U.S. Code containing references to evaluation
have been placed in the Code or amended since 1968. Furthermore, 73% of the
subsections were amended by the 95th Congress in 1977-78. Over 60% of the
subsections were amended or enacted by a single act of legislatioD, the
Education Amendments of 1978 (Public Law 95-561). The number of citations
to evaluation subsections of the U.S. Code by year are as follows:

Year 1968 '69 '70 '71 '72 '74 '77

Number

Character

1 5

eneral Provisions

5 8 11 75

The General Provisions Concerning Education apply to all federally
funded education programs "for which an administrative head of an education
agency ha' 'administrative responsibility" (§1221(b)). They furtherrapecify
that any state or local application for federal funds for an education pro-
gram must contain an evaluation component and assurances of cooperation in
providing data for federal level evaluation efforts. The local agency
must report to the state and the state to the Commissioner of Education
(§1232d; 1232e). The general purpose of such evaluations is to "determine
the effectiveness of covered programs in meeting their statutory objectives
01232d).
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At the federal level, there is overlapping and potentially conflicting
authority for evaluation of education programs. The Secretary of DHEW has
had a similar statutory mandate with no clear indication how these evaluation
efforts are to differ from those of the Commissioner of Education (51226c).
Further, the Comptroller General may conduct special evaluations of programs
upon request by Congress (51227). The National Institute of Education and
the National Advisory Council on Indian Education also may evaluate educational
programs within the province of their concerns (551221e; 1221g).

These statutory sections represent the most general evaluation require-
ments and they are stated in rather broad terms. Various statutory sections
require needs assessments (51226c), outcome evaluations (51226c; 1231a), and
even cost/benefit analyses (51226c). Another section of the General Provisions
requires the Commissioner of Education to conduct a comprehensive study of
evaluation practices and procedures at the national, state, and local levels
for federally funded elementary and secondary education programs and this
Project stems from the requirement (51231a). While these sections of the
General Provisions establish the cornerstone of federal policy on educational
evaluations, the influence of these requirements remains unclear. The General
Provisions are to apply unless otherwise specified by federal statute, and no
such specification was encountered in the course of this research. Further
information and citation to specific subsections of the General Provisions
are provided in the Appendix to this report.

§2sIfic Programs

To understand evaluation requirements for specific programs consider
statutes on education of handicapped children, bilingual education, Title I,
and vocational education.

The Education of Handica ed Children (551401-1461). Since 1975, the
Commissioner of Education has had primary responsibility to conduct evalu.
ations of special education programs. Either directly or by grants or con-
tracts, the Commissioner has been required to assess the need for special
education programs, the extent to which needed services are delivered, and
the effectiveness of these programs in meeting the goals of special edu-
cation (51418). State and local education agencies must comply with these
regulations as a condition of federal funding of special education programs
(51412). Each year, the Commissioner is to file a report with Congress on
the progress being made in providing special education services. This
report is to include a detailed description of all evaluation activities
conducted by the Commissioner and an assessment of the effectiveness of each
education agency in providing special education services in the least re-
strictive environment and in preventing erroneous classifications (51418).
The Commissioner must also evaluate the effectiveness of each of the model
centers and experimental programs in meeting the special needs of handi-
capped students (51425).
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Bilingual Education (553221 - 3261). The statutory mandate concerning
evaluation of bilingual education programs is vague and seems to reflect
a cautious approach in establishing rules for a new education program.
In fact, in the statutory statement of policy Congress notes that research
and evaluation capabilities in bilingual education need to be strengthened
(53222). The Commissioner of Education has been directed to develop models
of evaluation to be used in assessing the progress made by participants in
attaining English language skills. The local education agencies then im-
plement the evaluation models and report to the Commissioner as a condition
of federal funding (53221). The Commissioner reports to Congress once every
two years concerning the need for bilingual education and the success of the
federal programs in meeting this need (53241). While these initial evaluation
efforts are underway, Congress requests the Secretary to develop more so-
phisticated evaluation and data collection models by September 1980 (53241).
The National Institute of Education is also required to develop and evaluate
effective models for bilingual education (53252). Further information and
citation to specific subsections may be found in the Appendix.

Evaluation of Title I Pro -rams (552701 - 2854). The statutory standards for
evaluation of Title I programs delegate primary responsibility for evaluation
of Title I programs to the local agencies (52734). The state education agency
has been directed to provide technical assistance to the local agencies, and
to compile the findings of the local evaluations in a report for the Com-
missioner of Education (52822). The Commissioner, who must also provide
technical assistance to local agencies, then must combine the findings of the
state reports with national evaluations of Title I programs and present a
biannual report to Congress (52833). The National Advisory Council on Quality
in Education also may evaluate Title I programs (53171). Further information
and citation to specific subsections are given in the Appendix.

Vocational Education (552301 - 2461). The core evaluation requirements for
vocational education involve the common scheme of the state education agency
reporting to the Commissioner of Education, who reports to Congress. At
the state level, authority to conduct evaluations is retained by the State
Advisory Council, which in principle must meet detailed standards in evaluating
local vocational education programs (52305).

At the federal level, the authority to conduct evaluations of vocational
education programs is divided among several agencies with overlapping and
potentially conflicting mandates. In addition to evaluation of vocational
education programs by the Commissioner of Education, federal level evaluations
are to be conducted by at least three other groups. The National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education is authorized to conduct independent evalu-
ations of state vocational education programs and to file an annual report
with the Commissioner of Education, the Secretary of Labor, the Congress
and the President (52392). The National Institute of Education has authority
to "study and evaluate" a broad range of vocational educational programs
in order to make recommendations for the redirection and improvement of
vocational education programs in the next decade. NIE also has the authority
to conduct "not more than three experimental studies" to achieve the purpose
of the evaluation (52563). Finally, the Commissioner of Education and the
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Secretary of Labor have joint authority to evaluate bilingual vocational
training programs and file an annual report with the President and Congress
(52412).

In addition to these primary evaluation mandates, a number of secondary
mandates for research in vocational education are included. A national
center for research in vocational education was established to develop
"methods of evaluating programs, including follow-up studies of program
completers and leavers" (52401). A Coordinating Committee on Research in
Vocational Education is established to develop "an effective management
information system. . . to achieve the best possible monitoring and evalu-
ation of vocational education projects" (52304). Finally, the Commissioner
of Education is to study sex discrimination and sex stereotyping in vo-
cational education programs (52563).

Other Stratezles of Evaluation

In addition to the General Prwisions and the four major education
programs discussed above, evaluation standards for twenty-six other edu-
cation programs were examined. The standards vary widely across programs.
For some education programs, the local agency is responsible for developing
appropriate evaluation models to be included in the application for federal
funds (e.g., Metric Education -- 52953; Community Schools Program -- §3288;
Dropout Prevention Programs -- §3387). Other education programs place heavy
reliance on contractors or grantees to conduct the required evaluations in
accordance with standards developed by the Commissioner (e.g., Media
Education -- 5541; Consumer Education 52983). Some education programs
offer no guidance beyond the general admonition that the federally funded
program should be evaluated (e.g., Educational Improvement and Resources
Support -- §3084; Gifted and Talented Children Program -- §3315).

es of Evaluation Activities Re uired b Education Statutes

To obtain better understanding of the legislative references to
"evaluation," the references were classified as indicating one or more of
the following: needs assessment; process or formative evaluation; outcome
or summative evaluation; cost/benefit analysis; and an "unspecified" classi-
ficatIon. "Needs assessment" was defined as those activities directed
toward determining the nature or extent of a problem, such as a survey to
determine the need for a bilingual education program among migratory children.
"Process or formative evaluation" was defined to include an examination of
the nature of the services being provided or an examination of the function-
ing or operations of the education program. "Outcome or summative evaluation"
was defined as those activities designed to determine the effect of a program
on the problem it was intended to solve, or an assessment of the effective-
ness of a program in meeting the purpose of the statute. "Cost/benefit
analysis" was defined as those activities which compare estimates of the
impact of a program with the costs of providing the services. Any evaluation
requiring a comparison between the funds spent on a program and the results
of the program was classified as a "cost/benefit analysis." The "unspecified"
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category included those references to evaluation in which the nature of
the required activities could not be determined from the context of the
statute. Finally, an "other" category was included to permit examination
of evaluation mandates which did not fit into any of the anticipated classi-
fications.

Explicit statements concerning evaluation of the impact of an education
program are much less frequent than more general statements concerning evalu-
ation of the effectiveness of the statute. Only eight of the twenty-nine
programs or levels of programs for which the statute implies outcome evalu-
ation either mention or imply an evaluation of the impact of the education
program on the perceived problem (Education of Handicapped Children, State
and Local Evaluation -- §1413(a)(7); Federal Evaluation -- 51418(a); Bi-
lingual Education, Local Evaluation §3241(d); Vocational Education,
State Evaluation -- §2312(b)(1)(B), Federal Evaluation of Bilingual Vo-
cational Programs -- §2412(a)(2); Preschool Partnership Program -- §2917(b)
(3); Biomedical Sciences Program -- 53054(a)(11); Emergency School Aid --
53200(a)(11)). The remaining twenty-one programs or levels of programs re-
quiring outcome evaluations contained a statement conc2rning an "evaluation
statute." This phrase occurs with such consistency that it has the character
of statutory boilerplate, employed when there appears to be general interest
in the functioning of the program but there is no intention, consensus, or
clear preference for "outcome or summative" evaluations rather than "process
or formative" evaluations. If one assumes that the use of this general phrase
concerning evaluation of the effectiveness of the education program only
expresses an interest in requiring some form of objective assessment of
program operations, then these more general mandates can be taken out of the
"outcome or summative evaluation" category and combined with the "unknown"
or unspecifiable evaluation mandates. Only eight of the forty programs which
require an impact assessment can be classified as requiring "outcome evalu-
ations," and thirty of the forty programs contain one or more of the general
mandates which does not specify an evaluation question.

If general statements about effectiveness in achieving purposes of the
statute are classified as outcome or summative evaluation,.then this is the
most common type of mandated evaluation activity. In each major education
program and in seventeen of the twenty-six minor education programs, the
purpose of the evaluation requirement was either to determine the impact of
the program or to determine the effectiveness of the program in achieving the
purpose of the statute. The nine minor programs which did not require out-
come evaluations all had "unspecified" evaluation requirements, suggesting
that the absence of language requiring an outcome evaluation did not imply
a preference for one of the other evaluation models.

In six of the forty programs or levels of programs, the evaluation
mandate referred to a needs assessment of some kind. Typical of these man-
dates are those for special education in which the Commissioner of Education
is required to determine the number of children in each state with particular
kinds of educational disabilities (Education of Handicapped Children, Federal
Evluation sa §1418(b)(1)). Only some of the statutory mandates for needs
assessments are referred to as evaluation. In six different programs or
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levels of programs, similar data collection mandates were required without
using the term "evaluation." All four major education programs and the
General Provisions require needs assessment of some form by some level
of government. This suggests that needs assessment is recognized as a
valuable data collection activity, though it may or may not be referred to
as "evaluation."

fi

Five of the forty programs or levels of programs required a "process
evaluation." The statutory language mandating a process evaluation varies
greatly. Examples include the mandate to special education programs to
evaluate the effectiveness of procedures intended "to assure that handi-
capped children receive special education and related services in the least
restrictive environment . . ." (Education of Handicapped Children -- §1418
(d)(2)(A)), and the mandate to the National institute of Education to
"conduct an evaluation and study . .[to analyze] the means of assessing
program quality and effectiveness" (Vocational Education, Federal Evaluation
by National Institute of Education -- §2563(b)(l)(C), also classified as a
mandate for an outcome evaluation). Four of the five mandates for process
evaluation applied to the major education programs.

Three of the forty programs or levels of programs discussed evaluation
in terms of a "cost/benefit analysis." Two of the four major education
programs and the General Provisions require some form of cost/benefit
analysis at some level of the program. Only programs in Bilingual Education
and Education of Handicapped Children have no such requirement. Typical of
such evaluation mandates is the requirement that state evaluations of
Title I programs determine the "effectiveness of payments in improving
educational attainment" (Title I Programs, State Evaluations -- 52822).
Two instances were found which expressed similar mandates but which did
not use the term "evaluation" (Vocational Education, State Evaluations --
52308(b)(2)(B); Career Education incentive Program, State Evaluation --
§2613(b)).

In fifteen of the forty programs or levels of programs, the nature
of the intended activities could not be determined from the context of the
statute. This lack of specificity was more common in the minor education
programs and typically took the form of a general statement such as, "All
projects shall include an evaluation component" (Correction Education --
53032(a)). Occasionally the evaluation requirement was simply listed along
with a number of other required activities, such as "research and evaluation"
(Educational Proficiency Standards -- 54443(a)(3); Law-related education --
§3©02(d)(5)).

Four of the forty programs or levels of programs discussed evaluation
in terms which did not fit any of the above categories. In two instances,
"evaluation was used to indicate the need for diagnostic testing or indi-
vidual assessment (Education of Handicapped Children, State and Local
Evaluations -- 551412(2)(C), 1414(a)(1)(A), 1415(b)(1)(A); Basic Skills
Improvement Program, State Program -- 52902(d)(6)). In one instance the term
"evaluation" was used to describe the assessment of consequences for education
programs of changing the statutory definition of the word "Indian" (General
Provisions for Educational Programs, Federal Evaluations -- 51221h(b)(3)).
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yiresetionie. Different v- of Gove

Just as the term "evaluation" can have different11044inga across
different education programs, "evaluation" can have different meanings
both within and across different levels of government concerned with
administering a single program. For example, special education programs
required four different kinds of data collection, all described as "evalu-
ation." For the state and local level, the word "evaluation" is used to
indicate the need for outcome evaluations and diagnostic testing of in.-
dividual students (Education of Handicapped Children, State Evaluations --
§ §1413(a)(7); 1412(2)(C); 1414(a)(1)(A); 1415(b)(1)(A). For the federal
level, the word "evaluation" implies needs assessments and process evalu-
ations, as well as outcome evaluations (Education of Handicapped Children,
Federal Evaluation -- §§1418, 1425). The federal level requirements in the
General Provisions use the word "evaluation" to indicate needs assessments,
outcome evaluations, cost/benefit analyses, one "unspecified" evaluation,
and an assessment of the consequences of chanting the legal definition of
the term "Indian." (General Provisions for Education Programs, Federal
Evaluations -- §§1226c(a); 1231a(a)(3); 1221h(b); 1221(b)).

Despite the variety of meanings of the term "evaluation" in the man-
dates for data collection by single level of government, some conclusions
can be drawn regarding the kinds of evaluation activities which are commonly
assinged to specific levels of government. Examining only the requirements
of the General Provisions and the four major educational programs, one finds
the responsiblity for conducting needs assessments and process evaluations
most commonly 16cated at the federal level (Education of Handicapped Children,
Federal Evaluations -- §1418(b)(1), 1418(d)(2); Bilingual Education, Federal
Evaluations -- §3241(c); Vocational Education, Federal Evaluation by the
National Institute of Education -- §2563(b)(1); General Provisions for
Educational Programs, Federal Evaluations -- §1226c(a)(2)). When responsi-
bility for conducting needs assessments and process evaluations were lo-
cated at lower levels of government, these duties were not defined as
evaluation (Title I Programs, Local Evaluations -- $2734(b); Vocational
Education, State Evaluations -- S2551(b)). Mandates for outwit evaluations
and cost/benefit analyses were found at both the federal and state levels.

2.4 FUNCTIONAL R OF EVALUATION: STATISTICAL DESCH

National Level

One vehicle for understanding what questions have been addressed in
federal evaluations is to focus on activities of OE's Office of Evaluation
and Dissemination. The Annual Evaluation_ Reemt, issued by op, carries
descriptions of studies completed during the fiscal year. Reports for
1977, 1978, and 1979 were reviewed. The completed evaluation studies
that were highlighted in each report were classified according to the
questions that the studies addressed. The results are as follows:
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Summary of Evaluations

Completed by OED in Fiscal Years 1977-79

Completed in: 1977 1978 1979

Total Number: 20 18 26

Percentage focusing primarily on:

Who is served 60% 44% 46%

Nature and Cost of Services 95% 80% 91%

Effect on recipients of
instructional services 25% 44% 35%

Costs or benefits of
alternatives 6% 5%

The percentage of studies emphasizing each topic do not add to 100 because
many studies have multiple purposes. Detailed exhibits are given in the
Appendix.

The main inferences we draw from the table are that:

(a) Contrary to common views of the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination,
most studies have not been directed at estimating the effects of
programs on their major target groups. (See Chapter 3 on costs).

(b) The proportion of evaluations with a strong emphasis on examining
costs or benefits of alternatives is puny.

The National Institute of Education's primary mission is research
rather than evaluation'of ongoing programs. The development work on new
programs engenders activities which could be labelled evaluation, however.
And the support of work on methods of measuring achievement on designing
experiments, and on other topics are pertinent to evaluations undertaken by
other federal agencies including the operating components of the new,
department. The 35 contracts and grants awarded by NIE and current in 1977,
1978, and 1979 were classified to determine how they relate to questions
normally addressed in evaluations. The results are as follows:
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Total Ni.mber of Contracts and Grants 35

Percentage focusing primarily on:

Characteristics of children; intellective
growth, etc. 20%

Nature of projects or programs 23%

Effects of new projects, program
components, or program variations 49%

Detailed information is given in the Appendix. Again, most research pro-
jects have several main themes and so the percentages do not sum to 100.
The major exceptions to the regular grant or contract research bearing
on evaluation are the specially mandated studies such as the NIE Compensatory
EdUcation Study, the Safe School Study, Project Propinquity, and the Vo-
cational Educational Study that is currently underway. These have been
excluded from the count.

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation in
Education has, despite its title, invested most resources in planning and
feasibility studies and in policy analyes rather than field evaluations.
For the reports issued between 1976 and 1979, supported by contract, we
found the following:

Total number of reports: 70

Percentage emphasizing:

Descriptive policy analyses 41%

Planning and feasibility studies 24%

Data acquisition and processing 20%

Evaluation 7%

Technical Assistance 7%

Roughly speaking then, the agency most likely to investigate imple-
mentation has been the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination. Addressing
questions about effects of programs is less frequent than addressing ques-
tions about who is served and how services are delivered. Questions about
the effects of programs are more likely to be addressed by NIE, but the
programs examined are generally new or experimental and small. ASPE pro-
duced few reports bearing on evaluation. These reports were produced through
grants and contracts.

More generally, if we examined federal law for 29 major programs, we
find in most of these, the language demands evaluation of the effectiveness
of a program in 'meeting the objectives of the statute." In the absence of
other information we infer that any or all of the questions about who is
served, the nature of service, and so on, could properly be addressed in aA
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agency's efforts to implement the requirement. In a minority of statutes,
there is a clear stress on assessing impact of the program on a particular
problem. The provisions in Public Law 94-142, for instance, are more
specific in asking that information be obtained on who is served, the level
of need for service and the nature of services. The statute by itself does
not assist us in understanding whether one ought to try to estimate the
effect of those services on children. In six of 40 major and minor programs,
there is an explicit demand for needs assessment and in three there is an
'explicit reference to cost/benefit analyses. For most programs, then, the
language is general and cannot be used to judge which questions can be or
should be addressed in a field evaluation. The statutes containing more
specific language are exceptional, and usually concern special studies which
the Congress wants undertaken.

Special Studies

The specially mandated studies are too few to make statistical de-
scription useful. Their aims vary considerably but address one or more of
the questions outlined earlier. Consider the following illustrations.

The Safe School Study, for example, was undertaken by NIE at Congress's
direction to "determine the number of schools affected by crime or violence,
the type and seriousness of the crimes, and how crime could be prevented."
It was mandated as part of the Educational Amendments of 1974 (Public Law
93-380). The report, completed in 1978, is based heavily on surveys. Its
specific origins lie partly in initiatives by Representative Bingham of
New York and Bell of California and by Senator Cranston of California.

The NIE Compensatory Education Study was, required, under the law, to
examine purposes and operation of the Title I program and to analyze its
effectiveness. The focus on operations, including alternative allocation
formulae was substantial. The origins of the study lie partly in general
concerns about the absence of good information on Title I performance and
special interests of Representative Quie's in alternative approaches to
allocation, judging from the hearings preceding enactment of Public Law
93-380.

Among special studies initiated at the executive level of DREW, the
recent National Evaluation of the Cities in SchoolLpLogEe makes it very
plain that it contains "no impact data, no measures of results" of this
attempt to use schools as a base for human services delivery. The federal
government's unusual interest in support of this nonagency program and its
evaluation stems from interest at the Secretary level, and the emphasis on
diagnosis and process seems to have reflected that level'; particular in-
terests as well.

Loca evel Evaluation

No major investigation of the kinds of questions addressed in evaluation
of federally supported programs at the local level has ever been undertaken.
In the following remarks, we use several sources of information to char-
acterize the activity.
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UCLA's Center for the Study of Evaluation recently surveyed over 200
large school districts with research and evaluation units. The Center
asked about research and evaluation generally, rather than about federal
programs in particular. We have no reason to expect federal and nonfederal
programs to be treated differently within units, apart from the demands
engendered by reporting requirements. And so we are willing to assume that
the allocation of time and priority attached to activity applies to federal
government.

According to 70% of unit directors, assessing student achievement of
objectives is accorded high priority and demands a substantial amount of
their time. Not all these efforts are tied to a particular program, however.
Of the research reports received in UCLA's survey, about 60% refer to specific
programs. Checking that implementation conforms to program specification
was reported to be a unit activity by about of respondents and ranked
high for time commitment by only 21%. Modifying programs by using evalu-
ation results was reported to be a unit activity by less than half the
respondents, with high time commitment acknowledged by only 15%. The least
frequent activity of units appears to be comparing costs and benefits of
alternative programs. Only 20% of the respondents acknowledge the activity
and less than 2% ranked it high for time commitment.

The stress then is on tracking student progress toward goals, and
to some extent, assisting in modifying the program. Answering questionsabout costs and benefits of alternative approaches is accorded low priority.

Our site visits to school districts were not inconsistent with the UCLA
survey findings. Very few clear instances of systematic work on costs and
benefits of alternative programs or of program variations emerged. Con-
siderable attention was dedicated to testing student achievement in the
interest of observing progress and making comparisons across school or
district. A good deal of the work on program implementation involved in-
terviewing teachers, principals, parents, and program staffers if such work
was done at all. Differences did emerge between districts with strong
research and evaluation units and those without, primarily in the range of
questions addressed, production of reports, and sophistication.

We are aware of only two formal attempts to obtain survey information
about how local resources are expended within a school district to answer
different kinds of evaluation questions. One effort, undertaken by William
Webster of the Dallas School District and Daniel Stufflebeam of Western
Michigan University, focused on the 35 directors of research in the urban
school districts who responded in a questionnaire survey of 60 of the largest
districts. According to their responses, about 20% of resources are dedicated
to answering questions about the character of program delivery and about the
same proportion are dedicated to product evaluation. The remaining resources
are dedicated to a wide range of other activities including management
(typically around 5%), testing (typically 15%), data processing (10%). The
UCLA Study of large districts with evaluation units suggests that an average
of 10% of the unit's time is dedicated to meeting federal reporting or-
evaluation requirements. This is not unseemly in view of the fact that on
average the same respondents reported that 18% of the unit's operating budget
comes from federal sources.

6
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2.5 THE DECISION TO EVALUATE

Over the past 10 years, one of the major lessons learned about evalu-
ation is that at the national level, it is not easy, not simple, and not
cheap. The demand to evaluate, however virtuous, can be agonizingly diffi-
cult to carry out. The following remarks focus primarily on the issues at
the national level.

The ues ns as Fundamental

Deciding which questions ought to be answered in an evaluation isfundamental. The import of this decision has been stressed in guidelines
written by former Congressional staff members such as Harrison Fox and in
published papers by staff of Congressional support agencies, such as the
U.S. General Accounting Office and the Congressional Budget Office. It
has been stressed in public papers by federal executives such as Alice
Rivlin at CBO, John Evans at USOE, and Michael Timpane at NIE. It is
recognized by the large school districts with sophisticated research units
that we visited, and by the states with strong, if recent, tradition of
obtaining sensible evidence bearing on the value of programs.

The reasons for this attention is that the questions drive all sub-
sequent decisions, including deciding how the evaluation will be done, who
will do it, and how results will be used. Answering questions about who
is served may require formal

information systems created by the education
agency, or periodic surveys by an independent contractor, or both when there
is some interest of gauging quality of the data. Questions about what kinds
of services are offered may require intensive case studies or surveys,
depending on how the information is to be used. Questions about what the
effects or programs are may involve each of these activities simply because
it makes sense to assure that somebody is indeed served and services have
an identifiable character before trying to estimate effects. Determiningeffects of new programs on children and others generally demands more resources
and planning time if estimates must be relatively unambiguous. An evaluation
design must be developed and assignment of individuals to a program must
accord with design. If the program is emplaced without attention to evalu-
ation design, it may not be possible to estimate effects at all

The questions that are asked also determine receptivity of audiencesfor results. The numbers of individuals served, the nature and costs of
services are of interest to many managers and policy makers judging from
Congressional hearings, decisions about budgets, and the like. The tradition
in the United State;; of trying to understand systematically effects of social
programs on the recipient of services is not very long. And so the audiences
for these results are more difficult to identify, the debate over results
is likely to be more vigorous if the conclusions are not pleasant. The
decisions one can make on the basis of such inform- on will often be
debatable.
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nisms for DeciqingWhether to Evaluate

Mechanisms for deciding whether to evaluate vary considerably across
federal, state, and local levels. Generally, formal review mechanisms
prevail at the federal level, and the decision process is less often formal
at state and local levels.

At the federal level, the major device for making decisions about
ongoing programs has been committee review of suggestions about what to
evaluate and administrative procedures to support review. The approach
has been taken by the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, the
General Accounting Office, and other agencies, though operating character-
istics of each review group differ across agency. An analogous approach,
involving committee development of a portfolio of evaluation tasks and
review by the legislature, has been taken by California, according to
Alex Law of the State's Department of Education. A few well developed
research and evaluation units at the local level have committees to assist,
review, or oversee evaluation planning, e.g., the Dallas School Board's
evaluation planning committee.

Until 1980, within the USOE, the Evaluation Planning Group made de-
,isions, within limits imposed by law and resources, about whether a program
should be evaluated. No minutes of the meetings of this Group are available
and no one outside government has normally been present. But the operation
of the Group is traceable partly through its product, an Evaluation plan
for three fiscal years which has been prepared annually, and interviews.

The first step in the process has involved annual request for sugges-
tions, made by the Assistant Secretary for Education and made to the
Commissioner, Deputy Commissioners and Executive Deputies, the Directors
of the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination, and others. The Education
sector activities, vested in the Evaluation Planning Group, fit into this
large framework for evaluation generated by the Under Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare. Guidelines developed in 1978 and issued by the
Under Secretary cover evaluation, research, and statistical activities and
are detailed.

Within the Office of Evaluation and D amination, the response to the
request involved specification of the program and project for which an
evaluation is thought necessary, and the focus and purpose of the proposed
evaluation.

The criteria set out to guide the submission process has included

. Expiration dates for legislation bearing on the programs
and expected period in which hearing could capitalize on
the information (12-18 months before new legislation).

. Programs with high priority but which had not been evaluated
earlier on account of limited funds. Priority has been
determined by the needs of program managers, the interests
of Congress, OMB, and the general public.



. Programs in which evaluations are obsolete or otherwise
invalid.

The development of a list of candidate evaluations has been an iterative
process within OED as prioities, available resources, and other factors
are discussed. The Evaluation Planning Group, chaired by OE's Executive
Deputy Commissioner for Resources and Operations, has consisted of evalu-
ation and policy officials. The results of the effort is a Proposed
Evaluation Plan for the next three years, describing the character of
the work and its costs. Final approval has been made at the Secretary
level.

A major difficulty identified by agency staff familiar with the
process is that the volume of work at the Assistant Secretary level has
been high and the time frame too short to adequately assay the conse-
quences of a decision. Moreover, the process is alleged to have been
bureaucratically cumbersome. Part of both problems may be reduced with
the creation of the new Department. We understand that a new mechanism
is being developed.

Alternate approaches have been tried. For example, in the Congress-
ionally mandated Compensatory Education Study with funds earmarked for
evaluation, this committee structure was immaterial. But its equivalent
had to be set up within the Study group to determine which aspects of
the program or project may deserve attention. The "equivalent" amounts
to a loosely defined group of individuals which include project star and
Congressional staff members with sufficient interest and ability toldm-
fluence the nature of questions being addressed.

There is no regular procedure for considering whether a particular
evaluation is worthwhile and the sense in which it may be worthwhile in
the Congress or its support agencies. For any particular program, the
procedure is rarely formalized in law. Remarkable exceptions include the
recent NIE Compensatory Education Study. Among other r001 irements the
legislation mandating that Study asked that the evalua Ai plans be
submitted for Congressional review.

Evalisseasment
Evaluability assessment is a formal procedure developed over the past

10 years at the Urban Institute to facilitate the process of deciding
whether to evaluate and the sense in which evaluation is possible. It
asks that one first systematically "define a program in terms that agree
with the manager's or policy makers' intentions," so as to permit sensible
judgments what information one ought to collect and at what level of detail.

A major part of the exercise is a specification of who will use the
information and how it will be used, the level of information needed to
take action, and the expected impact of testing the assumptions underlying
the program. The process involves considerable'interaction with managers
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or policy makers to establish what the program is supposed to do and a
model of how it is supposed to do it. Subsequent analysis is designed to
understand whether the program is sufficiently unambiguous to make evalu-
at ion useful.

The process makes explicit what others do informally. NIE's Compen-
satory Education Survey, for instance, involved an intensive effort to get
at similar kinds of information from managers and Congressional staffers
before the actual evaluation was initiated. In particular, there was a
formal effort to understand and document major features of program oper-
ations, notably federal, state, and local relationships, which were poorly
understood at the time. It is clear that evaluability assessment is useful,
however, and ought to be regarded as a legitimate procedural option in
understanding whether and how to evaluate.

Until 1979 or so, most evaluations undertaken at the national level
were preceded by informal, rather than formal, evaluability assessment.
Current interest in making the process routine is reflected in recent
activity of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Evaluation and Pro-
gram Management. A unit within the division has issued Requests for
Proposals for about ten independent assessments and conducted several in-
house. The in-house efforts have included an effort to better understand
whether any more evaluation money could be expected to do much good in
Follow Through and an assessment of the Cooperative Education Program.

The tentative policy of the new Office of Evaluation and Program
Management lodges responsibility for evaluability assessment with t1m
Division of Program Assessments, one of the units in the Management
Division of the Office. Program assessments will include short term
studies of three types: evaluability assessment, service delivery assess-
ments (SDAs) and program audits. SDAs are similar in intent and practice
to activities undertaken earlier by the Inspector General's Office in DREW.

The he= illative Decision to Evaluate

There is no unique mechanism for deciding when to demand evaluationin Congress. Rather, the demand to evaluate stems from the normal process
of decision-making. So, for instance, the Senate Committee on Appropriations
has, during hearings, asked that OE staff obtain evaluative information forthe next year's hearings. More formal requests that are incorporated intolaw stem at times from intensive deliberations, as in the case of the 1974
mandate for the NIE Compensatory Education Study (Elementary and SecondaryEducation Amendments). The requests are, at tines, made law without much
debate or specification, as in boilerplate requirements that the agency
evaluate to determine whether the program is meeting purposes of the statute.
The statutory requests may be influenced by GAO investigations, or by CEOpolicy analyses. To the extent that evaluation involves only case study,
then perhaps this diversity is warranted. The problem of course is thatlevel commitment may be much greater, and justifiably so. The point is
that origins of the demand are diverse and that there is no special mechanismfor review of demands at their source.
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The absence of a special mechanism has several implications. First,
it means that anyone with an interest in meeting Congressional demands
can refer to no central guidance on meeting the demand well. This implies
the process will be cumbersome and will demand a fair amount of interaction
between Congressional staff and agency staff. It means that judgments about
what can be undertaken after the fact. To the extent this process is not
undertaken quickly, the opportunity for confusion increases.

To clarify the legislative decision, one may examine Reports, Lear ngs_,
and so on. These are informative for major programs and evaluations. But
they are very terse and immaterial for many others. Moreover, there is no
special mechanism to clarify decisions. The direct implications are that
conversations about what the demand means between agency staff and Congres-
sional staff are episodic and productive at best. At worst, they are
entirely absent. The infrequency does not foster trust or at least in-
formed skepticimn necessary for a working relation. And it can lead to
unnecessary suspicion. For example, we understand from Congressional staff
member's public remarks that there was notable suspicion about a contractor's
investigations of alternative allocation formulae in the early days of the
Sustaining Effects Study. That suspicion was produced at least partly by
unfamiliarity of staffers and contractors with each other. More dismal is
the case of no communication between camps resulting in post facto criticism
which may or may not be warranted. The absence of special clarifying mech-
anisms does not, we believe, help the bureaucrat respond in a timely fashion,
simply because a more routine system of review also constitutes a reminder
system.

Sources of Confusion. Sources of confusion are numerous. They include,
we are told, the problem of educing whether the program is a new educational
exercise whose effects must be determined or a civil rights mandate. The
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped, for instance, regards Public Law
94-142 as a civil rights mandate: access to a free public education ap-
propriate to their own unique needs. One can argue then that establishing
that service as delivered then is a sufficient evaluation. Some educators,
on the other hand, see the same law generating an education problem in that
no one is well prepared to serve such children. This, in turn, may imply
that estimating the effects of the program on children.

The illustration points up a more general source of conflict. There
are a variety of views among federal agency and Congressional staff about
whether the Congress is interested in estimating the effects of programs on
the program's primary target groups, usually children. A few of the Con-
gressional staff were emphatic in their view that Congress is disinterested.
And at least one survey, by Florio and others, seems to bear that out.

The Florio et al study of 26 Congressional staffers in 1978-79 asked
for ratings of the kind of information in which they were most interested.
Information about effects of the program on individuals, institutions, and
agencies clearly had highest priority. Costs, demographics, and opinions
were clustered well below in that order.
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A few agency staff were equally emphatic about Congressional dis-
interest in the topic, maintaining that the primary focus should be
"understanding where the money goes and who gets served." Complicating
the problem is the question of how much evaluation in management's interest
should be tacked onto an evaluation designed to satisfy Congressional re-
quirement for information. The NIE Compensatory Education Study put
management a poor second to Congressional interests.

The fact that statutory demands evaluations can be spawned in Con-
gressional support agencies such as CB° and GAO, by Committees, by in-
dividual members of Congress, and others is as we've said a potential
source of confusion. The diversity also serves as a rich source of ideas
and it is difficult to see how confusion can be reduced while maintaining
diversity.

And of course there is lots of vagueness about decisions which might
stem tram the questions one addresses in our evaluation. In principle,
one could specify what kinds of decisions would be made based on the in-
formation one accumulates. In practice, that specification is difficult,
if not impossible because (a) insufficient time is allocated lay out de-
cision options, (b) the nature of decisions cannot be specified well before
the information is collected, (c) the decision options may change independent
of the evaluation, or (d) no one is willing or able to specify decision
options.

All this means that the time and effort required to clarify a simple
mandate to evaluate can be demanding. Consider, for instance, the problem
of developing an evaluation plan for evaluating administration of Public
Law 94-142, on providing access to free and appropriate education for the
handicapped. Some 18 months were required for the task and were permitted
by virtue of the fact that the law became effective two years after enact-
ment. According to Garry McDaniels and Mary Kennedy of BEH, the questions
were made explicit, modified during the course of planning on the basis of
Interviews with members of advocacy groups, federal agency staff, and state
agency staff. This effort and the law's general reference to evaluation of
administration of the program resulted in questions bearing on the extent
to which intended beneficiaries are served, the setting and types of service
provided, administrative mechanisms in place, the consequences of implementing
the law, and the extent to which the statute was met. Similarly, complicated
negotiations took over six months in the NIE Compensatory Education Study
of Title I.

Specifying Decisions. We have found few formal attempts to specify al-
ternative decisions which could be made by any federal agency or by
Congressional staff on the basis of a given planned evaluation. The ex-
ceptions are so-called evaluability assessments which do try to address the
question of how information once obtained will be used. This precursor
to a formal evaluation is demonstrably feasible at times, when the audience
consists of managers in an agency. It is not clearly feasible in the legis-
lative arena. But apart from recent studies by the GAO, it does not appear
to have been tried out often in this context.
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Regardless of whether decision options can be specified, there is
strong disagreement about what the information implies. Consider, for
example, a program found to have failed on most counts in meeting its
objectives. At least one camp within the federal executive branch takes
the position that because it failed, more money ought to be put into the
program to make it succeed. A second camp will argue for its termination
because the program has failed. Still a third camp will make the decision
one way if the program is a demonstration project and the other if it was
created as a service program. Complicating the matter is that similar dis-
agreements are evident among Congressional staff. Regardless of whether
decisions are specified, regardless of disagreement over implications of
the data, the evaluation forms only a part of the information obtained on
any program. Other information may carry considerably more weight.

This Project has not examined the decision processes carefully - our
mission was to attend to a variety of other topics. The matter is pertin-
ent here in two respects. Without prior specification of what decisions
are possible if particular results emerge, determining subsequent use of
results will be more difficult and may be impossible. Without prior speci-
fication it is considerably more difficult to design evaluations so as to
be "relevant."

One peculiarity of our interviews with Congressional staff was re-
luctance of a few of them to talk to contractors who are responsible for
executing evaluations. The point is pertinent here in that it may be
necessary for contractors to verify evaluation goals independent of the
federal agency. The reluctance was mild but vague: "A's sendscontractors
around to talk. . haven't got a lot of time. . .I am not licensed to
talk to contractors by my committee chairman." The respondent who needed
licensing gave the same reason for not meeting with other staffers, agency
or Congressional. We do not believe this is a serious problem, but we
haven't talked to a large number of staff members. If it is serious, then
the prospects of clarifying objectives of evaluators are dim.

Mechanisms for Clari Demands and Decisions. At least one CEO staff
member, believes that agency staff members do not spend enough time talking
with Congressional staff, and that more time is necessary for building good
evaluations by guiding better understanding of the opinions and views
espoused by both groups. Similar suggestions were taken publicly in recent
meetings of the American Educational Research Association by Congressional
staff member John Jennings, and agency executiv, such as John Evans and
Carl Wisler. The same spirit of exchange emerged in interviews with staff
at the Assistant Secretary level.

The flaws in the system mean that evaluations are sometimes not
timely and often it is not clear whether evaluations will be timely or
not. Untimely reports is not typical. But the problem occurs often
enough to justify concern by Jennings. The examples Jennings cites include
a report on children of Title I migrant workers, which arrived too late
for use in reauthorization and a request for proposal for evaluating Title IV
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while the program was scheduled for reauthorization in the same year. The
flaws also mean confusion over what is intended by law and how the agency
interprets the law and the mandate to evaluate. In public remarks at
professional association meetings, Jennings cites agency confusion over
how the Emergency School Assistance Act works and Congressional suspicion
over the definition of income by a contractor examining Title I programs.

The elements of an improved practice appear to include:

(a) regular meetings among legislative and agency staff to
make decisions about when evaluations are warranted, to
determine broadly how evaluations should be carried out,
and to report on progress;

(b) an information system which will make access to previous
related evaluations simpler;

(c) participation by technically knowledgeable staff as well as
political staff in discussion. This includes, for instance,
knowledgeable staff of the Office of Evaluation and of
pertinent Division of the U.S. General Accounting Office,
as well as C130 and the Congressional staff.

(d) a planning system which matches production of evaluative
reports to the budget cycle.

) planning time.

Some efforts were made in 1978-79 to remedy the problem of faculty
communication, but without much success. More recent efforts include
meetings at the Deputy Assistant Secretary level with Congressional sta
to lay out plans for evaluation.

We believe this intention is sensible and ought to be vigorously
implemented.

1

Footnotes

In this chapter and all others, full references to the documents cited
are given in the reference list, Chapter 8. The text citation includes
an individual author where possible and the Section 8 lists documents
by author. Where acknowledgement of individuals is not possible, the
text identifies the organization that produced the report and the reference
list entry identifies the organization as author.
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HOW ARE EVALUATIONS CONDUCTED?

This chapter describes how evaluations are carried out at local,
state and national levels of government. It is organized into five
sections. Section 3.1 describes the basic elements of what we believe
constitutes good evaluation research practice. To a certain extent, the
law and regulations play a role in guiding evaluation practices
at each level of government. Section 3.2 describes the explicitness with
which the law prescribes evaluation methods. Section 3.3 examines similar
issues pertaining to federal regulations.

Depending on the amount of discretion, resources and capabilities
of an agency, federal, state, and local evaluations may exceed the require-
ments specified by the law and/or regulations. Consequently, describing
the way programs are evaluated at each level requires an examination of
the factors that ontribute to evaluation practices beyond the requirements.
These factors are described in Section 3.4. The last section, 3.5, takes a
broader look at the type, scope and execution of numerous national level
evaluations. This section provides brief illustrations of the procedures
used in federal evaluations.

How well evaluations are performed depends on this material and on the
capabilities of those who are responsible for their completion. The topic
is discussed in Chapter 5.

3.1 ELEMENTS OF AN EVALUATION

To avoid some chronic misunderstanding here, and make plain what we
believe are sensible steps in an evaluation, we describe the elements
briefly. The elements are desirable, in principle, judging from guidelines°
issued by professional organizations, by Congressional support agencies
such as the General Accounting Office, and by federal evaluation agencies.
The elements include:

. Deciding to evaluate and specifying the questions to be addressed
by evaluation.

. Designing the evaluation.

. Deciding who will carry out the evaluation.

. Conducting the evaluation and pertinent side studies.
. Analyzing results, making recommendations, and reporting.
. Evaluating an evaluation.
Dissemination and use of the results.

They are not always a matter of practice.

Decision to Evaluate and the ions to be Addressed

The decision to evaluate may be determined, as in the case of Con-
gressionally required studies, or an agency may have some discretion in
the matter. In either case, the decision should hinge on what questions
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ought to be addressed in an evaluation, whether anyone is interested in
using the answers, whether it is possible to answer the questions in a
fair and timely way with the resoul7ces at hand. If the decision is made
by a legislature, the problem of defining-questions is less often resolved
by the legislature than by the bureaucracy asked to handle the evaluation.
At the federal level and in some states, the decision may be articulated
by a formal committee and checked against judgments of the legislature.
If the information available for decision is insufficient and someone has
the wit to recognize the fact, exploratory studies should be undertaken
to obtain it. The actual form an evaluation may take depends heavily
on the information available in making this decision.

Design of Evaluations

The design of evaluations depends heavily on the preceding element:
it makes no sense to design an evaluation unless one knows what information
is wanted, by whom, for what purpose. In the ideal case, questions are
refined at the design stage of evaluation and, typically, the technical
solutions to problems about how to obtain the information, at what level of
detail and quality, at what cost, will be laid out. Also, in the best cases,
the design stage will identify solutions to probable managerial, political-
institution, legal or ethical, and scientific problems engendered by the
need to evaluate. Also at its best, the process includes a review of earlier
work on the topic: a literature review and conversations with those who have
had a hand in producing that literature.

At the federal level, and in some states, law provides a general
framework, and the task is articulated by pertinent government evaluation
staff and, ideally, relevant legislative support staff. The more specific
details are worked out by a contractor or agency staff responsible for
specific design and actual execution of the evaluation.

Decidingjihn will carr- out the Evaluation

Numerous classes of individuals may be designated as "evaluators."
Exactly who is designated depends on the nature of the program, the level
of government within which the evaluation activity is undertaken and the
requirements imposed by law and regulations. These issues will be dis-
cussed in subsequent sections of this chapter and in the next chapter.
Since selecting an individual outside the agency represents the most complex
type of decision regarding who will conduct the evaluation, we focus here on
those aspects associated with the contractor model of evaluation.

At the federal level, in education, all but a very small fraction of
evaluations of ongoing programs are executed through competitively bidded
contracts. A similar competitive bidding process is used in some states
and at their best such states provide gUidelines to local education agen-
cies which use contractors as well. A request for proposal is issued.
At its best, the request asks that the contractor submit alternative
evaluation design plans and their justification if the design elaborated



in an RFP is not regarded as $ansible. The request should elicit funda-
mental information such as who will be involved, at what level of activity,
at what cost, in what time frame. Milestones may be specified by either
the contractor or the agency issuing the request. In the ideal case,
review of proposals is based on explicit standards, laid out in the re-
quest, and is conducted by people who are well informed about evaluation
from both inside the government agency and outside it.

Conduct of the Evaluation

This part of the exercise demands managerial,technical, and a variety
of other skills to put plans into effect. At its best, this stage recognizes
that not all problems can be anticipated and provides for side studies in
budgets and resource allocation. At the national level, the demands of
advisory agency such as CEIS, and of authorizing agents, such as FEDAC, or
their equivalent must be met. In the ideal case, tentative clearance is
given automatically and the groups actually provide useful information
about the project. This stage, regardless of government level, usually
involves coordinating information collection from diverse groups, school
districts,for instance, public relations, management and quality control
of information collection, consolidating information, liaison, budgeting
and other tasks. In the simplest case, staff will be readily available
and their capabilities transparent. In the more typical case, staff will
have to be recruited by the project and there is a clear need to develop
strategies for accommodating expected but unpredictable incompetence in
at least a few individuals. This holds for both staff, advisory board
members, and government staff with whom one deals. For evaluations in
new arenas, pilot tests of the entire evaluation process are warranted in
education as they are in health services, for instance.

Anal sis, n and Recommendations

Collecting information represents one phase of the evaluation process.
Ensuring that the information is of high quality, reliable and valid are
additional technical requirements of the process. Synthesizing the infor-
mation so that it addresses and answers the evaluation questions represents
the primary function of the analysis phase. Assuring the integrity of the
conclusions derived from the analysis often requires careful examination
and review of competing explanations. Providing additional evidence and/or
a rationale for the integrity of a conclusion is often warranted in order
to ensure effective communication and ward off unnecessary or incompetent
criticism. Until recently, contractors at the federal level have not always
been asked to provide recommendations, rather policy recommendations were
derived by agency personnel. It is reasonable to expect independent sets of
recommendations to be useful, providing an opportunity for input from multiple
diverse sources.

Reporting in the best of cases has directed specific messages to specific
audiences using a i.iedium and style suited to each audience. In the ideal
case, the clearance or review of reports is brief, the process does not prevent
the report from being timely and does improve the quality of the report.
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Although proper conduct of evaluation research places a premium on
routine examination of the results for the presence of alternative explan-
ations, for appropriate application of analysis procedures and for the
validity of conclusions, these practices are not always conducted by the
evaluator. At least one independent review and, possibly, reanalysis is
warranted in many cases. Such reviews can increase the quality of the
evaluation effort by (1) pointing to additional explanations which should
be considered, (2) identifying questions that went unanswered in the
original analysis and (3) clarifying the meaning of ambiguous aspects of
the report.

Dissemination and Use of Results

Whether results of evaluation can be used and are used depends partly
on what the evaluation questions were to begin with, who the audiences

are, and on incentives and ability to exploit results. The organization
responsible for carrying out the evaluation may also apply results, if it
is linked with staff of the program under evaluation. If the evaluator
is independent, as contractors are, for example, application will usually
be the responsibility of others. Tracking the use of results is difficult

regardless of who is responsible. That is, determining whether views are
changed as a result of evaluation, whether specific decisions are made,
and so on, are not easy. Evaluation forms only a part of the information
available to inform any decision and separating its influence of the
evaluation from the influence of pressure groups, individual intuition,
and the like may be impossible. A system for routinely documenting utili-
zation simplifies matters. This element of evaluation and the problems
in execution are not much different, in principle, at local, state and
federal levels.

Obstacles

The obstacles to performing any of these tasks at the local, state,
or federal levels can be broadly classified into four problem areas.
Managerial problems include assuring that staff are available and capable,
that organization is sufficient, that cooperation from the often large
number of groups whose cooperation is needed, is available, that time and other re-

sources are sufficient. Political-institutional issues include accommodating
or circumventing pressure groups, satisfying legitimate interests in short

term and long term information. Scientific problems include assuring that
the evaluation design is technically adequate, that the conduct of the
evaluation accords with the design, that one can educe the implications of
inevitable deviations from design, that one can sensibly analyze partially
reliable data, and so on. dal and ethical problems may include assuring
privacy of the individual and confidentiality of response assuring due process
in evaluations which must control assignment of the individual to program
variations, and other matters. These difficulties are discussed in most good

texts on evaluation. Research on alternative solutions to the problems is
often part of major evaluation studies, but independent work is supported
by federal agencies such as NIE and NSF.

6 9
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Evaluation Contexts: State Administered versus Direct Grant Pro rams

Our discussion of the salient elements of an evaluation is idealized
if one considers the evaluation process at different levels of government
and across programs. There are at least three basic types of programs that
can be differentiated according to the allocation process and level of govern-
ment responsible for their selection and execution. These are: Direct grants
awarded by the federal government to local and/or state education agencies,
and two types of state administered grants--basic grants to LEAs (e.g.,
Title I) and special projects awarded by the state on a competitive-bid
basis e g., Title IVc).

Evaluation is required for all programs but the relevance of various
aspects of the evaluation process differ. Evaluation' within the context
of direct grants to LEAs (e.g., Bilingual Education) entail all of the
elements described above. Evaluation of state administered programs (e.g.,
Title I) entails more direction from the federal government regarding how
the evaluation is to be conducted, what is to be measured, how results are
to be reported, and when they are to be reported. In this sense, the
evaluator has less discretion over the evaluation process. Instead, the
evaluation becomes a matter of first fulfilling the mandated requirements
and then tailoring additional activities around these required activities --
especially when required information does not meet the needs of those
individuals at each level of government. In considering how evaluations are
conducted, it is necessary to consider these differences in program operation
and funding. In accounting for variations in the types and quality of evalu-
ation practices across agency levels and within the same level(across pro-
grams),federal regulations play a Central role. Further, there are state-to-
state differences in evaluation requirements due to state funded educational
programs. These differences influence the nature and scope of evaluation
practices at local agencies. Finally, within a given state, differences in
the quality of LEA practices depend upon local capabilities, interest and
resources.

3.2 PROCEDURES FOR EVALUATION SPECIFIED BY LAW

Some sections of the law demand that evaluative questions be addressed,
but those statutes do not mention the word evaluation explicitly. Other
sections mention the term evaluation but offer little guidance as to what
is required. A minority of statutes are explicit as to what evaluative
procedures are required. The occasional statutory references to methods,
however, are interesting for their appearance at all, and suggest that it
is possible to specify method in more detail thf Congress wishes to do so.

In a few instances, the statutes address particular aspects of the
mandated research. The broadest example of such an instance is the re-
quirement in the General Provisions that the Secretary, in an annual report
to Congress covering all federally funded educational programs, set forth
"goals and specific objectives in qualitative and quantitative terms" (e.g.,
General Provisions for Educational Prograts, Federal Evaluations -- §1226c(a)

(1) (A))
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The most common specification for individual programs is the re-
quirement that the evaluations employ "objective" measures or criteria
(e.g., Title I Programs, Local Evaluation --g2833; Federal Evaluation --
§2833(f); Adult Education -- i1207a(a)(1)(B); Emergency School Aid --
§3200(a)(11)Propout Prevention Programs -- §3387(b)(3)). The mandate
for one program provides a list of the specific measures to be included
in the evaluation, including "qualitative assessments by teachers and
professors, cumulative grade point average, SAT scores, acceptance to
colleges and universities, college grade point average, and college major"
(Biomedical Sciences Program -- 83054(a)(11)). Other mandates specify
certain characteristics of the measures, such as emphasizing that the data
should be comparable on a state-wide and nation-wide basis (e.g., Title I
program, Federal Evaluation -- §2833(f)).

A few statutes place certain restrictions on the research design.
Two mandates for evaluation specifically require longitudinal studies
(Title I Programs, Federal Evaluations -- IS2833(f), Biomedical Sciences
Program -- 83054(a)(11)). Other mandates offer suggestions concerning the
nature of the control groups. One suggests a no-treatment control gl)up,
"composed of persons who have not participated in such programs or projects..."
(Emergency School Aid -- §3200(a)(11)). Another is quite explicit in re-
quiring an evaluation "to compare the extent to which graduates and drop-
outs of vocational education programs (1) find employment in occupations
related to their training, and (2) are considered by their employers to be
well trained and prepared for employment, except that in no case can pursuit
of additional education or training by program completers or leavers be
considered negatively in these evaluations. . ."(Vocational Education,
State Evaluations -- §2312(b)). Another statute provided the option of
conducting "not more than three experimental studies" to achieve the
purposes of the evaluation mandate (Vocational Education, Federal Evaluation
by the National Institute of Education -- §2563(b)(1)(D)).

Other methodological'issues are addressed less frequently. Two

statutes comment on the need for "statistically valid sampling" or "random
sampling" in selecting the participants or programs to be included in the
evaluation (Vocational Education, State Evaluation -- 12312(b); Career
Education Incentive Program, Federal Evaluation --02613(c)). Another
addressed issues of generalizability by requiring that the evaluations
determine if the programs have "achieved goals and are capable of achieving
comparable levels of effectiveness at additional locations" (Adult Education --

B1207a(a)(1)(B)).

When warranted, explication of the type of measures, design and other
conditions, in the law, clearly serves to focus the evaluation community
on the informational needs of the Congress. If it is the case, for instance,
that for a specific issue, the law maker believes that the use of a statisti-
cally valid sample of schools, districts, or students will provide sufficient
information for their purposes, it seems sensible that the use of such a
procedure should be written into the statute. Not only does the evaluator
receive useful guidance as to how to proceed, there is a certain amount of
uncertainty reduced as to the scope of work that is required and a sense
of what the audience of the report expects to receive.
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This degree of explicitness is often not warranted for a variety of
reasons. In some cases, the feasibility of conducting a specific type of
evaluation is unknown and the details are deferred to the agency responsible
for carrying out the evaluation. In other instances (e.g., ESEA, Title I)
the law requires the development and implementation of models for estimating
program effects but the SEA and LEA personnel are provided with some dis-cretion as to which model they will follow.

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES: FEDERAL REGULATIONS

The preceding section describes two functions of the legislation:authorization of evaluation at various levels of jurisdiction and theauthorization of specific studies. The former type is directed primarilyat obtaining information from LEAs and SEAs. The latter form of evaluation isprimarily directed at national level evaluations to be conducted by independentcontractors or the federal agencies. The way evaluations at LEAs and SEAs areto be conducted is typically guided by federal regulations.

Federal Reporting Requirements

Programs differ markedly with respect to the number and types of
evaluative mechanisms that are described within the law and by federal
regulations. To illustrate the variety of factors that affect the way
evaluations are conducted, we discuss four major educational programs.These are: ESEA, Title I (Education of Disadvantaged children; basic
grants to LEAs); ESEA, Title VII (Bilingual Education; basic grants and
demonstration grants); Special Education for the Handicapped (P.L. 94-142,Part B); and Vocational-Education (State grants and discretionary programs).
These programs were selected because they are diverse with respect to their
administration and organization.

This type of analysis is particularly important in that it lays the foun-
dation for assessing whether consistent procedures are employed and for isolating
where corrective action may be warranted, particularly if structurally different
programs with similar information requirements reveal consistent weak areas
(e.g., data quality).

(1) ESEA Title I Education of Disadvantaged asic Grants

(a) LEA Evaluation Requirements. The 1974 and 1978 Educational
Amendments require the Commissioner to develop and make available to SEAs
and LEAs (through the SEA) explicit standards and "models" for evaluation
reporting at the local level. The October 12, 1979 Federal Resister
describes these standards and reporting regulations: eery LEA receiving
funding is required to submit an evaluation plan to the SEA that addresses
how it will meet technical requirements of the regulation. At least once
every three years, the LEA must evaluate its programs using "reliable and
valid instruments," "procedures that minimize error" and a design that
"yields a valid assessment of achivement gains." This latter requirement
can be fulfilled by using one of three federally developed models or a



suitable alternative approved by the SEA and Commissioner. Each model is
supposed to provide an estimate of the effect of receiving Title I services
on student performance compared to an estimate of what performance would
have been in the absence of Title I services. Achievement scores are to
be reported to the SEA using a common measure, a "normal curve equivalent"
(NCE) .

The new regulations also require longitudinal assessment to ascertain
whether Title I gains are sustained after services are withdrawn. This
assessment is for local use, and reporting is not required unless requested
by the SEA. Initial achievement status and gain, a description of the
assessment process and project information are the only federally mandated
evaluation requirements that are imposed on LEAs. The project information
that is to be obtained includes: average duration of Title I service,
pupil-per-teacher ratios, expenditures per child, and number of participants.
According to the regulations, this project information is to be collected on a
sample of grade levels.

(b) The SEA Evaluation Requirements. The SEA is charged with the
responsibility for ensuring that the LEA educational plan is in compliance
with the law and recently, this role has been expanded to include more
extensive evaluation functions. SEAs are responsible for monitoring how
the projects are carried out, providing technical assistance regarding LEA
evaluation and aggregation of LEA data. The monitoring function is carried
out through field visits by state Title I representative(s). The state
receives one and one-half percent (set-aside) of its total allocation, or
$150,000, whichever is greater, to perform these functions.

The SEA compiles the data that is submitted by the LEAs and submits
(1) an annualperformancereporr, containing: The number of participants
served by types of service; number of participants-by grade level for public
and nonpublic recipients and "other information requested by the Commissione
and (2) a biennial evaluation report, summarizing information for all or a
representative sample of LEAs.

(c) Federal Evaluation Re uirements, Section 183 of the 1978
Education Amendments clearly delineates the evaluation tasks and priorities
to be addressed by the Commissioner. The law makes provision for two levels
of evaluative evidence; independent evaluations designed to "describe and
measure the impact of programs" and the Provision of Technical Assistance
to States and local agencies on conducting evaluations. A maximum of one-
half of 1 percent of the amount appropriated for these programs is provided
for evaluation and priority is to be given to the federal assistance to
state and local agencies.

(2) ESEA Title VII Bil n ual Education Evaluation Re u ements

(a) Re ui-Aments Basic Grants to L Unlike Title I, these
programs are direct grants awarded to LEAs or Institutions of Higher
Education which apply jointly with an LEA. The guidelines for the evaluation
plan appear in the rules and regulations (Federal Register, Vol. 45, (67),
April 4, 1980).
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As part of the application process, the grantee is requested to
speciperformance objectives and an evaluation plan. The proposal
review procedure specifies that each proposal is rated according to
110 possible points. The specification of objectives and the evaluation
plan are each allocated 15 points. The Regulations specify that.the
evaluation plan is reviewed for evidence that:

(1) The overall evaluation plan is consistent with the instruc-
tional training objectives;

(2) Adequate attention is paid to (a) the assessment of all
objectives, (b) data collection instrumeits, (c) analysis
procedures, (d) time schedules, (e) staff responsibilities;

(3) The design specifies a comparison procedure to estimate
what performance would have been in the absence of the
project;

(4) Methods to be used to identify nonparticipantifor
comparison or another comparison standard (e.g., an
historical or statistical comparison) have been described;

(5) Sampling procedures have been identified to ensure that
the sample is representative of the project population;

(6) Data collection and analysis procedures will address the
evaluation questions and "are appropriate for use with
the project data"; and

(7) "The datA obtained will contribute to improvement in the
operation of the project".

(b) SEA Requirements. The law allows SEAs to apply for "technical
assistance" contracts if, during the preceding year,an LEA within the state
had received funds. These contracts may not exceed five percent of the
total LEA awards. Activities associated with these contracts may take the
following forms: (1) Monitoring LEA Bilingual programs, (2) Evaluating
the impact of programs, (3) Facilitating the exchange of information, and
(4) Dissemination of materials acquired by the SEA to the LEAs. While
the regulations specify that the application will be reviewed according
to a point system and that the evaluation plan is to be specified, little
guidance is provided as to what aspects should be considered. The review
criteria for the evaluation plan is composed of a statement which simply
mentions attributes such as "quality of the evaluation plan," "appropriate-
ness of the methods" and "to the extent possible methods should be objective
and produce data that are quantifiable." Except for Basic grants and
demonstration projects, the same "boiler plate" statement ap in the
description of the evaluation plan for all of the other program catc3ories
funded under this title. Such statements _regg,

are of little_use_in_guidin2 the development ofari evaluation=p;ap.

FederalEvaluatioequirements. The law specifies the contents
and schedule of the report to Congress. Beginning in 1980, and every two
years after that, a report is to be submitted. The contents must include:
a national assessment of the educational needs, the extent to which these
needs are being met, a five-year plan (its costs and the needs for educational
staff), and a report on and an evaluation of the activities carried out under
the title.
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Public Law 94-142 Education for the HandicappeO_Evaluagon
Requirements

The Education for all Handicapped Children Act of 1975 and the per-
tinent regulations are explicit about responsibilities. The states are
the primary target of federal oversight and they in turn are responsible
for overseeing the local education agencies. The program is focused on
the provision of a "free, appropriate public education for all handicapped
children.? The Bureau of Education for the Handicapped (BEH) in USOE was
assigned the responsibility for administration and evaluation of P.L. 94-142.

(a) LEA "Evaluation" Requirements. At the local level, the termr _ _

evaluation refers primarily to diagnostic assessment of children. The
regulations require that preplacement evaluation be conducted using
multiple, appropriate assessment modes. If the child is found to have
a handicapping condition, an Individualized Educational Plan (IEP) is
devised. The content of the Individual Education Plan is required by the
regulations to include: (1) an assessment of present levels of educational
performance; (2) a statement of annual goals and short term instructional
objectives; (3) a statement of specific special education and related services
and an assessment of the extent to which the child is able to participate in
regular education programa; (4) projected dates for initiation and termi-
nation of services, (5) appropriate objective criteria, evaluation proced-
ures and a schedule for reevaluation.

(b) SEA Evaluation requirements. The state has responsibility to
ensure that the IEP has been prepared and that it meets the educational
standards of the state. This is essentially a monitoring function and is
carried out through on-site visits. Elaborate checklists have been developed
by state agencies and HER for assessing compliance with regulations. Addl.-.
tional,monitoring requirements include fiscal audits and an assessment of
the extent to which the Individual Educational Plan is actually carried
out, in practice. This latter function is essentially a check to ensure
that the program for individual children is actually implemented.

The law specifies that in any fiscal year, the state may use five
percent of the total state allotment, under part B, or $200,000, whichever
is greater for conducting required mini trative activities. Evaluation
in the sense of monitoring is included under this category of activities.

The State Education Agency is required to report (1) the number of
handicapped children receiving services on October 1 and February 1 of the
school year; (2) the number of handicapped children within each disability
category; (3) the number of handicapped with each of three age groups.
For all figures, unduplicated counts are required. This report is to be
transmitted to the Commissioner.

(c) Evaluation requirements at the Federal Level. The Commissioner
has responsibility for evaluation under Section 618 of the Act. Specifi-
cally, the legislation authorizes fl) annual studies; (2) assessment of
the, adequacy of information provided by state agencies; and (3) development
of effective methods and procedures for evaluation.
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(4) Evaluation Requirements for Vocational Educetion

Funding for Federal Vocational Education programs is of two basic
types: Formula grants to states and Discretionary grants. The evaluation
process is different for each type. Here we only consider the evaluation
requirements for the formula grants administered by the states.

State administered Vocational Education programs require evaluation
at the state and federal levels. At the state level, formal evaluation is
routinely conducted by two groups; the State Department of Vocational
Education and the State Advisory Council on Vocational Education (SACVE).
At the federal level, there is a parallel organizational scheme. The Bureau
of Occupational and Adult Education (BOAE) within USOE and the National
Advisory Council on Vocational Education (NACVE) serve as the federal level
counterparts to the state agencies. The local administration of these
programs is carried out by the district. The evaluation is typically
informal, being composed of needs assessment and guidance regarding program
operation provided by the Local Advisory Council on Vocational Education
(LACVE).

(a) Evaluation Re uirements at the State level. The law and regu-
lations are explicit as to the content and procedures to be employed in
the state evaluation. The evaluation is structnred around a five-year
program plan. The legislation explicitly states that the purpose of the
evaluation is to revise and improve the programs conducted under this plan,
this plan is jointly devised by representatives of the State Department
of Education and the State Advisory Council (SACVE).

De -ent of Education re uire ents. During the five-year
period of the state plan, the State Department of Education is to evaluate
the effectiveness of each program in terms of (a) planning and operational
processes, (b) student achievement, (c) student employment success and
(d) issues related to special populations. Further, the state is required
to evaluate the extent to which individuals who complete or leave the program
obtain employment in occupations related to their training and whether their
employers consider them well-trained and prepared for employment. Sampling
is permitted for this assessment. Finally, the State Department of Education
is required to submit an annual accountability report which includes a
description of how funds were used, a summary of the evaluations that were
conducted and a description of how the evaluation information has been used
to improve the state's program.

State Advisory Council requirements. Annually, the State Advisory
Council is to prepare and submit to the Commissioner and National Advisory
Council on Vocational Education, an evaluation report. Its contents are to
include a synthesis of its evaluation of State Department administration and
operation and the evaluations performed by the State Department of Education.

(b) Evaluation Requirements at he Federal level. An organizational
structure, parallel to the state level, is established within the law for the
federal level agencies. There are some notable differnences in the explicit-
ness of the evaluation requirements prescribed for the National Advisory
Council, however.
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Evaluation re u_ ements for the Bureau of Occu.ational and Adult
Education. At least ten states are to be reviewed during a given fiscal
year. The purpose of the review is to analyze the strength and weaknesses
of state programs. At the same time, DREW is to conduct fiscal audits
within those states. The Commissioner is to transmit to Congress a report
on the National status of the Vocational Education programs. The report is
to include information developed from the National Vocational Education
Data System (VEDS), a summary of information obtained from federal reviews
and audits and a synthesis of the evaluations performed by State Departments
and State Advisory Councils.

Evaluation reuirements for the National Advisor Council on Vocational
Education. NACVE received a broadly stated evaluation function in the legis-
lation. Its primary function is to provide policy-oriented annual reports
and assessment of USOBOAE administration and operations.

Diversity in the Type of Evaluation Regulations

Examining the amount and type of information that is required across
the four programs it is apparent that there are substantial differences.
The direct grant type of program (e.g., Bilingual and the Discretionary
grants for Vocational Education) have the least amount of oversight and
reporting requirements. Title I and Vocational Education (Basic grants)
are both state administered, formula allocation grants and have an additional
level of evaluation'imposed by the state agency. Vocational Education can
be distinguished from Title I in that two agencies at the state and two
agencies at the federal level are responsible for conducting routine evalu-
ations. From this comparative assessment, we see that not. only do the law
and regulations indicate how evaluation is to be carried out, it can also
influence how much is conducted and by whom.

3.4 HOW EVALUATIONS ARE CONDUCTED AT STATE AND LOCAL LEVELS

Although the regulations and legislation are directive as to evaluation
requirements under each funding source, the way programs are evaluated at
state and local levels varies dramatically, making overall statistical
characterization difficult. As a consequence, types of operation are
described and illustrated.

Experience derived from field interviews at six State Education Agencies
and one Local Education Agency within each of these states suggests that LEA
practices are influenced by educational and evaluation practices of the SEA.
Attention, then, is directed first at the SEA level of evaluation.

STATE LEVEL

Until recently, the SEA was primarily an administrator of federally
funded educational programs that operated in the LEAs. Mandated activities
included: fiscal auditing, compliance auditing and the aggregation of data
reported from LEAs. The SEA, in turn, reported to the Commissioner. With
increased Congressional interest in local level evaluation, the SEAs have
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been given additional evaluation authority. Recent Title l legislation
requires the SEA to provide technical assistance to the LEAs for the
purpose of improving local evaluation efforts. Program planning and
evaluation, identification of exemplary programs, and the dissemination
of exemplary practices are some additional activities that SEAs have
come to perform.

As might be expected, State Agencies vary with respect to their level
of involvement in the evaluation of federal programs. Part of this state-
to-state variation is due to the educational organization within a state
and some of the variation is due to the State's own investment in educa-
tional programs. We found some states with a rather substantial monetary
investment in programs that are similar to federal programs, notably
State Compensatory Education and Bilingual Education. For these cases,
State legislative interest in evaluation and accountability are a driving'
force behind the development and maintenance of a strong state evaluation
component. As a consequence, state level evaluation capabilities have
been strengthened, federal programs being a primary beneficiary of in-
creased expertise. The impact of State interest in evaluation on the L
practices can be remarkable, resulting in many LEAs substantially going
beyond feder .uation requirements.

DIALtALQ&mcies and Evaluation ces

For simplicity, three types of SEAs are identified as a way of
categorizing State level evaluation of federal programs. We offer these
characterizations only as a first attempt to describe their role in the
evaluation process. Little is known about the activities of SEAs with
respect to the evaluation of federal programs, except of course what is
required of them by federal regulations. These types are labeled:
Exemplary SEAs, Compliance-Oriented SEAs and those falling between the
two, referred to as Emergent SEAs. This rough classification scheme was
derived as a result of our field visits, conversations with federal staff
and our review of reports obtained through telephone solicitations. No
statistical characterization of the prevalence of each type can be offered.

Since these categories provide a basis for distinguishing abong SEAs,
brief summaries of their distinctive features are provided. These des-
criptions are not intended to be complete portrayals of each type, they
are merely thumbnail sketches which summarize, roughly, the discrepancies
found among SEAs with respect to the way federal programs are assessed.

(a) Exemplary SEAs. These are characterized by an active interest
in -the evaluation process at numerous levels of state organization. These
levels include: the State legislature, the program sector and the evalu-
ation component. Common elements among states of this type which seem to
be responsible for this interest include: administrative or legislative
fiscal support for the state level evaluation component, few administrative
levels between the evaluation component and the Chief State School Officer,
substantial monetary investment in State funded educational ppograms and
strong public support for educational accountability. From an evaluation
perspective, perhaps the most salient characteristic of this type of SEA
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is the presence of a well articulated evaluation plan which encompasses
state and federal programs within the program planning, implementation,
evaluation and dissemination processes. The impact of this overall plan
is seen throughout the SEA, across program areas and it permeates the LEA
level; influencing evaluation practices and program administration.

(b) Compliance oriented SEAs. The absence of one or all of the char-
acteristics identified for Exemplary SEAs is likely to influence staffing
levels, monetary support and/or technical capacity (e.g., computer facili-
ties) that make it simply impossible to go beyond the minimal requirements
established by federal regulations. As a consequence, efforts are, by
necessity, directed at ensuring that the minimum standards are adhered to
and there is little opportunity to do anything else. For the purpose of
federal reporting requirements, a compliance-only mode of operation should
not be viewed negatively so long as the quality of what is reported is high
or at least the level of quality is known. In these cases, the role of
the Technical Assistance Centers is likely to be extremely important.

(c) Emergent SEAs. Recent developments in several arenas have con-
tributed to improved evaluation practices at State Departments of Education.
These factors include: federal development of specific guidelines pertaining
to evaluation requirements, Technical Assistance in the implementation of
these guidelines, increased availability of trained evaluation personnel,
and direct federal assistance designed to strengthen SEA capabilities. SEAS
classified as "emergent" are those which are no longer simply complying
with regulations. Xnstead, agency-initiated practices are developing with
respect to how evaluations are to be carried out for their own needs.

Emergent SEAs can be distinguished from the exemplary category on a
number of dimensions. A primary distinction is the extent to which the
exemplary practices are exhibited across a variety of programs. On this
dimension, an answer to the question how or how well are evaluations con-
ducted would require an answer, prefaced by the statement, "it depends on
which program you are referring to." An additional distinction that might
be drawn between these SEAs and the exemplary variety pertains to the
institutionalization of the enterprise -- evaluation in the emergent states
is only now beginning to gain credibility.

Illu ons of State Level Evaluations

Taking into consideration the discussion of elements comprising the
evaluation process described in Section 3.1 and federal requirements
described in Section 3.3, the most salient issues pertaining'to how evalu-
ations are conducted at the state level can be summarized as follows:

1. Program planning and approval;
2. State on-site monitoring: compliance and program reviews;
3. Specification of reporting requirements;
4. State level analysis, aggregation and data quality control.
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The-extent to which each of these elements is addressed within state
level evaluations is the focus of this discussion. Illustrations which
highlight the distinctions among the three types of SEA will be made wherever
possible.

(1) uglin-aro-ram-laina':roval. The legislation and
regulations assign responsibility to the state for approval of LEA appli-
cations for program funding and the evaluation plan. This function is
particularly relevant for state administered programs. Two basic strategies
were observed in the SEAs we visited: (1) "on-paper" review to ensure that
the program as planned is consistent with federal regulations and (2)
compliance review plus an "educational-quality" review. Examination of local
and state reports suggests that this latter form of planning is more typical
of exemplary SEAs. However, there are notable legislative and regulatory
exceptions across programs that attempt to induce better pllanning. The
legislation, for example, pertaining to Vocational Education requires the
state agency to explicitly indicate how the previous year's evaluations
have been used to improved program operation. A similar requirement within
Title I applications was observed in a few sites. California employs the
notion of a Master plan in order to achieve continual improvement of
educational practices. In support of this effort the SEA disseminates
written material on program improvement and conducts site visits. In
California, this aspect of the educational planning process is part of the
development of a Consolidated Application plan which allows LEAs to devise
programs relevant to individual LEA needs. Title I and four state funded
programs are involved in the California's Consolidated Application process.
Our interviews with State Department personnel suggest that this coordinated
effort results in better targeting of funds for specific student needs.

The more common planning strategy appears to be a review process where
programs are first examined "on-paper" to ensure they meet federal standards.
At this point, the state either approves the program or recommends modifi-
cations. In well established programs, such as Title I, the submission,,
approval and funding process can become routinized, resulting in little
substantive change over time. Consequently, the same goals, level of attain-
ment and the like could be. specified from year to year.

Regulations and legislation provide for a certain amount of flexibility
as to how programs can be operated. This discretion translates into numerous
shoice eablgs regarding the operation and instructional charaCteristics of
local programs. Our experience suggests that in many cases these choices
are made in the absence of systematic tests as to the impact of one alternative
or an other. We found little attention being directed at the state level
towards systematic tests of alternative means of delivering program services.
Such alterations could be easily designed into the program planning process
and systematically examined. The feasibicin-sst-asta.
of program for ongoing programs into the planning process can be
illustrated with a couple of examples.

so
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Example A: Testing program components. Title I has regulations speci-
fying that funds can only be used for the purpose of supplementing, not

supplanting, regular education efforts. In the plan submitted by LEAs, the
manner in which this regulation is to be satisfied is specified. This

typically involves the selection of a particular educational method (e.g.,
pull-out). Given the state's oversight responsibility for approving such
organizational/operational schemes, there appears to be a considerable
amount of room for SEAs to encourage LEAs to systematically examine the
impact of differing project level operating schemes. In our site visits,
we did not encounter the use of this type of planning/evaluation strategy.

EIEaspvariations. Length of exposure and mode of
instruction, independent of program settings, represent additional aspects
of program operation which could be examined rigorously by SEAs provided
adequate attention is paid to methodological issues during the planning
phase. Through coordination with the State Agency, different"dosages" of
exposure-time could be allocated to a representative sample of capable LEAs
in order to assess the impact of exposure on achievement.

By virtue of the state's oversight responsibility for approval of the
educational and evaluation plan to be carried out by the local agency,
urging the SEA to select those LEAs who have adequate resources to partici-
pate in these types of systematic tests of alternatives seems sensible.

(2) On -site monitoring: compliance and program quality review. In the
evaluation literature, it is well known that what is planned is not always
the same as what is ultimately implemented in the operational field setting.
The administrative analogy of this principle is compliance monitoring. The

regulations specify guidelines pertaining to compliance and SEAS are res-
ponsible for ensuring that the LEA adheres to them, in practice.

States differ with respect to the amount of on-site monitoring that
is conducted. In addition to the fact that states have varying degrees of
monetary investments in programs similar to the federal programs, the
federal allocation for administration, of which monitoring is a component,
is poorly structured. A set-aside of the total state allocation with a
fixed ceiling limit has been designated within the law. The amount of the
set-aside is sufficient in some cases but strongly favors those states with
few LEAs. States with a large number of districts, many with 300-500 districts
receiving some federal funding, find it difficult to monitor the troublesome
sites let alone all the sites. Of course, representative sampling of sites
is suffi4ient for monitoring purposes to obtain a statistical characterization
of compliance but if the issue is to obtain an outside check on the extent
to which programs are implemented as planned, "spot-checking" would be
insufficient.

An exemplary instance of a program-quality-review procedure is offered by

California. In addition to examining program compliance, quality of the
school program is assessed through site visits using the Program Quality
Review Instrument (PQRI). As part of this review process, the California
State Department of Education recently conducted an assessment of this review

81
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process by soliciting opinions of those individuals who participated.
Similar follow-up procedures were instituted by the Vocational Education
evaluation personnel, this assessment was designed:to ascertain the
extent to which recommendations prescribed by the site review team were
adopted by the local agency.

Well defined compliance monitoring systems were observed for numerous
programs across SFAS that were visited. In many instances, state procedures
are more extensive in scope than federal regulations prescribe. For example,
compliance monitoring for 94-142 is coupled with more stringent compliance
regulations of State Programs in New Jersey and in Massachusetts, though
each employs somewhat different procedures tailored to state legislative
requirements.

The importance of compliance monitoring, especially coupled with
program quality review cannot be understated. Current administrative
procedures are such that, more often than not, the evaluation of local
level prograMs is insutficiently funded to allow outside consultants to
perform these audits. However, given the fixed set-asid allocation for
program administration under certain title (e.g., Title Bilingual),
similar staffing problems are likely. This appears to ba an area whera
more attention is needed.

An admirable use of Bilingual Title VII funds at the State level for
improving the monitoring,and ultimately the reporting practices of LEA
grantees was observed in Massachusetts. A series of studies was commissioned
by the State Bilingual Office to examine state Title VII programs and their
evaluations. One result of these investigations was the development of
contract specifications, reporting guidelines and standards for Bilingual
evaluations. Further, the plan developed by the outside contractor was
scheduled to be pilot-tested prior to full-scale implementation. From a
planning perspective, these practices are admirable and should be promoted.
Similar, thoughtful planning and monitoring was observed in other program
areas in the Massachusetts SEA.

(3) State s ecification of e o tin e uirements. Judging from
recent legislation, Congress has a considerable interest in obtaining
program information and outcome evidence on a nationwide basis. This is
not a new concern. The distinctiveness of the recent-legislation is that
it represents a more direct request and, in many cases, substantial
monetary backing is provided (e.g., Title I). From the Federal perspective,
a major concern is that data collection and aggregation-procedures are
comparable across states -- the primary federal goal is national-level
aggregation. The SEA is ultimately responsible for ensuring that federal
mandates are fulfilled. These data collection and aggregation procedures
are common tasks ascribed across program areas for state administered

.

programs. The ultimate utility of this evidence at the Federal level is
dependent upon state-to-state consistency regarding what is collected,
in what format and by whom.
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States and programs within states vary considerably as to how report-
ing requirements are fulfilled. Most states rely on a two-phase aggregation
process. Typically, the LEA collects project level information and perform-
ing the first level of aggregation. The State then receives LEA reports
performing the second aggregation.

The possibility for error is compounded at each level of aggregation
and the ability to account for distinctive features of a particular project
becomes more difficult. The necessity for coordination within and across
states is evident from the recent flurry of activity associated with the
development of information reporting :: /sterns in Compensatory Education (TIERS),
Vocational Education (VEDS), and Education for the Handicapped through BM.

In an effort to understand the issues related to obtaining high quality
data from LEAs, current data collection procedures for Title I reporting
were examined. Specifically, the contents of Title I Annual Evaluation
Reports for 1978-1979 submitted to 10 different states were examined. Table
1 provides a summary of the information that is required of LEAs under the
auspices of these "Evaluation" reports. In Table 1, an "X" designates that
this information is required, a "0" indicates it is not even mentioned and
a "7" signifies that it is Impossible from visual inspection to ascertain
whether the item is required or at the discretion of the LEA. In specifying
the possible content that might appear in these reports, Title I requirements
and elements that were characterized earlier as part of the evaluation process
were used as the basis for comparing state evaluation reporting schemes. As
such, the comparison across states is devised to include information on
characteristics of the program, parent advisory council, staff, testing and
other desirable evaluation components. Examination of the pattern of entries
in Table 1 across states for each information element, reveals a substantial
amount of overlap on what is reported. For example, the testing cycle (spring
to fall, spring to spring, or fall to fall) is clearly identified in all 10
State forms. Also, the reviewer can easily discern whether scores are reported
for only students with both before and after scores, the grade level is always
specified and the program area (Mathematics, Reading, etc.) is easily detect-
able. Further, Title I staff characteristics and Parent Advisory Councils
characteristics are almost uniformly reported.

Areas where there is less consistency across states include test identi-
fication, explanation for the discrepancy between the number of students served
and the number tested, and method of scoring the test. Each of these factors
is important in the aggregation process in order to understand the quality of
the data. Of substantial ptJlicy relevance is the identification of program
characteristics. It is well known that programs and their modes of operation
differ. We see that program setting is often omitted in these reports. Some
program settin3.s involved "pulling" Title I students out of their regular class-
room, others are self contained classrooms. Student exposure to the program is
another variable of interest, and as late as the-1978-1979 school year it was not
uniformly reported. This variable can be used to illustrate yet another level of
complexity that must be considered when data are reported from the LEA. Although.
the exposure level was reported by many states, closer inspection of the way it was
reported reveals considerable variation. For example, it appears that some LEAs
reported the amount of exposure that they had intended to provide each student,

83
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Table 1

Evaluation information required in LEA 1978-1979 Annual Evaluation
Report for Title I Programs (Regular) for Ten States

Type of Information Required

Pro rammatic Information

Number served
unduplicated counts
duplicated counts

Subject Area
Program setting (e.g. pullout)
Student Exposure
Staff/student ratio
Expenditures

Parent Advisory
Composition of committee
Activities of committee

Title I _Staff
Staff inservice

Test Information

Testing cycle
Complete test identification
Method of scoring
Matched on Pre/Post scores
Explanation for missing scores

Test Results

Reported "on level"
Reported by grade level
Reported by school, project
Reported in NCE's

Additional Elements
Narrative with interpretations
Recommendations
Assessment of other objectives
Dissemination/Feedback

States

10

x 0 x x x x 0 x
x 0 x x x x x x
x x x x x x x x
0 0 x 0 0 0 0 x
x 0 x x 0 x 0 x
0 0 x x 0 x 0 x
x 0 x x x x x 0

x x 0 x x x x x
x x 0 x x x x x x

x x 0 x x x x x x
x x 0 x x 0 x x x x

x x x x x x x x x x
x x x 7 x x ? ? 0 0

0 x 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

x x x x x x x x x
x 0 0 x 7 0 0 0

7 x x 0

x x x x x x x x x x
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

x x 0 x 0 0 x x x x
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others seem to have provided estimates of the actual amount of time the
children received services. If the issue is to identify those programs
that are exemplary, consistency of reporting seems essential. This level
of detail is important and a lack of specificity is certainly a source of
confusion for those who must comply with reporting regulations. The new
Title I reporting system (TIERS) is designed to provide explicit indicators
of program characteristics which will improve the degree of consistency
within and across states; its quality remains to be seen, however.

The last few rows of Table 1 show that there is considerable diversity
in these reports, across states, with regard to the inclusion of narrative
summaries, recommendations, assessment of objectives other than achievement
and dissemination/feedback. These characteristics were isolated earlier as
important aspects of the evaluation process, however they are given little
attention in state reporting requirements. As a consequence, the "evaluation
reports" are in many cases merely summaries of head counts, aggregate test
scores and little more.

(4) §t,elglig_a-reatialitcontrol. The aggregation
process can take basically two forms: (a) translation of what is received
into common units and summation or (b) in addition to these tasks, further
analyses/evaluation may be undertaken. The Michigan, California, and New
Jersey State Departments of Education represent instances of the latter
category. Michigan used data from its 1975-1976 Title I evaluation report
to examine program effectiveness by examining building-level programs
within types of school district. California's assessment of Title I (and
State funded programs) included the use of multiple achievement tests,
program quality reviews obtained through site visits, and quality assessme is
of the data reported from LEAs. Similarly, New Jersey regularly assesses
and reports its evaluation of Title I and the State Compensatory Education
Programs simultaneously.

More typical of the state reports that were reviewed is aggregate
reporting with varying degrees of attention to data quality. Notable ex-
ceptions are those State Departments who explicitly list the amount of data
that has been excluded, the reasons for exclusion and the bias that is
likely to result due to their exclusion from the aggregate analysis. Further,
this type of careful data management has been found to be useful in identi-
fying LEAs which should be targeted as candidates for technical assistance.

Conducting evaluation of federal programs through the aggregation
of data elements from diverse sources requires that careful attention be
directed at the quality of the collection process. This is an expensive
proposition. It is not sufficient to simply provide data forms that give
the appearance of generating_ compatible data. Close monitoring of the
process is mandatory. The Census Department regularly conducts validation
audits. This practice is similar, in principle, to the crequired audit of
Individualized Education Program plans (IERS) undertaken by BBB. Consider-
ation should be given to the idea of routinely assessing the validity of
information that is reported to the SEAs. BEH, in preparation for the
implementation of reporting requirements associated with Public Law 94-142,
commissioned an assessment of state counts of handicapped children and
produced a handbook for conducting future validation studies. Systematic
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sampling of LEAs seems to be an economical and sufficient means of
assessing the quality of data elements included in reporting systems.
However, given the diversity in types of data collected under various
titles, it is likely that audit procedures tailored to the specific
data system will be necessary.

HOW EVALUATIONS ARE CONDUCTED AT THE LOCAL LEVEL

Despite the specificity of regulations, there exist LEAS who perform
remarkable evaluations. Unfortunately, when we view these in the context
of the 16,000 LEAs who participate!in federal education programs, these
exemplars seem to be the exception rather than the rule. Even in the
large districts that were site-visited, mixed levels of practice were
observed -- some merely fulfilled evaluation requirements and others went
substantially beyond.

Existin= Evidence on how Evaluations are Conducted Within_

Catherine Lyon and others, at UCLA's Center for the Study of Evalu-
ations (CSE), identified LEAs with enrollments in excess of 10,000 students
and an evaluation/research unit. Among other issues, Lyon and others were
interested in characterizing types of evaluation activities carried out
within these units. Directors of the research unit were asked to complete
a questionnaire pertaining, in part, to the activities and relative amount
of time the unit devoted to these activities. Roughly 230 Directors
responded to the questionnaire.

The CSE data is interesting in that it provides a rough indication of
the extent to which local districts, with evaluation units, perform certain
types of activities. Further, since each activity was ranked according to
the relative amount of time it consumer, a crude characterization of the
methodological emphasis within these units can be devised. Table 2 reports

. pertinent data from the CSE study.

Examination of Table 2 reveals that all districts collect information
on student achievement and 95% of the Directors listed this category as one
of their three most time consuming efforts. Given the emphasis on achieve-
ment tasting in the regulations, this is not too surprising. Information
on the relationship between student and/or classroom characteristics and
achievement are less likely to be collected, nor are they ranked as being
time consuming; nearly 60% reported that they did not engage in collecting
this information. The relationship between socio-economic status and
achievement is collected in fewer than half the districts. With respect
to time allocations, these activities were ranked as being one of the three
most time consuming activities by only 26% of the Directors.

Table 2 also shows that data collection by means of testing is almost
universal (98.8%), followed by survey questionnaires (93.8%). The prevalence
of interviews and classroom observations is considerably lower (65.2% and
60.4%, respectively). Turning to the evaluation activities performed by
evaluation/research units, it can-be seen that there is high variability among
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Table 2

Activities, Functions and Methods Employed by
Evaluation/Research Units at LEAs: CSE Results

Evaluation Activities

Collection of information: (12 original: i

1. Student achievement
2. Relationship between school/classroom

characteristics and achievement
3. Relationship between student achievement

and socioeconomic status
4. Relationship between students' race/ethnic

background and achievement progress

Methods of Data Collection: (5 original it

1. Testing
2. Survey questionnaires
3. Interviews
4. Classroom observation

Evaluation activities: (11 origins

1. Assess the results or worth of instructional
programs

2. Assess student achievement of objectives
3. Identify/appraise educational goals or

objectives
4. Compare the districts' achievement test

scores with scores outside the district
5. Determine pupil and/or public satisfaction

with school or programs
6. Check that implementation conforms to

program specification
Modify programs using evaluation results
Approve evaluation sections of program
proposals

9. Assist in the selection of instructional
programs

10. Compare costs benefits of alternate
instructional programs

Percent of
Districts

Ranked
1,2 or 5

100% 94.7
41.5 25.6

49.3 17.6

40.1 16.3

98.8 94.2
93.8 89.0
65.2 43.2
60.4 37.9

88.1 69.6

91.1 66

77.1 34.4

81.0 27.7

65.1 22.4

63 20.7

63.8 14.5
71.8 11.9

45.9 7.1

22.4 1.3
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districts as to the activities performed and the relative amount of time
devoted to each activity. Assessing the results or worth of a program
and examining the achievement of objectives are carried out by at least
88% of the district, each being ranked as one of the three most time
consuming activities by about two-thirds of the Directors. Comparing
district results with other districts, assessing satisfaction with the
school or progrr,m, approving evaluation plans, and modifying programs .

using evaluation results is a relatively frequent activity in that at
least two-thirds of the Directors claim to perform these efforts, yet
they are not often ranked within the three most time consuming activities.
Further, even though checking to ensure that the program is implemented
as planned is a crucial 1:aase of the evaluation process, 37% of the
Directors report not engaging in this activity. For those who do, it is
ranked as one of the three most time consuming activities by 21% of the
Directors. Analysis of alternative instructional programs is conducted
within 23% of the districts and is ranked as a time consuming activity
by less than 2% of the directors.

Webster and Stufflebeam examined how evaluations are carried out
within evaluation units in urban school districts, by obtaining estimates
of budget expenditures for a variety of evaluation activities. The
Webster-Stufflebeam analysis is based on thirty-five urban school districts
categorized according to size of the evaluation, research and testing
budget: one million dollars or more (large), $300,000 to $999,999 (medium),
and $50,000 to $299,999 (small). The percentage of budget expenditures
for each of their classes of activities appears in Table 3. In addition
to the average percentage within each district size category and weighted
average across district size, Table 3 presents the rangy. of values composing
each average. The ranges are interesting in that the presence of a 0 as a
lower value indicates that none of the budget is expended for that activity.

Roughly thirty to forty percent of the budget is expended on testing
and assessing whether the program is successful in meeting its objectives,
or is more successful relative to an alternative method of instruction.
Providing evidence regarding implementation of the program consumes an
additional ten percent of the budget, on average. The same is true for
data processing. Further, providing assistance to other district personnel
(research consultant), proposal development, providing ad hoc information
and instrument development, combined, constitute roughly 20% of the budget.
Needs assessment and diagnosis of constraints upon meeting needs (context
evaluation) and evidence regarding availability/use of resources (input
evaluation) represent less than 7% of the budget.

Another important consideration in describing activities in LEAs is
the degree of diversity among LEAs. For example, testing, in the aggregate
represents less than 20% of the budget expenditures. Examining the ranges,
we find as little as two percent and as much as 70% expended on testing.
Similarly, product evaluation auccess, impact of the program) commands as
little as 5% to as much as 50% of the budget. Of particular interest are
the 0% values. Across districts, there are some districts (within each
category) that do not allocate any money for input evaluation, the same is
true for the research consultant and proposal development categories. There
are some medium and small districts who do not allocate much (if any) of
their budget to assessing the implementation of the program.
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Table 3

Percentage of Budget Expenditures for Evaluation Activities:
Webster and Stufflebeam (1978)

Evaluation Activities District Size
Large Medium Small Weighte(
(9) (13) (13) Average

1. Product Evaluation (Assessment of the
relative success of the program in
meeting its objectives relative to an
alternative method of instruction,
cost/benefits)

2. Testing (Operation of the system to ensure
quality instrumentation and reporting).

3. Data Processing (Actual operation of basic
information system).

19.0%
(6-50)

19.6%
(10-40)

17.9% 18.8%
(5-50) (5-50)

11.8 23.4 19.0 18.8
(2-22) (4-70) (5-45) (2-70)

13.0 7.6 10.2 10.0

(5-25) (3-16) (5-15) (5-25)

4. Process Evaluation (Providing information 14.0 10.9 5.5 9.7

on factors affecting implementation and (5-25) (1-20) (0-10) (0-20)

for aiding the interpretation of program
evaluation data).

5. Management of evaluation related resources.

Ad hoc information (Provision of requested
information on an ad hoc basis).

5.8 8 10.7 8.4

(3-10) (4-19) (5-18) (3-18)

3.8 4.4 10.8 6.6
(0-15) (2-10) (3-20) (0-20)

7. Context Evaluation (Assessment uf needs, 6.8 6 5.3 5.9
description of outcomes, actual and desired (2-18) (2-15) (0-13) (0-18)

diagnosis of problems that prevent needs
from being met).

Planning services (Technical assistance in 4.6 4.4 4.9 4.6

planning and managing projects or programs). (0-15) (2-10) (1-11) (0-15)

9. Research Consultant (Assistance in design and 3.6 4.7 4.3 4.3

analysis of projects conducted by other (0-12) (0-10) (0-8) (0-12)

district personnel).

Pro osal Develo ment (Development of pro= 3.9 4.3 4.0 4.1
posals or the evaluation sections of pro- (0-11) (0-10) (0-10) (0-11)

posals for outside fundings).

11. Other research (Basic and applied). 6.9 2.4 3.8 4.1

12. Instrument development and validation 3.7 4.1 4.0 4.0

(1-12) (2-15) (0-10) (0-15)

13. Input Evaluation (Providing information on 3.1 .2 .6 1.1

resource availability and utilization for (0-6) ( -3) (0-5) (0-6)

accomplishing goals).
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The CSE study and the Webster and Stufflebeam study, while focused
on different aspects of how evaluations are conducted at the large local
districts, reveal a common theme -- the primary mode of evaluation at the
local level is directed at assessing whether a program has met its
objectives and a considerable amount of time and money is devoted to
testing as a means of describing project success. Fewer resources are
devoted to process assessment, though it receives more financial support
than needs assessment type activities and assessment of the adequacy of
resources for meeting goals/objectives. Further, there is substantial
variability in the way districts allocate resources and the amount of time
expended on various types of evaluation activities.

Both of these studies approach the question of how evaluations are
carried out from a research unit perspective. Little is known about the
distribution of activities for specific programs. Recalling the diversity
of evaluation activities specified in the legislation and regulation across
programs, it would be expected that not all of the evaluation activities
would be equally relevant. Based on the data presented above, it would be
inaccurate to characterize any particular evaluation as being composed of
20% impact assessment, 20% testing, 10% monitoring and so on. To obtain
a better understanding of how particular evaluations are conducted, it is
necessary to examine what procedures are employed for specific programs.
Unfortunately, little data bearing on this issue is available. Some survey
data are available, however.

The National Center for Education Statistics recently examined the
methods employed by LEAs for the evaluation of Title I. In particular,
they focused on how frequently each of the three OE Title I Models were
used. Using a national probability sample, it was estimated that 87 percent
of all districts had Title I programs in 1978-1979. Of those districts
with Title I programs, 63 percent used an evaluation model. Of those
using an evaluation model, 90% voluntarily followed one of the three OE
evaluation models. The remaining 10% used a local developed model. Each
OE model entails before-after testing of students, they differ as to what
form of comparison is employed. The simplest OE model entails using the
publisher's norms as the bails for comparison. This model was used by
86% of those districts who used any model. The remaining 4% was split
between the control group model (Model B) and the special regression
model (Model C) developed by OE, both of these require testing students
who did not participate in Title I. Technically these latter models
are considered to be methodologically more sophisticated, providing less
equivocal estimates of gain that can be attributed to the program. The
NCES survey shows that models employing comparison groups are infrequently
used. The predominant mode of achievement assessment is through comparison
with norms, that is, what a sample of non-Title I students would have
achieved given their initial level of performance

Across the three studies, there appears to be a substantial emphasis
on testing as a means of evaluating programs. ,The NCES survey shows
extensive use of the before-after norm-based assessment. The use of other
methods is infrequent and NCES estimated that districts would require
additional assistance in developing more complete evaluation practices
(e.g., continuous program improvement, selection of non-test based
evaluation devices).
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Reporting requirements for many programs emphasize achievement
testing. As a consequence, it seems reasonable to expect that fulfilling
minimum requirements,for example, before and after testing of Ohly those
students who receive Title I services, would be the most frequently observed.
However, while alternate methods are used infrequently, the fact that 400
districts were estimated to be using some form of comparative assessment
suggests that they are feasible and their use should be promoted.

Another glimpse at how evaluations are conducted can be obtained by
examining the procedures used by projects that have been approved by the
Joint Dissemination and Review Panel (JDRP). Each year a brief summary of
the approved projects and the evidence supporting its effectiveness is
published in a volume entitled Educational Programs That Work. The most
recent edition contains 34 newly approved programs; methods employed for
these most recent programs were examined. Specifically, of the 34 programs
listed, 62% employed comparison group designs, 56% employed standardized
tests or a combination of standardized and locally developed tests and
roughly 30% involved some form of replication where the program was evaluated
more than once, revealing consistently positive results. For approved
exemplary projects, the most common design entailed comparison of project
performance where one group did not participate in the project or program.
It is also of interest to note that 38% of the evaluation didn't employ
comparison group designs. The most typical being a before-after assessment
of the project participants only. In many cases the evidence supporting
the achievement gain was supplemented with additional evidence that the
program was sufficiently implemented; that the gains could be replicated
from year to year; and that the use of multiple testing devices revealed
consistent evidence.

Illustrations valua on Practices at LEAs.

Up to this point, the discussion has attempted to provide statistical
characterizations of how evaluations are conducted on LEAs. We have made refer-
ence to the fact that multiple procedures are employed in an individual evaluatic
effort. To illustrate the process of conducting evaluations at the local level,
case studies of five evaluations encountered during the site visits are provided.
Material for the last case study appeared in a recent publication.

Case I. In site D, the evaluation unit and the instructional programs
are administratively and fiscally independent. To avoid miscommunication
during the course of an evaluation, a team composed of a member of the
evaluation unit and a program specialist from the district's Instructional
Programs Division is assigned to each school. The team assists the
school personnel in drafting and measuring their program objectives
which ultimately becomL a component of the application for funding. This
approach was devised to ensure that advice regarding curriculum and issues
pertaining to evaluation of the program were resolved by appropriate
experts.

For program development the team negotiates with the school personnel
in forming appropriate objectives; a second team reviews the plan as a
form of external validation. In the planning process, previous evaluative
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evidence is considered. This evidence is provided by the evaluation unit
and entails an individaulized report which summarizes the extent to which
previously stated objectives have been attained. Test -esults are summarized
in graphic form so as to facilitate communication. Through periodic mon-
itoring of the classroom acitivies, process information is collected and
systematically reported to the school personnel.

Case II. The evaluation of Title I in site C is best described as com-
pliance-oriented. The evaluation unit produces a report that is in accord-
ance with SEA reporting requirements.

To augment the minimal testing information provided by the evaluation
unit, the Title I program staff engage in a variety of evaluative activities
that they initiate and conduct, independent of the evaluation unit. For
example, one component of the program--a kindergarten language development
program-- was assessed in terms of language skill achievement scores. The
testing and data analysis was done by program speech therapists and the
program coordinators. Technically, this report was not very sophisticated;
inferences as to the effects of the program were overstated. Other examples
of locally initiated evaluations conducted by program staff include an
assessment of parent and project staff needs and an evaluation of one of the
inservice workshops. Both of these assessments were carried out through the
use of locally developed questionnaires or modifications of existing instruments.
In the absence of cooperation from the evaluation unit, the program staff in
this site resorted to conducting their own evaluations.

Case TIT. The evaluation of Title I in site G is similar to that observed
in Case I, above. The major exception is that, while the evaluation unit
is administratively independent of the program, they are not fiscally in-
dependent of the program. The Director of Federal Programs is responsible
for the operation of Title I in this district, evaluation money is also
distributed by this individual.

Within the district evaluation office, a full-time evaluation specialist
is assigned to the Title I evaluation. Close association with the project
staff results in a cooperative working relationship. The evaluation specialist
monitors the progress of the program at each site through formalized classroom
observations, test results, and monitoring of the coMpletion of specified
instructional objectives.

To ensure that the evaluation remains objective, the State Department
of Education, "strongly suggested" that an outside contractor be hired to
review the evaluation documents produced by the district's unit.

Case IV. In site D, the evaluation of the Title VII Bilingual Education
program was conducted by an outside contractor. The evaluation was moni-
tored by the research/evaluation unit and the program staff. Prior to
acceptance of the final report, the program staff and the evaluation per-
sonnel requested that additional analyses be performed. In this way,
through technical assistance from the evaluation unit, the program staff
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were able to make certain tbeir informational needs were satisfied and

that the evaluation information was valid.

The working relationship between the evaluation unit and the program

staff is also depicted by their collaboration in the development of entry

and exit criteria for participants involved in the Bilingual program.

The evaluation process in this district regularly involves,a combined

effort of outside contractors and evaluation unit staff, A similar arrange-

ment was observed in site C :iad B.

Case V. In site E, the evaluation unit is responsible for assessing

compliance with the regulations for P.L. 94-142 (Education for the Handi-

capped). Information is gathered through parent, citizen, community agency

surveys, analysis of a random sample of Individual Education Plans (IEPs),

and teacher/administrator surveys.
At the request of the program director and through additional funding

(about $5000), an examination of the operation and cost effectiveness of

service delivery was undertaken. This evaluation entailed an analysis of

the amount of time devoted to program tasks, the number of students served

across numerous schools, and ratings of the quality of service that was

provided. Document analysis and survey procedures were employed for the

quality of service assessment. An alternative plac-Iment procedure was also

examined.

Case VI. Paul Rost (1980), from the Albuquerque Public Schools, reported

on the use of a four-component planning, evaluation and dissemination system

that attempts to facilitate the use of evaluative information for local

planning of Title I. A manual, referred to as an Item Documentation, was

developed to provide teachers with an indication of what each test item

was designed to measure. By reporting test results on an item-by-item

basis, the teacher, through the use of the Item Documentation, can readily

determine which skills should be focused on for each child.

A School Ilep9Lt synthesizes
evaluation data in a manner that makes

it conducive to planning. The Resource Allocation Plan, based on Title I

needs assessment data, includes a summary of the school's relative need

for supplemental assistance.
Finally, the Title I_Imact Review is con-

ducted. Here, the instructional team reviews the evaluation data with a

member of the evaluation staff. The instructional team provides additional

interpretation of the evaluation -- giving reasons for specific outcomes

based on events occurring during the school year.

Evaluation of Title 1 in Small and Lar :e LEAs

With the exception of the NCES survey of school district's use of

the USOE Title I models, most of the available evidence on evaluation

within LEAs, focuses on districts with large enrollments or those with

evaluation/research units. Nationally, there are nearly 16,000 operating

districts; less than five percent with enrollments in excess of 10,000

pupils. Since our site visits included large LEAs, a broader basis for

judging how evaluations are conducted was established through a telephone

survey directed at LEAs in four categories: enrollments of 2500-5000

pupils; 5000-10,000; 10,000-25,000; and those with 25,000 pr more pupils.

LEA personnel responsible for the administration of Title I were interviewed

and follow-up discussions with specific evaluation personnel were undertaken
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whenever possible and/or warranted. The interview questions focused
on how evaluations were conducted, who is responsible for their
completion and how are the results used.

In describing how evaluations are conducted, it is useful to establish
how much of the Title I award is devoted to evaluation and the adminis-
trative placement of evaluation within the LEA. Information pertinent
to these issues is summarized in Table 4. To assay the amount of federal
money used in the evaluation of Title I, LEA personnel provided information
on the amount of thei- most recent Title I award and the amount devoted
to the evaluation effort. The estimates derived from these responses
show that, across LEAs, about 1.5% of the Title I budget is devoted to
evaluation. The smallest percentage for evaluation -- .8% was reported
by districts with 2500-5000 pupils. In terms of actual dollar values,
this is a trivial expenditure for evaluation. The most frequent comments
offered by officials in these LEAs were that (1) costs incurred for
evaluation were assumed by the district, (2) the evaluation was based on
a pre-existing testing program which add no extra cost, or (3) only
testing material were purchased out of Title I funds. Of the remaining
LEA clusters, the average set-aside ranged between 1.6% and 1.8%. For
large grants, these set-asides are sufficient to hire multiple full-time
personnel. Using the percentage of the grant award is a convenient way to
summarize the extent to which federal money is allocated to evaluation
but does not take into consideration the size of the grant, nor the
diversity across LEAs. Figure 1 provides a graphic display of the diver-
sity among LEAs with respect to the actual amount of money devoted to
evaluation across Title I awards. The most striking aspect of Figure
1 is the diversity of money allocated within each award category. Second,
if we consider the actual dollar figure allocated across districts, only
about 38% of the districts reported allocating $10,000 or more of Title I
funds for evaluation. Roughly 51% of the districts report spending in
excess of $5000 of Title I funds for evaluation; 16% reported spend no
federal money for evaluation.

In many cases, small LEAs reported that "filling out the forms only
took a few days" so they found little reason to allocate any funds to
the "evaluation". We found little consensus among LEAs as to how much
of the budget could or should be devoted to evaluation.

Table 4 also summarizes information on the administrative placement
of evaluation within LEAs. Consistent with out experience from the site
visits, in the majority (69.4%) of large districts, the evaluation
personnel do not report to the program officials directly, that is, they
are administratively independent. As the size of the district decreases,
the extent to which evaluation is independent of the program drops to
roughly 50%; in the smallest districts in our sample, less than one in
four are administratively independent. If we consider independence in
terms of who has control over evaluation expenditures, the degree of
independence accorded the evaluation is further reduced across all
categories of LEAs -- 41.7% of the evaluations in large LEAs are fiscally
independent of the program; only 14.8% are fiscally independent in smallest
LEAs in our sample. Considering administrative and fiscal independence
together, the values diminish even further. If we judge the import



Table 4

LEA Title I Evaluation Allocations and Organizational
Arrangements: Telephone Survey Responses

(A) (B) (C) (D) (E) (F) (0)

LEA Category Number Response Percent Adminis- Fiscally Both Beyond
(Enrollment) Con- Rate for tratively Indepen- D & E Regula-

tacted Evalua- Indepen- dent tions
tion dent

25,000 and 40 100.0% 1.6% 69.4% 41.7% 36.1% 86.4%
above (40) (38) (36) (36) (36) (37)

10,000 to 38 94.7% 1.7% 45.5% 21.2% 21.2% 80.0%
25,000 (36) (32) (33) (33) (33) (35)

5,000 to 38 86.8% 50.0% 21.4% 17.9% 75.8%
10,000 (33) (33) (28) (28) (28) (33)

2,500 to 34 82.4% .8% 22.2% 14.8% 11.1% 39.3%5,000 (28) (27) (27) (27) (27) (28)

150 91.3% 1.5% 48.4% 25.8% 22.6% 72.2%
(137) (129) (124) (124) (124) (133)

Note: The number of usable responses for LEAs in each cluster appear
in parenthese.
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Figure 1

LEA Dollar Allocation for Title I Evaluation for Different Size

Title I Grant Awards: FY 1979-80

Dollar Allocation

for Evaluation

from the Title I
Award

$0

0-500

500-1000

1000-2000

2000-3000

3000-5000

5-10,000

10-20,000

20-30,000

30-50,000

50-100,000

100;000

Amount of FSEA Title I Grant Award

$100,000 $100,000 $250,000 $500,000 $750,000 $1 to 2 $2 to 5 $5 to 10 $10and below to to to to Million Million Million Mil-
250,000 500,000 750,000 $1 Million

lion

and

More

1

5 3 1
5 1

4 1

1 3

1 3 2 1 1

4 2 4

6 3 1 1 1
1

1 1

1

1
3 3 2

1 1 3 2

2

Source; Telephone survey.

Note; The dollar amounts
are unverified reports from LEA personnel responsible for Title I,

Education for Disadvantaged.



of those figure ct from the context Ow discussic LEA personnel,
the lack of fiscal and admirdstl,'a independtnce does not usually
rest in constraints on how ard =tow well avalltions are conducted,
thee are noteworthy exceptions to this rTtiaation,. however. These
cottraints ore addressvd in Chapter 5-

With respect to how Title .nations are conducted, two major
issues are pertent: the exter to which consistent _procedures are
employed across LEAs end tilt extent to whieh LEAs supplement the re-
quired evaluaris in oz6er to satisfy their own needs. Witll regards
to the firs e; question, 35.3% of the reported using one of the three
SOE Title X 11,-odels, the most predo:rAnant (80:17) being the norm-

refereeced 1.6-1el A. Consistemt with the NOES survey, only 5 percent of
the 1,7.t, ueed the Model C, or an approved alternative design --saiearo 7 ofterl conducted within large_achoal_districts.

The second issue relet,!ant t. ,3 how evaluations are done is whether
and in what ways LEAs supplemer.t the required Title I evaluation. The
last column of Table 4 shows that with the exception of small districts,
at least three-quarters of LEAs go beyond federal reporting requirements
to some degree' less than 40% of the small districts (2500-5000 pupils)
report supplementing beyond federal requirements. A follow-up question
on the types of supplemental evaluation activities that are undertaken
revealed that a variety of strategies are employed. The more sophisti-
cated districts perfdrm side-studies to assess the validity of achievement
data, assess implementation of the program, and to determine the extent
to which the program environment is-different than the comparison group's
educational environment. Also, elaborate feedback mechanisms have been
developed to provide evaluative information to teachers, parents and other
local officials. More typical supplemental activities that were reported
include: one-time surveys of teacher attitude, assessment of changes in
the affective domain produced by exposure to inservice workshops or the
Title I program, classroom observations, and assessment of locally developed
material. Judging from material received through site visits and telephone
solicitations, the quality of these additional activities ranges from poor
to exceptional. However, for a substantial number of districts with
enrollments of 5000 or more, there appears to be at least some effort
devoted to obtaining information that is suited to the needs of the
district personnel.

3.5 HOW EVALUATIONS ARE CONDUCTED AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL

The preceding section addressed the evaluation of federal programs
at the state and local levels of government. These evaluations represent
one aspect of how federal programs are evaluated. The second source of
evaluative data iaderived from national level studies initiated by the
federal agency or explicitly mandated by the Congress. This section
focuses on the procedures associated with the latter type of evaluative
studies.

9



Evaluation wit hit

The Office of Evaluation and Dissemination at USOE engages innumerous evaluation activities that can be classified into five macategories. These include: (1) Impact studies designed to measurethe effects of programs on participants; (2) Process studies to provideinformation on the characteristics and operation of programs administeredby USOE: (3) Technical Assistance in evaluation to State and LocalEducation Agencies; (4) identification of exemplary projects andeducational practices; and (5) Exploratory Exaluations aimed at speci-fying the goals and objectives of OE programs. In this section, wefocus on the way evaluations are conducted in OED. The primary focusis on an examination of the procedures undertaken in carrying out impactand process studies.

After the decision to evaluate: The on of an evaluation.

Within the context of why evaluations are conducted, a detaileddescription of OED mechanisms for deciding which programs will beevaluated was provided. Selection of the studies to be undertakendepends on the priorities established within OE, constraints imposedby mandates, reauthorization cycles, and resources. Once prioritieshave been established, procedures are initiated within OED to facilitateexecution of these studies.

The essential phases of the OED procedures are as follows:

Phase 1. An OED staff member is assigned to the study shortlyafter it is established as a high priority and usually
remains the project monitor throughout the duration
of the study.

Phase 2. The monitor and program staff and additional evaluationexperts convene a series of meetings to discuss the
nature and scope of the issues to be addressed by thestudy. An evaluation plan is negotiated at this phase.The plan includes specification of the questions to be
addressed, objectives of the study, and methods to be
employed. The feasibility of the evaluation plan is
considered at this phase through consultation with
experts in the field and evaluation personnel withinOED.

Phase 3. Having specified the scope of the study, negotiated
an evaluation plan, a Request for Proposal is written.
These RFPs are explicit as to procedures that are to
be used in conducting the study.

Phase 4. A contractor is selected through a competitive bid
process.

Phase 5. Once the contractor is selected and the evaluation is
initiated, the OED project monitor maintains close
contact with the contractor throughout each aspect
of the study. The basic purpose for this monitoring
function is (1) to make sure that the study is conducted
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in accordance with the original plan, (2) advise the
contractor when problems arise which may jeopardize
the validity of the study, and (3) ensure that study,
as executed, answers the intended questions.

Phase 6. At the completion of the contract, the monitor takes
responsibility for the production of a project summary
and ensures that the report is reviewed and approved
by the Department and ultimately transmitted to the
appropriate audiences.

as of p tions addressed and characteristics of OED Studi

In discussing
questions that are
In Chapter 2, four
specific questions

why evaluations are conducted, the type of evaluation
addressed served as a functional classification scheme.
categories of questions were offered, entailing five

. These questions include:

1. Who is served?
2. How are services provided?
3. What are the costs of these services?
4. What are the effects of these services?
5. What are the costs or benefits of alternative forms

of service?

As reported earlier, the nature and cost of service are the most
frequent questions addressed in federal level evaluations. It was also
noted that multiple questions are addressed in many instances. Since
the nature of the evaluation effort is dependent upon the type(s) of
questions that are posed, it is useful to look at the complexity of these
studies with respect to the number of questions that have been addressed.

Applying the classification scheme devised in Chapter 2 to the sixty-
four (64) studies reported by OED during 1977-1979, we find that a single
question is addressed by 45% of the studies; two questions are addressed
in 37.5% of the cases; and three or four questions are addressed in 14%
and 3% of the studies, respectlively. The major inference that can be
drawn from these figures- is that, for the most part, OED evaluations are
focused on rather specific evaluative questions.

It was also indicated earlier that contrary to what had previously
been claimed, only a minority of the studies undertaken by OED were focused
on obtaining answers to questions pertaining to the imast of educational
programs. Specifically, over the past three years, 25 of the 64 completed
studies were focused on Impact questions; that is, answering questions
regarding the effects of services on program participants. Of the twenty-
five impact studies, only 16% (or 4 of 25) were directed at simply locking
at the impact of service. Instead, for 84% of the studies, multiple questions
were considered. Specifically, 36% answered the impact question and one
additional question; 36% addressed impact and two other questions; and four
of the five questions were addressed in 12% of these impact studies. None
of the OED studies attempted to gather evidence pertinent to all five
questions.

1 0 6
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Characteristics of OED Studies

Who conducted these studies: vloar inspection of the 64 evaluations
reported in the OED Annual Reports reveals that 60 specific studies were
conducted. Numerous groups were involved in the execution of these studies.
Of the 60 studies, 5 were conducted by OE staff, 1 by NIE, and the source
of 2 studies could not be readily identified. The remaining 52 studies
were conducted by individuals outside OED. Specifically, 30 different
groups participated in the conduct of these studies; 22 research firms
were used, 2 universities, 2 federal agencies other than OE and 4 organi-
zations classified as "other."

How ion: these studies ake to com The duration of each
contract can serve as a rough approximation as to the length of time that
is required to complete an evaluation. The range of the time devoted across
the OED 52 studies, conducted outside the agency, is presented below.

Distribution of Contract Duration for OED Evaluations

Months Percent of Cumulative
Contracts Percentage

73 or more 1.9% 100.0%
61-72 3.8 98.1
49-60 1.9 94.2
37-48 7.7 92.3
25-36 25.0 84.6
13-24 36.5 59.6
6-12 11.5 23.1

less than 6 11.5 11.5

From the distribution it is apparent that there is considerable diversity
in the duration of contract--the shortest being only one month and the
longest exceeding 6 years. More typical durations, however, are in the
range of one to three years. Nearly 85% of the contracts are completed
within three years, the average being 24.5 months and a median duration
of 22 months.
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How much do evaluations cost? Because of the confusion over what is
and what isn't considered to be evaluation research, it is exceptionally
difficult to obtain an idea of how much is spent conducting national level
studies. Even though the 52 contracts described here do not represent a
scientifically based sample of evaluations, examination of the amount of
money allocated can be informative as a bench-mark as to the rough costs
of conducting national evaluations.

The gross, unadjusted dollar values allocated to each contract are
categorized below, yielding the following distribution.

Dollar allocation Percent of_ Cumulative Percentage of Number of
(Total=$52,003,061) contracts epj1=ItAgt. total alloca- contracts

tion

$2,000,000 and above 9.6% 100.0% 57.7% 5
1,000,000 to $2,000,000 11 5 90.4 16.4 6

750,000 to 1,000,000 7.7 78.8 6.9 4
500,000 to 750,000 5.7 71.1 3.4 3
250,000 to 500,000 21.1 65.4 7.9 11
100,000 to 250,000 23.1 44.2 7.0 12
50,000 to 100,000 7.7 21.1 .4 4

10,000 to 50,000 9.6 13.5 .2 5
below 10,000 3.8 3.8 .1

100.0% 52

Examination of the distribution reveals at least two major classes of
:rational studies. The first may be considered as "large scale" studies,
those costing in excess of one million dollars. These are a minority,
accounting for roughly 21% of the contracts. For this class, the maximum
allocation was slightly over $17 million dollars for the 5 year Sustaining
Effects Study conducted by Systems Development Corporation. More typical
for the'class of evaluations is an allocation of less than $3 million.
The second class of national studies Is reflected in the substantial con-
centration of awards on the $100,000 to $500,000 range, accounting for
about 44% of the contracts.

Given that the average duration of a contract is on the order of two
years and most (65.4%) are allocated at less than $500,000, the impression
that all national level studies are large-scale, expensive undertakings,
does not appear to be substantiated. On the other hand, if percentage of
total dollar allocation ascribed to each category of contracts is considered,
the large-scale studies that were conducted account for nearly 75% of the
money allocated for the 52 studies -- the Sustaining Effects Study, alone
accounts for one-third of the $52 million dollar expenditure. While ex-
pensive, large-scale studies still represent only a fraction of the activity
undertaken by OED.

The studies being considered were initiated in the early to mid 1970's.
The focus of evaluations conducted through OED has changed since that time;
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large and medium-scale efforts are less often initiated than in the past.
Evidence for this change in orientation appears in the form of increased
emphasis on exploratory/evaluability assessments and increased expendi-
tures for provision of Technical Assistance.

Two illustrations of OED evaluations. Statistical characterisation
of evaluations can be In ormative in that crude parameters can be established
as to how long they take, what questions are addressed, the number of
questions that are addressed, and so on. However, beyond these global
descriptions, there are considerable differences among national studies.
The complexity of the issues addressed and the type of evidence that is
required inevitably requires aa evaluation design that is tailored to the
specific questions. This tailoring concerns multiple aspects of the evalu-
ation process. Namely, measures must be selected that are appropriate to
the objectives of the program; when interviews are conducted, target groups
need to be identified and questions developed that are pertinent to eachgroup. Design considerations concerning the allocation of individuals
to the program conditions must be specified or the evaluator must identify
comparison groups, after the fact and so on. The number of procedural
details that ultimately contribute to the quality of the evaluation are
almost impossible to enumerate meaningfully. There are some general themes,
however.

To illustrate the commonality and variety of methods that are likely
to be encountered, brief summaries of salient procedural aspects of two
recent OED sponsored studies are provided as Exhibits A and B. Exhibit A
summarizes the Vocational Equity Study conducted by American Institute for
Research. Exhibit B depicts the procedural aspects of the ESSA, Magnet
School Program Study carried out by Abt Associates. Both studies illustrate
a number of common procedures employed in national level studies; their
uniqueness is also apparent.

As for the common elements: Both studies have multiple objectives;
A sample of schools, individuals, or other unit is examined; and information
is obtained from multiple sources -- in both cases, information from pre-
viously existing sources and new data collection procedures are employed.

On the other hand, there are notable differences in the technical
aspects of each study. The Vocational Education Equity study used a
scientifically based probability sample in order to meet the intent of
the legislation. Here, the legislation requested an assessment of sex
in equity in all vocational education programs. The contractor, noted
that such a wide-scale assessment would not be feasible given the number
and diversity of program sites. The sample was designed to estimate the
extent of inequity in all programs. Within schools, the individuals who
were interviewed were also drawn according to sampling procedures. These
are expensive procedures.

For one phase of the study, the identification of exemplary projects,
the sample was not scientifically based. Rather, deliberate, purposive,

103
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EXHIBIT A

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION EQUITY STUDY

CONTRACTOR: AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF RESDARCH, Palo Alto, California

AUTHORS: HARRISON, DAHL AND OTHERS

INITIATED BY CONGRESSIONAL MANDATE

PURPOSE: Section 523(2) of the Education Amendments of 1976 (P.L. 94-482) directs
the Commissioner of Education to conduct a "study of the extent to which sex dis-
crimination and sex stereotyping exists in all vocat!, programs assisted under
the Vocational Education Act of 1963." The mandate also requests an assessment of
the progress that has been made to reduce or eliminate these practices.

OVERVIEWOF_PROCEDURE Eight objectives for this study were identified by staff
at the U.S. Office of Education. These included: Assessing the extent of sex
discrimination and stereotyping in vocational education programs and the progress
which has been made in reducing sex inequities; General progress which has been
made towards reducing sex inequities; Identification and analysis of practices
and activities that hinder or facilitate equal opportunity at state, local, and
school levels, as well as external factors; To identify and analyze programs that
are successful at reducing sex bias; and to develop criteria by which federal,
state, and local agencies can measure progress towards equal opportunity.

The study conducted by AIR entailed three primary evaluation components:

Primary data collection
Secondary data analysis and literature review
Case studies of selected programs

SCOPE OF WORK:

. Interviews with State Agency personnel in 49 States and the District of
Columbia.
100 schools, offering vocational training, were drawn in accordance
with probability sampling techniques.

At each school, 4 Counselor, 8 Teachers, and 35 Students were selected
according to probability sampling techniques. Background character-
istics of each respondent, attitudes and perceptions of sex inequity
were obtained through structure interview procedures.

Secondary data analyses were performed by a sub-contractor using data
from a variety of sources. These included: the Census Bureau, the Office
of Civil Rights, Bureau of Labor Statistics, and Enrollment data obtained
by the Bureau of Adult Education (BOAS).
A nationwide search for exemplary and promising projects that attempt to
reduce sex inequity was conducted by contacting experts in the field, a
survey of relevant literature, and from nominations obtained through site
visits. Twelve sites were visited and documented as case studies. A re-
view of the available evidence, documenting the projects' effectiveness,
served as a criterion for their being included as a case study. Twelve
other sites were described as promising and given a brief writeup in the
report.

FUNDINGLEVEL: 8957,98

DURATION: 24 months 104
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EXHIBIT B

STUDY OF THE EMERGENCY SCHOOL AID ACT MAGNET SCHOOL PROGRAM

CONTRACTOR: AST ASSOCIATES, INC., Cambridge, Massachusetts

AUTHORS: EUGENE C. ROYSTER, D. CATHERINE BALTZELL, FRAN CHERYLL SIMMONS,AND KAREN FERB

INITIATED BY: USOE

PURPOSE: This study had four major objectives:

) To describe ESAA magnet schools, and other comparisonmagnet schools, including characteristics of the
school districts;

(b) To assess the overall effectiveness of the magnet school
as a desegregation device;

(c) To assess the conditions for a successful magnet schoolprogram; and
(d) To examine the operation of the ESAA Magnet School Program.

OVERVIEW OF PROCEDURES:

The study entailed 3 primary evaluation activities

SCOPE OF W0

primary data collection
analysis of administrative records pertaining to school enrollmentsreview of documents

8 school districts were selected, at each district, at leasthree magnet schools were visited by two members of the researchteam. Site selection was based on characteristics of the schooland from these categories, districts were drawn at random. Thesite visits took 3-4 days each. All procedures were pilot testedin three sites. In total, data were obtained from 227 magnet schools.. Data collection included:
(1) unstructured oen ended interviews with district administrators,principals, teachers (in magnet and nonmagnet schools), parents,representatives from community groups, and school board repre-sentatives;
(2) quantitative data included school enrollment reports, 1970

census for demographic data, desegregation plans for courtorders.
Effectiveness of the magnet schools as a desegregation device re-quired the construction of two indices, subscription rate and racialbalance. These were derived from enrollment data, projected enroll-ment data, for minority and majority students. The criterion forsuccess was established as a subscription rate of 1.0 or more.
Racial balance was determined as the difference between majorityand minority subscription rates. Longitudinal assessment of
district desegregation, in magnet and non-magnet schools, was
undertaken using a common Index of Dissimilarity, Interracialcontact and a ratio of the two indices.
Factors correlated with magnet school effectiveness were isolated.
Project selection, criteria for review and program operation were
also examined.

Fi FUNDING $258,827

DURATION: lh months 100.
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sampling was undertaken to find exemplary practices. This type of

purposive sampling is common practice in national studies that attempt
to identify exemplary programs. As a procedure, it is well suited

given the intent of the study -- it is not adequate for estimating
effects, however.

In the ESAA, Magnet School Study, districts were categorized
according to general characteristics and then randomly selected from

each category. The major concern here was that the selected districts
were representative of the varied of contexts and conditions that Magnet

schools operate. Since this study was not designed to estimate the
extent to which all ESAA Magnet Schools impact on desegregation, the
attention to sampling of interviewers at each site was not relevant, as
it was in the Vocational Education Equity Study.

Description of the procedures employed in national studies, that
go into relentless detail, are not warranted in a report of this type.
However, the important aspect of this discussion is to point out the
necessity of matching the procedural aspects of the evaluation with the
nature of the question. Estimating the overall effects of a program or
policy is technically more complicated than other types of questions --
as a result they are more costly. Thus, the importance of the clarity
with which the question was asked can drastically impact the level of
effort devoted to a particular study.

Evaluation in the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975 (P.L. 94-142)
was not put into effect until October of 1977. According to Mary Kennedy,
the delay between the time the law was passed and its eventual effective
date allowed for the development of an evaluation plan encompassing
agencies at each level of government. The core of the evaluation plan
revolves around an analysis of the information needs of various audiences
and stipulations in the law. Six major questions ultimately emerged from
the BEH assessment of informational needs. Since 1976, 20 Special Studies
have been initiated or conducted, all of them are or have been conducted
by outside contractors. Each study has addressed one or more of the six
basic questions identified by BEM staff. The percentage of :studies that
have been conducted for each question appear below.

1. To what extent are intended beneficiaries being served? 40%
2. In what settings are they being served? 20%
3. What services are being provided? 25%
4. What administrative mechanisms are in place? 20%
5, What are the consequences of implementing the law? 60%
6. To what extent is the intent of the law being met? 65?

6
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The percentages do not total 100% because multiple questions were
addressed by many studies. Eleven of the 20 studies addressed two
issues, 6 addressed only one issue and three studies span aspects of
all 6 questions.

Of particular relevance, is the type of information obtained
through these studies. Prior to the implementation of the law, a
series of assessments was conducted to ascertain state capabilities
to respond to reporting requirements. Since the State counts, depicting
the number of handicapped children and their condition(s), are the basis
for allocation of funds, a study was initiated to determine the validity
of these counts and methods for validating future counts were formalized.
Next, assessment of state definitions was undertaken in order to account
for state-to-state variations in the number of handicapping conditions
that are reported. In addition, an assessment of the difficulty of
implementing Individualized Educational Programs was undertaken. Each
of these studies provided information that was ultimately used in formu-
lating policy for reporting requirements.

Subsequent efforts have included analysis of data obtained from
states, a five-year study of a sample of school districts in which progress
in implementing the law is being observed, and an 18 month study of the
first year of implementation at nine local school systems. The Congress,
in the legislation, mandated a national survey of the nature and quality
of individualized educational programs, this three-year effort was
initiated in 1977.

In 1978, a series of 5-year longitudinal case studies to ascertain
the consequences of P.L. 94-142 on various participants was initiated.
Each of these is funded at between fifty and sixty thousand dollars per
year. Five studies were initiated to address specific issues associated
with the implementation of the law and its impact on learning disabled
students, parent activists, quality of educational services, differential
impact for students with various handicapping conditions, and school:-
parent relations.

The EEC Evaluation plan. The foregoing describes the Special Studies
component of the evaluation of P.L. 94-142, other sources of evidence are
used in the overall evaluation of P.L. 94-142. Kennedy describes how
individual sources of evaluative information are incorporated into the
overall evaluation. The basic concern was to ensure "breadth" (national
coverage) and depth, or rather, an understanding of the processes associated
with the implementation of the law. Four sources of information comprise
the overall evaluation of P.L. 94-142. These include: (1) descriptive
data from state agencies; (2) data collected through federal monitoring of
17 specific provisions of the act; (3) independent surveys and (4) case
studies and other small-scale focused studies. Whereas the descriptive
data obtained from the state provides national coverage of the effects of
implementing 94-142, the special studies are intended to complement these
data in that they provide relevant information as to the process of imple-
mentating the law and its impact on the quality of the educational process.

This overall plan represents an admirable use of multiple sources of
data which minimizes the reporting burden placed on SEAS and LEAs, yet
provides relevant information for understanding the impact of implementing
the law.



CHAPTER 4. WHAT ARE THE CAPABILITIES OF EVALUATORS?

Georgina M. Pion, David S. Cordray,
and Robert F. Boruch

"The evaluators...ware spread throughout...each endowed with the special
gift of their own group, and each using that gift in a special way....
But does that not make for much arguing among evaluators about who has the
most special gift of all?"

In Patton 1980.

10
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WHAT ARE THE CAPABILITIES OF EVALUATORS?

Chapter 4 presents a preliminary examination of the capabilities of
evaluation performers. The first section addresses some of the miscon-
ceptions associated with this topic. The next two sections are devoted
to enumerating the problems associated with the identification of evalu-
ators and ascertaining their capabilities. In Section 4.4., the institu-
tional context and resources for evaluation are described with respect to
their influence on capabilities. Evaluation tasks, capabilities, and the
match between them are outlined in the fifth section for evaluators in
federal, state and local education agencies. Given that the use of out-
side contractors has recently aroused much interest, the final section
explores some of the salient issues involved in the procurement, monitor-
ing, and capabilities of outside contractors .1

4.1 MISCONCEPTIONS OF EVALUATORS AND THEIR CAPABILITIES

There have persisted various misconceptions concerning evaluators
and their capabilities. A common one has been that of "the evaltiator"
who supplies all the necessary skills for any evaluation effort. Much
attention has been devoted to describing the characteristics of this
"person." While this may accurately depict those situations in whifah
one individual is contracted or assigned to conduct the research, there
are many instances where a group of individuals share evaluation respon-
sibilities. In these cases, judging the capabilities of each individual
against all tasks required by the evaluation is inappropriate. Rather,
capabilities of the group as a whole should be compared against the nec-
essary tasks.

In addition, the idea of capabilities needs to be more broadly con-
strued to include not only those of the primary evaluation staff, but
also the various resources which they have at their disposal. For exam-
ple, access to such facilities as Technical Assistance Centers, inter-
ested universities, and other agency departments with trained personnel
must be considered when determining the presence or absence of evaluation
capabilities. At the same time, such factors as money and staffing pat-
terns cannot be overlooked. These may affect the organization's ability
to attract and retain competent-individuals.

Another misconception is that there is a detailed armentarium of
talents necessary for each and every effort associated with evaluation.
This view does not take into account the possibility that such efforts
as evaluability assessments may not require exactly the same set of com
petencies as do cost-effectiveness strategies. Responsibility for evalu-
ation reporting to federal/state education agencies may not require the
ability to plan, design, and conduct a program evaluation. Consequently,
there is no immutable set of specific competencies against which all in-
dividuals responsible in some way for educational evaluations can be
judged.

109
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4.2 PROBLEMS IN IDENTIFYING EVALUATORS

In education, several of the same problems in identifying "evaluators"
surface as do in other arenas (e.g., mental health and criminal justice).
For example, anyone can easily assume the title of "evaluator." There is
no formal licensing procedure and no long tradition of training or certi-
fication. The problem here is akin to the identification of engineers in
the 1930's and to some extent now--the school coach might be labeled "evalu-
ator" in the same sense that a boiler mechanic is labeled "building engineer."

Identification of who is and who is not an evaluator, let alone "com
petent," cannot simply be achieved through the use of one explicit indicator.
First, individual job titles often inadequately denote the presence of evalu-
ation responsibilities. While in some SEAS and LEAs there is explicit men-
tion of "evaluation" in the position title (e.g., Evaluation Specialists
and Evaluation Technicians), in other settings these individuals are known
as Divisional Assistants or Educational Research Specialists. Part-time
doctoral students, occasionally employed to perform evaluation tasks, are
typically referred to as hourly workers or temporary help. Even the inclu-
sion of departmental or divisional affiliation is not instructive since
many agencies do not have a distinct evaluation office. In these settings,
individuals function in multiple rolesprogram administrator, principal,
and evaluator--and, if queried, would more closely align themselves with
the administrative or instructional title and would not regard their tasks
as evaluative.

No single characteristic such as evaluation training or experience can
identify all evaluators. Formal degrees or certification in evaluation are
rare, given the recency'of the-field, and graduate programs. are new and vary
substantially in the type and quality of training they provide. Adoption
of the title of "evaluator" by an individual also does not necessarily im
ply that he/she possesses the appropriate qualifications or has actually
conducted an evaluation. The recent recognition that evaluation is
growing enterprise with employment opportunities may have exacerbated this
problem. We are reminded of a conversation with an architect who, following
the surge of interest in social impact assessments, simply appended "evalu-
ator" to the specialties listed on his business card. In education, in
eluding oneself on a state registry of available "evaluation consultants"
can be accomplished through a simple phone call.

Because a large number of people are often involved in an evaluation,
the problem of whom to include becomes important. Here the question con-
cerns whether or not the principal investigator, the project director, the
field coordinator, the instrument developer, or the analysis manager all
equally qualify as "evaluators." Time allocations and types of evaluation
activities cannot be rigidly assigned to these roles. For example, the
principal investigator(s) for major contracted evaluations may assume full-
time responsibility for the evaluation or simply serve as a part-time
"mentor" or fiscal manager. Even targeting only the author(s) of the evalu-
ation report can be problengtic, given that authorship is not always ex-
plicitly stated.

1 1 0
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Highlighting the problems associated with identifying evaluators is
not to denote the futility of the effort but only the complexity which
is introduced into discussions of evaluators and their capabilities. One
cannot simply decide to look at only those individuals explicitly labeled_
as "evaluators" by their job title or employment in an "Evaluation Office"'
as this would exclude a number of potentially relevant participants. It
cannot also be assumed that only one particular individual conducts the
evaluation and therefore is "the evaluator." Reliance on registry listings
of "evaluators" or "consultants" may result in the inclusion of individuals
who have never been involved in educational evaluations. We have tried to
be sensitive to these issues in our research and examine those people who
currently have major responsibility for evaluation efforts related to
federal education programs. These activities include large-scale national
evaluations of federally funded education programs, evaluation reporting
to federal/state agencies, and discretionary evaluation efforts related
to these programs at the state and local levels.

4.3 SPECIFYING THE CAPABILITIES OF EVALUATORS

In examining the capabilities of evaluators, two questions emerge:
(1) what are the capabilities required for evaluation? and (2) how can
these be understood? Concerning the first question, many individuals in
academia (e.g., Anderson and Ball), private contracting firms (e.g.,
Ingle and Klauss), and urban school districts (e.g., Webster and Stuffl -
beam) have attempted to delineate the skills necessary for valuation.
However, even these experts have often failed to reach perfect agreement.
Aside from crude differences in the numbers of skills and terminology,
there also have been differential emphases attached to various competency
areas. While the majority of individuals have included such competency
areas as managerial and communicative styles, technical proficiency has
typically received the greatest attention. In contrast, inclusion of
capabilities related to programmatic skills (i.e., aubatantive knowledge
in the program area being policy-related expertise, and
"credibility" has been less un form. Enumerations of the specific levels
of proficiency needed for various skill areas have also differed. Given
the early state of development of the profession, this diversity is not
surprising.

-ac to uirin Keconition. in Secifications C abilities

What has resulted from this variation, however, has been conflicting
images of the evaluator. One describes a technically sophisticated ex-
pert, facile in all evaluation and reeearch methodologies. Another which
is commonly evoked by some texts and short training sessions suggests that
anyone can become an evaluator after surveying a "cookbook" of evaluation
methods or attending a three-day workshop. This confusion stems from a
number of factors, but most importantly, from differing assumptions of the
tasks involved in evaluation. For example, the model of the "lone evalu-
ator" requires a wider range of competencies within one individual than
does the notion of "an evaluation team" where individuals are aaaigned.a
limited number of specialized tasks. Above all, the tasks required for
simple evaluation reporting to federal/state agencies do not warrant the
same degree of proficiency in many competency areas as does engaging in
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discretionary evaluation efforts which go well beyond compliance with fed-
eral/state regulations. Consequently, capabilities must be matched to the
evaluation tasks which are assigned.

Pragmatic considerations cannot be overlooked. Evaluation resources,
in terms of funding, time' and staffing levels, play an important role.
Organizations operate within visible constraintsif positions are not al-
located for evaluation, it is impossible to hire any staff, let alone per-
sons with evaluation training and experience. If evaluation funds are
miniscule, it becomes difficult to recruit individuals with sophisticated
backgrounds, given the cost of professionally skilled labor. The lack of
nearby universities or centers with evaluation expertise makes competent
advice, however brief, difficult to obtain. Such issues suggest that
these factors cannot be ignored in discussions of evaluation competency.

Gratuitous Criticism

Ignoring factors such as the ones specified above often results in
less than - constructive criticism of evaluation capabilities. In judging
capabilities, it is difficult to resist judging competency based on what
activities one thinks should be occurring vs. what activities are required.
For example, districts and state education,agenzieSwho merely but com-
petently engage in required evaluation reporting activities cannot be as-
sumed to be incompetent or even incapable of engaging in additional dis-
cretionary efforts--they may be simply prohibited from doing so. Instances
may exist where componentwise testing and assessment of program variations
are impossibilities, given inadequate funding and administrative support.

Given these conditions, we believe that rather-than an ideal evalu-
ator, there is only an ideal evaluation. The elements of "good evalua-
tion practice" have been set forth earlier in this report. The ability
to successfully implement and execute these tasks rests partly on the
individuals involved and partly on the available resources. Both of these
will be addressed in this chapter.

Indicators of Capabilities

With these considerations in mind, assessing capabilities requires
the simultaneous use of several crude indicators. First,: relying on for-
mal training in evaluation and research is important but insufficient by
itself. Graduation from an accredited program with a formal degree or
certificate in evaluation is not a common phenomenon, given the recent
emergence of the profession. Consequently, evaluation experience, pro-
fessional membership in organizations, and productivity in terms of pub-
Ileations, presented papers, and technical reports have also been se-
lected as indicative of evaluation capability.

Information relating to institutional evaluation resources will also
be presented. This includes such factors as evaluation funding, number
of professional staff, administrative support, and agency hiring policies.
It should be noted, however, that we have not had the resources to fully
characterize the professional capabilities of evaluators in federal, state,
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and local education agencies over an extended period of time and in all
their complexity.

4.4 THE ORGANIZATIONAL FACTORS AFFECTING EVALUATION ACTIVITIES AM
CAPABILITIES

Before specifically examining capabilities, it is necessary to de-
vote some attention to the organizations which support and conduct the
process. The types of evaluation activities undertaken and the manner
in which they are performed are at least partly determined by the organ-
izational resources which are allocated to evaluation. The salient as-
pects include the amount of money committed to evaluation, the number
of professional staff assigned to evaluation efforts, where evaluation
is placed within the organizational hierarchy, and how this location af-
fects the relationship of evaluation to the program under scrutiny.
These interrelated factors play a role in influencing the types of capa-
bilities available to carry out evaluation activities and the quality
of the resulting research.

The relationships of money to evaluation capabilities and conduct
are not obscure. Federal monies constitute the prImary mechanism for
supporting evaluation activities and evaluators associated with federal
education programs. The amounts allocated to these line items often
determine the nature of evaluation efforts and the types of individuals
which the organization can attract to carry out the tasks. When indi-
vidual programs are small in size and funding, evaluation monies may be
miniscule. For example, one state official blamed the minimal amounts
of evaluation monies (averaging $500-600) as'partly responsible for the
poor quality of contractors and evaluation reports in the small local
Title VII programs within the state. Some states and districts do, how-
ever, augment federal funding for evaluation and employ sufficient num-
bers of highly trained personnel to conduct these efforts. In site E,
evaluation activities for the handicapped programs funded by F. L. 94-
142 were improved due to additional district allocations for the evalu-
ation. These supplementary funds permitted the-program to hire two
full-time professionals from the evaluation unit to work on Special
Education program evaluations exclusively.

In discussing evaluation capabilities, it is also important to fo-
cus on the location(s) of evaluation within the organization. Where
evaluation is placed partly reflects an initial commitment by the ad-
ministration to producing accurate information and an understanding of
the resources required for evaluation. Various types of arrangements
exist, placing evaluation "inside" or "outside" the agency. These also
incorporate different relationships between evaluation and the program
under study. Certain types of arrangements are more prevalent within a
particular educational jurisdiction. While evaluations at the federal
level usually involve direct grants and the outside contractor model,
some efforts are conducted by agency personnel. At the state and local
levels, where both state administered and direct grants are employed,
there may be a number of organizational arrangements, as outlined by
the following diagram.
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Relationship to Program

Within the Program Outside the Program

_ Program director 1. Director and/or staff
within an evaluation

2. Program staff with other
responsibilities besides
evaluation

research, or testing
unit

Program staff whose sole
responsibility is evalua-
tion

1. Review teams from the
federal, state, or county
program offices

1. Contractor outside
the sponsoring agency

It should be noted that for any given organization, multiple arrange-
ments can coexist either across or within programs. For example, the GAO
report of federal educational evaluations found that 27% of the local dis-
trict Title I evaluations and 31% of the Title VII evaluations were con-
ducted by both outside consultants and inhouse agency staff. Other educa-
tional jurisdictions may also play a role in determining the organizational
placement for evaluation. In State II, an area populated with small dis-
tricts, the SEA "highly recommends" that local Title I evaluations be con-
ducted by an outside contractor. Debates are occurring in Congress over
potentially restricting the use of external "consultants" and shifting
their activities, including the conduct of evaluation, to federal agency
staff. The decision concerning where evaluation responsibilities should
be located partly centers around issues related to inadequate inhouse re-
sources (e.g., time and staff expertise) and partly around the desire to
increase the "objectivity" of the evaluation. We have found that the "in-
side vs. outside the agency" distinction is less crucial to the independence
of the evaluation than the relationship of evaluation to the program under
study.

Federal Education Agencies

Federal agencies charged with the support and conduct of evaluations
have been enumerated in the introductory chapter. Given the number of
organizations involved, our primary focus has been on the Office of Evalu-
ation and Dissemination (OED) because of its major responsibility for spon-
soring and conducting evaluations of federal educational programs.
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The Office of Evaluation and Dissemination (MI. Prior to the cre-
ation of the new Department of Education, the evaluation unit within OED
was divided into three subunits: Elementary and Secondary Education,
Post-Secondary Education, and Occupational, Handicapped, and DevelopmentPrograms. Approximately 40 full-time professional staff were employed.
The strategy used for carrying out its assigned evaluation responsibil-
ities has been the outside contractor model. This typically involves
the competitive bid process with an OED staff member assigned as project
monitor. Not only are specific evaluation studies conducted in this man-ner, but also such activities as the development of state and local evalu-
ation models and the supervision of Title I technical assistance provided
to SEAs. It should also be noted that individual projects have been
undertaken by OED staff (e.g., the 'development of a series of technical
reports on the packaging of student financial assistance).

Since 1973, OED has administered an average of $21.4 million annu-
ally in evaluation contracts. As indicated in Table 1, this money is
derived from a variety of sources such as Title I funds and OED's own
discretionary funds (labeled Planning and Evaluation). In total, the
amounts allocated to the agency in 1979 and 1980 are lower than the
peak funding year of 1978. What is interesting to note is the declining
monies listed under Planning and Evaluation. According to conversations
with OED officials, these funds are typically employed to initiate and
conduct studies in response to program managers' requests.

Under the new Department of Education, the evaluation staff for-merly within OED are now assigned to the Division of Program Evaluation--
one of the three units within the Office of the Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary for Evaluation and Program Management. The subdivisions within
this new unit and their overall responsibilities have essentially re-
mained the same. This unit is administratively independent from the
various program offices, reporting to the Deputy Assistant Secretary
for Evaluation and Program Management.

State Education_Agencies

As outlined in the previous chapter, state education agencies play
a major role in the evaluation process. Depending on the type of grant-
ing strategy employed by a specific federal program, the SEA fulfills
such responsibilities as monitoring the compliance of its districts with
federal evaluation guidelines, aggregating, analyzing and reporting data
on the state-wide impact of federal programs, and ensuring that LEAs re-
ceive proper technical. assistance in program development and evaluation
efforts. The SEA can also engage in its own discretionary evaluation
activities for federal programs, and, in many cases, be instrumental in
"setting the tone" for evaluation in its respective LEAs. As Mathis and
Walling have noted in their report on SEA research and evaluation organ-
izations, the role of the SEA has recently become more proactive in na-
ture. This is at least partly due to such factors as the impetus of
court decisions on equal opportunity and funding, public disenchantment
with education, and increasing interest in accountability.

Illustrative case studies. Responsibilities for evaluation may be
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Table

B OBLIGATED FOR EVALUATION CONTRACTS OF 0
In millions of dollars by fiscal year)

Authority 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979
(Est.)
1980

Planning and Evaluation 9.7 12.4 12.5 10.5 5.5 6.9 6,4 7.1 7.1 5.2 3.0
Follow Through 4.0 6.2 2.8 3.9 3.1 2.4 2.3 .2 2.0 .5** -
Emergency School Assist. - 1.3 .9 3.4 2.5 2.3 1.7 2.1 2.0 1.2** 1.0
Bilingual Research - - - .1 1.3 1.5
Labor- Dept. .2 - .2 - - - - - - -
S&E - .6 - .5 - - .9
Sec. 232 - - .5 .5 - - - -
Title I (Sec. 183 & 417) - - - 4.0 4.5 5.0 12.3* 12.3 15.2
Career Education _ - - .3 - .2 .2 .1 .1
National Diffusion - - 1.2 .9 1.6 2.1 .4 .7
BEOG's ww .2 .3 .3
Right-to-Read - - - .2 .3 .3 .3 .2
Community Education .1 - .1 .1
Vocational Education 1.4
Teacher Corps 2.4
Indian Education .1
Women's Educational

Equity .1
Alcohol and Drug Abuse .1 .1

13.7 20.1 16.2 18.9 11.6 18.2 16.2 18.0 29.7* 21.6** 22.3

Note: Individual items may not add to totals because of rounding.

* less .55 million transferred to the National institute of Education for
completion of the study of Compensatory Education mandated by P.L. 93-380.

reduced level in response to DHEW ceiling on consultant services

Source: OED. Annual Evaluation Report on Programs Administered by the U.S. Office
of Education: Fiscal Year 1979.
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assigned to various offices within the SEA. In some states there is a unit
distinct from program divisions while in others evaluation efforts are
scattered throughout the agency and nested within the individual programs.
The use of multiple strategies is also common, such as program staff for
evaluation reporting to federal agencies and outside contractors for sup-
plementary full-fledged evaluations. Information obtained from our site
visits may better highlight the diversity which exists.

State Ii. This SEA serves almost 300 districts and received over $100
million in federal educational monies (approximately 4% of its total
revenues) in 1979. All four programs of interest to this study (Title
I, Title VII, Special Education, and Vocational Education) exist, and
there .are also 3-4 state-financed educational programs, within the SEA.
Although there is a distinct Bureau of Research and Assessment, it is
not assigned evaluation responsibilities and only occasionally provides
technical assistance in evaluation to individual programs. There is
one full-time evaluation position within the Title I Program Office,
and there is a separate Title VII Technical Assistance Project Office
within the Bilingual Education Program. For Special Education, a Pro-
gram Development and Evaluation Bureau is housed inside the program.
Occupational Education has its own Bureau of Planning, Research, and
Evaluation. This organizational arrangement makes the separation of
evaluation from the programs under scrutiny impossible. Although
many individuals participate in evaluation activities, only three are
considered to be "evaluation" professionals by the staff within the
SEA. Outside contractors are occasionally employed to conduct special
projects for Occupational Education, Special Education, and Title VII.
While evaluation is an interest of the central SEA administration,
sparking an inhouse study of the agency's evaluation duties and capa-
bilities there is little move to centralize evaluation within the
agency.

State VI. The budget for the Research and Evaluation Office in this
SEA totalled over $4 million in 1979, representing an aggregation of
20 separate state and federal funding sources. In federal education
monies alone, the state received over $600 million. There are Title I,
Title VII, Special Education, and Vocational Educational programs in
this SEA. The Evaluation Office has responsibility for evaluating
all programs, with the exception of Vocational Education. Almost half
of the unit's operating funds are supported by federal monies, along
with almost three-fifths of the full-time staff positions. Forty-four
professionals are assigned to this office, and 32 of these are employed
specifically in evaluation capacities. The office is organized into
subunits based on particular program areas (e.g., Bilingual Education
Evaluation). Outside contractors are primarily employed to conduct
studies mandated by the state legislature for its own state-supported
programs. The unit enjoys considerable visibility in the organizational
hierarchy, reporting directly the the Chief State School Officer, and
is administratively independent from the programs. In fact, it was
said that the Superintendent has been very instrumental in fostering
the development of this unit.
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State IV. This SEA, which governs approximately the same number of dis-
tricts as State VI, received over $300 million in federal educational
monies in 1979 and operates some of its own state educational programs.
While there is-a distinct program evaluation unit, it is small, having
only 5 full-time staff positions. Its primary responsibility is evalu-
ation for Title I and state-supported programs, although several other
federal programs with evaluation requirements exist within the state.
The unit is administratively separate from the program offices but sev-
eral layers down in the organizational hierarchy. Its budget is small,
and political factors are such that increased support for evaluation in
the future appears unlikely.

The _prevalence of evaluation centralization and coordination. As
indicated by the case studies presented above, an SEA may or may not
have a distinct evaluation unit. One source of information on the prey-
alency of such units is an American Educational Research Association
(AERA) survey conducted by Mathis and Walling. They found that the
majority of states did have identifiable units for research, evaluation,
assessment, and development activities. Our phone survey revealed that
75% of the 36 SEAs contacted had distinct evaluation units or other of-
fices (e.g., Federal Programs) which assumed at least some evaluation
responsibilities. Only in a minority of SEAS was evaluation totally
nested within all individual programs.

Centralization of evaluation, however, varies in degrees. As in-
dicated in the case studies, evaluation units may neither perform re-
quired nor supplementary evaluation activities for all programs. For
example, no evaluation unit in our phone survey had responsibility for
all four major programs chosen by this study. Approximately one third
of the units had some evaluation responsibility for three of these pro-
grams, 23X had responsibility for two, and another one third had evalu-
ation responsibility for only one program. A small percentage did not
evaluate either Title I, Title VII, Vocational Education, or Special
Education programs. Most units (77%) had some involvement for Title I
evaluation, and half of the units participated in Special Education pro-
gram evaluation activities, typically those supported by direct grants.
Evaluation of Vocational Education programs was the responsibility of
units for only one quarter of the SEAs in states with these federally
funded programs.

What this may suggest is the underutilization of evaluation units.
While the infusion of federal monies and their associated evaluation re
quirements have facilitated the creation of these offices, this has not
been true across all states which must comply with these federal evalu-
ation demands. Even when an evaluation unit has been established, pro-
grams with federal evaluation requirements may choose or be unable to
utilize its services.

The nature of evaluation activities assigned to specific programs
partly influences the location of evaluation within both the organiza-
tion and the program. For example, the types of data required by the
federal government for Special Education programs tends to place evalu-
ation in the hands of program personnel rather than evaluation unit
staff (see Chapter 3 for a description of these activities). However,
there are SEAs where the evaluation unit does assume responsibility for
supplementary efforts associated with these programs. When there is a
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competently and adequately staffed evaluation unit, it can improve the
quality of efforts, facilitate planning, and increase the use of in-
formation in decision making. Centralization of evaluation also helps
in assuring that evaluation activities are not redundant and in develop-
ing hiring guidelines which tend to reflect a recognition that certain
specialized skills are necessary.

The State Board of Education's and Superintendent's administrative
philosophy can help in promoting centralization. When accountability
is a concern, a need for valid information is perceived, and policy
leadership is a goal, there is usually a move to centralize and coor-
dinate evaluation activities under one roof. For example, in State I
the Superintendent adopted a vigorous role by publicly announcing the
need for high quality evaluations and the subsequent assignment of them
to a distinct evaluation unit with sophisticated skills.

The administrativALlEdependenceof evaluation. The location of
evaluation within the organizational hierarchy differs among SEAs. For
example, Mathis and Walling found that 32% of the SEA research, assess-
ment, and evaluation units reported directly to the Chief State School
Officer (i.e., the Superintendent or the Commissioner), 56% reported to
an Assistant Commissioner/Superintendent, and 12% reported to a Bureau
or lower level. Certainly, direct access is important in creating op-
portunities for policy input and also typically assures that evaluation
is separate from programmatic constraints. It may be that this latter
aspect--administrative independence--is as important as direct access
to policy makers. In our phone survey, over 81% of the units with evalu-
ation responsibilities did not report to the same branch as the instruc-
tional components, although a smaller proportion reported directly to
the Superintendent. In SEAs where there is no distinct unit, this sep-
aration from program pressures to present favorable results can be a-
chieved by the use of an outside contractor. The situation where evalu-
ation is conducted by program staff precludes the possibility of admin-
istrative independence for evaluation.

Resources for evaluation. Very little is known about the resources
for evaluation within SEAs. Previous research has either tended to only
look at evaluation units per se or at SEAs as a whole without considering
that some have evaluation units and some do not and that the number of
programs for which SEAS have evaluation responsibilities differs among
states. Despite these problems, information can be derived from these
initial efforts.

For the 32 SEAs reporting budgetary data in a survey conducted by
Sharp and Frankel at the Bureau of Social Science Research (BSSR), the
median level of research, development, dissemination, and evaluation (MO)_

expenditures was $374,000 in FY 1976-77. Half of the SEAs reported less
than 10 full-time professionals engaged in these efforts. Given that
evaluation is only one activity within the agency (according to Sharp and
Frankel, about 38% of staff time is dedicated to evaluation and policy
studies), this suggests much smaller resources for evaluation. It should
be noted, however, that '9 SEAs did report heftier sums of more than $1
million for ROME activities, and 13 SEAS reported over 20 full-time
professionals employed in these efforts. These still constitute a minority.
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Mathis and Walling found that the mean expenditure for units reporting
to the Assistant Commissioner/Superintendent level was $2.8 million while
units reporting to Bureaus and lower levels averaged $342,000 annually. Re-
search units higher in the organizational chain of command also had an aver-
age of 38 professionals as compared to 6 professionals for units reporting
to offices further down in the hierarchy. The case studies already pre-
sented and other observations from our site visits suggest that resources
may dtminish as evaluation moves further away from the chief decision-maker.
In at least three SEAs, the Superintendents played a major role in creating
capable evaluation units. Not only did they commit adequate sums of money
to support staff and activities, but they also elevated the unit in the
hierarchy so as to guarantee independence, emphasized that program evalua-
tions were to be conducted by the unit, and ensured that high-quality pro-
fessionals staffed these offices. Capabilities for and conduct of both
state and federal programs profit from such actions.

Concerning federal evaluation efforts, our phone surveys revealed that
half of the SEAs with research and evaluation units had 1-2 full-time pro-
fessionals responsible for evaluation activities associated with federal
programs. One quarter of the SEAs employed 3-5 professionals, 4% had 6 -9
individuals, and 13% had 10-19 full-time professional staff assigned to
these tasks.

The federal government is implicated in this process in terms of the re-
sources it awards the SEAs for carrying out their required evaluation re-
sponsibilities for federal programs. Our phone surveys and site visits in-
dicated that the majority of evaluation professionals in SEAs are supported
by federal money. Funds have also been targeted for strengthening states'
abilities in educational practices (e.g., Titles IV-C and V), including the
support of evaluation unit professionals. The reduction of federal monies
in this area could certainly affect the numbers of staff available to con-
duct evaluation activities for federal programs.

It was also remarked that evaluation prospers only in times of economic
stringency when accountability rears its head. This would suggest that plen-
tiful times are ahead for evaluation and its support. At the same time, how-
ever, accountability can assume many shades of meaning--in State IV, a cam-
paign,to reduce government bureaucracy has included evaluation positions in
its 'target areas for decreased personnel. Several of the SEAs with which we
spoke were concerned over impending staff cuts, especially given the amount
of requests for evaluation from both SEA and LEA programs. Caulley and Smith's
survey showed similar problems being expressed by SEA evaluation unit directors.
We do not yet have an "evaluator index," such as there is in surgical manpower
research, which can estimate the amount of professionals required for a speci-
fic task, depending on the complexity of the activity. Consequently, no ek-
plicit criteria exist for determining appropriate staffing levels in terms of
both talent and numbers. Before these complaints of inadequate staffing can
be preemptorily dismissed, however, we need a better idea of the resources re-
quired for the evaluation process.

Local Education Agencies

Within local school districts there are three typical locations, similar
to SEAs, for evaluation: (1) evaluation activities are assigned to staff with-
in the individual programs; (2) there exists a distinct unit in the district,
complete with its own staff, whose responsibilities include evaluation, typ-
ically for multiple programs; and (3) individuals from outside the agency
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are contracted to conduct evaluations. A fourth possibility exists, i.e.,
federal, state, regional, or country review teams or centers which examine
district programs. However, this activity typically centers around compli-
ance monitoring for adherence to program guidelines.

The . revalence of evaluation centralization. The UCLA study conducted
by Lyon and others provides support for the prevalence of an evaluation unit
in districts with over 10,000 enrollments. Over half of the districts had
evaluation units, with 91% assuming at least some responsibility for evalu-
ating locally funded programs and 76% for evaluating federal/state funded
programs.

However, similar to the situation in SEAs, within any given district
the existence of a unit does not always imply extensive centralization of
evaluation activities. While in Site G, the evaluation unit shouldered
responsibility for program evaluation activity in the district, in Site
the evaluation unit simply provided advice on evaluation for interested
programs. Declining resources in this district had reduced the evaluation
unit staff from 22 to 2 full-time professionals, and consequently, the
unit could not longer be responsible for evaluation activities as was its
previous practice.

The administrative independence of evaluation. The organizational lo-
cation of evaluation within the school district reporting structure has im-
portant implications for the autonomy of evaluators. In the UCLA study of
district evaluation units, only 37% of the respondents' organizational
charts demonstrated that the evaluation unit reported directly to the Super-
intendent. Generally, evaluation offices were more likely to be in one of
the typical lines of authority (e.g., Instruction, Administration, or Sup-
port Services) rather than in direct line to the Superintendent. We strongly
suspect that direct linkage to the Superintendent may not be as crucial as
the organizational branch to which evaluation reports--i.e., administrative
vs. programmatic/instructional. In our site visit sample while only 2 of
the 9 evaluation units reported directly to the Superintendent, five re-
ported to some intermediary unrelated to programs or instruction. This ad-
ministrative separation of evaluation from the programs is what helps to
guarantee independence of the evaluators from program demands. When the
evaluation unit reports to the same authority (other than the Superintendent)
as the programs, there may be subtle pressures applied to present favorable
results and the linkage of job security to positive evaluation findings.
Districts which do not have evaluation units and assign evaluation respon-
sibilities to program staff are also hampered in this respect. The use of
outside contractors, when there is no independent unit within the LEA, is
one method of obtaining administrative independence. This can be quickly
eroded, however, if positive results are perceived by the contractor to
be a condition for rehiring, and further employment is the contractor's
primary concern.

Factors influen_cin= where evaluation is located. The location of eval-
uation can play an important role in determining its relationship to programs
and the degree of centralization within the district. The existence of a
unit tends to increase the possibility that evaluators experience freedom
from program demands and pressures. The choice of which arrangement(s) are
used depends upon a number of factors. It is partly a function of district
size. For example, the UCLA study conducted by Lyon and others found that
89% of the metropolitan districts (45,000 or more enrollments) had evalua-
tion offices while 59% of the large districts (25,000-44,999) and only 33%
of the medium districts (10,000-24,999) had such units.
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Coupled with the size of the district is the tendency for large and

metropolitan LEAs to receive more substantial educational support from

non-district sources. In many cases, the more money awarded the district

by multiple state and federal agencies, the more likely that evaluation

requirements exist which must be fulfilled by districts. The collection

and subsequent reporting of this data may be greatly facilitated by a coor-

dination of evaluation efforts. In fact, the advent of federal/state eval-

uation requirements was cited by 72% of the districts in the UCLA sample

as providing the impetus for creating evaluation offices. Two thirds of

the evalation units in our site visit sample also indicated that this was

a major reason for their establishment. Although requirements are not the

sole motivation for centralizing evaluation within school districts, they

certainly have played a role.

Variations in federal/state funding procedures for evaluation, the

existence of evaluation funding "ceilings," and other evaluation require-

ments also determine the organizational arrangement and location. For

example, there is usually some explicit or implicit and idiosyncratic

"rule of thumb" used in assigning the percentage of program funds which can

be appropriately targeted for evaluation activities. When total program

funding is small (e.g., $100,000), 1-1.5% "set-asides" are typically in-

sufficient for conducting evaluation efforts. Unless the district itself

pledges financial support, the program may find itself with inadequate

funds to hire its own evaluation staff, procure an outside contractor, or

even partially contribute to the salary of an evaluation unit staff mem-

ber. Thus, evaluation simply becomes appended onto the job responsibilities

of existing program personnel who can devote less time to its execution.

Explicit or implicit "guidelines" as to who should conduct evaluations

also influence the choice of organizational framework. For example, the

Title I evaluation office in State II has "urged" its predominantly small

LEAs to employ outside contractors for their Title I evaluations. Only

for those districts demonstrating that they have strong evaluation

capabilities, as evidenced by a distinct evaluation unit, can this "recommen-

dation" be waived, and the hiring of an external "auditor" for the evaluation

itself is urged. In our site visits we found that Title VII program

personnel overwhelmingly perceived the use of outside contractors to be a

federal requirement, although there is no explicit federal requirement for

this. Only in Sites F and B did the evaluation unit conduct the evaluation

and, in the latter case, this was in conjunction with an outside contractor.

This perception, especially in districts with competent and independent

evaluation units, led to disgruntlement. Conversations with OBE program

staff suggest that districts are encouraged to choose any strategy which

would result in a high-quality evaluation, but project officers may differ

in their suggestions to LEAS concerning the best strategy to employ.
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The district Superintendent and School Board also can be influential.
For example, in Site H, a district where program staff performed all
evaluation activities, the Superintendent expressed little interest in
program evaluation and saw no need to change this situation for the purpose
of coordinating efforts or ensuring independence. In Site C, where there
was a one-person unit for a large urban school population receiving $5
million of federal funds, the Superintendent was described'as too involved
with political skirmishes and indictments to devote interest to evaluation.
In contrast, in Site B, a district half the size as Site C, the unit
enjoyed considerable support, autonomy, and visibility. The evaluation
unit had 10 full-time professionals and a budget triple that of Site C.
One reason for This centered around the Superintendent's philosophy and
the Assistant Superintendent's extensive background and experience in
evaluation. The School Board in Site E recently approved the hiring of
six additional evaluation professionals with primary responsibility for
executing Board-requested evaluations. Thus, the commitment by these
policy-making bodies both determines where evaluation may be placed in
the organization and the level of available resources for evaluation efforts.

Resources for evaluation in districts with no evaluation units. In
general, programs solely relying on their own staff to conduct evaluations
have minimal resources to devote to the evaluation process. This may
result for a variety of reasons--few federal/state programs with explicit
evaluation requirements operate in the district, those programs which do
operate involve small numbers of students, or the district central
administration places little emphasis on program evaluation activities.
One reason frequently expressed by program administrators in our site
visit sample concerned the absence of adequate funds for evaluation. In
some cases, even if programs could commit more money to the evaluation
process, they are presently struggling to maintain past levels of service
delivery, given funding cutbacks. Consequently, evaluation tasks simply
become appended onto the job responsibilities of program personnel who
seldom have research training.

Seldom is an individual with full-time evaluation responsibilities
hired within the program unit. For example, in Site D, until recently
there had been a full-time Vocational Education evaluator, but declining
resources forced the elimination of this position. Only in Title
programs, where more substantial set-asides are permissible, is this
staffing arrangement which allows more concentration of effort made
possible. However, independence is still absent in these situations.

Resources for evaluation n districts with evaluation units. According
to the UCLA study, the slplss evaluation unit's budget is less than $90,000,
comprising 0.2% of the district's total operating budget. However, there
is considerable variation across districts (e.g., for 1977-78 evaluation
budgets in this survey ranged from $2,000 to $4,000,000), and even within
similar size districts.

The same study also found that, on the average, only 18% of the
evaluation unit's budget is supplied by the federal government, with the
remainder stemming from the state and the school district itself. Less
than one half of the evaluatibn'unit's budget is actually devoted to
evaltigtion activities, and the typical unit dedicates only 20%.

1 23
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It is not surprising then that the UCLA study found the majority
of evaluation offices to be small, e.g., two or fewer employees. There
is substantial variation in these :staffing levels, however. For example,
in our own site visit observations, units were staffed with anywhere
from 1 to 22 full-time professionals. Even in districts where enroll-
ments and federal funding were similar, evaluation unit staffing patterns
ranged from 2 to 10 full-time professionals.

Although there is no consensus as to what constitutes adequately
staffed evaluation units in terms of the number of professionals, Webster and
Holley have developed some informative guidelines. The possession of at
least 3 full-time professionals (e.g., evaluation managers and specialists)
was defined as a minimal requirement for a 10,000 pupil unit, 4 for a 20,000
student unit, and 17 for a 40,000-50,000 pupil district. Employing these
criteria, 67% of the units in our site visit sample were severely under-
staffed, e.g., 2 professionals for a district with 136,000 students. Given
that these criteria were developed six years ago and that evaluation
requirements and requests have multiplied, these prescribed staffing levels
might even be conservative in terms of present demands. It is not surpris-
ing then that evaluation units differ with regards to the number of programs
for which they have evaluation responsibilities and the types of activities
undertaken.

Approximately half of the Directors of Evaluation units in large school
districts reported in the Lyon and others' survey that they did not have a
budget sufficient to meet "federal, state, and local requests for evaluation
activities." Nearly 70% said their unit's personnel resources were not ade-
quate to meet current evaluation demands. Approximately 94% said they had
too few staff. What is important here is that evaluation activities do not
only focus on federal/state required efforts but involve much more. Conse-
quently, as the number of requests for evaluation increases, additional
staffing may be required. Compliance-oriented evaluation activities in terms
of meeting federal/state requirements necessitate a certain number of staff.
Engaging in additional evaluation activities for federally funded programs
may require even more staff, not only in terms of bodies but also in terms
of more sophisticated competencies.

Findings from our phone survey also suggest that staffing levels may af-
fect the quality of evaluation. Districts who took pride in the fact that
evaluation activities for Title I were minimal had less than one full-time
equivalent individual responsible for evaluation or assigned responsibilities
to teachers and administrators. It was boasted that an $850,000 Title I pro-
gram was "evaluated in one week." In contrast, districts who attempted to
engage in efforts which went beyond sheer compliance with federal require-
ments had at least one full-time professional and. often 2-3 individuals as-
signed to Title I evaluation activities. These were typically the districts
where program and evaluation funds were substantially larger than the former
cases described.
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4.5 CAPABILITIES FOR EVALUATION

This section addresses the capabilities of federal, state, andlocal education agencies to conduct quality evaluations of federalprograms. The absence or presence of an identifiable unit providesthe primary distinction, although we recognize that there are severalcases in which these strategies are not singularly employed across allprograms. Given the attention generated in the use of outside con-tractors, a separate section has been devoted to examining salientissues.

One underlying thrust of this chapter has concerned examiningcapabilities in conjunction with the tasks required and their scopeand level of sophistication. Institutional resources for evaluationhave also been included as a key component. Consequently, generaloverviews of the assigned
activities, both those required by theindividual agency and those mandated by other public educationaljurisdictions (e.g., SEAs and the federal government), have been provided.Capabilities are then described,, both in terms of institutional resourcesand individual competencies where possible.

a-abilities of Federal Education Agencies

Given that the outside contractor model dominates this sector interms of evaluation conduct, the focus here is on describing the re-sources existing in and available to federal agencies which initiate,monitor and coordinate this process. The range of activities for whichthese individuals are responsible is outlined and general characteristicsof evaluation staff described in terms of these roles. It should be notedthat many of the following observations are based on the existingstructure and employed staff in the new Division of Program Evaluation asof May 1980.

The Division of Pro =rain Evaluation. Within this newly created unit,there are at present 38 professionals. These individuals are assigned tothe "front office" or one of three subdivisions: 8 professionals are inthe Division of Postsecondary Programs, 9 are in the Division of Occupa-tional, Handicapped and Developmental Programs, and 16 are in the Divisionof Elementary and Secondary Programs. In total, there are 34 middle andsenior level professionals and 4 junior professionals.

According to internal policy, the Division of Program Evaluation ischarged with the conduct of process and impact evaluations. This isprimarily accomplished through the contractor model, involving the prepar-ation of RFPs, monitoring of the study, and production of a final summary.The development of models for SEA and LEA evaluations of federal programs,the monitoring of the state reporting systems on receipt and use of federaleducational funds, the monitoring of Title I Technical Assistance contracts,and the provision of technical assistance to other Department of Educationoffices also fall under this unit's responsibilities.

1
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The actual execution of these responsibilities incorporates a num7
her of activities. Interviews with QED staff concerning their role in
the contract monitoring process itself may provide a sense of the di-
verse activities involved and the capabilities required of these indi-
viduals.

Preparation and issuance of the RFP. The project monitor is as-
signed, based on his/her interest and expertise in the specific study
area, to a particular contract. The preparation of the work statement
may require such activities as meeting with program personnel in other
Divisions and Departments, obtaining advice on technical matters from
experts in the field, and surveying pertinent research. A draft of a
detailed work statement is prepared and reviewed internally and by se-
lected others. Changes are incorporated, and the final work statement
is completed. This includes the objectives of the study, its basic de-
sign (e.g., sample selection, instruments, and data collection and analy-
sis strategies), the specification of evaluation tasks, the types of per-
sonnel required, supporting documents (e.g., the legislation which initi-
ated the study and program information), and the criteria for proposal
review. The RFP is then published in the Commerce Daily, and contractors
are given a specified number of days to respond.

Selection of the contractor_ and award of the contract. The project
officer then assembles and chairs a panel of experts to review the sub-
mitted proposals. The proposals are distributed to panel members, review
criteria explained, and meetings convened. Frequently, before the final
decision is made, two proposals are selected, and the respective bidders
are requested to submit a "best and final offer," responding to specific
questions posed by the reviewers and synthesized by the monitor. Once a
selection has been made, negotiation must commence with the contractor
concerning such issues as the tasks outlined in the proposal and their
execution.

Monitorin- of the contract. Monitoring a contract involves over-
seeing the study during all phases. For example, this may include pro-
viding assistance. in selecting members of advisory committees and at-
tending their meetings. Monitors can also advise on the development of
instruments, design of sampling procedures, and the selection of case
study sites. They are the ones responsible for ensuring that the instru-
ments designed wend their way through the maze of formal clearance proce-
dures. This may involve detailed documentation and persistent monitoring
of the progress status of the submitted forms. Results of pilot test are
reviewed, and the project officer may travel to selected test sites. Eli-
citing the cooperation of sites may be involved, along with attending
training sessions for field personnel. The project monitor must be avail-
able to provide advice on any questions which surface during the data col-
lection. We have heard Project Directors' reports of an average of 2-3
telephone calls per week to the monitor and as many as 8 calls per day
during critical states of the research.

Once analysis has been initiated, the project officer may assist in
designing the analysis strategy and targeting areas which look unusual
or especially interesting and require additional probing. In some cases,
similar types of assistance are provided to the subcontractors.

1 6
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Throughout the process the project officer must keep abreast of
events within the federal government. For example, Congressional
hearings may be scheduled where a presentation of preliminary results
would be useful, and it is the monitor's role to guarantee that inform-
ation is prepared and made available to the relevant parties. Another
responsibility is to ensure that the results will provide answers to
the substantive and policy-related questions which initiated the study
and to also incorporate other important information which subsequently
emerged during the course of the research. Approval of contractor
invoices also begins with the monitor before continuing through the
series of signatures required for payment.

During the final stages of the contract the project officer reviews
and comments on preliminary drafts of the report.

U o- comoletion of the contract. The production of a nontechnical,
concise project summary to be distributed to relevant parties is the
responsibility of the project monitor. It should be noted that this may
not be common practice for many agencies who contract out research. In
addition, the monitor checks on how the clearance process is progressing
for release of the final report and can be involved in dissemination of
the report to relevant parties.

Long after contract termination the project officer may still field
inquiries related to the study and provide information to other programs
and individuals interested in the findings.

Appropriate Given this wide range of tasks, it is not
surprising that the monitoring process has been likened to "doing a
dissertation four times over." Even this may be a conservative descrip
since project officers typically monitor 2-3 projects simultaneously,
depending on the scope and complexity of the individual studies. Performingthese tasks requires intensity and breadth of experience. Capabilities
include expertise in applied social science research (e.g., statistics,
design, sampling, and measurement), sensitivity to the problems posed by
field research, and interpersonal and policy-related skills.

The staff in this office generally reflect these capabilities. In
terms of formal training, almost three-quarters of the middle and senior
level professionals have earned their doctorates or are in the process of
obtaining them. Over 80% of these degrees are in research-related areas,
with one-half of these specifically focusing on educational theory and
research (e.g., educational measurement and evaluation, educational
research, and sociology of education) and half encompassing such relevant
fields as social psychology and economics. This points to the diversity
of expertise which is available within the unit to oversee the evaluations
and develop policy implications in the areas of legislation, budgeting,
and program development and administration.

Given that formal training in evaluation is an insufficient indication
of capability, experience in evaluation and applied research is also
important. The staff in this unit have acquired this experience in a varietyof ways. The Office itself has often served as a training ground and
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socialization mechanism for these individuals. Over one-third of the
professionals have been in the office for 6-9 years and approximately
one-fifth for 10 years or more (at a time when evaluation was a new
field of inquiry). Staff have also brought to the agency a wealth of
experience from other sectors. For example, almost 75% have had previous
experience in LEAs, SEAs, and other federal agencies, and over half of these
were employed in specific evaluation capacities. Local and state agency
experience is common for those individuals associated with the development
of evaluation models and monitoring of technical assistance. One-half of
the staff have also had teaching, management, and/or research experience
in aced 'ic settings, and approximately one-fifth have previously con-
ducted _search in the private sector.

Professional activity is also common, and a majority of the sta
have been active in a number of professional organizations (e.g., American
Educational Research Association, National Council on Measurement in
Education, American Psychological Association, and the American Statistical
Association). Individuals have produced technical reports, chapters in
books, journal articles, and papers for professional meetings. A conserva-
tive estimate would show that over half of the staff have published since
their arrival in the office. Of these, over two-thirds have produced
three papers/articles or more. For example, a few individuals have
written 8 or more manuscripts in education since the two years they have
been in the unit. This rate certainly rivals that of many academics.
Much of this can be attributed to the professional commitment and calibre
of the staff and the promotion of this activity by OED administration.

a-abil ies of State Education A encie

As noted in the previous section, the organizational locations and
resources for evaluation in SEAs are diverse. While some states have
distinct units in which evaluation is housed and some even have further
subdivisions focusing on various program areas being evaluated, other
SEAs have evaluation responsibilities and staff spread across the
individual programs. Even within those SEAs having specific units,
staffing patterns vary. In some SEAs the unit enjoys considerable
visibility in the agency hierarchy, reporting directly to the Chief State
School Office. In others it almost requires a magnifying glass to isolate
it on the organizational chart.

Previous research which examined the expertise of SEA research
and evaluation staff has reinforced this impression of diversity. For
example, Mathis found that 30% of the individuals employed in SEA research-
related activities had earned their doctorates, 46% their master's degrees,
14% their baccalaureates, and 10% a variety of other credentials. The
greatest proportion of these degrees were not in research-oriented
specialties--only 9% were reported to be in psychology, 7% in testing, 3%
in statistics, and 2% in computers. The most frequently reported category
was administration (29%), with other areas ranging from curriculum to
geography.
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Reanalysis of the BSSR data revealed that the majority of organizationsi
(74%) engaging in research, development, dissemination and evaluation activ-
ities within SEAs had at least one-quarter of their staff possessing doctorates,
primarily in the field of education. Evidence of research and evaluation
training within this area is difficult to decipher, given that the survey
categories were relatively broad. "Education" encompassed such varied areas
as educational research, early childhood education, and curriculum. In dis-
tinguishing between those organizations which stated that evaluation was a
primary emphasis vs. those who did not, "evaluation-oriented" SEAs had slightly
greater proportions of their profssional staff whose primary expertise was
in mathematics and statistics than did agencies not citing evaluation as a
focus.

While such overviews of the RDD&E "capabilities" in state educational
agencies are instructive, the tasks assigned to these agencies must be con-
sidered. SEAs are charged with many responsibilities, only one of which is
evaluation. Even this area includes evaluations for both state and federal
funded programs. Responsibilities delegated to the state for evaluating
federal programs include: (1) monitoring to ensure that LEA plans and pro-
grams comply with federal guidelines, as interpreted by the state; (2) an-
nual aggregating and reporting of data for these programs on a state-wide
basis; and (3) technical assistance to LEAs in their program and evaluation
responsibilities. The range within each of these categories can also vary,
depending on the specific program. SEAs themselves can adopt the posture
of servicing requests by LEAs for technical assistance, or as in State VI,
create a separate state-funded technical assistance program. In addition,
a number of SEAs have assumed additional evaluation responsibilities, such
as the development of standards and validation procedures, conduct of
special evaluation studies, SEA and LEA evaluation staff training, and
vigorous contract monitoring. Consequently, the types of activities as-
signed to the SEA must be considered in judging the adequacy of staff
capabilities. SEAs who engage in discretionary and sophisticated efforts
require evaluation staff with advanced levels of competencies.

Illustration of time-on-task for evaluation activities. To provide
the reader with some idea of the time involved in executing evaluation
tasks, data has been presented from the evaluation unit in State VI.
This information reinforces the notion that allocations of time can vary
across activities and program areas being evaluated. It also shows the
substantial amount of time required by provision of technical assistance
to both LEAs and other branches of the respective SEA. For example, in
the Title VII division, staffed by two full-time professionals and one
part-time individual, over 44% of the person-days is devoted to providing
LEAs with assistance, and 24% of the time is allocated to the conduct of
special studies. Preparation of annual reports to the federal government
consumes 19% of the person-days in this unit, with the remainder of the
time being devoted to consultation on matters related to assessment, staff
development, and liaison with other agencies. Time spent on evaluation
activities associated with other programs in this SEA can range as follows:
generating evaluation questions (3-8%), designing evaluation studies (3-7%),
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development of instruments and data collection procedures (8 -9%),
collecting data (10-25%), analyzing and interpreting data (8-19%),
writing, presenting, and disseminating reports (6-20%), providing
evaluation assistance to LEAs (20-29%), and providing evaluation
assistance to other SEA staff (2-20%).

The preceding example is based on a unit which has evaluation
responsibility for most federal programs operating in the stet, and
engages in sophisticated evaluation efforts. Staff capabilities reflect
a high degree of research and evaluation training and experience. There
are both federal monies for evaluation activities and individual state
commitment to the evaluation process. No one can expect SEAs with 2
or fewer staff to launch efforts which match in scope and complexity
with this SEA. SEAs lacking distinct units for research and evaluation
may be prevented from participating in efforts aimed at planning and
coordinating evaluation activities across various programs and servicing
departmental requests for supplementary evaluation efforts.

Where evaluation is placed within the agency also helps to,influenee
which individuals will be selected to assume evaluation responsibilities.
Program personnel are usually hired for their program expertise, not for
their evaluation and research backgrounds. Even when there are full-time
evaluators within the program, they may end up devoting much of their
energy to program implementation, given that they may know more about
the process than the program director. On the other hand, evaluation
staff for a distinct unit are often hired with their research expertise
and training in mind. For example, evaluation job specifications in
States I and VI require at least an advanced degree in research-related
fields and professional research experience of all applicants.

Results from our phone survey reinforced this notionfor SEAs with
distinct evaluation units, staff characteristics in general reflected
doctoral level research/evaluation training for at least 68% of the units
surveyed. Within 63% of these units, over half of the staff had earned
doctorates in such fields as educational research, social psychology, and
testing. When evaluation responsibility was spread across the individual
programs, it was much more likely that the staff had not acquired formal
training in evaluation. On-the-job training and attendance at workshops
were more frequently reported in these cases.

Illustrative case studies. No aggregate statistics reflecting the match
between SEA evaluation tasks and capabilities can be offered as this would re-
quire a separate study in itself. However, relevant case studies from our
site visits can offer a picture of the capabilities which exist in certain
SEAs. What will be presented below are short descriptions of three state educa-
tional agencies which typify the range and types of evaluation activities oc-
curring at the state level. The capabilities of the staff will be illustrated.
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State I When fully staffed, this unit employs 41 individuals 71% of whom
are full-time professionals. It is lodged in a SEA which vigorously pro-
motes evaluation. Much of this commitment can be attributed to the State
Superintendent and School Board who have publicly announced that "evalua-
tions worth doing are worth doing well." Consequently, statements have
been issued regarding the need for autonomy of evaluation and expert staff.

Official policy has defined the efforts of the evaluation and assess-ment unit as follows: (1) the planning and development of the statewide
assessment system; (2) the description and evaluation of the impact of stateand federal programs; and (3) the assessment of educational needs. To ac-
complish these gLals, the unit is divided into two main branches: assess-ment and evaluation/research.

The evaluation and research unit is further divided into four components.One focuses on data collection, another is responsible for coordination and
dissemination, and two are devoted to evaluation per se. The activities
associated with evaluation cover a wide range--both reporting to federal
agencies and the conduct of special evaluation studies. Evaluators are
typically assigned to a given program and develop an explicit "services of
agreement" with the program for evaluation. This helps in evaluation plan-
ning, coordination of efforts, and specification of products. Additional
studies are also conducted. For example, the Special Education program is
receiving assistance by evaluation unit staff in examining the impact of
its programs, and special studies on the relationship of certain variables
to successful Title I programs have been performed.

At present, within the two evaluation subunits, there are 9 profes-
sionals, in addition to the branch supervisor and the director of the
entire unit. These individuals have earned their doctorates in research-
related fields (e.g., testing, evaluation, and educational psychology).
Experience in educational research is common, and many professional papersare produced. The unit has taken advantage of employing interested fellows
associated with the national Educational Fellowship Program. Technical
expertise, background in educational theory and methods, and other skills
exist upon which to draw in conducting evaluation activities.

This is partly fostered by the actual hiring process itself. To be
eligible for evaluation positions, individuals must have obtained a M.A./
M.S. or 30 graduate hours toward the doctorate in educational research orthe social sciences. A specified number of courses in statistics, measure-
ment and design are required. Three years of professional experience in
educational or other empirical research or a doctorate is the minimum.
An oral examination, described as "comprehensive" and "rigorous," is also
required, covering both theoretical and methodological issues.
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The fact ti-at state positions remain under the jurisdiction of civil
service imposes certain requirementsthat all applicants must have gone
through the civil service application process. Since this occurs only
once a year, it results in applicants passing the requirements but being
unavailable 10 months later when a vacancy is finally announced. What
also occurs is that the appropriate individual is available and known to
the agency, but cannot be hired due to his/her failing to have completed
the application process.

State II. Evaluation staff in this SEA are scattered throughout the in-
dividual programs. Although there does exist an office devoted to re-
search and testing, evaluation has not yet been incorporated under its
job assignments. Only four individuals are distinctly associated with
evaluation, and they are located in both the specific program offices
and within the research and testing unit itself.

Evaluation activities vary, depending on the individual program.
While all programs must report certain evaluation data to the federal gov-
ernment, the type of data required varies. Technical assistance to LEAs
in evaluation has become a major priority for most programs in the SEA,
but the extent to which this has been accomplished is dependent upon the
training of the staff within the program. Only in such federal programs
as Title I, where there is auxiliary technical assistance provided by
the federal government and the SEA evaluator has had some research training,
has technical assistance in evaluation been achieved. There is simply in-
sufficient staff to conduct special evaluation studies within the agency,
but fortunately, this SEA is located in a large metropolitan area which
can attract reputable and experienced contractors. The awarding of a
contract for state refinements to Title I (Section 183) has permitted the
Title I evaluator to engage in additional research on Title I evaluation.

The majority of staff associated with evaluation have their doctorates
in education. One individual is pursuing a doctorate in research and evalu-
ation at a local university. Based on a study conducted by the SEA itself,
there is a need for additional staff evaluation training in order to up-
grade technical assistance to LEAs in evaluation. Although staffing levels
are minimal and research training uncommon, particular individuals have
made contributions and are sensitive to certain evaluation issues. These
include the need for more rigorous evaluation requirements for Vocational
Education programs, the inclusion of statements regarding the uses of re-
quired evaluation activities in Title I program improvement, and the speci-
fication of alternative models for evaluation in special education. In
some of these cases, outside contractors were employed to provide the
necessary staff and expertise to successfully complete these projects.

State IV. While this state does have an evaluation unit, it is not staffed
anywhere near the level of State VI--an SEA which has approximately the
same number of districts and federal programs but seven times the staff
in evaluation. The professional staff in the evaluation unit total five,
and this is a smaller number than existed in previous years. Although the
SEA is growing in terms of educational enrollments, the neW political
leadership in the state has embarked on a "reduce government bureaucracy"
campaign, and the evaluation unit faces additional staff cutbacks.

1 3 2
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This SEA is chiefly involved in complying with federal alua ion re-quirements. No special studies are conducted with regards to federal pro-grams, and technical assistance to LEAs and other SEA departments is in-frequently provided. Eighty percent of the work performed by the unitcenters around evaluation reporting to federal agencies.

Although many of the staff have previous work histories in educa-tional organizations, no one has advanced training in evaluation and re-search. For example, one individual was elevated from secretary to stat-istician after obtaining a baccalaureate in business. Other professionalshave been employed in the unit for a number of years. This is not to say,that these indi-iduals are "incompetent," but it does suggest that thereis little opportunity to engage in many activities
which might improveevaluation practices in the state.

ghat these case studies should tell us. What these brief sketchesshould highlight are: (1) the SEA can play a variety of roles in the evalu-ation process associated with federal programs, ranging from compliance tosophisticated evaluation activity; (2) there are SEAs with the capabilities,interest, and administrative support to engage in high quality evaluationefforts; (3) there are also SEAs interested in improving evaluation practices,and, recognizing certain weaknesses in expertise and resources, which carryout these activities through the use of external
assistance; and (4) thereare SEAs where activities chiefly focus on compliance with federal require-ments due to

organizational, financial, and other constraints. In our sitevisits and phone surveys, we have found that the responsibilities assumedby individual SEAs often match the type of resources (staff, money, andexpertise) it has at its disposal. States with no distinct evaluationunits or with two or fewer
professionals assigned to federal evaluationactivities tend to expend their energy toward complying with federal re-quirements. Exceptions to this are those SEAs which govern a small num-ber of districts or which have program staff specifically trained and in-terested in research and evaluation. These SEAs also know ways to aug-ment their capabilities.

For example, available funds are used to com-mission special studies of interest to outside contractors with therequisite staff and corporate qualifications, and SEA staff carefullymonitor the research. On othe other hand, demands by the other SEAdivisions and local districts are not as easily serviced, given smallnumbers of SEA staff and lack of evaluation training, unless such effortscan be provided by
federal sponsors (e.g., Title I Technical AssistanceCenters).

State education agencies which display high levels of evaluationactivity over and beyond federal requirements typically have the resourcesto commit to the process, and they deploy these resources in profitableways. For example, State VI, in using Title V money awarded to enhancestate capabilities, pooled their funds with other SEAs receiving similarawards to formulate a coherent and comprehensive list of needs and capa-bilities and exchanged the needed capabilities among states. Graduatestudents and other interns are employed to fulfill evaluation tasks. Inthis way students become better grounded in the realities of evaluation,and SEA staff are exposed to new skills and ideas by the students. Univer-sity professors also tend to become involved in SEA activities through thework of the interns which they supervise and advise.
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To be sure, in our site visits complaints were voiced by districts
regarding the evaluation capabilities of SEA staff. These expressions
of dissatisfaction, however, usually focused not on the quality of the
services being currently provided by the SEA but rather on the additional
services which the districts felt should be implemented. For example,
large competent LEAs want the SEA to conduct special evaluation studies
and issue waivers to districts so that they themselves can execute de-
sired research. Title VII staff in local school districts want to re-
ceive technical assistance in evaluation on the same level as their
Title I counterparts. Programs which employ outside contractors for
evaluation want guidance as to the appropriate selection and monitoring
practices in these arrangements. It should be noted, however, that the
frequency and intensity of these criticisms often paled against those
which were leveled at the federal education agencies in terms of their
lack of communication and feedback to the districts which provide them
with evaluation data.

abilities of Local Education A- ncies

In many ways the issues related to evaluation capabilities of local
school districts mirror those discussed for state education agencies.
For example, the value placed upon evaluation by the central decision
makers, as evidenced by the location of evaluation within the organiza-
tional hierarchy and the financial resources committed to the process,
helps to determine the evaluation activities which are undertaken.
These, in turn, select the types and levels of capabilities required to
perform these activities.

Local school districts and programs must march to the beat of two
drummers--both federal and state program and evaluation guidelines.
Many times these two are compatible--in some instances they are not.
Compliance with these requirements then forms the common denominator
across all LEAs in terms of evaluation activities.

Some districts, however, go well beyond these efforts by analyzing
additional program and outcome variables, evaluating programs more fre-
quently than is actually mandated, and exposing their evaluation products
to validation and review processes. While the SEA can be instrumental in
fostering such evaluation attitudes and practices, it is also the case
that individual districts can initiate or facilitate this activity and,
in certain respects, surpass the SEA in their evaluation efforts. Dis-
tricts with such track records constitute a small minority. Considering
the large number of districts with federal programs and evaluation re-
quirements (e.g., the NCES survey reported that almost 14,009 LEAs re-
ceive Title I funds), the majority of effort often does not exceed what
is required.

Given this skewed distribution of activities across LEAs, it is nec-
essary to look at capabilities both in terms of activities associated
with adequately complying with federal/state evaluation requirements and
engaging in activities which go beyond these mandates.

When evaluation responsibilities -are assi ned o individual rorra
and their staff. When evaluation is housed under a program's roof and
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conducted by program staff, evaluation demands usually are limited to com-
pliance with federal/state mandates. Consequently, tasks are concentrated
towards the collection and reporting of data in pre-specified ways. There
may often be no need to develop data collection instruments as the SEA it-
self designs and implements data collection procedures (e.g., Vocational
Education programs). While in some programs such as Title I, tests must
be selected, administered, scored, and analyzed, other programs simply re-
quire headcounts and fiscal accounting. Building staff may participate
in such activities by administering achievement tests or employer surveys,
and the program staff subsequently aggregate the results or simply give
the raw data to the SEA. One classic example of how Title I evaluation
requirements are met in small LEAs is that of the school principal who
scores the test., matches the scores, aggregates the results, and com-
pletes the required SEA forms.

However, these efforts may not totally encompass the range of
tasks involved in evaluation. Some program staff do attempt to collect
more information than required. One determining factor is the amount
of money available for evaluation. Another key factor is the absence
of what has been labeled as the "compliance mentality." For xample,
while the full-time Title I evaluator in Site H simply aggregated
test scores, reported them in the proper format, and occasionally
explained testing procedures to building staff, his counterpart in
Site J spent only 20% of his time on such tasks. The remainder was
used to interview teachers and principals about evaluation practices
and observe classrooms for reconetendations regarding Title I program
implementation. The disparity between these two cases seems to center
around the attitude towards evaluation. While in the first site it was
stated that "the simpler and briefer evaluation was, the better," the
evaluator in Site d perceived federally-required tasks as "mundane
reporting" and consequently attempted to go beyond what was required by the
state. Title VII staff in Site C, while relying on outside contractors
to produce the required report, felt additional information to be impor-
tant for program improvement and generated (although ineptly) some
implementation data themselves. In many sites Vocational Education
program staff, who often view state required information as less than
useful, were involved in more than the simple collection of enrollments
and placement rates, spending much of their time visiting classrooms
to detect program strengths and weaknesses. It should also be noted
that strictly limiting oneself to compliance with federal/state
evaluation mandates may not always reflect disinterest in evaluation,
but rather a feeling that the existing resources (in terms of staff
and money) are insufficient to engage in efforts capable of yielding
accurate information.

Capabilities of program staff to conduct these federal/state
required evaluation tasks, let alone engage in discretionary efforts,
ai= . minimal. Training backgrounds of program administrators and staff
typically reflect program specialties, primarily in the field of
education (e.g., vocational education and learning disabilities).
There is a striking absence of research training, let alone actual
courses in evaluation. Since most are certified teachers, some
exposure to testing and measurement was acquired during the under-
graduate years, but the time lapse between this training and the present
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is likely to have been substantial and the content insufficient for evalu-
ation tasks. This should not suggest that these individuals are profession-
ally incompetent--many are active members of such organizations as NASDE and
subscribe to such educational publications as Education Daily. The lack of
evaluation training merely reflects the fact that these individuals were nothired for their evaluation expertise and most likely did not expect to have
this included under their job responsibilities.

Technical assistance that is easily accessible to the LEA can enhance
capability. For example, Title I programs relying on staff for evaluation
have utilized the Technical Assistance Centers (TACs) to assist them in
satisfying fede.el evaluation requirements. As the NCES survey reported
by Goor indicated, in 1978-79 the TACs were called upon toorovide rudi-
mentary information concerning student selection, test selection, use and
interpretation of normal curve equivalent scores, and proper preparation of
reports. More recently, assistance in better using evaluation data and
expanding evaluation activities has been offered to interested districts.
State education agencies can also be instrumental in encouraging the use of
the TACs and some have supplemented these services to LEAs who request addi-
tional assistance.

However, programs other than Title I may not have such readily accessible
evaluation expertise at their disposal. Technical assistance in some of these
programs still remains the responsibility of the SEA and concentrates more on
guidance in developing and implementing programs. One exception to this was
State VI which provides its own evaluation assistance through workshops and
individualized services for administrators, program specialists, and others.
However, this has tended to focus on evaluation in general or on specific
state programs rather than federal programs. Other resources have been used
such as Title VII management workshops and state conferences. At the same
time, it must be remembered that these workshops can only include so much in
2-3 days. In addition, school calendars may not always coincide with workshop
schedules, and small LEAs who may most need the assistance may not have the
interest or the resources to attend.

When funds are available to support full-time evaluator positions, staff
characteristics tend to more reflect research-oriented training. For example,
in our site visits several of the full-time Title I evaluators within the pro-
grams had doctorates in specialties involving at least some exposure to re-
search (e.g., science or math education). Consequently, these individuals
may be better prepared to fulfill evaluation reporting requirements and perhaps
even pursue some small -scale additional efforts, given that outside assistance
for specific design and analysis problems is readily available.

Again, what is problematic are those instances where high quality tech-
nical assistance in evaluation is necessary but not readily accessible. When
there are evaluation tasks to complete which require some research skill, but
there is (1) no district evaluation unit to contact, (2) no formal assistance
mechanism at the SEA or one which is understaffed, (3) no encouragement by
the SEA to utilize federal technical assistance resources, and/or (4) no
nearby interested university to call upon, program staff are left with little
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opportunity to competently execute federal evaluation requirements. For exam-
ple, in Site C:

The SEA itself was understaffed and until recently had not encouraged its dis-
tricts to do more than comply. In fact, it was perceived that political ten-
sions were consuming much of the efforts of the SEA. Although the districtdid have a testing and research unit responsible for evaluation, it was severely
understaffed, lacked specific evaluation expertise, and had not developed agood working relationship with the programs. There was funding available for
two full-time Title I evaluators, but the Board had prevented these vacancies
from being filled. The local universities did not include evaluation in their
course offerings ,r degree programs. While the Title I program staff did usethe TACs, they could not optimally exploit this expertise, given that the dis-
trict administration and evaluation unit were fairly uncooperative in helping
them recognize where evaluation could fit into program decisions. Title VIIstaff, on the other hand, had done some reading in evaluation and knew the
types of information that evaluation might provide, but could not benefit
from such federally provided technical assistance as their Title I counter-
parts. The two thousand dollars which had been available for Title VII evalu-ation could not attract a competent outside contractor. The results was that
across the board federal/state evaluation requirements were marginally met,and any additional efforts were few and suffered in quality.

Cases like this suggest that if the federal government requires evaluation andwants quality information to be provided, it must support districts in accom-
plishing these goals.

When evaluation res onsibilities are ass ned to a research and evaluation
unit. Some information is available on the capabilities of hose individualsemployed by evaluation units. The UCLA study found that most Directors of Re-search and Evaluation report having earned doctorates (76%), primarily in thearea of educational administration. While 86% of these individuals claim tohave had completed at least one course in evaluation as part of their formal
academic training, the quality of these courses can vary. A minority of 14%
acknowledge any specialization in research and statistics.

With regard to the characteristics of professional staff in general, a
variable which was not included in the UCLA research, BSSR found that most
staff (58%) in small local education agencies (i.e., 10,000-49,999 enrollment)who were involved in research, development, dissemination or evaluation listeducation as their major area of expertise. Fewer than 10% of the staff of
such agencies cite statistics as their primary specialty area. Approximatelyone-half of these agencies report that 25% or less of their staff have doc-torates. In terms of large districts with enrollments of 50,000 or over,
a greater percentage of the staff in these agencies have their doctorates.There is also a tendency to have higher percentages of staff within LEAs
whose primary'expertise is in math and statistics.

Webster and Stufflebeam, in their examination of evaluation competenciesin local school districts with evaluation units, found that urban school dis-
tricts expect a high degree of technical proficiency from their staff. For
example, evaluation methodology and experimental design were consistently
rated as among the most important competencies. In addition, large urban
school district evaluation directors also wanted such skills as instrument

13
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development, multivariate inferential statistics, and computer applications
in their staff as a whole. Based on job announcements obtained in our site
visits, we also found that urban districts who engage in a variety of evalu-
ation efforts asked more of their applicants in terms of formal academic
training in evaluation and technical expertise.

The less compliance-oriented a district is, the more a wider range of
skills is needed within the evaluation unit, although no one individual must
possess all capabilities. The competencies of the staff typically are de-
fined by the tasks which must be performed. In most cases, the level of
skills existing among the staff match the level of expertise required by the
evaluation efforts, but occasionally there are individuals who are totally
unskilled in evaluation. For example, in Site K, the Superintendent allowed
the evaluation unit to become a "dumping ground" for "people whom the Super-
intendent did not know how to handle or felt were too dumb to do anything
else." If the capabilities are too disparate, problems result--either in
poor quality evaluations due to the lack of appropriate skills or dissatis-
faction and eventually staff turnover due to the evaluators being too highly
trained for the tasks required. Inadequate hiring policies, lack of profes-
sional incentives, and political obstruction of evaluation efforts contrib-
ute to this state of affairs.

Matchingitiesto assigned tasks. Throughout this chapter it
has been maintained that the capabilities required for evaluation are highly
dependent on the evaluation tasks assigned. Simple evaluation reporting
to federal/state agencies does not require the same types of competencies
as does engaging in discretionary efforts which examine additional evalu-
ation questions. These latter endeavors also range across districts with
regards to their scope and complexity--from gathering information on cli-
ent satisfaction to estimating the impact of the program and its various
components. As the sophistication of these activities increases, so does
the level of expertise necessary for their successful execution. Table 2
presents information, based on a review of annual final reports, for the
Title I evaluation activities occurring in two local school districts. For
both sites, the activities required by the SEA are outlined, along with
efforts initiated by the districts themselves. The discretionary efforts
described for Site I are representative of those performed by most LEAs
which go beyond sheer compliance with federal/state reporting require-
ments. The profile of evaluation activities occurring in Site II reflects
those conducted by the small minority of LEAs which engage in more ad-
vanced evaluation practices.

As can be seen from Table 2, obtaining evaluation information for SEA
reporting does not require advanced technical and research skills. Simple
headcounts, calculation of means and ratios, and conversion of raw test
scores to standardized scores constitute the predominant mode of analysis.
Evaluators in Site II must also send in the raw data on which these figures
were derived. Ways to collect, compute, and report the data are explicitly
outlined in Title I evaluation and reporting manuals and further explained
by TAC and SEA staff. Some sense of record-keeping and data management,
along with an appreciation for accurate information, is warranted so as to
ensure the accuracy of the data. Rudimentary exposure to correct testing
procedures is also necessary, but much of this is explained in the accom-
panying manuals. It should be noted, however, that data concerning the
prevalence of reporting errors suggest that there is much room for enhance-
ment of the basic skills required.
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Purpose

Proiram

Description

Table 2

Title I Program Evaluation Activities in Two Local School Districts

Activities laLirLi

the SEA*

-Obtaining counts of the

number of students

served and the number

eligible but not served

(I).

-Obtaining counts of the

number of participants

by grade, supporting

service., and race; per-

entparticipants in var-

ious program activities

(I, II).

-Obtaining counts of the

numbers of staff em=

ployed in various capa-

cities (I).

-Obtaining counts of the

number of students in

different types of pro -

grams ,(e.g,, pull-out)

for Grades 2, 6$ and 10

(II).

-Obtaining data on the

time devoted to instruc-

tion (mutes or hours

per week) and instructor

per student ratio for

Grades 2, 6, and 10

(I, II).

-Indicating subject area

and length of program

(I, II).

Activities Initiated la the District.

Site I Site II

-Presenting information on the

number of students served and

the number eligible but not

served by individual schools.

-Developing a narrative of pro-

gram characteristics.

-Presenting data on the number

of instructional staff by in-

dividual schools.

-Designing and administrating a

survey assessing Parent Ad-

visory Council member satis-

faction.

-Presenting information on the nun

bet of students :served and the num-

ber eligible but not served for

various instructional components.

-Developing a narrative of program

characteristics. ,

-Presenting information on the num-

ber of students served by various

demographic characteristics (e.g.,

sex ) .
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Table 2 (Continued)

Title I program Evaluation Activities in Two Local School Districts

Activities Required la

the SEA*

Examination of -Obtaining counts of the

Inservice Efforts number of inservice

training sessions held

(I, II).

-Obtaining counts of the

number of participants

by instructional capa-

city (e.g., aide) and

assignment to Title I

or non Title I programs

(I, II).

Activities Initiated 12the District

Site I

-Designing a simple inservice

training evaluation instrument

to discern whether participants

"liked" or "disliked" the

training sessions. Analysis

focused on si le frequency

counts for each item in the in-

strument.

-Designing a needs assessment

instrument for one inservice

training session to determine

what staff wanted from the

training module. Analysis

focused on sipile frequency

counts for each item included

in the questionnaire.

Site II

-Designing and conducting an evalua-

tion of the Inservice Component.

Methods included the maintenance of

a detailed log of inservice offer-

ings, structured participant inter-

views concerning aspects of the

training they received, the admin-

istration of an adapted standard-

ized instrument for measuring sat-

isfaction with the training, and

the collection of cost data. An-

alyses cooared expected vs. ob-

served use of the inservice center

for the district as a whole and

for staff in various instructional

capacities. Average satisfaction

ratings with the inservice training

for the district were compared with

city findings and national norms

derived by the publishers of the

standardized instrument. Satie-

faction ratings were also compared

among, individual presenters. Cost

breakdowns were provided per day,

per participant, and per type of

training and inservice activity.

Reading and Math -Obtaining counts of the

Achievement number of students with

141

both pretest and post-

test data (1, II).

-Indicating testing in-

terval or dates (I, II) .

-Designing and administering a

1 survey to Title I and class-

room teachers regarding their

perceptions of the program.

Analysis focused on frequency

counts for survey items.

-Comparing achievement test scores

for Title I students with the test

scores for students in a comparison

group (this groups consisted of stu-

dents who were eligible for Title I

but who were not served). 1 2
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Reader ?1st
Achievement

Table 2 (Continued)

Title I Program Evaluation Activities in Two Local

Activities Required

the SEA*

- Indicating the pretest

and posttest norm dates

(standard or Don-standard),

levels, subtext area, and

farms (same for pre- and

posttests) used (II) .

-Presentation of individ-

ual student scores in

percentiles (11),

-Calculating the NCE-pre-

test mean, NCE posttest

mean, NCE gain (NCE pre-

test mean subtracted from

posttest mean), and

weighted NCE gain (NCE

gain x number pre and

posttested/number pre

and posttested)' by

grade (I, 11).

Calculating same stat-

istics presented above

for individual projects

in Grades 2, 6, and 10

-Obtaining counts of the

number of students who

i'u'roved in math, read-

ing, work habits and

behavior adjustment as

assessed by a 3-point

standardized rating

scale administered by

teachers at the pre- and

post-testing dates (I).

ool Districts

Activities Initiated t the District

Site I

- Designing and administering a

survey to a random sample of

1,500 Title I parents regard-

ing their perceptions of the

program's benefits. Frequen-

cies of the "yes" and "no"

responses were reported.

-Analyzing the achievement

test data by grade in term

of the mean pretest score,

the mean posttest score, the

mean NCE gain, the average

amount of time spent in in-

struction, and the mean NCE

gain per month.

Reporting the achievement or

lack thereof for performance-

based objectives (e.g., 65%

of students in Grade I will

gain at least 6 and not more

than 10 NCE's).

Site II

These comparisons consisted of ex

amining the mean pretest scores

posttest scores, and NCE gain.

Pre- and post- percentile distribu-

tions were also plotted.

-Comparing achievement test scores

for those students given another

year of Title I services although

they no longer qualified because

spring testing scores were above

the cutoff criterion with test

scores of similar students who were

not given another year of service.

Comparisons included same strat-

egies described above.

-Comparing achievement test scores

for students receiving various in-

structional strategies in Title I

programs. Comparisons were also

performed for these groups with a

"no treatment" group. Results

were analyzed in terms of the mean

pretest, posttest, and NCE gain

scores and percentile gains. An

analysis of covariance was also

attempted but judged inappropriate

due to extreme differences across

the various instructional groups

for pretest means.

-Conducting an ex post facto analysis

of achievement for Title I students

and those eligible students wha were

not served. Grade-equivalent means

were presented, t-tests were per-

formed, and a multiple regression
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Table 2 (Continued)

Title I Program Evaluation Activities in Two Local School Districts

Activities Required tl

the SEA*

lack- and Math -Presenting information

Achievement on Title I programs

which do not eueloy

the norm-referenced

model (e.g.) descrip-

tion of objectives and

assessment procedures

and judgment of whether

or not objectives were

achieved) (II).

Activities Initiated la the District

Site I Site II

was used to eooare served and

nonserved students while control-

ling for IQ, prescore, and sex.

Grade equivalent averages for stu-

dents were also plotted against

national norms and chance averages.

Additional regressions were also

performed which examined the effect

of years of treatment and the

treatment sequence on achievement.

-Designing and conducting a method-

ological study to provide baseline

data comparing reading pretest 4,

scores and gain scores for Title LI,

students and a comparison group.

Statistical procedures used to

compare pretest scores to gain

scores were Pearson product moment

correlation coefficients and analy-

sis of variance and Duncan's New

Multiple Range Tests.

C sting the extent of implementa-

tion for 5 Title I instructional

approaches. Methods employed in-

cluded classroom observations and

structured interviews with teachers.

Analyses involved comparisons of

the costs per pupil, attendance

levels, implementation ratings, use

of support services, and achieve-

ment gains across the 5 strategies

of instruction.

The Roman numerals presented after each activity in this column refer to the SEA requirements for Site I and Site U.
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The discretionary activities performed by evaluation staff in Site I
require some research background and training. Knowledge of the rudimentary
principles of sampling, survey design, and questionnaire development is im-
portant. A review of the instruments and evaluation practices conducted by
this site does not suggest the presence of highly advanced research com-
petencies. For example, rating scales were often limited to the dichotomous
categories of "like" and "dislike," and analyses never went beyond the sim-
ple reporting of response counts for questionnaire categories. Concerning
achievement data, analyses focused on simple descriptive statistics and did
not attempt to incorporate possible comparison groups or additional factors
which might interact with the program. The execution of these activities
could possibly be improved by increased technical expertise. However, it
is debatable whether sophisticated research training at the doctoral level
is warranted, given the types of tasks conducted by this evaluation unit.
In addition to technical competency, some skill at managing a number of on-
going research efforts is required.

The activities conducted by Site II and its evaluation unit involve
relatively advanced technical expertise. Knowledge of both descriptive
and inferential statistics and their limitations is mandatory, and training
in such methodologies as correlation/regression strategies is required. A
background in a variety of research practices--interviewing techniques, ob-
servational strategies, instrument development, and evaluation design--is
essential. Expertise in management of large data bases and coordination of
a number of evaluation efforts is essential, at least for a few of the in-
dividuals in the unit. In addition, unlike Site 1, this district assumes
the responsibility for formulating recommendations in its evaluation reports
which may suggest that some background in educational theory and practice
is desirable.

Illustrative case studies. Selected case studies are also presented
so as to better depict the types of evaluator skills and characteristics
in LEA evaluation units and the extent to which these match the tasks re-
quired. Factors which can erode existing capabilities are described. In
the first two case studies, district enrollments are similar, as are many
of the evaluation efforts conducted by the evaluation units. The dispar-
ities lie in the unique organizational and administrative support experi-
enced by the district portrayed in the first case study. The third case
study, while based on a district with approximately twice the enrollment,
is an example of a "compliance-oriented" district which suffers from a
number of constraints. It is contrasted with another district of similar
size which engages in a variety of sophisticated evaluation activities and
which enjoys considerable local visibility and support.

Case 1. In Site B, the research and evaluation office has been in operationfor almost a decade and is highly visible within theorganization, It is
administratively independent from the programs but does not experience fis-cal independence. It is supplied with greater than average resources in
terms of funding and allocated staff positions. The budget is 0.6% of the
total operating budget of the district, and there are 10 full-time profes-
sionals in the unit, including the Director, and two part-time positions,
Almost half of the unit's budget is derived from federal sources, with one-
quarter each being provided by the district and the state. All of the evalu-
ation positions, with the exception of the Director's, are at least partially
supported by federal funds. Evaluation is awarded an unusually high level of
sponsorship by the Superintendent and his Assistant. In fact, the Assistant
Superintendent has advanced evaluation training and substantial experiencein the area, having formerly served as the Director of the Evaluation Unit. 147
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The unit's activities include state and city wide testing, evaluation
of federal, state, and district programs, provision of evaluation training
to district personnel, conduct of special research projects, monitoring of
outside contractors when they are utilized, and general technical assis-
tance to program and bui' ing staff. In addition to complying with federal
evaluation requirements, they perform such discretionary studies as longi-
tudinal analyses of achievement and examination of the problems associated
with evaluating programs where children receive funding from multiple
sources. The unit is responsible for the required evaluation activities
for Titles I, VII, and IV-C and for Special and Vocational Education pro-
grams funded through direct grants.

In the unit there are gradations of evaluation positions in terms of
responsibility and skills--1 Director, 1 Evaluation Specialist, 5 Evalua-
tion Assistants, and 3 Evaluation Technicians. Although all staff parti-
cipate in all tasks (i.e., from specification of objectives to formulating
recommendations), the extent of their involvement varies, depending on
their capabilities. Staff typically work on evaluation activities for a
number of different programs.

The capabilities of the office as a whole match the tasks conducted.
Given that assistance to programs and reporting consume a major portion
of staff time, interpersonal skills are ranked highly, in addition to the
ability to write clearly. Specialized technical skills are perceived to
be required in only a few staff who share responsibility for special re-
search projects. No more than two staff have such proficiency, and TACs
typically provide sophisticated technical expertise for individual projects.
General technical skills focusing on testing applications, basic descrip-
tive statistics, and data processing are necessary for all Specialists
and Assistants.

Administration and management of research rests with the Director who
has earned a doctorate in education. Originally hired as an Evaluation
Assistant, the Director has advanced in the organization, acquiring sub-
stantial research and evaluation experience in the local school district.
Time allocations for this position are: 50% for manageMent of evaluation
activities, 20% for conducting evaluations, 15% for such policy-related
activities as attending Board meetings to present evaluation findings, and
the remainder on program development and general administration. Coor-
dination of evaluation activities rests with the one Evaluation Specialist
who devotes 70% of her time to this effort. This person has a doctorate
in educational research.

Evaluation Assistants primarily divide their time between conducting
evaluations and providing technical assistance. This position requires the
ability to design, implement, and complete evaluations, along with managing
the team of staff assembled for the project. Knowledge of norm- and criterion-
referenced tests, descriptive statistics, and computer applications is re-
quired. These individuals all have their master's degrees, primarily in educa-
tional research or the social sciences. Technicians are used for the gathering,
analysis, and interpretation of data and are required to have some background
in or willingness to learn data processing and analysis strategies. These in-
dividuals are currently earning baccalaureates in the social sciences.
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In this unit there is a high degree of professional activity and staff
development. The autlority of staff present papers at professional meetings
on testing and evaluation issues, and the Director is extremely active inthis area. The unit )as applied for and received a NIE grant for research
related to objective-based testing in educational programs. In addition,
it has sponsored a joint M.A. program in educational evaluation with a near-
by university. This program was designed to train students for evaluation
positions in school districts and SEAs, and many of the staff participated.

There is no problem with recruitment since a teaching credential is
not required, and nearby universities with evaluation programs often pro-
vide interested applicants. In fact, the only problem mentioned was low
salaries which tended to result in competent individuals being lured into
more lucrative positions in other sectors.

Case 2 The evaluation unit in Site C was established in 1973. One half
of its resources are devoted to evaluation activities, with three-quartersof this being targeted at evaluations of federal programs. Its responsi-
bilities include state and city wide testing and evaluation of federal and
state programs (Title I, Vocational Education, and Special Education).
While the unit does report directly to the Superintendent and receives some
district funding, it does not enjoy the level of support from the top ad-
ministration as that experienced by Site B. Evaluation is an interest of
the Superintendent only inasmuch as it is one requirement attached to the
receipt of federal funds. This lack of interest results in the occasional
undermining of the unit's authority and credibility and restriction of the
range of activities which can be undertaken.

In addition to complying with federal/state evaluation requirements,
other efforts are conducted for the purpose of improving programs. For ex-
ample, objective-based evaluation is performed, involving goal specifica-
tion, monitoring of the program, data collection, and assessment to ascer-
tain achievement of goals. Supplementary research on such issues as match-
ing teacher and learning styles has been conducted.

Including the Director, there are 6 full-time professionals, with 3
of these being directly involved in evaluating federal programs in the dis-
trict. These three individuals have earned their doctorates--two in meas-
urement and evaluation and one in educational administration. The research-
oriented degrees reflect extensive training in research and statistical
skills. The majority of the staff have also had experience in-research
and evaluation. In fact, technical and evaluation skills was one criterion
for hiring the Director who was recruited at a national conference. The
Director is responsible for managing the evaluation efforts in the district
and conducting evaluation studies. One of the evaluation staff is hired
exclusively for Title I evaluation, and the other individual is assigned
to evaluation activities associated with Special and Vocational Education
programs.

The problems in this unit do not stem from a lack of training and skills.
If anything, the technical sophistication of the staff is underutilized.
Activity in professional organizations is common, and some of the staff have
presented papers at conventions. It is the organizational constraints

1,19
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which prevent the evaluators from fully exercising their skills. Unlike
Site B, where fiscal dependence of evaluation upon programs allows the
flexibility for obtaining additional funds for supplementary efforts which
improve the quality of evaluation, in Site G such fiscal dependence is
problematic. The primary reason for the difference between these two
sites involves the personalities of the individuals who hold the purse-
strings. While the Director of Federal Programs in Site B actively pro-
motes evaluation, his counterpart in Site G seeks to undermine the process.
What has resulted is the inability to conduct desired evaluation activities
for federal programs and even the loss of one highly trained evaluator.
For example, the evaluation unit has been discouraged from hiring an external
auditor to review their Title I evaluation report. The Director would like
to research aspets of the Title I evaluation models in the district but
can not pry loose the funds to do so from the Director of Federal Programs.
In addition, staff development is inhibited as expenditures for attendance
at professional conferences and TAC workshops must be first approved by
the pursestring holder. These problems are not facilitated by the apathy
of the Superintendent and have played a role in the resignation of the
Title I evaluator--an individual with a doctorate in evaluation. The
Director of Research and Evaluation has decided not to fill this vacancy
with such a highly trained individual as it will only result in the under-
utilization of evaluation skills.

Case 3. In this district, almost twice the size of those described in the
first two case studies, the evaluation unit was established in the early
1970's. It has a budget which is approximately 0.1% of the total district's
operating budget. It does not report directly to the Superintendent, ex-
cept on an "informal" basis, and is not administratively independent of
the programs. It receives minimal supaort from the policy-making bodies
in the district who are constantly embroiled in political squabbles.

The primary efforts of this one-person unit are devoted to system-wide
testing and federal program evaluation. Although there are a variety of
federal programs operating in the district, the Director is only responsi-
ble for testing and Title I evaluation reporting. Technical assistance is
erratically provided to program staff, and essentially activities center
around compliance.

The possible reasons for this are numerous. First, the unit is dras-
tically understaffed, given the district enrollment and the number and size
of federal programs with evaluation requirements operating in the district.
The probability of acquiring staff for the two Title I funded evaluator
vacancies is slim. In fact, it was stated that it is easier to "obtain new
computer equipment than additional evaluators." Much of this is due to
local politics, and the Superintendent and the Board have malinge ?d over
approving the staffing of even one of these positions.

Second, the background of the Director is in the areas of business and
computer processing. Consequently, more of his time is devoted to activ-
ities which coincide with these interests--testing and computer programming
to score and analyze tests--rather than to evaluation. Additional staff
with evaluation skills would certainly be beneficial as they would relieve
the Director from the evaluation responsibilities which he does not enjoy.
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However, it is difficult to find qualified applicants even if positions were
available. Salaries are low, teacher credentialling is required, and former
employment in the district is an implicit qualification. Once again, politics
only exacerbate the situation by subtly persuading hiring committees to en-
dorse "favorite sons" of the Superintendent who do not necessarily have evalu-
ation qualifications.

Case 4. In Site E the evaluation component is administratively distinct and
reports to the Deputy of Management. It has a hefty budget-- almost 0.7% of
the total district's operating budget. Its responsibilities include the admin-
istration of all systemwide testing (located within a subunit of this division)
and the evaluation of state, district, and federal programs. The evaluation
unit has primary responsibility for all evaluations connected with federal
programs, with the exception of Vocational Education. It enjoys considerable
administrative support. In fact, the Board recently Cl ated six additional
full-time evaluation positions to specifically conduct Board-requested evalu-
ations.

The evaluation unit itself views its role as "technical assistance" in
the broadest sense. Evaluators help draft objectives, train teachers and
other staff in evaluation, explain test scores, and design evaluation com-
ponents. A number of special studies have been conducted which focus on
such areas as Title I evaluation procedures and evaluating specific program
components.

At present, there are 14 full-time and 6 part-time evaluation professionals
in the unit. In addition to the Director, there are 8 Divisional Assistants
and 6 Administrative Assistants I and II. Divisional Assistants are responsi-
ble for designing, implementing, and producing the final evaluation productand require at least a master's degree with related work experience and exten-
sive course work in research and evaluation. For Administrative Assistants,
requirements are a master's degree or related experience and evidence of a quan-titative aptitude. These individuals help in design and analysis and collectdata.

There is a broad spectrum of expertise within the unit. More than halfof the Divisional Assistants have their doctorates, and some are presently
candidates for this degree. Two of the staff have their doctorates in method-
ological areas (testing and statistics). There are also an anthropologist
and child psychologist within the unit. Previous work experience has ranged
from evaluation research in a private firm to staffing duties in a state leg-
islature. Former teachers and principals primarily occupy Administrative
Assistant positions. The unit has utilized doctoral candidates from nearby
universities, and these are usually individuals who fill the part-time posi-tions. The unit is exploring the possibility of establishing a formal in-
ternship program in evaluation with a local university.

Staff development activities are common. Once a week staff meetings areheld where individuals report on their current activities, present reports of
conferences attended, and distribute relevant papers and articles.
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Im-lications of these case studies. These case studies should highlight
some salient factors. First, capabilities must be judged within the context
of the evaluation tasks assigned and the resources committed to the process.
Simple compliance with federal/state requirements, if technical assistance is
available, does not necessitate extensive evaluation training. It is when
districts attempt to go beyond federal requirements that additional skills
are required, and the level of expertise is related to the level of sophistica-
tion defined by the evaluation. However, this expertise should be viewed in
terms of the unit as a whole rather than each and every staff member.

Secondly, the existence of an evaluation unit helps to ensure that at
least some coordination of evaluation efforts occurs, that they are conducted
more efficiently, and that some level_ of technical assistance can be made
available to programs. It also tends to recruit, attract, and select individuals
with at least some research training. In capable evaluation units the picture
is one of "goodness of fit" between capabilities of the unit as a whole and the
evaluation tasks. There usually is an adequate amount of technical competency,
with one or two individuals being trained in evaluation design, method, and
statistics. Outside expertise such as consultants and TACs are used to help
solve specific methodological problems. Other staff usually have the necessary
abilities to assist in carrying out research activities. Many of the staff
may have served as former teachers, a not too surprising occurrence, given that
certification can be an explicit or implicit hiring requirement. This teaching
experience was often viewed as beneficial by the staff interviewed, especially
for providing technical assistance. It helped in not only understanding the
program but in being better received by program staff and teachers.

However, what is important to recognize are the various ways in which this
match can be weakened. Adequate resources must be channeled to the evaluation
unit to hire staff and support some research costs. In districts which have
additional resources, the staff tends to be composed of a greater proportion
of individuals trained in fields related to education research and evaluation.
For example, in Site E (which had a hefty 0.7%--S750,000-of the total district
budget), there were 14 full-time professionals, over half with doctorates in
educational and social science research. In addition, compare this site to
Site C which had the same number of students and types of federal programs
but only one evaluation position.

Coupled with this is the issue that many of these professional positions
are financed by federal funds. The comment was often made that, regardless
of administrative support, if the federal programs and their evaluation re-
quirements were eliminated, districts could not evaluate these programs or
could only do so at a reduced level. One reason for this is the financial
problems suffered in several LEAs at this time. Consequently, the advent of
evaluation requirements has provided monies not only to hire evaluators who,
if nothing more, have to respond to federal requirements for information but
also to hire evaluators who are highly trained and engaging 451 many worthwhile
and high-quality efforts.
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Organizational problems can prevent districts from improving their evalu-
ation practices of federal programs. For example, in some cases the inability
to go outside the district to attract specific expertise and/or to hire in
dividuals without teaching credentials limits the capabilities of the evalu-
ation unit and may equip it with individuals who have few evaluation skills
and little interest in evaluation as a profession. However, in the majority
of districts visited, this was not the most important problem. Inject, in
some districts credentialling as a requirement prevented evaluator's salaries
from plummeting to those offered by civil service. Other districts circumvent
these possible restrictions, as did Site B, by creating evaluator positions
which do not fall under the requirements typical for administrative positions.

Given the nature of required evaluation responsibilities, highly advanced
training, such as a doctorate in evaluation or methodology, is not necessary
for competent execution of these tasks. At the same time, however, it should
not serve as a deterrent to engaging in local district evaluation and is re-
quired for many discretionary evaluation efforts. In our site visits, com-
plaints were voiced by research-trained doctorates that often their technical
skills were underutilized. Some were considering their position as temporary
"until something better came along" which allowed greater latitude and cre-
ativity. Professional freedom and incentives for evaluation activity need to
be instituted so as to prevent units from losing competent staff and to en-
courage trained individuals to participate in activities which will improve
the nature of local evaluation practices.

At present, there exist few avenues for district evaluators who are capa-
ble and eager to conduct evaluation research and improve the state of the art
and educational programs. As Webster and Stufflebeam have noted, federal
funds have generally. not proved beneficial in assisting local school districts
in answering questions beyond the ones generated from required efforts.

"The average evaluntion deoRrtment doesn't have the time to play the
funding game when, perhaps one in ten proposals are funded. School
districts cannot be expected to even write a proposal if the chances
of funding are not at least seven in ten. Thus, the dillema con-
tinues. Basic research funds continue to be channeled to univer-
sities and research and development agencies not brought to bear
on crucial problems in environments where the Liuportance of the
dilemma is fully understood and experienced daily."

The ability of LEAs to obtain grants through the competitive grant process
as it presently exists was demonstrated by Site B. However, this proposal
was developed on off-duty time, and it cannot be expected that all evalua-
tion units can respond in this way. What this does indicate is that there
are LEA evaluation units which can design and conduct quality research.
These units should be given opportunities to do so.
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Universities should also devote some thought to developing mutual pro-
gram; with state and local education agencies. These programs can improve
the capabilities in education agencies and also provide a training ground
for graduate students desiring to enter the profession. One comment made
by an evaluator with a doctorate in evaluation research concerned the fact
that graduate training did not prepare her to deal with the bureaucracy
of local schools. Although she did complete an internship while in the
program, devoting one day a week for one quarter is insufficient. The es-
tablishment of these university and education agency relationships might
be fostered by professional organizations (see Prentiss, 1980) or by fed-
eral agencies who award training grants or fund workshops to develop evalu-
ation skills. These sustaining relationships may prove more beneficial than
the short exposu,2s typically provided by 2-3 day workshops.

The concept of an "endowed chair" or "postdoctoral position" might also
be employed in state and local education agencies. For example, one of the
staff on this project took a leave of absence from the university_ to become
the Director of Research and Evaluation for a large urban school district.
In this way, university professors not only obtain an opportunity to apply
their skills, but the agency also benefits from their expertise. Even af-
ter an individual's departure, the procedures and ideas remain. These types
of positions may be able to provide skilled expertise when hiring restric-
tions prevent districts from recruiting applicants for permanent positions
from outside the district or who lack teaching credentials. Funds might be
provided to assist in contributing to the salaries of these individuals if
district salary levels are insufficient.

4.6 THE CAPABILITIES OF OUTSIDE CONTRACTORS

Given that the use of outside contractors for evaluation and research
activities has generated debate, this section specifically focuses on the
contractual arrangement. However, it must be made clear that time con-
straints have limited our ability to comprehensively explore salient is-
sues. At this time, we can only present some general observations, based
on our site visits and interviews, and indicate possible areas may
warrant further consideration.

The Capabilities of Contractors envies

Problems associated with the use of outside contractors by this sector
do not appear to primarily concern inadequate capabilities of contractors
and monitors. Based on an examination of contracts and interviews with
these individuals, we reiterate the conclusion reached by Berryman and
Glennan in their analysis of federal educational evaluations. In short,
"...few if any unsatisfactory evaluations of federal education programs
can be attributed to incompetence or bias of those who fund or conduct
them."

15
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It is fairly obvious that the evaluation contracts awa led by OED and
other educational agencies have differed in terms of the program area being
evaluated, the scope of the effort, the questions to be addressed, and thetasks specified. Often overlooked in discussions of contractual practices
are the range of skills and amount of effort needed to mount and execute many
of these studies. One major contractor has outlined the required skills as:
(1) evaluation and research design; (2) sampling; (3) instrument design, in-cluding the ability to deal with the federal clearance process; (4) relations
with state and local education staff and school personnel; (5) field opera-tions; (6) data processing and computer applications; (7) statistical analysis;(8) writing and editing; and (9) management of research. These capabilitiesdo not have to be possessed by each staff member, but they must be reflectedin the evaluation team as a whole to ensure high-quality evaluation practices.
Subcontractors may also be selected to execute specific tasks such as secondary
analyses, and the use of advisory panels with expertise in both substantive
and methodological areas is a standard practice.

A review of four major studies and six interviews with selected contractorsleads to the following generalizations concerning the characteristics of con-
tract research teams and how skills are matched to the required tasks. ProjectPerectors and Principal Investigators - -the chief managers and overseers of the
research--are typically senior professionals with many years of training and
experience in research and management of large-scale studies. They have pre-
viously served in a variety of capacities within such institutions as univer-
sities, government agencies, and other research organizations. They have pub-
lished frequently and participated in professional organizations. Middle andjunior level professionals, assigned to conduct and supervise such specific
evaluation tasks as the development of instruments or analysis strategies,
have earned their doctorates in research-related fields and were recruited fortheir methodological expertise. These individuals have also participated in
similar types of research efforts, and many belong to professional societies
and publish in their respective fields. Data collectors and research assistantswho interview respondents, code and keypunch data, and participate in sitevisits are usually graduate students, baccalaureates with some quantitative
background, or individuals (e.g., former teachers) with experience in localand state education agencies. That this brief sketch should suggest is themanner in which capabilities are matched to the tasks required in an evalu-
ation contract. Competence rests on the goodness of this fit.

It should also be noted how the size of the team fluctuates throughoutthe course of the contract. During data collection, total staff size reachespeak. One example given was that of a two-year, $1 million study where
the staff swelled from 5-6 during proposal preparation to 70 individuals during
data collection and returned to its original number for writing of the finalreport. Smaller contracts (e.g', $250,000) involve the'same numbers during
the initial and final stages of the research and approximately 20-30 personnelduring data collection. This flexibility is usually accomplished by hiring
temporary personnel, and the remainder of activities requiring advanced ex-
pertise are performed by full-time permanent professional staff. How researchsuch as this could be accomplished under present civil service requirements
and agency staffing levels is unclear.
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Problems associated with the contractual process have been noted in
these interviews. First, the procurement cycle with its frantic fourth
quarter has been blamed by some contractors for affecting both the quality
of RFPs and the proposals submitted. One contractor stated that during
this final quarter the time to respond was reduced to only 10 days as com-
pared to the typical 4-6 weeks permitted during the rest of the year.
Related to this have been complaints regarding the selection and award
process. One concerns inequity in the awarding of contracts. However,
we have refrained from presenting tabulaticns which indicate the numbers
and sizes of contract awards across various firms. Such aggregate figures
can only be misleading, unless background knowledge concerning the types
of evaluation activities requested, the resulting professional skills re-
quired, the length of the contract, and the quality of all submitted pro-
posals for the contract has been incorporated. Obtaining this information
would necessitate a separate study in itself. Problems were also mentioned,
especially by contractors in smaller firms, concerning the time from issu-
ance of the RFP to the notification of the award. One example was given
where this process took 4-5 months. This can result in situations where
staff specified in the proposal have already become involved in other projects.

Delays in contract payment were also cited as problemmatic, especially
by smaller firms. One common complaint was that the government and con-
tracts officers sometimes acted as if they were unaware of the contract
regulations themselves. Time constraints prevented us from adequately
investigating these issues. However, one concern on which we can comment
is the need for professional incentives and recognition of quality work
produced by contractors. It has been expressed that while the results of
contractors' efforts are cited in agency administrators' speeches and in
other public addresses, the performers of the research may or may not be
mentioned. The OE Annual Report is an admirable example of actually tar-
geting the individuals--both contractors and monitors--responsible for the
specific studies. Coupled with this issue is the observation made by many
contractors that the periodic uproar over contractor abuse can be very de-
moralizing to the innocent firms. Contractors felt that the extent of any
abuse should be determined and the problems associated with the contractual
process which affect the quality of research should be thoroughly examined.

The Ca abili Outside_ Contractors Employed by State and Local Education
Agencies

The decision to hire an outside contractor usually stems from the need
to obtain an "objective" scrutiny and/or specific expertise for the evalua-
tion. However, the existence of an independent evaluation unit with com-
petent staff has increased an agency's own ability to collect data and con-
duct special studies. Given administrative independence, the need for out-
side objectivity becomes less clear. This is especially true in light of
the possible pressures imposed on outside contractors to produce positive
results which will ensure their reemployment for the following year.

In fact, many program and evaluation personnel prefer having the evalu-
ation unit conduct the evaluation. It is felt that evaluation staff better
understand the program, are more available to provide advice, and can more
quickly remedy any problems which may surface during the course of the evalu-
:tion.

1 c36
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Contractors are typically employed by SEA s to conduct special studies
of federal and state programs. For example, in State VI, due to an already
overworked staff, they have been used to perform evaluations of state pro-
grams which were requested by the legislature. Title VII and Vocational
Education Programs in State ii--an SEA without a distinct evaluation unit--
hired contractors to design state-wide evaluation systems which could even-
tually be used to assess the overall impact of these programs. Less fre-
quent are those situations where contractors are employed to actually aggre-
gate and analyze data for required reporting to federal agencies. The one
instance we did find concerned an SEA which had only one district, making
the SEA and the LEA essentially one and the same.

In school districts without distinct evaluation units, contractors can
be hired to condct required evaluation effortsprimarily for the collection,
analysis, and reporting of Title I evaluation data. For example, the Title I
program in Site A has employed outside contractors to obtain the data for
Model A reporting. Districts in State II, which typically are too small to
have their own evaluation units, used outside contractors for Title I evalu-
ations. In this case, the SEA "recommended" this strategy, suggested that
the contractors also be employed to collect process-oriented information in
add,J.on to that required by the Title I models, and encouraged that LEAs
should hire different contractors every three years to ensure objectivity.
Contractors are seldom employed to collect required data for Special and
Vocational Education programs due to the type of information which must be
reported. When there is an evaluation unit but its primary role is "tech-
nical advising" rather than actual evaluation performance, programs hire
outside contractors for special small-scale studies. For example, the
Special Education Program in Site K used a contractor to conduct a needs
assessment of a specific handicapped population.

The one exception to these general practices occurs with regards to
Title VII program evaluations. Regardless of accessibility to district
evaluation unit staff, local Title VII programs typically hire outside con-
tractors to evaluate their programs and prepare the report for submission
to the federal agency. Although there exists no requirement to use outside
contractors, district program administrators perceive this to be the case
and express disgruntlement over the arbitrariness of this "requirement."
Given the reasons previously stated, they see no reason why their evaluation
units, especially when they are independent and competently staffed, can
not conduct the evaluation.

While we cannot fully delineate the specific capabilities .of outside
contractors nor derive estimates of the number of "incompetent" contractors,
some general observations can be provided. Based on our site visits,
review of contract proposals and reports, and interviews, same -SEAS and large
urban school districtS use the same reputable firms as employed by the
federal sector. Lists of contractors also include university research firms
(e.g., States IV and VI).

Stories of successful experiences in smaller.lEAsare less frequent.
Instances were given where contractors submitted inadequate two-page reportsfor a $2,000 contract, refused to rewrite an unintelligible report since
payment had already been received, failed to ever submit a report, and used
inappropriate methodological and statistical procedures.

157
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There are a number of factors which may lead to the lower incidence of
contractor ineptitude we found in SEAs and large LEAs. Contracts issued
by SEAs and large urban school districts can often rival the size of a typical
federal contract. For example, the average yearly award for 5 current external
evaluation contracts in State VI was $163,000, and total awards averaged
$552,000. One large urban school district awarded a $115,000 contract for its
Title I evaluation. It is not surprising that these contracts were bid on and
awarded to firms who are also major contractors in the federal sector.

Even the instances we found when contracts were considerably smaller
(e. $5,000) did not involve unqualified individuals. One reason for this
was that SEAs tend to have better procurement and monitoring procedures.
For example, in State VI, the research and evaluation unit devoted 290 person-
days to review and selection of contractors and monitoring their progress.
In State II which did not have an evaluation unit, individuals in the agency
with research and evaluation skills assisted in the preparation of the RFP
and selection of the contractor. The bidding and review processes were
structured so that the criteria for selection did not focus on cost issues.
Payment was spread over the course of the contract and regular progress re-
ports were required.

Problems occur when either contract sizes are extremely small and/or
there are inadequate selection and monitoring mechanisms. For example, in
many districts, we found the average size of outside contracts to be $2,500,
and it was reported that in one state Title VII contracts were usually
$500-$600. These levels determine the type of bidders which may respond.
Large firms simply do not make a practice of responding to such small-scale
contracts, thus, allowing the market to be populated by smaller and lower
quality firms. This is not to suggest that small firms are necessarily
substandard, but there is a developmental pattern which may exist. As small
firms acquire a reputation for quality performance, they are more likely to
seek and be rewarded larger-scale contracts which can better support staff
and attract competent individuals. In addition, competent firms often recog-
nize that the quality of work suffers when there are not adequate monies de-
voted to the evaluation.

The following descriptions describe the types of contractors and firms
previously employed by the sites we visited:

Firm A. This firm had 6 full-time professionals and specialized in four areas--
Bilingual, Title I, Gifted Children, and Special Education evaluations. The
firm was created in 1972. On average, it conducts 25 evrilsations per year
and the typical contract is $4,000. The Director has FL_ _Terience in state
and local evaluations and served as a consultant to some federal agencies.
The majority of professionals have degrees in education and have completed
some graduate work. However, the most important requirement in staff is
perceived to be their previous teaching experience in elementary and secondary
schools. Technical skills are not viewed as important since the Director feels
that good evaluation resembles "pedagogy" rather than research. He prefers
to personally train his staff in evaluation methods and reported that even
his secretaries assist in analyzing the data.
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Firm B. In contrast, this firm is over 10 years old and only employs one full-time professional. This is because the organization is composed entirely of
university professors who do additional consulting. All the individuals teach
at one university and have their doctorates. There is one statistician for
analysis tasks, a person trained in educational administration to manage the
organization and negotiate on contracts, and several curriculum specialistswho participate in on-site visits and monitoring activities. The firm never
bids on contracts which are under $5,000 or ones in which they are not in-terested. One reason they can afford to do this is that outside contracting
is only a part-time job. Since the staff all have advanced training, however,their fees are considerably higher than those requested by Firm A--$200-250
per day as compared to $45-$85 daily.

The differences between these two firms are not often clearly perceived
by selection boards in some school districts. One reason for this is that
they often do not incorporate evaluation expertise into their composition.
Program directors are typically not trained in evaluation methods which is
precisely the reason why they are seeking outside assistance to conduct the
evaluation. Consequently, not only selection but also monitoring of con-
tractors can be problematic. School Boards and Superintendents may only
complicate the process by inserting political and personal variables intothe selection process. For example, in Site A where the Board makes the
final decision on whom to hire, the Title I Program Director can only make
recommendations and due to district politics feels that his suggestions are
often "the kiss of death" for a particular firm. In one site it was stated thatthe Board tended to glance only at the price tag of the proposal rather than
the qualifications of the applicant.

There also exist few sources which local districts and programs can draw
upon to assist them in their selection process. Evaluation units can assist
in these matters. State II has developed suggested practices which districts
should follow in procuring and monitoring outside contractors. Although the
SEAs can often provide recommendations,

they cannot compose lists of "com-
petent" individuals and delete any who may be questionable. This has re-sulted in the situation where any individual can call an SEA and ask to be
placed on the list of available consultants. These factors strongly sug-
gest the need for the development of standards and guidelines which can be
used to inform local districts as to how procurement should be handled,
what criteria should be used in judging the quality of proposals, what the
district's rights are in the contractual arrangement, and how the monitoring
process should be conducted.

Footnotes

1.
-Full references to documents cited in this chapter and others are given
in Section 8, References, by authors. The text identifies individual
authors where possible and the organization that produced the document
otherwise.
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5. HOW WELL ARE EVALUATIONS CARRIED OUT?

This chapter is primarily concerned with the quality of evaluations
and factors that influence competent execution, analysis and reporting.
In Section 5.1, performance guidelines and standards are described. Section
5.2 reviews the quality of evaluations within the framework of guidelines.
Section 5.3 addresses some critical issues, including the need to assess
program implementation, the importance of the evaluation design, options
for promoting randomized field tests and the need for critique and secondary
analysis. The final section discusses constraints on quality of evaluations
and suggests options for relaxing them.

5.1 STANDARDS FOR ASSAYING QUALITY OF EVALUATION

Over the last five rears, a variety of efforts have been made to develop
guidelines on good pract ce in evaluation. Two of the efforts described here
focus on education--the iiS0E-NIE's Joint Dissemination Review Panel and the
Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation. Two focus on evalu-
ation more generally, covering education, health, law enforcement and other
areas. These organized efforts are relatively recent, partly because the
whole field is new. But individual university researchers have been working
on standards since the 1960's. There have also been earlier efforts, by the
Phi Delta Kappa National Study Committee on Evaluation, for instance, to
describe the field of evaluation including standards of evidence.

The Various Sources of Guidelines and Standards

The JDRP Ideabook, written by K. C. Tallmadge of RMC Corporation in
New Hampshire with substantial advice from NIE and USOE Staff, was issued
in 1977 for the USOE-NIE Joint Dissemination Review Panel's use.1 The manual
is a guide for local program developers on the criteria used by JDRP in
judging the worth of their innovative programs and in judging the evidence
offered in support of a program's effectiveness. Innovations approved by
JDRP become eligible for dissemination support. According to Mary Berry,
then Assistant Secretary for Education, the guidelines were developed at
the request of practitioners.

The Joint Committee on Standards for Educational Evaluation is chaired
by Daniel Stufflebeam of Western Michigan University and consists of repre-
sentatives from twelve professional organizations with interests in standards
development. The organizations include the American Educational Research
Association, the American Psychological Association and others. Draft
standards were developed during 1976-1980 awl reviewed by an external panel
of experts. The fifth and final draft of the standards will be edited by
the Joint Committee and published by a commercial publisher. Contributors
expect the standards to be used in college training. Their plans call for
continuous revision by a standing conuaittee whose operation will be supported
through sale of the monograph. The Committee's work has.been supported by
grants from the National Institute of Education, the National Science Foundation,
and the Lilly Endowment.
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The Evaluation Research Society's draft Standards for Program Evalua-
tion were issued in November 1979 by a committee consisting of ERS members,
Keith Marvin of the U.S. General Accounting Office is chairperson of the
committee which includes university researchers, federal agency staff, and
GAO representatives as well as private contractors. The origins of the
standards lie in rather strong interests in the topic by some ERS members.
The draft ha9 been constructed partly on the basis of other similar docu-
ments, notably Lhe JDRP Ideabook, the draft monograph of Joint Committee onStandards for Educational Evaluation and the U. S. General Accounting Office
draft guidelines.

The U.S. General Accounting Office released exposure draft guidelines
for assessing quality of impact evaluations in 1978. The justification
for issuance was the GAO's general mandate to oversee federal program
evaluations and the need for clarity in discussing quality. The guidelines
were developed by GAO with consultant assistance, and they are dedicated
primarily to impact evaluations rather than all types of evaluation. None-
theless, there is clear topical overlap with other guidelines discussed here.

The American Statistical Association has not issued general standards
or guidelines on statistical practice. However, a recent attempt to review
quality of a small number of surveys, by Barbara Bailer of the Census Bureau
and others, involved development of terse standards which require technicalexpertise to apply. There is some overlap 'between GAO guidelines and these
criteria. But because the ASA criteria are not advertised as guidelines or
standards, we have not considered them here.

Differences and on the Guidelines

All the guidelines have certain features in common, topics which the
evaluator is encouraged to address. These topics include: description of
the program under evaluation, the rationale for choice of evaluation plan
and measures, an explicit plan or evaluation design, the inclusion of data
on reliability and validity of measurement, full and balanced reporting,
linkage between evidence and conclusions, and thoughtful interpretation of
results to major audiences for the evaluation. In brief, most guidelines
can be classified as bearing on Accuracy, Utility, Propriety, and Feasi-
bility, in the way the Joint Committee on Standards classifies its standards.
Some ethical standards are present in each set of guidelines. Attention to
individual privacy of respondents and to the public's interest in access to
reports and to statistical data for competing analyses, for example, isexplicit.

There are differences in detail among the guidelines. The Joint
Committee on Standards puts more emphasis on context of the evaluation and
practical procedures than others. Brief illustrations of proper adherence
to each standard are plentiful in the JDRP Ideabook and the Joint Committee
Standards. Fewer examples appear in the GAO document and virtually none
appear in the ERS document, but neither of these were financially supported
at the level of the other two.
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n and Exerience with Guidelines

Each set of guidelines has been issued by its sponsoring group with
a request for commentary and criticism. Tr.e USOE-NIE JDRP Ideabook was
issued earliest and adopted for routine use only in the Joint DisseminationReview Panel operations. Three of the six federal agency staff who are
well acquainted with the Joint Dissemination Review Panel and who were
interviewed as part of this Project generally say that the guidelines have
improved the quality of presentations to the JDRP.

One of the few field applications of such guidelines was undertaken
in a recent field survey by Catherine Lyon and others at UCLA's Center forthe Study of Evaluation. They condensed guidelines developed by individual
academic researchers and by the Joint Committee on Standards for Educational
Evaluation to obtain a reduced list of thirteen standards. The reduced list
does not differ appreciably from the list, given earlier, of elements common
to standards discussed here. It was used to judge the quality of over 100
reports issued by evaluation units in large school districts. More remarkable,
the center staff investigated the reliability of judges' ratings based on the
standards. After brief training in the use of standards, interrater reliability
was found to be high, ranging from .80 to 1.00.

The Joint Committee's standards have been field tested at least in-
formally in 29 sites. Generally field tests involve trying to apply the
standards to evaluations or evaluation reports. Four "National Hearings,"
meetings of professionals, have been held to discuss these standards and
to improve them over a two-year period. Commentary from the Hearings and
letters containing reactions to the standards are generally encouraging
though there are exceptions. Both have been compiled in manuscript form
for distribution by Jeri Ridings at Western Michigan.

The ERS standards are undergoing review by interested members of the
Society and were reissued in May 1980. The effort is supported by membership
rather than foundation funds.

In our field research, we encountered no substantial familiarity with
standards or guidelines at the local level. School boards, program directors,
and others at the local level are likely to trust the evaluation rather
than to examine it relative to formal standards of evidence. Congressional
staff members may be less likely to trust evaluations, but even the GAO
standards are not especially salient for agency staff members or Congressional
staffers. The unfamiliarity may be attributable entirely to the fact that
development of guidelines is very recent. Nonetheless, it does seem sensible
to make tentative guidelines generally available and to make sure they are
understood. This is especially crucial at the federal level to reduce
unnecessary argument about what quality means in this area.

Debate Over the UtilitI±:)1:1;4gi

Judging from the experience of the Joint Dissemination Review Panel,
the JDRP guidelines are useful in telling program developers what kind of
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evidence on program effectiveness is credible and what kind is not. The
context is special in that adherence to the prescribed standards facili-
tates favorable review and dissemination of the developer's product.

There is some debate about usefulness of guidelines of standards
outside this context. Daniel Stufflebeam, chairman of the Joint Committee
on Standards for Educational Evaluation, for example, catalogs the following
as criticisms or alleged shortcomings: The standards may promote a field
that is not needed and legitimate practices that may be harmful. They may
concentrate on minor matters, encourage bad practices which are not explicitly
proscribed, and impede innovation. The alleged benefits include making
language and definitions clear enough to facilitate communication, and
establishing a common frame of reference and acceptable rules for dealing
with evaluation problems. Standards may also serve as a basis for monitoring
evaluations and to enhance credibility of the process and product.

Similarly divided opinion surfaced in our interviews with federal
agency staff and Congressional support staff. A Congressional Budget Office
staff member pointed out that guidelines can be constraining: Some evidence,
regarded as poor under sensible technical standards, might be entirely ad-
equate for some policy purposes. Moreover, guidelines are a coarse simpli-
fication of what we understand about quality of evidence and that simplification
may be regarded as sufficient by evaluators who could otherwise do much better
work. The major risk, according to a federal agency staff member is that
standards can only be useful if there is some agreement on them by competent
evaluators.

Our general conclusion is that there is a fair amount of agreement
among groups working on guidelines about what should be considered in an
evaluation. The guidelines themselves are sufficiently promising to
warrant their being field tested and encouraging their use.

They are also sufficiently promising to justify their being explained
to interpreters and users of evaluation results. At the local level, this
includes program directors, superintendents, school boards, and the like--
if there is sufficient interest. At the federal level, this includes
program executives, Congressional support agencies and staff.

It is not clear that guidelines are appropriate for incorporation into
law or regulation: Their function is advisory. It is sensible to assure
that legislative and regulatory language is consistent with guidelines.

5.2 QUALITY OF EVALUATIONS

The quality of evaluations can be assessed at different levels of effort.
These range from overall judgments made by experts, through systematic
assessment of the contents of specific reports, to reanalysis of the raw data
generated by an evaluation. The expertise and time necessary to perform
intensive reanalyses is sufficient to warrant a step-wise approach to quality
assessment--that is, successively more stringent levels of review should
be considered. If a study "passes" the simple review procedure, it becomes

1
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a candidate for more rigorous assessment. The rationale and justification
for this approach is simple: serious problems can generally be assayed
through an expert review of the report. Some problems are so damaging that
more detailed reanalysis is simply not warranted.

Previous Examinations of the Sunlit of Evaluations

Because evaluation is a rather young enterprise, and because standards
have only recently been developed and field-tested, it should not be surprising
that comprehensive assessments of quality are rare. Consequently, we have to
rely on a variety of sources.

The General Accounting Off ice. In April, 1975 the GAO surveyed program
representatives at local and state education agencies regarding the quality
of evaluation reports produced by state and local agencies for Title I, III,
and VII. A national statistical sample of 832 local school districts and
all SEAs were requested to complete a questionnaire survey. Respondents were
those individuals who were familiar with each program. GAO's questions about
credibility of the findings referred to the respondent's confidence in the
soundness of the methods and reasonableness of conclusions. The questionnaire
defined "qualification of findings" as the extent to which the results were
properly qualified, assumptions made explicit, and the evaluator described the
conditions under which the findings were not applicable.

Table 1 presents the percentage of program officials who rate the two
aspects of quality as "adequate or better." In the survey, the local and
state program officials were asked to rate the quality of local and state
reports, generating cross-level judgments of quality. That is, GAO obtained
local views of state reports and state views of local level reports and
ratings of quality pertaining to evaluations conducted at the same level of
government as the raters.

The GAO findings are interesting on two counts. The judgments pertaining
to the quality of the evaluations are consistently higher for same-level reports
than for cross-level reports; indicating that judgments on quality may be
confounded by the utility of the information at each lavel of government. Of
more relevance to the issue of quality, however, is the fact that even those
very global assessments are not complementary with respect to the quality
of evaluations. The highest rating of "adequate or better" was ascribed by
only 69% of local program officials to local reports on Title III. The lowest
level of quality was ascribed by State Officials to local Title I reports;
only 31% of the reports were rated as "adequate or better" for the manner in
which evaluators qualified their results. The remaining judgments are evenly
distributed between these two extremes.

lyisgnd_others,_ Center for Studyf Lyon and others
requested evaluation reports from each respondent in their survey. They
received 116 reports which were then reviewed according to the presence or
absence of criteria considered to be necessary elements of an evaluation.
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Table 1

Percentage of Program Officials Rating Quality as "Adequate or Better"
for State and Local Evaluation Reports: GAO (1977)

Credibility
Program

Local View

State View

Source of Report

Local reports

State reports

Title

62%

55%

Local reports

State reports 41%

Title III

69%

64%

40%

60%

Title VII

53%

39%

Qualification of Findings

Local view

State view

Program

Source of Repo

Local reports

State reports

Title I Title III Title VII

59% 66% 61%

50% 41%

Local reports

State reports

31%

53%

40%

53%
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Their summary of the percentage of items appearing in the 116 reportsis reproduced as Table 2. The CSE review suggests that simple standards
are not often adhered to. Evaluation reports often do not uniformly describe
program implementation, address issues of reliability and validity of thedata sources, and connect the evidence with conclusions. What appeared tobe best about reports is that the great majority "identified program and
evaluation participants, data collection sources, data analysis proceduresand results." These last three items are uniformly required in the statereporting forms filed by LEAs and labelled "evaluation reports." If thesereports were part of the sample reviewed by Lyon and others, we concur thatthey are quite sparse in that a narrative description of the program, recom-mendations, and conclusions are rarely present.

Estimates of The approval rate for the projects sub-mitted to the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) can be viewed as an upper
bound estimate, although biased in the direction of higher quality due to volun-
tary submission, of the quality of outcome evaluations at the local level.
Specifically, 421 submissions to JDRP, 245 (57.7%) have been approved. Dis-cussion with staff members affiliated with JDRP suggest that the quality of
evidence brought before the panel, in recent years has improved, nevertheless,
the approval rate is substantially below 100%.

A number of attempts to identify exemplary programs also provide partial
evidence on the issue of the quality of evaluations. The Vocational EducationEquity Study (1979) performed by the American Institutes for Research (AIR)
identified, through 250 nominations, 100 "promising" programs. Althoughtheir selection criteria was not exclusively based on methodological con-
siderations, 36 programs passed their initial screening criteria. Ultimately,twelve were selected as case studies, "mainly because of the presence of
more complete data and documentation" (p. 2, Vol. III, 1979).

Earlier studies by Campeau and others at AIR and Wargo, Campeau andTallmadge also through AIR, report considerably lower percentages of studiesthat could be considered methodologically sound. Campeau and others, ex-amined 175 programs in Bilingual Education, funding only 8 programs "judged
to merit site visiting." For Wargo and others, the ratio of successful
evaluated projects compared to the number that were reviewed was considerablylower.

A recent attempt to isolate exemplary Career Education Activities was
undertaken by Hamilton and Mitchell through an OED contract to AIR. Throughnominations made by a variety of personnel at federal, state, and local agencies,394 Career Education projects were identified. Reports were solicited from
the directors of nominated activities. A three-phase review procedure pro-duced a list of 20 projects that passed most of AIR's criteria (but not all)
ultimately 10 were submitted to JDRP for approval. (11 actually passed all
the criteria, but one had already been submitted to JDRP). Seven of the 10
projects were approvedlv the panel.
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Table 2

CHARACTERISTICS OF DISTRICT EVALUATION REPORTS
Percent of reports (n=116) with each characteristic*

Source: Lyon et al. 1978 (CSE, UCLA)

1. The program or product or other object under study in
the evaluation is described so that its objectives
are clear.

The program or product or other object under study in
the evaluation is described so that the form of its
actual Implementation is clear.

The purposes of the evaluation are described; purposes
may be stated in terms of the evaluation questions
or objectives.

Audience(s) for the evaluation information are
identified.

5. Participants in the educational program and the eval-
uation study, and how they were selected for partici-
pation, are described.

6. Data collection sources, such as tests, records, or
observation forms, are identified.

7. The data collection sources are comprehensive enough
to answer the evaluation questions.

The reliability of the data collection sources, and the
validity of the data collection sources for the purposes
intended is described.

9. Data analysis procedures are described or are evident
(as in detailed tables).

10. Evaluation results are described or presei ed.

11. Conclusions or recommendations are drawn from the
results.

12. The congruence of the conclusions with the informa-
tion provided is described or evident.

13. The written presentation of whatever was done in the
evaluation is clear (even if standards above were not
met).

38% 62%

17% 83%

53% 47%

35% 66%

70% 30%

92% 8%

46% 54%

10% 90%

81% 19%

97% 3%

52% 48%

28% 727.

65% 35%

* [Percentages may not add up to 100% b _a a of rounding errors.]
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We conclude from these assessments that the procedures employed in themajority of evaluations are insufficient for judging the effects of theprojects or programs on children. Among the items consistently reported asreasons for rejecting a project from consideration as an exemplary activitywere the lack of statistically valid analysis of outcome data and flawedevaluation designs.

Case Stud of Three Contracted Evaluations

In the course of our field visits, studies containing a variety of
flaws were uncovered. While extensiveness of the flaws detected in some
aspects of this case study is not representative of the reports generated
by the research units we visited, it is nevertheless informative as to the
types of errors that appear.

The case is based on evaluations of a bilingual education program in
an urban school district. Responsibility for evaluation was given to a
contractor, selected through an annual competitive bidding process. Each
year a different contractor undertook the evaluation. Over the three years
there was gradual improvement, attributable perhaps to better contractors,
better selection procedures, or more sophistication in the LEA.

The evaluationfor_1976-77, done by a Manhattan-based firm, is clearly
the worst of the three. The bilingual program or its objectives are not
especially well described and the objectives of the evaluation are rhetorical.
Descriptions of procedures, sources of information, and the like are weak.
The attention to negative aspects of the program is negligible. The technical
aspects of the evaluation are inept at best. The following phrases appear
in the report. Despite the technical jargon, they are misleading at Worst
and meaningless, at best.

"Any increase, whatsoever, in percentile ranks is a significant
increase because the percentiles are adjusted per age."

"School B showed an average increase of 46 percentile ranks
while the School A children showed an average increase of only
15 percentile ranks."

"Anything less than 95% certainty is not considered to be
significant growth."

"Seven youngsters were pre and post tes ed...the p value of .001
is the highest one can possibly measure with inferential statistics
of this nature.

"inferential. statistics analyzes trends..."

169
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The 1971-78 evaluation is a bit of an improvement. The program and
its objectives are depicted in tabular form, the objectives of the
evaluation are described in a general way. Achievement tests are described.
But the participants in the study aren't identified, reliability of data
sources is not mentioned, and specific data analysis procedures are not
described. The prose is dreadful. We are told that "evaluation is a formal
program...which can then be fed to personnel...," there are lots of references
to "meaningful" results, some thanks are offered to the "Project Coordin-
atoress." The technical common sense is negligible, e.g., "all of the scores
...are statistically significant...," "t-scores were used when the numbers
were not large enough to use z scores. A t-score is widely used standard
score in which the mean is 50 and the standard deviation is 10."

The contractor was candid in recognizing that some student achievement
objectives were not achieved. However, no attempt was made to explain any
of these. The increases in achievement were attributed to the program without
any recognition of competing explanations.

The 1978-79 evaluation was done by another Manhattan-based firm for
about $5000. It involved the following activities:

Field observation of program classrooms in three periods to
determine whether teachers adhered to reasonably sound
pedagogical practice in organizing and teaching students.

Interviews and questionnaire surveys of program staff, school
and district administrators were used to determine their satis-
faction with the program, character and quality of management.

Interviews with parents to determine the level of their
participation, existence of required advisory groups, and
parental opinions. Group evaluation sessions with program staff
to obtain some sense of accomplishments and problems.

Review of program documents to determine if pertinent materials
were available; how new pertinent material might be obtained
from other districts.

. Analysis of student achievement and assessment of changes in
self-concept and knowledge of culture.

This report meets reasonable standards for evaluation in that: program
objectives are reasonably clear, the program itself is described, the purposes
of the evaluation are described, respondent groups are identified and pro-
cedures for collecting information specified. There was some clear attention
to validity of the information, results are described, conclusions were
drawn and recommendations were made. The written presentation is clear.
The contractor's judgments about whether students benefited academically
from the program are based on measurement of achievement before entry and
after nine months of the program. The procedure used is reasonably clear.
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There is no recognition that student performance could have increased inthe absence of the program. The conclusions they draw that the programgenerated increases is not warranted based on their data, They may becorrect in stating that the program is a success in improving achievementbut the data are not sufficient.

The report was candid in specifying
which procedures were adequate,which were not, and in identifying flaws; they were not stressed, however.It was candid in identifying flaws in the program and was fairly explicitabout conflicting testimony. The latter includes

recognizing parents whoagreed that their children's gains were attributable to the program and thosewho did believe the program was instrumental. The report was candid inreporting vague lines of communication
among administrators and staff andthe way this might affect operations and student achievement.

Educational Standards for Success vs Com.arative Assessments

A common practice in educational evaluation is the establishmentof criteria that are to be reached in order to declare the program successful.Gene Glass describes the fallibility of these procedures, especially as theyrelate to mastery level or minimum competency based evaluation. Because ofthe pervasiveness of these practices, although usually coupled with otherdesigns, such criteria deserve at least some comment. The basic argumentis that setting values such as "BO% of the children will read at the thirdgrade level" is simply an insufficient basis for judging the effectivenessof a program. As a basis for judgment, these standards are too arbitrary. Aprogram can De declared
successful or unsuccessful simply by setting thecriterion at low or high end of the continuum. A few examples that weencountered may help to clarify the difficulties associated with this methodof assessing effectivness.

Example 1

Example 2

Example

Example 4

"The Title I participating students will exhibit
a mean gain of 1 NCE in

Math-enumeration on the C. -\.T."

"As measured pre-post with the Title I Needs Assessmentrating scale for pupil status in reading, of thechildren rated poor or serious by their regular classroomteacher, 52% will be rated at least one level higher."

"Preschool children will achieve (on a classwide average)23 items on a Language Development
checklist."

"Ninety percent of preschool children, will according tothe teacher's judgment, exhibit development toward positiveself image and
interpersonal relationships."

The use of these types of standards is particularly troublesome in thecontext of newly proposed, innovative programs where there is little prioraknowledge as to what is an acceptable level of performance.
Within ongoingprograms, for example Title I, the year to year modification
of level ofperformance may successively approximate a reasonable standard, but nevertheless,
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such standards are insufficient for judging program success. Testing level
of competency before and after the program (Examples 1 and 2) is an im-
provement over the after-only strategy (Examples 3 and 4).' But is still
insufficient for attributing the gain to the:program. Other competing
explanations such as normal growth are as plausible in accounting for
the gains, as the program. An example of when the criterion based assess-
ment is a more valid basis for judging effectiveness is when a comparison
group has also been assessed. That is, a standard (e.g., 80% success) set
by an educator, advisory council, and/or through experience can be mean-
ingfully interpreted only when program participants' performance is assessed
against the performance attained by those who did not receive the program.
However, even with the use of comparison groups, unless constituted through
a randomization procedure that is maintained throughout the duration of the
study, evidence of success may still be questionable due to other rival in-
terpretations not controlled by the evaluation design.

ILnustorements and Legislative Mandates on Evaluation

The description of the regulations governing evaluation presented in Chaptex
3 identifies issues that have implications beyond the specific programs
that were considered.

Once said, it is obvious that the types of evaluation practices that
are prescribed will influence the quality of evaluations carried out. It
is important to recognize that some of the guidelines contain statements
that are inconsistent with good research practices. For example, the Bi-
lingual Basic grants to LEA's regulations specify the use of comparison groups
to estimate what performance would have been in the absence of the program. In
the next line, "statistical and historical comparisons" are identified as
examples of presumably adequate means of deriving such an estimate. These
procedures are notoriously subject to statistical biases and other pervasive
threats to the validity of the conclusions. If details of this sort are to
appear in regulations, deliberate attempts should be made to have them re-
viewed by methodologists so as to avoid encouraging the use of weak assessment
strategies.

For three of the four program regulations we reviewed, data in the
form of test scores, head counts, type of service rendered, and so on are
to be gathered for the purpose of aggregation. Specific reporting require-
ments can yield data which can be aggregated to the national level. For
the recipients of comparable data (i.e., states and federal agencies),
regulations serve a useful purpose. If on the other hand, the purpose of
requiring LEAs and SEAs to collect information (and report it) is to
stimulate program improvement through the use of evaluation data, minimal
reporting requirements (as in Title I) will yield little useful data for
that purpose. That is, test scores, by themselves, do not provide useful
information as to why gains or losses were observed. On the other hand,
for those local agencies who have little interest in evaluation, regulations
will serve as a minimum standard for compliance. If the regulations are
too demanding, given the available resources, reporting is likely to yield
inadequate data or require extensive technical assistance.

1
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Judging from recent published commentary (Barnes and Ginsburg, 1979;
Cross, 1979; Linn, 1979, and Wiley 1979) regarding legislative requests
for the development and implementation of evaluation models as part of the
reporting requirements, there appears to be a need for a formal review
mechanism where legislative representatives, those persons devising the
models, users, and critics can assess the informational relevance of the
product. Further, pilot tests, using a representat_v_e sample of sites (not
volunteers) should be routinely conducted to assess the feasibility and
desirability of employing evaluation models.

The Evaluation Plan and the P osal Review Process

Direct grants usually require an evaluation component. In most cases,
these grants are awarded for the purpose of demonstrating the feasibility of
an innovative educational program or for providing special services. Ul-
timately, those programs that are superior to traditional practices should
be adopted by other odnrAtional agencies. In order to ensure that the
educational value c _Aulovative program is understood, a well designed
evaluation plan sho id be articulated. This would include, ideally, an
evaluability assessment of the program, and the collection of process and
outcome information. Some of these are overlooked in practice. Further, the
need for careful program planning and evaluation planning prior to the im-
plementation process appears to be undervalued judging from characteristics
of the proposal application process for direct grants.

For example, regulations for direct grants to LEAs under Title VII
(Bilingual Education) provide a summary of the point values assigned to
each review criterion. As was indicated earlier, for basic grants, the
evaluation plan was allocated 15 of 110 possible points. Here, the evalu-
ation plan contributes a rather insubstantial amount to the final point-total
within the review prOcess. Judging from this case, the selection of projects
for funding seems to be more heavily weighted towards the substantive man-
agerial, staffing aspects of the proposal.

To assess the pervasiveness of these practices, we examined the review
criteria for additional direct grant programs. These included four programs
under the discretionary grants provision in Vocational Education and eight
direct grant programs funded under ESEA, Title VII. A summary of the point
values ascribed to the evaluation plan and general methodological/evaluation
considerations is presented in Table 3. From the entries in Table 3, it
is seen that the grant application review process entails assigning between
100 to 110 total points to each proposal, the number of criteria used ranges
between 5 and 11 and the points allocated to the sufficiency of the evaluation
plan (all but one program explicitly mentions the evaluation plan as a
criterion) ranges between 5 and 15. That is, at most, 15% of the review
process is devoted to the adequacy of the evaluation plan.

Given the diverse meanings attached to the term evaluation,it may be
appropriate to examine the regulations in more detail. If we consider
any criterion that contains even the slightest mention of a methodological

173
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Table 3

Weight Assigned to Evaluation Practices in Direct Grant Applications

for Vocational Education and Bilingual Education

Characteristics of the Application Review Process

Total Minimum Number
points points of

criteria

Points for
the

evaluation
plan

Number of Total
criterion points
listing for
methods methods

Vocational Education

1. Program Improvement 100 50 11 8 2 26

2. Indian Tribes 100 30 9 10 3 35

3. Bilingual Vocational 100 30 8 12 37
Education Training

4. Bilingual Vocational 100 50 10 10 35
Instructor Program

Bilingual Education

1. Basic Grants 110 70* 7 15 2 25

2. Demonstrations 100 NA** 10 7.5 2 12.5

3. State Technical 100 50 7 15 1 15
Assistance

4. Support Services 100 NA 7 10 25
Projects

5. Training Projects 110 NA 7 5 1 5

6. Short Term Training 100 NA 6 5 1 5

SEA Training 100 NA 6 10 2 40

Schools of Education 100 NA 5 0 0

*Established for 1978

**Not available at this time.
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issue, we find that, at most, three criteria are contained in the application.This more liberal definition of methodological, concern yields a point dis-tribution that ranges from 5 to forty. However, in many instances themethodological consideration appearing in these other criteria are a minorpart of the more general criteria (e.g., specification of the managementplan). As a consequence, the liberal definition is likely to be an upperlimit on the relative importance of methodological considerations.

The number of points that are lista as the minimum_ necessary to beconsidered for funding range from 30 to 70. Given these conditions, it ispossible that projects which are methodologically unsound could easil rece v-funding or at least consideration for funding. Previous experience ineve cation research has pointed out the importance of initial planningin order to conduct a successful study. The weighting scheme, as it isspecified in the regulations, seems to impede early consideration ofmethodological issues.

Several options seem feasible. Given that these types of discretionarygrants are made available for testing new, innovative ideas, it seems
reasonable to increase the emphasis on the evaluation plan to ensure thatgood ideas are adequately examined. This, of course, implies that there issufficiently trained personnel available at the proposal preparation phaseof the application process (at the LEA and SEA level). In the event thatthere is not sufficiently trained personnel, an evaluation negotiationphase could be imposed where the rantee could obtain federally sponsoredtechnical assistance. Once the evaluation plan is negotiated, continualtoting of he evaluation process should be carried out for the durationof the contract. This is.especially necessary when an LEA has to rely onoutside contractors and/or when local evaluation capabilities are lessthan sufficient. As the application process is currently structured, the
SEA is supposed to receive a copy of the proposal prior to the time theproposal is submitted. The regulations do not, however, specify who isto conduct the review and it seems reasonable to state explicitly thai
an evaluation s ecialist and -rogram specialist should provide comm

ional uality of the proposal.
interviews with state level personnel suggest that the review is usuallycarried out by substantive experts and routine examination of proposalsby state level evaluation personnel is the exception rather than the rule.
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5.3 CRITICAL EVALUATION ISSUES2

During the short history of evaluation research, critical issues
that threaten the quality and integrity of evaluation efforts have become
apparent. This section considers four topics bearing on the evaluation
of new programs and components of programs.

The first section considers implementation of programs, the time it
takes to put prototypes into the field. The second and third address
design issues especially the use of randomized field experiments to plan
and evaluate new programs. The last section concerns criticism and re-
analysis of the results of evaluation, primarily at the national level.

Program Implementation

Difficulties in 1m entation are Chronic. It is not difficult to
identify instances of notable discrepancy between program plan and pro-
gram activity. Early Title I funds were used to supplant, rather than
to supplement, existing funds as the law requires. At least some summer
compensatory educational programs did not receive funds in time to spend
them correctly during the late 1960's. More recently, the Study of the
Emergency School Assistance Act suggests that analogous discrepancy be-
tween statutory requirements and local assignment of funds characterized
a few school districts' operating programs under the ESAA. That it is
not only fiscal aspects of a program which may be problematic but also
(more often perhaps) staff level and staff activity, is clear from case
studies of Performance Contracting, Follow Through, Planned Variations,
Middle Start, and others.

That the problem emerges in smaller scale efforts as well as in the
large is evident from recent work at Ohio State on High-school Internship
Programs, evaluation of media-based instruction such as Sesame Street,
studies of variability in home-based instructional programs, and others.
The persistence of such problems suggests that in tests of new programs
both control and program groups be routinely monitored for dilution of
programs since estimates of program effects under these conditions will
not be accurate. For massive complex programs, such as Title I, high
quality sample surveys such as the Sustaining Effects Study have been
informative. But we have uncovered no formal federal policy which
would provide for periodic sample information of the same or higher
quality.

The Difficulties of Imlementation are not Confined Education.
Problems in assuring adherence to a program plan and in assaying the
nature of adherence are not confined to educational innovation, of course.
In early experiments on reducing retrolental fibroplasia, nurses were
often unwilling to cooperate with researchers in depriving premature in-
fants of a highly enriched oxygen environment, then considered beneficial.
Studies later demonstrated that infant blindness is caused by the routine
high-oxygen treatment. Analogous difficulties have been encountered in

76
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other areas of social experimentation -- examples from engineering, bio-
chemical research, and pharmaceutical control are not difficult to find.

Part of the Problem A ears to be TWelosILaplsmmItation. Estimatesof the time required for implementation and stabilization of new programsare crucial to the agency executive and program managers in understandinglimits on progress as well as the usefulness of outcome evaluations. Butavailable information exists more often in the form of expert judgmentthan elaborate, verifiable evidence. Garry McDaniels of the Bureau ofEducation for the Handicapped, for instance, regards one-year implementa-tion periods for new programs as absurdly inadequate and maintains thatsome sponsors of Follow Through models required two to three years as anabsolute minimum for implementation of new programs lifted directly fromthe laboratory. According to NIE's Lois-ellin Matta, the time allocatedfor introduction and stable operation of Planned Variations -- two yearswas barely adequate. Alice Rivlin and Michael Timpane observed thatdespite the fact that High/Scope sponsors were the most sophisticated
of the Planned Variation sponsors, five years of development in the actualsites were required before they could say the program was fully developed.The System Development Corporation's John Coulson puts the time at threeyears for stabilized ESAA programs. Emrt.7.k's case studies of schooldistrict adoption of innovations suggest that implementation generallytakes more time than expected. "Virtually all" were in their second yearof involvement with the project and the first year of implementation (p. 119).

We have beep able to uncover no more precise assessments than thesein the published literature, and believe that the absence of coherent in-formation on the topic is a serious problem.

the Local Level. According to theUCLA study of large school districts, only about 20% of the directors
of evaluation rank implementation assessment as one of three most time
consuming efforts. This stands in contrast, for example, to the 70%who regard assessing results of programs as very time consuming, or the66% who spend a great deal of time on measuring student objectives. Theirreview of evaluation reports issued by school district evaluation unitssuggests that less than 17% of such reports cover program implementation --although most reports do concern a particular program.

Def _in and Me uri Imeleraaentat ion at the Local Level. In evalua-ting the National Diffusion Network, John Emrick and his colleagues atAmerican Institutes for Research identified some severe problems in
understanding what "adoption of an innovation" means. The issue is critsince NDN's goal is to facilitate adoption of tested innovations by LEAs,and it should be evaluated partly on the basis of achieving the goal ofadoption . The adoption is related to the issue of implementation. His
suggested indicators of adoption are (a) scale , how much, atwhat level, or how many components of the original innovation are imple-
mented, (b) novelty of:adoption, to what extent is the innovation muchdifferent from what went on before, (c) fidelity, or degree to which the
implemented version of an innovation matches the original innovation.
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As a practical matter, AIR defines scale of adoption in several ways, in-
cluding the proportion of people who admit implementing only part of
the complete package rather than the whole innovation. In assessing
fidelity, AIR suggests using modification rate -- the proportion of people
who say the innovation must be changed in reasonable ways to be compatible
with the system.

Definition and Measurement at the National Level. Establishing whether
a program is implemented, whether it has si 'blitzed, and what its level of
implementation is relative to a standard is a legitimate matter for eval-
uation policy. It is not essential that the pertinent questions be an-
swered precisely at the oversight level, though there may be considerable
need for thorough measurement in the project-level evaluation. In point
of fact, the GAO makes assessment of implementation explicit in its own
policy on oversight, and this continues the agency's durable tradition of
verifying that programs exist or fail to exist. The need to treat imple-
mentation as a policy issue has been reiterated by academic advisors to
government, such as Peter Rossi and Howard Freeman, aad agency executives
such as Michael Timpane.

Microassessment may also direct attention to the stage of a program's
development. It is clear from Follow Through, for instance, that direct
transferral of laboratory programs to the field is likely to engender major
implemtation problems. It could also include the attention to expenditures,
manpower assignment, samples of transactions and delivery of tangible goods,
which typifies the administrative audit. University of Washington's Richard
Elmore summarizes the Vi2W, arguing that it is sensible to measure "dimensions
of classroom activity before a program's introduction as well as after...
to identify major characters in the process and their roles, and enumer-
ation in detail of what is to be implemented."

In large-scale evaluative surveys of existing programs, the analyst's
interest lies in measurement of implementation rather than actual control.
Experts such as Spady, conclude from school resource research that "crude
and deceptive measures of supposedly relevant resource variables" are a
distinctive problem, and that "the school resources tapped (measured) in
a majority of studies are crudely or even unreliably measured, stress
quantity or mere presence over quality or mode and degree of utilization .

and are really only proxies for .esources which actually reach children."
The Pettigrew/Green and Coleman debate about the large-scale data used
in analyses of white flight following school desegregation suggests that
the indicators of desegregation are not always well understood, despite
their ostensible pertinence to assessing impact, nor are they uniformly
reliable.

Microassessment of Pro-ram implementation. Despite the educational
researcher's conscientious attention to measuring children's responses
to programs, such as achievement, and despite the manager's equally con-
scientious attention to programs' operational problems, the notion of
developing and using methods of measurement to gauge implementation is
relatively new. Without suchmethods, it is unlikely that future innovators
will be able to avoid the less visible sins of their precedessors, to de-

1
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fine "replication" any better than we do now, or to construct more credibleestimates of program effect. At best, that quantitative indicators ofprogram implementation can be exploited to design more sensitive evalua-tions and that the effort needed to develop those indicators must becatholic, involving managers, theorists, and measurement specialists,are also clear.

That it is possible, with sufficient financial support, to be morethorough in characterizing
programs is evident from research on teacher-child interactions in classrooms at Arizona, Stanford, Texas, and else-where. Evaluations of viewing time and other factors affecting receiptof educational television programs appear in Sesame Street, Electric CompanyFeeling Good, and Freestyle. It is not unreasonable to expect to do abetter job in the territories

traditionally claimed by economists. JohnCoulson's descriptions of the ESAA evaluations suggest that Systems Devel-
opment Corporation has made notable advances identifying the people whoare informed about budgets within school districts, in eliciting clearinformation, and in identifying

subtlestcreotypical flaws in the process.Critics such as Weinberg assert that even the Coulson work could be im-
proved considerably by focusing on expenditures rather than on budgets.

The need for better measurement, if not desperate, is remarkable.Pleas for attention to the problem have been made by policy analysts inreviews of planned variations, such as Elmore at Washington, by federalagency managers such as Datta at NIE, program developers such as Weikartand Banat, at High/Scope and some advisory groups, such as the Social
Science Research Council.

An implication of all this is that in oversight policy, programsought to be identified by more than pious promise, rhetorical label, orcontract statement. More specifically, better information on temporalcharacter of implementation,
stereotypical misdirection, and other crudedimensions of implementation ought to be collected systematically. Whatis less clear is how the job can be done effectively. Options undersuch a policy include, for example, sample surveys as in the Sustaining

Effects Study, special investigations such as the GAO's examination ofFollow Through, and uniform reporting which avoids orat least recognizes
misreporting. Emrick and others recommend that "criteria for assessing,documenting and reporting the status and quality of adoptions be developed"for each new program in discussing the National Diffusion Network, butthe advice is sensible for at least some new programs.

The support of research on methods of assaying implementation isessential if we are to understand (1) how to construct less expensive
methods of observation (the existing ones are often expensive); (2)what impact the observational processes have on implementation (e.g..,they may foster implementation in some cases or the illusion of imple-
mentation beyond the readily observable dimensions; including qualityof student-teacher interactions rather than just frequency ).
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Evaluation Design

By evaluation design here, we mean a plan for assigning individuals
to programs or to program variations, collecting data, and analyzing re-
sults so as to produce reasonably accurate estimate of the relative effects
of programs. This stress does not mean that other types of evaluation are
any less important in a particular case. Questions of how many students
are served and what services they receive appear to be no less important
in the Congress's view.

Quality of Design. The quality of an evaluation design for estimating
a program's effects will influence the quality of evidence about those
effects. To the extent that state-of-the-art design is ignored, evaluative
data on program effects will be ambiguous at best and misleading at worst.

The idea that evaluations ought to be designed and begun before a new
project's installation was novel to most funding agencies 15 years ago, and
it is still a novelty for most private foundations. Rather, the emphasis
was on after-the-fact analysis post mortem or opinion survey--with its
attendant shortcomings. It is remarkable that attention to evaluation design
has been focused in the intervening years to the point where policy emphasis
on design is evident at the Assistant Secretary level in DHEW judging from
Henry Aaron's testimony before the Committee on Human Resources. This does
not mean that most designs employed in recent studies have been perfect. It

does mean that the poor quality of earlier evaluations is better documented,
the design-related reasons for poor quality better understood, and there is
some political pressure to eliminate or control inept designs.

The justification for attending to evaluation design stems partly from
reviews of educational program evaluations generally and commentaries about
inept evaluations at the school district level (e.g., Hawkridge, Chalupsky,
and Roberts on Title I in 1968). Others reiterate the lesson based on
case studies of selected educational program evaluations and medical projects
(e.g., by Gilbert, Light, & Hosteller at Harvard). In extended reviews
of single projects such as Head Start by Rivlin and Timpane, for example,
they observe that "researchers found out, late and the hard way, about tte
costs that design flaws and compromises. . .exact in the form of weak or
uninterpretable results" (p. 11). More rudimentary design problems helped
to make data from Performance Contracting evaluations nearly useless for
estimating program effects, judging from Gramlich and Koshel's analysis at
Brookings--though this evaluation was notably informative in other respects.
Broader critiques, such as Bernstein and FreAmon's make the same point.
Such studies are themselves not flawless (see Abt & Abt, and Wortman, for
example), nor do they accord much publicity to well-designed evaluations
which, though not in the majority, are no less important. They are clearly
a useful vehicle for understanding that some evaluations have been inadequate
and for understanding why they were inadequate.
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The problem of assuring good evaluation design is not confined to theeducation sector, The GAO's early criticism of evaluation of the Experi-
mental Housing Allowance Program was based partly on GAO's judgment that
the design was flawed. In medical research, Chalmers, Block, and Lee
provide clever evidence, comparing results of randomized experiments againstthose of nonrandomized tests, to make a similar point. Silverman's descrip-tion of 20 years' work on blindness among premature infants, which appearedin Scientific American, is an especially nice model from medical research.
It identifies the ways in which poorly designed tests were both helpful and
dangerously misleading in early work, and the later resolution, using
randomized clinical trials, of controversy over the causes of blindness.Partly because education, unlike medicine, is a rather recent interest for
the science writer or historian, long-term case studies of the consequences
of poor-design decisions in educational, research are more difficult to find.

One immediate implication is that attention to quality of an evaluationdesign should be incorporated routinely into policy on program development
and evaluation. This is not to imply all evaluations must be of high quality.
It is to say that choices of tolerating minimal evaluation or to support a
high-quality one ought to be recognized as such.

The idea that new programs should not be designed and put into the fieldapart from their evaluation is explicit in reports of the GAO on specific
projects such as Follow Through and in more general guidelines on oversightpolicy. The effort to infuse attention to quality into Congressional reviewand into evaluation law is also reflected in legislative staff activity;
for example, early guidelines for Congress developed by Fosketc and Fox,
Fox's evaluation seminars, and Franklin Zweig's more recent efforts to assistthe U.S. Senate's Committee on Human Resources. Within agencies, it is
difficult to distinguish between individual professional preference andgeneral agency policy. For example, NIE's Lois-ellin Datta stresses the
roles played by former NIE directors Thomas Glennan and Harold Hodgkinson
in supporting rigorous assessments of NIE's Career Intern Programs. Atleast one divisional manager at NIE has been consistent in encouraging high-quality tests for the work experience programs despite early resistance among
some contractors to the policy. At the level of the Office of Program
Planning and Evaluation in the Office of Education, some directors have been
strenuously arguing for quality in design, basing their advocacy partly onthe controversy over outcomes of the Head Start evaluations (Evans, 1974;U.S. Senate Subcommittee on Oversight Procedures, 1976). At the Assistant
Secretary level, Aaron (1978) recognized more generally the lack of uniformityin quality of evaluations supported by PHEW, suggesting that they run from
"bad to excellent" and that the outcome depends heavily on thought invested
at the design stage.

Policy which emphasizes quality in evaluation design cannot be expected
to implement itself or be adopted immediately. It is for this reason that
improvement in caliber of staff responsible for review of design is crucial.
Efforts to recruit that staff have, according to Aaron, been vigorous at thelevel of Assistant Secretary for Program Evaluation in DREW. Judging fromthe conversations with a few members of that staff, the effort has had
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remarkable results. However, we have been able to uncover no serious
academic attention to staff improvement in this sector or in other federal
agencies, such as the GAO, where staff improvement has had high priority.

Randomized Field Ex eriments

Randomized experiments, in which children or classrooms or schools,
are randomly assigned to one of two or more alternative programs which
have the same aim, are a promising vehicle for obtaining a fair estimate
of the relative effectiveness of the programs. The usefulness of randomized
tests in principle is generally not at issue. When experiments are con-
ducted properly, orthodox theory of experimentation guarantees that long-
run estimates of effects will be unbiased. The cost of this increased
assurance of interpretable results is a greater demand on managers of
programs. The demand includes executing and temporarily maintaining the
randomized assignment and other necessary cooperation with the evaluator.

Argument about the use of the design more frequently concerns the idea
that randomized experiments are rarely feasible in field settings. "Rareness"
and "feasibility," however, are infrequently specified by the government
policy group such as the NIE's Task Force on Resources Planning in 1974,
or by the individual analysts such as Horst, Tallmadge, & Wood. It is true
that, although the design is not new, its application in evaluating educational
and other social programs is relatively novel. But novelty does not establish
lack of feasibility, and a'notable, if not large, number of field experiments
have been mounted.

The most recent examples include evaluations of: parts of the Emergency
School Aid Act (by Coulson), a subset of career education programs (NIE; Datta),
Middle Start program run at Oberlin College by 'Linger, Ikeda, Laycock, & Cutler,
educational TV programs in health developed by Children's Television Workshop
(Mielke & Swinehart; Minor & Bradburn) preschool education (Bogatz & Ball),
primary education (Ball & Bogatz), radio-based mathematics instruction
(Searle, Friend, & Suppes), and even grade retention (Jackson). Oliver
Moles at NIE has managed to implement randomized tests of programs that were
designed to reduce distruptive school behavior. Welch and Walberg at Illinois
are among the embarrassingly few researchers in any discipline to have mounted
randomized experiments to test a dissemination/utilization strategy. (George
Fairweather and Louis Tornatzky have done remarkable work in mental health).
Rickel, Smith, and Sharp of Wayne State University have executed remarkable
rigorous tests to establish the effectiveness of a preventive health care for
preschoolers with behavioral and emotional problems served with Title I
program funds in the Detroit School District. The Cali, Colombia, tests
on education and health programs for malnourished and educationally deprived
children are a milestone in the developing countries (McKay, Sinisterra,
McKay, Gomez, & Lloreda). Partly to capitalize on problems and hard lessons
in the original planned variations study, USOE issued an award-winning RFP
in 1976 for higher quality evaluation of few planned variations programs for
youth. The project was terminated by USOE for reasons lying in the program
developing arena as well as in the design arena. Most such field tests have
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been moderate in size, Emergency School Aid Act (ESAA) being an exception.
Others have not been successfully executed even if they were well designed
by technical standards, as one should expect. Boruch, McSweeny, and Soder-
strom's bibliography of attempts to mount randomized tests includes both
successfully executed ones as well as disasters.

The state of the art in executing field experiments is developing
rapidly. One of the clear lessons of the past 10 years is that solutions
to managerial, institutional, and other problems are at least as crucial
as the statistical and analytic- ones. The incentives for experimentation
have also been better articulated, partly on the basis of case studies of
nonrandomized evaluations. This includes the arguments in both academic
and policy quarters that the original Head Start evaluations inadvertently
produced biased estimates of program effects (Campbell & Erlebacher; Evans).
And it includes observations by Smith and Datta that the results of some
quasi-experiments, such as Head Start Planned Variations, are unlikely to
provide clear evidence about the models' relative effects even if they are
informative on managerial grounds. The special problems engendered by the
need for a strict regimen in assigning individuals to programs and the con-
ditions under which randomized trials are feasible, are better understood as
a result of case studies on evaluations in education and other areas (Riecken
and others). The legal status of random assignment rules has, until recently,
not been clear. Three judicial decisions on the legitimacy of randomization
in testing programs are reviewed by Breger; those decisions and the underlying
theory are generally favorable for the judicious experimenter.

The implication of all this for policy is that randomized field tests
should be regarded as a legitimate option, if not always the preferred one,
for testing new social programs when estimates of relative program effect
are important enough to justify their cost. Consistently well-executed
field experiments in education are likely to require greater changes in
legislative posture than are those for medical research. As long as political
feasibility, rather than interest in impact, is the primary rationale de-
termining evaluation design, demonstration projects, rather than experimental
tests, are likely to remain the norm.

Quality of Analysis

One of the main results of surveys and interviews with Congressional
staff members is that they are concerned about credibility of the findings
of evaluation at the national level, and to a lesser extent at the local
level. The matter is a red herring in one respect and a legitimate issue
in others.

The specious aspect concerns a,-saults on evidence when it turns out
not to be favorable to one's positio. This is especially true of evalu-
ations which are dedicated to estimating program effects. It has clearly
occurred in recent controversy over evaluation of bilingual education programs;
it occurred as well in early Title I evaluations. Simply put, not all criti-
cism is competent. The legitimate feature of the problem is that evidence
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is often incomplete and its quality uncertain. To the extent that the
state of the art in analytic methods is unsettled, then some argument
about the proper analysis and proper inferences is warranted. For feasible
evaluation designs there is considerable room for debate over proper an-
alysis and conclusions. This is as chronic a problem in medicine as it is
in education.

Criti=que and Secondary Analysi

One of the major implications of contemporary experience is that
major program evaluations should be subjected to formal critique and, where
necessary, reanalysis of original data. By critique here we mean balanced
and independent appraisal of the evaluation not just negative criticism. In
particular, the results should be reexamined by individuals independent of
the original investigators. "Findings" here include data, analysis, con-
clusions, and recommendations. The implication holds for any type of evalu-
ation used as a basis for policy.

The reasons for this policy and the forms it may take have become
clearer over the past five years, partly because of actual reanalyses of
data stemming from evaluations of Sesame Street, of Head Start, the Equality
of Educational Opportunity Surveys, Follow-Through, and others. The most
recent illustration stems from a multi-year Rand investigation of federal
programs supporting educational change. One part of the report criticized
technical assistance rendered by consultants to a school district on program
development. This aspect of the report was widely publicized and widely
believed in and out of government. We are aware of only one critique of
the study, by Lois-ellin Matta of NIE. It shows nicely how the data
presented in the report do not support such a simple conclusion.

Regardless of whether Rand's conclusions are justified, the point is
that no serious formal criticism of the report was undertaken before or
during its release. There are several important reasons for considering
formal critique or reanalysis, regardless of the skill and integrity of
the original investigators. If one espouses the view that most effective
internal evaluators should be benign skeptics, the need for external
analysts who are benign in different ways, if not less benign, is justified
on scientific and political grounds. To the extent that independent secon-
dary analysis is routine anc visible, it may impede the corrosion of
credibility of large-scale program evaluations of the sort described by
McLaughlin in early Title I programs. The more durable reasons for secon-
dary analysis are scientific: Verifying quality of information and
identifying both egregious and sophisLicated errors in analysis are basic
to that interest. That egregious errors are sometimes not hard to find is
evident from GAO's reexamination of early Follow-Through evaluations for
instance. Secondary analysis is an economy-minded notion in the sense that
an expensive data set is made to work repeatedly at low cost, if we judge
by the Head Start experience and Lois-ellin Datta's examination of the
reanalyses,-regardless of its quality.
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This is not to imply that all reanalyses of raw statistical data will
be worthwhile, since the worst of cases can be identified easily in critique
by external reviewers. Nor will all reanalyses produce new findings: Indeed,
merely certifying that original estimates of program effect are reasonable
may be sufficient. Finally, reanalysis may be no more illuminating than the
original analysis. This is still useful in the simplest sense: Two ambiguous
interpretations may help to verify that things are indeed as bad as they seem
to be.

The view that reanalysis of raw data should be regardda as a legitimate
option in overseeing evaluations has been adopted in GAO's draft monograph
on appraising impact evaluations. Within some divisions of agencies such
as NIE, for instance, de facto policy of reanalysis exists. We judge this
from conscientious maintenance of data generated by evaluations of the
Omergency School Assistance Act, career education programs, and others.
Some exploration of the topic as a matter of internal policy has been
undertaken at the federal level by Virginia Koehler, occasionally at the
state level judging from Powell at Colorado, and by academic analysts.
NIE appears to be the only agency until recently to have made a substantial
fiscal investment in supporting research on reanalysis of program evaluation
data. But the general policy of supporting secondary analysis has not been
officially sanctioned nor explicit at NIE, USOE, or other agencies, such as
the Agency for International Development, which evaluate new educational
programs.

Data stemming from surveys and evaluation activities by Parent-Teacher
Associations, community groups, and the like are rarely subjected to any
real reanalysis despite their import for local policy and occasional import
for national policy. But the justifications given for reanalyses of federally
supported evaluations appear no less pertinent to this arena. It is not
unreasonable to expect that federal policy can serve as a model in this
area for state agencies and legitimate interest groups at the local level.
To the extent that policy on evaluation and on support of these groups'
applied research also stresses secondary analysis, the quality of the
product is likely to improve.

a-e of and Access to Information for Secondar Anal sis

The Freedom of Information Act guarantees access to a variety of in-
formation useful for evaluation at the federal level, and some state laws
provide similar assurance at that level. As principle, this can help to
justify access. Despite the law, it has been difficult at times to acquire
data used for program evaluations. The difficulty is certainly not con-
fined to education, judging from the illustrations in crime deterrence,
biochemistry, and medicine. The difficulty is influenced by flawed program
management, poor record keeping practices, professional jealousies, and
the bald fear that an analysis will be found incompetent. Formal policy
cannot be sensitive to each problem, but it can be used to reiterate the
message carried by law and to routinize the opportunity for conscientious
reanalysis. The only written statement of internal policy we have been
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able to locate has been developed by the Tew Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration (LEAA). The policy hinges on the requirement that statistical
data generated in LEAA-supported research be turned over to a special LEAA-
supported archive at the University of Michigan when research reports are
submitted. It is consistent in spirit with preliminary papers developed
at NIE and with general policy developed by the President's Federal Statis-.
tical System Project.

Adoption of the idea that data ought to be made available for re-
analysis creates choices about whether to support decentralized archives,
whether to screen data sets for their political or scientific value, and
so on. The National Archives have made explicit their interest in storing
all machine-readable evaluative data, and this will help to attenuate
management problems in the policy's implementation. Vehicles other than
the National Archives are worth considering since no quality control system
for screening of data or documentation will be undertaken by the Archives.

PriliciaieRsdayAnes. When secondary analysis depends solely
on statistical data from which individual identifiers have been removed,
there are usually no special privacy problems engendered by the data's
disclosure, at least for individuals. A class of problem cases, in which
deductive disclosure of information on individuals is possible, is so small
and so idiosyncratic for major studies that, as a matter of policy, it can
be accommodated by ad hoc review of the special cases.

The more likely problem, judging from recent arguments over access to
data in Lora vs Board of Education of the Cit: of New York is that (a) claims
of the risk of deductive disclosure will be made, (b) no clear standard and
no formal explication of the evidence for the claim is published and (c)
the claim will be entrained in other, more important reasons for refusal
to disclose (e.g., protecting institutions, such as schools, against charges
that they have violated individual civil rights).

For secondary analysis of identifiable records, the privacy problem
is rather more crucial. It has been subjected to investigation by over-
sight agencies such as the GAO and advisory groups such as the Social
Science Research Council, and legislatively mandated review bodies such as
the Privacy Protection Study Commission. The first of two major conclusions
stemming from this work is that there is a large variety of procedural
methods for linking data from different record systems and for checking
the quality of records, without abridging privacy rules governing each
source of information. Those methods have been tested in education, epi-
demiology, and other applied research. They should be considered by
independent researchers and to oversight agencies such as the GAO where rules
limit access to identifiable records. Second, where identifiable records
are necessary for legitimate research, disclosure of those records to the
researcher should be permitted provided that stringent conditions be met.
Those conditions include conscientious review of the process, clear agreement
of the research function and nature of disclosure, and prohibitions and
sanctions against violations of agreement and redisclosure.
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5.4 CONSTRAINTS ON THE QUALITY OF EVALUATION

Technical factors are not the only influence on the quality of
evaluations. Three other factors are considered here: The appropriate-
ness of limiting communcation between agency and Congressional staff;
Federal Clearance Requirements; and Independence, integrity and candor in
reporting.

t_Contacts

Over the last five years, memoranda have been issued by the Office of
the Secretary of DREW have periodically concerning contacts between Congress
or the Congressional staff and federal agency staff. The theme has generally
been that such contacts in the absence of an agency legislative liaison staff
are not desirable. There have been official demands that liaison accompany
any staff.

The justification for restrictions on contact centers around the
probable difficulties engendered by numerous agency staffers dealing with
the Congress directly. Positions of the Department may be misrepresented
or misinterpreted. The difficulty is not confined to Education of course.
We recognize that there is a need to avoid program initiated "lobbying" but
take issue with the uniform application of this policy as it is applied to
the process of conducting evaluations. Producing a timely, high quality
and potentially useful study, requires unimpeded access to relevant Con-
gressional staff to ensure that issues are properly addressed before and
during the execution of the study. While restricted contact may be approp-
riate for some Departmental issues, it is counterproductive when evaluations
are concerned.

The major side effect of this institutional policy appears to have
been impeding the agency's ability to understand diverse Congressional
interests in evaluation, to impede development of reasonable basis for
Congressional staff views of agency evaluation activities, to impede the
negotiations which are part and parcel of any major evaluation enterprise.
Within OED, these sentiments have been expressed by two of the three
divisional directors to whom we spoke. And thepublic remarks by knowledgeable
Congressional staff reflect the same spirit. John Jennings, for instance, has
pointed out flaws in OED activity; misunderstanding the law and its require-
ments, creating an evaluation plan when the evaluation itself has no chance
of being used by the Congress, and others. Each of these could be avoided
with reasonably unrestricted conversation.

The result of formal restrictions is that agency staff have not felt
free to call Congressional staff to ask questions, to verify their own
interpretations, to clarify problems in what to evaluate and how to evaluate
it. This is compounded by inability or unwillingness of some Congressional
staff to initiate a conversation with the agency staff.
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We believe it is a sufficiently complicated and serious problem to
warrant attention from Congress and the Department of Education. Major
restrictions on conversation about evaluations which the Congress demands
and the Department must provide are absurd when the utility of the evaluation
depends so heavily on mutual understanding.

Federal C ranee R e orts

Proscription against disclosure of information collected during an
evaluation without formal clearance can be and has been an impediment to
evaluation. It can for instance, truncate the government's access to manpower
for evaluation. In the worst case, it may lead to delays in providing in-
formation.

To illustrate, consider directives issued by the Secretary of Health,
Education, and Welfare in 1978. Until then, evaluation reports had been
issued routinely by the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination to authoriz-
ation and appropriations committee members, and relevant utembers of Congress
and the agency. Early in 1978, Secretary Califano evidently became "aware
that procedures for transmitting reports needed to be more clearly defined,"
and made his recommendations explicit in an April 10, 1978 memo. The
immediate cause for concern appears to have been queries to the Secretary on
information released earlier. The action taken in a memo from Califano
to DREW office heads was to require that all reports and evaluations be
reviewed by the Executive Secretariate prior to release. The single ex-
ception noted involved reports specifically mandated by Congress to go to
Congress directly. The requirement was put into effect for'finel reports.

The memo also appears to have been instrumental in strengthening a
requirement that contractors abide by the same rules. In particular,
Article 28 became part of the boiler-plate for evaluations executed with
USOE funds. The article requires that the contractor not disseminate data
without written consent of the contracting officer.

The general requirement for clearance by the Executive Secretariate
led to notable delays in release of reports produced by the Office of
Evaluation and Dissemination. Judging from the 13 reports submitted for
review between January 1979 and May 1979, the delays range from 18 days to
133 days; a quarter of the reports were delayed by over two months. Moreover,
only one report of this collection was returned to the originating division
for revision. According to a memorandum from Jim Pickman of OED to Rick
Cotton of the Secretary's office, the remainder received no notable modi-
fication as a result of review by the Secretariate.

- At least one major effort was undertaken by OED executive staff to
assure that review by the Office of the Secretary had an opportunity to
review reports within a specific time. It did not succeed. The current
Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary of Evaluation and Program Manage-
ment, has however, instituted a new clearance system and established a clear

Ss
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limit of 10 days on release of reports. In particular, the offices of the
Secretary, Under Secretary, Assistant Secretaries, and Deputy Assistant
Secretaries have "ten working days to review the summary and, if they wish,
the contractor's report," in accord with a directive from the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Evaluation and Program Management.

This clause p_events a contractor from discussing data
produced in the execution of the study without permission of the contractingofficer. Interpreted by at least some lawyers, this means that information
generated during an evaluation cannot be presented, for example, at professional
meetings prior to agency review. For the uninformed, it implies that results
cannot be discussed without prior permission. We have been told by executives
of two major contracting organizations that their staff members merely send
a copy of the paper they plan to present at a professional meeting to their
project monitor (not to the business office of course) and routinely receive
permission to present results. The basis for this agreement appears to be
the reasonable expectation that professional presentation will help illuminate
strengths and weaknesses of the information. Often the routine approval is
provided because of trust in the capability and integrity of a contractor
selected in a competitive process. Apparently, the article affects some
academic institutions in the same way.

However, some well regarded academic institutions do not treat the re-
striction on information as informally. As illustrated in the case study
included here, Northwestern University refused to agree to the pertinent
article in contract negotiations for research leading to this report. The
National Academy of Science's legal counsel raised a similar issue in negoti-
ations for a parallel Committee on Program Evaluation. The argument to many
is an unnecessary one, given that no funds for evaluation in education have
ever been withdrawn for violating the article. But it is sufficiently real in
principle to warrant argument.

Independence te rit-

Led2r11Nell. The question of whether the agency responsible for
reviewing a program should also be responsible for evaluation is an old one.
It is implicit in the early history of the U.S. General Accounting Office,
and more recent history of the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination at USOE.
The arguments for and against the approach can be put tersely.

The advocates of conducting evaluation independent of program staff
argue that evaluation reports are more likely to be candid and fair if they
are conducted by individuals outside the jurisdiction of the program. On
the other hand, advocates of evaluations being carried out by program staff,
rather than by independent evaluators, maintain that program staff are more
knowledgeable, better informed, and that evaluations can be more useful when
done by program staff,

IS 9
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Cast. Studies of Impediments
to Timely Research:

Aiticle 23

Public Law 95-561 required thai
. an evaluation of educational program

evaluations be undertaen during 1979-80 and that a report be submitted to
Congress by the Commissioner in July 1980. The law further required that
the Commissioner of the U.S. Office of Education make available funds to
an 111Le-vniat agency to undertake the study. Independence was emphasized
in the USOE's woak statement to assure fair examination.

John Evans of the USOE's Office of Evaluation and Dissemination (0ED)
invited proposals for the research from several independent researchers.
On July 5, Boruch discussed the matter with Evans and John Jonas of Rep-
resentative Holtzman's office. A formal proposal was submitted on August
31. The discussions with Evans and Jonas repeatedly stressed independence
of the investigator.

Northwestern University was provided with a copy of the proposed con-
tract on September 25 by the USOE's contracts Office. Officials at North-
western read the business section of the proposal, finding two offensive
clauses. The first, involving time commitments of the principle investi-
gator, was worked out. The second clause involved a more fundamental
conflict. The clause said:

ARTICLE 28. DISSEMINATION OF DATA. No subject data as defined
in the "Rights in Data" clause in the General Provisions may be dis-
seminated with the express written consent of Contracting Officer.

University counsel objected to the clause on grounds that it violated
academic freedom of inquiry and expression. The principle investigator
concurred in a telephone conversation with Charles Seibert, Assistant
Director of Northwestern's Office of Research and Sponsored Projects. The
University signed part of the contract but returned the offending portion,
unsigned, saying that the clause would have to be removed before the Univp
sity could commit itself to the work. The partly signed contract was sent
to the USOE Contracts Office on September 27. During September 28, Seibert
spoke to staff member a of the Contracts Office, and was told that the Office's
position was tumutairIe. The clause would stay. Seibert then assumed the
contract could not be consummated then, and since the fiscal year ended
on September 30, a Sunday, it could not be consummated at all.

On Monday, October 1, at 1:50 p.m., Boruch called (OED) to verify the
problem and to determine if indeed the Holtzman Project had gone up in
smoke. The OED announced that the Contracts Office had deleted the clause
and signed its portion of the contract over the weekend after some argument.
We were both told that the National Academy of Sciences had taken the
&.I. position as Northwestern's independently in negotiations on another
oaaact, and the clause had been deleted for NAS also. Boruch called

lontracts Office to confirm this, and did so.
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-tly the same arguments appear in international debates by directors
of statistical agencies. Recent meetings of the International Statistical
institute in Warsaw, for instance, focused heavily on whether those agencies
should be responsible for analysis of data as well as data collection, or
whether routine analysis by independent agencies is warranted.

In this Project, the question emerged in interviews with federal agency
staff, and was implied often by Congressional staff. The debate is complicated
because bureaucratic territory and political power are at issue. An agency
may prefer internal evaluation partly because budget can then be increased
to conduct the evaluation.

Federal Contrctors-. We have encountered no evidence of falsification
of data and no complaints about the mater for large federal contractors.
Arguments do arise, however, over technical analyses and what can be inferred
from the data, and occasionally over the extent to which a contractor's recom-
mendations are based on the evidence. These seem to us to be more a matter
of competence and reasonable differences in values than deliberate deception.

The questions answered by the federal contractor are normally posed
by the federal agency staff. If those questions are inappropriate or narrow,
the answers, regardless of their accuracy, will be partial at best. We
have found contractors who believe agency staff asked the wrong questions.
For example, Clark Abt maintains that the focus of research on Follow Through
should have been on identifying remarkable successes. But we've encountered
no real questions about integrity of OED staff in performance of their duties.

A number of mechanisms are already in place to enhance quality of work.
To some extent these make integrity a moot issue. The peer review system
does operate for any grant or contract issued by OED and NIE, except for
regional laboratories and centers, and Congressionally mandated projects.
Review and advisory boards do exercise oversight on quality design, execution,
and anaysis, though this varies from project to project. In principle, data
are available for reanalysis and indeed a variety of reanalyses have been
undertaken.

The Local Level

Independence at the Local Level. In large school districts that have
evaluation units, the units depend most heavily on school operating funds
for their support. They do however depend on federal funds directly. To
illustrate, the Austin School Districts Office of Research and Evaluation
was created in 1973 on the basis of an ESEA Title III grant. District funds
were gradually used to build up the unit and current state funding petmits
hiring research personnel. Fiscally, then evaluators are not entirely de-
pendent on their school district resources, neither are they completely
independent.

Administratively, evaluation units are responsible directly to super-
intendents rather than to program directors. In this sense they are in-
dependent. However, they provide service to programs and their likelihood
depenh at least partly or cooperation of staff and their relations with
institution staff.

1 Qi
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Administrative independence was not identified as a problem in the
districts in our site visit sample: Most of the evaluation units reported
to the central administration either directly or through an intermediary
unrelated to the programs. Results from the CSE study, suggest that
administrative independence has either been achieved or is not a serious
problem for most large districts. For districts without an evaluation unit,
administrative independence is less frequent. The options here for promoting
independence are to encourage the establishment of evaluation units for
moderate site LEAs through the use of federal funds, as in the case of the
Austin School District. For smaller districts, there simply are not enough
pupils eligible for federal assistance to warrant establishing a unit, the
use of contractors might be urged or numerous smal districts might pool
their resources. Consortia have also been offered as an option to ensure
the availability of sufficient monies to attract high caliber outside con-
tractors.

Lack of Fiscal Inde endence for Evaluation. One problem at we en-
countered in our site visits and phone conversations-concerns the issue of
fiscal independence. While evaluation units in most SEAs and some LEAs are
administratively independent of programs, they usually do not have control
over the allocation of evaluation monies. This responsibility typically
lies in the hands of program directors or administrators of federal programs
and may invite conflict. For example, in Site C, the Director of Federal
Programs controlled the Title I evaluation monies. Consequently, his approval
of monies for Title I evaluation efforts and even evaluation staff attendance
at Title I workshops and professional conferences was required. Since he was
not particularly receptive to evaluation, this consent was not always forthcoming
and resulted in restriction of opportunities for staff training, professional
activity, and improvement of evaluation activities. The conflict ultimately
contributed to the resignation of a highly trained Title I evaluator. Another
district, although permitted by the SEA to allocate up to 5% of Title I monies
for evaluation, was embroiled in disputes between the Directors of Title I and
the Evaluation unit. While the Director of Evaluation wanted to improve the
quality of Title I evaluation efforts by engaging in activities which went
beyond compliance, the program director was unwilling to allocate the maximum
set aside permissible. Consequently, these evaluation units which wanted to
improve evaluation efforts or respond to other district requests were hampered
in their efforts to do so.

This is a complex issue and the need for alternative allocation mechanisms
is exemplified by the situation in Site B. Here fiscal dependence did not limit
the nature of evaluation activities but rather allowed greater flexibility.
Prospective budgeting is often difficult in evaluation as unanticipated problems
arise in data collection and other such tasks. In this district, the Director
of Federal Programs did award additional monies for evaluation when problems
arose and a strong case was presented. This would not have been possible when
fiscal independence existed. However, this partly was conditional upon the
Director of Federal Programs' positive attitude toward the evaluation process.
Relying on the presence of positive attitudes to ensure cooperative relationships
is insufficientother options need to be entertained.
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EYMBIT A

Independence of ntioAs 'IL-search and Evaluation

The Off4..te of ea and Eva1uation has the independence necessary
to assre unhi forthrigtt reports of the district and of indi-
vidua: Trograms' standing or achievement- This independence is in-
suee by CGe fot = wing procedures:

Eval ua ion staff memben, are sLz.Lected by and
responsible to the Office of Research and
Evaluation.

Final autnor with respect to evaluation designs
until they are presented to the cabinet and board
rests with the Office of Research and Evaluation.

Funds for evaluation are administered by the
Office of Research and Evaluation.

4. Reports shall bear only the names of evaluation
office staff on the title page. A separate sheet
listing program staff members may, however, be
inserted at another point in the report.

Reports prepared by the Office of Research and
Evaluation are not altered in any way by AISO
staff members who are affected by the evaluation
although all members shall have the right to
respond or object to any evaluation report and
to have their comments presented along with the
report.

From: Davidson, J.L. The research and evaluation unit: Helping
your school board make decisions. Paper presented at
the Annual Meeting of the American Association of
School Administrators, Atlantic City, New Jersey, 1976.
(Available from the author, Superintendent, Austin
Independent School District, Austin, Texas).
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Apart from the natural interactions which engender trust between
evaluator and audiences for evaluation, specific administrative action is
warranted. For Austin School District's Jack Davidson, the action should
take the form of assuring independence, quality and credibility. In par-
ticular, he maintains that administrators must be committed to the free
flow of both positive and negative information and the superintendent's
responsibility to bring the school board, the public, and the staff to
this philosophy. His remarks before the American Association of School
Administrators make plain the need for open reporting and independence of
the Evaluation unit.

Candor in Re =ortin at the Local Level. The pressures affecting candor
in local reporting to federal agencies are peculiar. There is an inclination
to report honestly, but there are also reservations 'because of a fear that
funds will be cut if the report comes out unfavorable. On the other hand,
individuals recognize that funds are rarely if ever cut on the basis of
evidence, and such decisions are based on other factors especially "politics.
Complicating this is the fact that targets or goals can easily be set so
that progress appears to be made, eliminating the possibility of grant
termination on grounds of failure, and yet assuring that funding on the
basis of need will continue so as to permit achievement for particular goals.

These issues of integrity and honesty also surface with regards to
outside contractors, when they are used. One reason to hire an individual
external to the district office is to ensure that information and results
will be obtained which are more free from bias resulting from internal
pressures and prejudices. Trust is placed in the objectivity and integrity
of the contractor. However, at the same time, observations have been made
as to the lack of research integrity of some hired contractors, either
due to the district's naivete about selection, the leek of available
qualified individuals, or, surprisingly, the nature of the contractual
process itself. Contractors themselves have cited incidents of lost reports,
district pressures (implicit or explicit), and purposive dilution of reports.
Thus, it must be noted that district or program bureaucrats themselves often
play a role in reducing the integrity of outside evaluations.

Some reports are undoubtedly withheld but the incidence of this from
our site visits appears to be small. Unpleasant reports simply do not get
wide circulation; more interestingly, they can result in harsh evaluations of
the evaluator's competency in general. David's case studies of 15 school
districts generally confirm this for Title I. Positive standardized test
results generally serve to foster positive feelings toward the evaluator
and his/her capabilities. Negative results are ignored or "explained away
as inappropriate."

Constraints on Capabilities

The constraints on capabilities do not depend solely on individual skills,
but also on factors a!;sociated with the evaluation context. In this section,
we address those issues that inhibit both federally required evaluation efforts
and the conduct of special evaluation activities.
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Inadequate Numbers of Evaluation Personnel. No clearcut criteria exist

for determining the number of individuals needed for adequately conducting
evaluation activities at the SEA and LEA levels. The size of the staff
is partly determined by the kinds of activities assigned and also by the
size, number, and nature of the specific federal programs. For example,
SUB can be responsible for aggregating and reporting data to federal agencies
and providing technical assistance to their local districts in submitting the
proper information. While it may take only a few individuals to compile the
necessary statistics for federal agencies, providing evaluation assistance
to LEAs requires more personnel. Once additional activities are undertaken
(e.g., the conduct of special studies), the required r, -s and capabilities
of SEA staff quickly multiply.

While federal evaluation reporting_ requirements have not subtantially

diminished over the past decade, it is unclear whether the number of evaluation
professionals in SEAs has increased accordingly. Evaluation staff positions
are still heavily dependent upon federal funding and state allocation of these
administrative monies to professional positions. For example, in State VI
almost 60% of the evaluation unit's professionals were supported by federal
monies, and results from our phone surveys provide further evidence of this
dependence. It is unlikely that this situation will change, even in an
era of increased accountability. In fact, in State IV this atmosphere has
been interpreted to mean reduced government bureaucracy across all SEA
departments, and the evaluation unit has lost two of its five staff positions
as a result. It should be noted that this SEA serves over 1,000 districts,
similar to State VI, but has one-twelfth of the staff. Consequently, it is
not surprising that State IV does not engage in much technical assistance
to its LEAs while State VI has created its own technical assistance unit.

The same problems plague LEAs. It was frequently noted in our site
visits that the elimination of federal evaluation monies would result in the
demise of evaluation units and personnel, given school district's de-
clining financial resources. Employing Webster and Holley's criteria for
evaluation unit staffing, two-thirds of the units in our site visit sample
were understaffed. Decline of units has also occurred; for example, in
Site J the evaluation staff has fallen from 22 to 2 full-time professionals
within the last 7-8 years. Complaints as to "too few staff" were also noted
by over 90% of the Directors of Research and Evaluation units in the CSE
survey.

Inadequate staffing levels can paradoxically lead to underutiliza ion
of evaluation units in both LEAs and SEAs. For example, in our SEA phone
surveys, we found that evaluation units did not typically handle all evaluation
activities associated with federal programs. Vocational and Special Education
programs frequently used their own staff for available reporting. The same
situation was true for LEAs in our site visit sample. Only in those dis-
tricts which were adequately staffed (by Webster and Holley's standards)
was the majority of evaluation activities associated with these programs
conducted by the unit.
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However, other federal programs have not eniffed this extensive assistance,although SEAs may still be required to provide these services to their respective
districts. For example, while one role of an SEA may be to provide technicalassistance in Title VII evaluation, all SEAs are not adequately staffed or
financed solely for this activity and thus have fewer resources upon which todraw than their Title I counterparts. At the same time, districts have voicedthe need for aid in selecting competent outside contractors and answering other
evaluation-related questions. Title VII, Special and Vocational Education staffin State II, while noting the need for technical assistance, were doubtful
whether they had the adequate numbers of trained staff to provide this serviceto their LEAs in such areas as developing evaluation designs and alternativemodels.

ERyELKahricin the Qyality of Evaluation. The issues relating to
technical assistance in the previous paragraphs have primarily focused onensuring that capabilities exist for minimally complying with federalevaluation reporting requirements. However, emphasis needs to be directedat not only complying but also providing opportunities for Improving evalu-
ation efforts--especially in districts with sophisticated evaluation personnel.

A good example of how opportunities could be promoted is analogous to the
contracts allocated under Section 183 of Title I. These grants are currently
awarded to SEAs for the refinement of the Title I Evaluation Reporting System.
This mechanism makes it possible for SEAs with competent staff to develop aproposal and receive funds to examine such issues of quality control, method-ology, and cost-effectiveness, The same opportunities could be offered to
competent LEAs across a variety of program areas.

At present, there exist few opportunities for district evaluators,
competent and eager to conduct evaluation research to improve methods and
examine issues related to federal education programs. As Webster and Stuffle-
beam have indicated, federal funds have not been targeted at facilitating
LEAs to answer questions beyond those generated from required efforts. Itis not unrealistic to assume that LEAs with highly competent staff can
propose and conduct studies which can enhance general understanding of
educational evaluation.
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In addition, there are few mechanisms to facilitate staff development in
evaluation for SEAs and LEAs. Title I Technical Assistance Center sponsored
workshops represent one available option, but these workshops do not cross-
cut other federal programs. Further, it is unclear whether one-to-three
day workshops in evaluation are capable of providing more than minimal
exposure to evaluation topics. Other mechanisms might include the pro-
vision of monies to promote university and LEA/SEA relationships o-2 through
the sponsorship of evaluation training fellowships. Concerning the first
alternative, evaluation staff could receive both training and advice in con-
ducting their assigned activities, and graduate students could obtain actual
experience in edveational evaluation. Sponsoring a position where such in-
dividuals as researchers or professors could participate in evaluation activi-
ties could improve the quality of information and methods used in SEAs and
LEAs for evaluating federal programs.

Standards for Selection of Outside Contractors. Outside contractors
are hired for a variety of reasons: to enhance independence, limited LEA
resources, and for quality assurance audits. In terms of federal evaluation
reporting requirements, they are typically hired by local school districts to
collect information required by Title I and Title VII mandates. However,
we encountered some local need for guidance in selecting appropriate con-
tractors. For example, in State II where districts are required to hire
outside contractors for Title I programs, guidance is provided by the SEA
in alerting districts as to the types of tasks they should expect of their
contractors (e.g., classroom observations)_ They are also made aware of
their rights in the contractual arrangement and the problems which can result.
This procedure was devised by the SEA Title I evaluator and the TAC.

However, this assistance is not so commonly provided in Title VII pro-
grams. When there is an evaluation unit present, their staff often can
monitor the process and help to ensure that a competent individual is
selected. However, this is not always the case and many LEAs receive little
guidance as to what standards should be employed in hiring outside contractors.
School boards and superintendents often complicate the process by only looking
at the price tag for the evaluation rather than the skills of the bidder.
Given that these contracts are typically very small, this does not encourage
large reputable firms to participate in the bidding process. Districts should
be provided with standards and guidelines to assist them in the contractor
selection process and help prevent the possibility of obtaining poor quality
evaluation.

In our interviews, we encountered numerous instances where outside
contractors received a rather instf_stantial amount of money to perform the
required evaluation.* Similar, small allocations were observed in many LEAs
for Title I evaluations. The major factor contributing to this situation is
the absence of any standards by which to judge whether sufficient resources
have been allocated. According to Freda Holley, the Austin School District
Superintendent's office has issued guidelines as to the percentage of program
costs which should be allocated to evaluation. The percentage set-asides vary
in accordance with the size of the award: They recommend a 10% allocation for
program awards under half a million dollars; a 7.5% allocation for a million

*See Chapter 4, Section 6.
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dollar award and between 4.5% and 7.5% for awards over a million dollars.
It's impossible for us to judge whether these guidelines are sufficient.
Time did not permit intensive investigation. But we believe this problem
is pervasive and serious enough to warrant further investigation into the
consideration of guidelines on contract size for various levels of evalua-tion effort.

1

Footnotes

Full citations to the documents cited here and elsewhere in the chapter
are given in Section 8, References. The citations are given by authornamed in the text. If no individuals are named, then the citation is toan organization such.as the Evaluation Research Society, or to an institutionsuch as the US General Accounting Office, that is identified in the text asthe producer of the document.

2
Parts of this section are excerpted from a review of the literature byBoruch and Wortman (1979). See the references in Section 8.
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CHAPTER 6. HOW ARE THE RESULTS OF EVALUATION USED?

Robert F. Boruch, Laura Leviton,

David Cordray, and Georgina Pion
(Sections 6.1-6.7)

Laura Leviton and Robert F. Boruch
(Section 6.8)

Sensible people regard nothing as useless.

LaFontaine
Fables V. 19

Of course, every half-crazed accumulator
of refuse, who lives among old bottles,
stacked newspapers, and the like, regards
himself as eminently sensible.

Bergen Evans
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6. HOW ARE THE RESULTS OF EVALUATION USED?

The argument about whether evaluations are used is justified. Butit is not always well-informed and it is often confusing. To illustrate,
we encountered a Congressional staffer who announced flatly at the beginningof an interview that evaluations were useless to his Committee. Five minuteslater, he said that his committee used evaluations regularly in guiding thequestioning of witnesses. Similarly, at Site D, we encountered a program
director who told us the results were not used, only to discover later thathe meant "not used by the administration," for they had indeed been used bystaffers. We believe the confusion, or at least inconsistency, implied here
underlies some of the conflicts among managers, evaluators, and policy makers
regarding use of evaluation results. Part of the problem lies in agreementon what constitutes use of evaluation results, so we present some functional
definitions in the next section. Part depends on the audience for the evalu-ation. Information useful to some audiences is immaterial to others. Thistoo is considered briefly.

Part of the argument over what information is used also lies in flawed
memory, gratuitous response, and self-interested response. We obtained under-
estimates in cases where respondents relied solely on memory and overestimates
where, we believe, they reckoned that declaring information use was important.It is for this reason that we've enumerated probable sources of bias in a
later section of the paper. Moreover, we have developed case histories based
on corroborated evidence to assure that we can assay use and nonuse in at leasta few clear instances.

6.1 DEFINITION OF USE AND AUDIENCES FOR EVALUATION RESULTS

The absence of any uniform definition for "use of evaluation results"underlies some of the argument about whether they are indeed used. Theabsence of definition certainly makes it difficult to verify claims of use,and to decide how evaluation budgets should be set. A number of efforts to
assess the use of research and evaluation results have been undertaken overthe past four years. These efforts, supported by NSF and NIE among academic
researchers and by GAO within its organization, have resulted in a clearer
picture of the use of evaluations. The three broad funcei,, 11 definitionspresented here are based on that wo k.1

Use of Information in Makin ecific Decisions

This use may involve modifying program operations or regulations,
developing legislation, or constructing specific policy. The NIE Compensatory
Education Study, for example, clearly influenced the form of amendments forTitle I programs and some program operations. The evaluation of Follow
Through did not lead clearly to major modifications of the program nor to
any major specifiable decision in the legislative arena, though findings
were used elsewhere. The use of evaluations to make specific decisions is
not a frequent event, but it is not uncommon either. The case studies pre-
sented later illustrate how the process occurs in instances we have been ableto verify. Pockets of routine use in making specific decisions, such as useby the Joint Dissemination Review Panel, are also considered later.
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ormation to Enhance Under cndin- of Issues

This use encompasses understanding issues, providing context and
background for policy development, and influencing ideas and attitudr about
a program. For instance, the House Report on the Education Amendmenf-s
1978, notes that prior to the NIE Compensatory Education Study, evaluations
had led us to believe that compensatory education was difficult to achieve
and indeed not succeeding terribly well. The Report noted that the pessi-
mistic view has been changed to one of greater optimism by the NIE report,
and the consequences of such optimism may be far reaching. This also implies
of course that earlier reports were also used in the simple sense of support-
ing a view that the program was not a splendid success in altering the in-
tellective achievement of children.

Use of Information to Persuade Others or Beliefs

The use of information to persuade others, to argue for program
changes and levels of program support, and other related uses of
evaluations are common. For example, former DREW Secretary Califano cited
evaluation evidence in testimony supporting particular program changes in
Title I, during reauthorization hearings. Almost all of the witnesses
representing nine states and testifying in March 1979 hearings of the House
Subcommittee on Elementary, Secondary, and Vocational Education cited posi-
tive outcomes of local and state evaluations to argue for funding for Title
programs. This use of evidence includes supporting or confirming one's own
beliefs.

Using information for rhetorical purposes is legitimate relative to
some standards. They are clearly not legitimate relative to others. Re-
sults of badly designed evaluations, for instance, have been used to argue
for reduced budgets and for increased budgets, for modifying regulations,
and for keeping evaluations as they stand. Well-designed evaluations may
lead to less equivocal conclusions, but the recommendations drawn may hav4
little or nothing to do with the data.

Different Strokes for Different Folks

Audiences for evaluation results have been considered in Chapter
To summarize here, they include policy-makers, managers, and oversight
agencies at national, state and local levels. At the local level, thL-
audiences can also include parents, parent advisory groups, and teachas.
Any particular audience contains individuals who are indifferent and 1:hers
who attend to results. There is considerable variation across prograf33,
across school districts, and across states. Focusing on particular
audiences during the evaluation planning process is critical simply ':,ecause
the information made available to one audience may be perfectly uselesi
another. Finally, it can take a good deal of time to decide what itiformstiou
is most useful to which audience if we may judge from the 18 months requized
to set up evaluation and reporting plans by the Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped, and over six months planning time required by the NIE Com-
pensatory Education Study.
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To illustrate the last point, consider Henry Brickell's examinationof the kinds of information demanded by NIE, OE, ASPE, OMB, GAO and others,
of aNIE-supported evaluation of a career education project. NIE and OE
wanted answers to a variety of questions about program execution and aboutthe effect of the program on children. BOAR, the management group within OEthat would be the most direct consumer of the evaluation, was most interested
in three questions: What can BOAE learn from this evaluation about running
career education programs? Is the evaluated program transportable to othersites? What can this evaluation tell us about how to implement the program?ASPE was primarily interested in whether this program evaluation reflected
whether NIE was doing work in the areas in which Congress and the public were
interested, and whether the focus of NIE should change. OMB was not interestedin the evaluation report per se, but in the rationality of NIE's program plan.GAO was interested in any information needed for audits, but especially effect-iveness information. State legislators interviewed about their information
needs requested every single kind of report available.

The managers of the evaluated programs and the six local education
agencies that had adopted the program had other concerns. The managers
wanted to know how to improve the operating program and how to inform the
public about the project. Program specialists concentrated on reports dealing
with their area of specialization, in efforts to improve the curriculum.

School board members in districts that might adopt the program wantedto know howthe project was introduced into the six LEAs that had adopted
the program originally. This information would assist them in understanding
the feasibility of operating the program and the degree to which it would be
acceptable to the community. Superintendents also wanted information on the
introduction of the program into new LEAs, but in addition, reports on de-
velopment of new tests for the program, and a new teacher manual were alsoin demand. Professional associations were interested in parent, pupil and
teacher attitudes toward the new program, and in the field tests of curriculum
materials.

UCLA's Alkin, Daillak, and White's intensive five case studies of five
local education agencies reach analogous conclusions. Considering the useof results of evaluation in a Title IV-C program, a Title I program, andothers, Alkin et al reiterate the importance of the different audiencesfor evaluations. States use evaluations quite differently from school dis-
tricts and frequently local uses had little to do with the reporting require-ments of the states. Many of the uses made of evaluation information were
determined jointly by the content of the evaluation, the situation, other
information, and user characteristics. In no instance could evaluation besaid to be the single datum on which a decision was made. However, the case
studies do provide evidence that evaluation played a detectable role in
changing thinking and in making decisions.

More generally, an analysis of UCLA data on over 200 research and
evaluation unit directors in school districts, conducted by Resnick, O'Reilly
and Majchrzak a UCLA's Center for the Study of Evaluation, help to confirmthese results and give a more general picture. Evaluation directors said
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there is greater use of evaluations by superintendents and school boards
when the evaluation gave information about allocation of resources. Program
directors, on the other hand, were viewed more often as using evaluations
when they dealt with curriculum selection and modification. Superintendents
and teachers also tended to use evaluations more for this latter purpose.

6.2 SOURCES OF DATA ON THE USES OF EVALUATION RESULTS

Since 1977, several major studies of use at local, state, and federal
levels of government have been undertaken. For the local level, these
include SRI International's Study of Local Uses of Title I Evaluation and
their Evaluation of the National Diffusion Network, the UCLA Center for the
Study of Evaluation's survey of school district evaluation units and Alkin's
ease studies for school district uses of evaluation, Rand Corporation's Study
of Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change and Datta's critique of
Rand's report, and the Huron Institute's current Study of Local Uses of
Evaluation. Local school district offices of evaluation, such as Austin's,
have undertaken smaller studies, which have been reported in the professional
journals and they are no less useful.2

Investigations of activity at the state level are less frequent. They
include SRI International's study of the National Diffusion Network, the
Mitchell study of utilization by state legislators, Joan Bissell's work on
uses by the California state legislature, and the Hope Associates study of
Title I Technical Assistance Centers.3

For the federal level, we rely on the Office of Education's Annual
Evaluation Report and related reports, Hearings on Costs Benefits and
Utilization of Evaluation by the U.S. Senate Committee on Human Resources, and
pertinent reports of other committees. We also use results of surveys of Con-
gressional staff members conduted by David Florio, Harrison Fox, and Hillel
Weinberg, the last two being current and former Congressional aides. In
addition, we include information from selected rare studies, developed by NIE
staff members: Datta's study of Headstart and Milisap's case study of use of
evaluations in regulation writing. Finally, we rely on our case studies and
surveys. Details are given in Appendix 3 and Footnote 4 of this chapter.

6.3 USE OF EVALUATION RESULTS AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL

The Annual Evaluation Report

The Office of Evaluation and Dissemination has issued a formal Annual
Evaluation Report on programs administered by the U.S. Office of Education
since 1971. Information on uses of evaluation reports has been routinely
reported since 1974. Early reports confined attention to uses of evaluation
"studies" while the most recent cover "evaluation activities" including the
generation and distribution of manuals for local school district use. There
is notable overlap in the studies cited from year to year, with new ones
being added as they are used and old ones eliminated as a "use" becomes
obsolete. The latter includes, for instance, use of studies on alternative
formula for Title I formula allccation for Public Law 93-380 in 1974-75.
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In the Annual Evaluation Report for 1979, some 42 evaluation activi-
ties are enumerated in the section on use of evaluation products.

. 6 items refer to production of technical manuals

3 items refer to production of data tapes

. 33 refer to reports on evaluations.

The presentation is summarized in the exhibit attached. The index of use
for manuals is distribution and sales. So for instance some 14,000 Handbooks
for guiding LEA efforts to evaluate the impact of their programs have been
sold. The index of use for tapes is distribution. For instance, a survey
of state and local use of education funds, required by law and conducted
through OED, is said to have been distributed to a variety of government
agencies including the Congressional Research Service, universities, research
institutes, and the National Education Association.

The 33 evaluation reports mentioned in the Annual Evaluation Report
can be classified only very roughly into categories to obtain some feel for
the products.

Exploratory, planning and needs assessment 10

Process, implementation, compliance 24

Estimating effect of programs on clients 6

The total does not add to 33 since some studies, of bilingual education
for instance, have multiple objectives.

Of the 24 evaluations bearing on implementation of programs, almost
all are said to have been used in management decisions of one kind or
another. So for instance, evaluation of state plans for career education
programs led to half the states revising their plans. Reports on higher
education were reported to have been used in developing budgets. Regu-
lations were changed at least partly because of evaluations of the Emergency
School Assistance Act, Title III, Desegregation Assistance under Title IV,
accreditation practices, and Exemplary Vocational Education Programs. Some
led to changes in internal management procedures, e.g., evaluations of Title I
migrant education record systems, of earlier evaluations of state programs
under Title I, of operations under the Emergency School Assistance Act. No
more than a half dozen of the Implementation studies appear to have been used
in amending law or in authorization decisions; Emergency School Assistance
Act, Sustaining Effects Study, accreditation, ESEA Title IV, Compensatory
Reading, and Vocational Education for the Handicapped.

Of the half dozen or so evaluations which address the question about
what the effects of services are, the uses are mixed. The bilingual study,
resulted in changes in law, policy, and regulation and has had some effect
on appropriations. Review of evaluations of career education programs re-
sulted in management decisions to approve some programs for dissemination.
Evaluation of Follow Through was cited specifically in hearings, and some



Exhibit for Chapter 6

FY 1979 Annual Evaluation Report
Uses of Evaluation Activities

Topic or Area

1. Title I Models

Title I

Title VII
Bilingual

4. Annual data

5. Title III
Special Projects:
NUN

Career Education
Search

7. Career Education

8. Career Education

9. Methods

10. Bilingual
Materials
Development

Product

Evaluation Models

Data

Report
(Effect)

Tapes

Identification of
127 Effective Projects

Exemplars: 7 out of
257 with evidence
Local need for
evaluation (Effect)

Evaluation Handbook

"Evaluations" of State
Plans for Career Ed

. Handbook: measuring

project impact
.Guide to validating
gains
. Sampling procedures

.Study of state of
materials
.Inventory of materials
.Proposed regulations

Evidence on Use

.percent of school dis-
tricts using models

.Public Testimony

-Modification in Law
.Internal audit and
tracking created
.Management change
.Report (HR 7555)
citation
.Regulations

.Users, such as Rand,
UC, NEA

.2,185 adoptions during
1978-79
.Rhetorical emphasis
on implementation

.JDRP/NDN management

Commercial publication

Half of states
revised plans

14,000 sold

12,000 sold

no information

proposed regulations



12. Higher Education
Title III

13. National Longitud
Study of the High
School Class of 19

14. Consumer Protection

15. Higher Education

15. Higher Education

17. Higher Education

18. Emergency School
Assistance Act

19. Emergency School
Assistance Act

20. Desegregation

21. Desegregation
Assistance
Title IV

22. ISAA

23. Follow Through

24. Basic Skills

6-7

t onipstitu ions Changes in regulations,

a analysis

dbO7O 'Student's
Sumer guide to

and occupa-
-d

1 Re-ort:

approach
bution of aid

eats

n forming
antee

Stu
gan

.Stud
mane

of Nonprolit
ons (NP0s)

n need and

ed

.Handbo for Integrated
Scho

Study

Susta

Abt Stu

but unspecified

Use in Bakke case

"Commercially _ s-
triboted"

No evidence on use. of
distribution

Presented in testimony
by Commissioner

. "Used by staff in

developing budget"
."Used by congressional
staff in reauthorization."

.Specific changes in
draft regulation

. Specific changes in law

. Specific management changes

70,000 copies "distributed"

Substantial revision of
regulations

g Ef Study Used in reauthorization
(HR 15, Hearings)

20

. Citation in Report 95-1151
on (HR 7577)
. JDRP Review of 21
projects

.Feedback on evaluation
design unspecified
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25. Budget Budget Projection
Models

.No specific evidence on
uses cited.

26. Loans Survey of lenders No specific information

27. Accreditation Study .FTC regulations change
.1976 law change
.Carnegie Commission Report

28. College Finances Study .Use in policy paper

29. ESEA, Title IV Study .Nonspecific influence on regs

30. Educational Change Study .Nonspecific Congressional
action

ESEA Title I Study ."Report shared"
Neglected Children

32. ESEA Title IV Study Specific Citation in Hearings

33. Compensatory Reading Study Specific Citation in Hearings

34. Upward Bound Study Regulations revised

35. Planned Variations Report Letters attesting to
usefulness

36. TV Report Book Award

37. Voc Ed/Handicapped Report 1976 Amendments change

38. Voc Ed/Disadvantaged Report "made available"

39. Exemplary Voc/Ed Changes in regulations
Programs

40. Community Right to Read Report "Significant contribution to
establishing guidelines for
Reading Academies

41. Title I Migrant Report Conversion for fund allocation

42. Reanalysis of ESEA Report Executive document (unspecified
Title I Reports
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management decisions were made in the sense that some Follow Through models
were reviewed as to effectiveness and approved for dissemination by JDRP.
Results of Title I assessments were used theoretically, to argue for con-
tinuation or expansion of the program. Evaluation of Upward Bound programs
resulted in some changes in regulations.

This summary and the information provided in the Annual Report is a
bit too terse to do justice to the topic of management uses of information.
For instance, the evaluation of the Experience Based Career Education Program
(ECBE) developed by NIE, was clearly used in the formulation of regulations
for exemplary projects under Part D of the Vocational Education Act. The
evaluation suggested that this experimental program was notably successful
in achieving desirable goals. As a result, the regulations gave priority
for funding under Part D to replications of the ECBE program. Other pro-
posals for projects under Part D would have to show that they were at least
as effective as ECBE, through evaluation evidence presented to the Joint
Dissemination Review Panel. Sixty percent of subsequent grants under Part D
were replications of ECBE, while another 25% combined ECBE with other programs.
OE has used evaluations to improve its National Diffusion Network. For example,
a study of the Project Information Packages showed that, although PIP's
brought about improvements, personal assistance was also necessary to im-
plement innovations in LEA's. As a result, developers were funded both to
develop materials and to provide personal assistance in implementing in-
novations. Several evaluations (RAND change agent study, evaluation of
PIP dissemination and implementation) indicated the need for assistance to
LEA's in tailoring the innovation to their specific needs, and developers
were funded to do so.5

We have no evidence that the catalog of uses of products enumerated
in Annual Evaluation Re.orts is untrustworthy. The information presented,
however, is often not sufficiently precise to permit an outsider to verify
it. To be sure, there are explicit references in the 1979 Report to specific
hearings and to law in some cases, five or so in disucssion of Title VII bi-
lingual education. But there are about 17 instances in which citation is
incomplete. "FTC regulations. .developed partly on the basis of findings,"
"proposed regulations," and so on. Apart from this, the actual title of the
evaluation report which is said to have been used fails to appear in a dozen
or so cases. Congressional reports are often similarly incomplete in citation.
It is on account of imperfections in citation, and in the interest of veri-
fying OED contentions that we undertook the case studies discussed later.

The OED list is also a bit confusing in the simple sense that evaluations,
technical manuals, and production of data tapes are all combined. The catalog
is uninformative about periodicity in use of information. Because it is
cumulative and because citation is imperfect, any given entry may refer to an
evaluation completed anytime during 1974-1979. This makes the report of limited
usefulness as an index of productivity of the evaluation unit.

The_catalo does t enumerate studies that hey:12EA little use to policymakeraneneies and that have evoked little pro-
fessional interest. It is not unreasonable to do so, in the interest of
accounting for evaluation monies. The task need not be left to the agency.
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Congressional Staff Views

The views of Congressional staffers with responsibilities pertinent to
evaluation are mixed but tend to be positive. So for instance, David Florio
conducted interviews with 26 staff members concerned with educational issues.
They :bound that the focus of these staff members was less on general knowledge
than the specific policy issue at hand. General knowledge about research
and evaluation did filter up to these users from other sources. These
sources, ranked in order of Congressional reliance on them, include:

GAO, CRS and other Congressional agencies (37% of staff mentioned th
Federal agencies (29%)
Professional associations (12%)
All other sources (for example, home based) (22%)

Washington-based sources of information predominated (80%).

Evaluations must compete with other sources of information Congress
receives. In the Florio survey, about a third of staff members felt that
research was consistently important as a source of information. Another
third felt that the importance of research information depended on the issue
at hand. Most respondents felt different types of research information were
useful for their purposes at different points in the legislative cycle. A
majority of staff members believed research was useful for development of
issues, deliberation, and oversight. However, the group was split almost
evenly as to whether they felt research was useful for decision-making itself.
This may reflect the Congressional view of what the decision-point is, namely,
a vote and compromise. We know from studies of legislators that as votes
approach, positions of legislators harden, such that research information
becomes less influential.6

An earlier survey by Harrison Fox, a Congressional staffer for former
Senator Brock, supports the finding that evaluations are a valued source
of information for oversight, at least in principle. Senate staff partici-
pating in the survey believed that evaluations were effective for this purpose,
ranking only behind hearings and meetings, staff communication with agency
personnel, staff investigations, and audits of agency programs.

In the Florio survey, different types of research information did
not have equal importance to Congressional audiences. Cost of the program
to the government was most important, and student's achievement ranked
second. A variety of other information followed in the rankings -- but
note that costs and achievement scores represent goals on which everyone
agrees, for almost all educational programs. The importance of other infor-
mation undoubtedly depends on the issue at hand.

2i
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tions: Committee Re orts

Federal agency staff members often complained about the extent to
which evaluations were not or could be used by the Congress. We could not
investigate this problem intensively in the time available. However, we
did review various committee reports to understand the extent to which evalu-
ations were mentioned, and the extent to which a reference to evaluation
carried sufficient information for the bureaucrat or outsider to determine
what evaluation was useful. The following remarks summarize some of that
work. Case studies which trace use of evaluations in Compensator] Education,
Bilingual Education, Innovative Programs, and others ara given later.

The contents of the Rfaest of the House Committee on Education and Labor
on the Educational Amendments of 1978 reveals nearly 30 references to the NEE
Study and one contractor is identified. There are 5 references to GAO assess-
ments and 4 references to OE evaluations. Two OED contractors were cited
without reference to OE. The Report of the Senate Human Resources Committee
partly duplicates the language of the House report. In both Reports, criti-
cism of OE was reiterated. The main basis for criticism was the GAO's report
on OE evaluations.

The 1979 Report of the Senate Committee on Appropriations provides a
terse rationale for each of the 85 or so items on which judgments are made.
There are 11 references to evaluation, including 3 GAO reports. There are two
verifiable references to OED supported studies. None of the references are
specific in the sense of specifying a title of the study or document. The
conscientious inquirer can presumably go to the Hearing s.

The 1980 Report of the House Committee
elements of each of thirteen Titles. There
including one each produced by OE, GAO, and
ence is given to the evaluation of the Fund
Education by Sol Pelavin. The office which
acknowledged.

on Education and Labor reviewed
are six references to evaluations,
the IC. The only specific refer-
for the Improvement of Postsecondary
sponsored the study, ASPE, is not

Reports of the House Committee on Appropriations for 1977, 1978, 1979
cite evaluations on nine occasions. Two of these are verifiable references to
OE studies and one to GAO.

From this small search, we conclude from the more conscientiously
constructed reports that: (a) On average, evaluation is mentioned and
presumably used in 1 out of 8 or 9 cases in which judgments about individual
budget items aremade. In the remaining 7 or so cases, there has been no
evaluation at all, or there has been a useless evaluation, or a useful evalu-
ation has not been cited or has been ignored, or no one thought to mention it.
(b) The citations to studies are often vague and, at least at times, studies
which appear to have been used are not acknowledged. (c) Citation rate of
OED mounted studies is not much different from citation rate of GAO studies in
recent years.

211
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Exhibit for Chapter 6

References to Evaluation in: U.S. Senate, Committee on Human
Resources. Re-prt: The Educational Amendments of 1978, 95th Congress,
2nd Session, Report 956856, May 15, 1978.

Elementary and Secondary Education: Title

A. GraEtLEL112Ecls4IIRally2syred: 11 major references to
the NIE Compensatory Education Study, one to an unspecified
OE Study (probably sustaining effects), one to a GAO study.

B. Programs operated by state agencies

1. Handicapped: No reference*

2. Neglected and delinquent: Nonspecific reference to
an evaluation (actually OED)

Stateuntroram: Nonspecific reference to DREW
information.

4. Payments for state programs: No reference

C. State Administration: 3 major references to NIE Study

D. Peral A ion:

1. Evaluation: Nonspecific reference to GAO review of
OE annual evaluation report

2. Complaint resolution: No reference

Audits: Reference to the Assistant Secretary DREW
Sanction Study

4. Withholdings: No reference

5. Policy_Manual: NIE Study referenced

E. General Provisions

1. Basic Skills: Reference to NAEP

2. Metric Education: No reference

3. Arts in Education: No reference

4. Consumer Education: No reference

5. X921hElliplypItElt: No reference

6. Law-related Education No reference

Note: In this and succeeding exhibits, "No reference" means no mention is
made of any evaluation. An evaluation may or may not have been done in
each case.
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7. Environmental Education: No reference
8. Health Education:

9. Correction Education:

10. Biomedical Sciences: Nonspecific reference to NIH,
AMA stud

11. 22pslation Education: No reference

Libraries, Learning Resources, Educational Innovation (Title IV): Nonspecific
Reference to Rand Study of innovation

State Leadership (Title V)

1. Application:

2. Rulemaking:

3. Technical Assistance: Reference to DHEW Sanction Study
4. State Monitoring: Reference to GAO report

complaint and resolution

5. NIE study cited

6. Audits: DHEW Sanctions Study, NIE Study

Emergency School Assistance Act (Title VI): GAO report cited

Bilingual Education (Title VII): Absent

OE information mentioned; nonspecific reference to GAO report

Ethnic Heritage Studies (Title IX): No reference

Community Schools (Title X): Specific reference to OE evaluation

Women's Educational Equity (Title XI): No reference

Non-public Educational Assistance: Specific reference to NIE study

Impact Aid (Title II )

Thirteen items: No reference

Extension (Title III)

1. Adult Education: tip/reference, but fascinating
passage on immigrant organizations as educators.

2. Indian Education: No reference

3. Teacher_Training: No reference

General Education Provisions: Paperwork Commission cited.
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Exhibit for
References in: U.S;;

_Departments of Labor and
pslations Bill,_1980, H.R. 1489.
96-247), July 13, 1979.

Elementary and Secondary Education

Chapter 6
. Senate, Committee on Appropriatir!ris
Health Education and Welfare_AEiro -
96th Congress, First Session, (Report

1 Grants for the Disadvan a ed: No reference to any evaluation,
despite Senate use of he NIE Compensatory Education Study.

2 Grants for t 11- Disadvantaged LEAs: No reference to any evalua-
tion, despite Senate use of NIE.

3 Grants far the Disadvanta ed SEAs: No reference.
4 Evaluation and Studies: No reference.
5 Concentration Grants: No reference,
6 State Incentive Grants: No reference.
7 Support and Innovation: No reference.
8 Bilinual Education: No reference to the bilingual evaluation

despite verified use but the statements depend on the AIR
evaluation.

9 Basic Skills: Nonspecific reference to evaluation.
10 Achievement Test_in= Assistance: No reference.
11 Follow Throw-: No reference.
12 Alcohol and DruAigseEducation: Reference to lack of

evaluative information.
13 Environmental Education: No reference.
14 Educational Broadcast Facilities: No reference.
15 Ellender Fellowships: No reference.
16 Ethnic Heritage: No reference.
17 General Assistance to Vi Al Islands: No reference.

Impact Aid

18 Formula Construct
discussion of

Emergency School Aid

0 No reference to evaluation, despite
analyses by ASPE.

19 General Grants: A GAO study is mentioned.
20 Special. Programs &_Pro ects: No reference.
21 tenet Schools: There is a nonspecific reference to the Magnet

School evaluation.
22 Grants to Non Profit Organizations: There is a nonspecific

reference to a DHEW evaluation.
23 Educational Television & Radio: No reference.
24 Evuluation: No reference.
29 CivilRihtsTradAdvisor-___SenIices: No reference.
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Education for the Handicapped

26 State Grants: No reference.
27 Pre-school Incentive Grants: No reference.
28 Deaf Blind Centers: No reference.
29 Severely No reference.
30 EAsly Childhood: No reference.
31 Re-ional Vocational Education: No reference.
32 innovation & Develo en Evaluation alluded to.
33 Media Services: No reference.
34 S ec al Education Man ow- Devel_o.ment. No reference.
35 eciai Studies: No reference.

Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

36 State Grants: No/ reference.
37 Programimprovemeht: No reference.
38 Special Programs: No reference.
39 Consumer and Homemaker: No reference.
40 State Advisory Councils: No reference.
41 Stateplanning: No reference.
42 Pro-rans of National Si nificancet No reference.
43

No reference.
44 CETA and Vocational Education: No reference.
45 Adult Education: No reference.
46 Basic Educational4EEsylnnitigan5i: No reference.47 Supplemental: No reference.
48 College Work- Study: No reference.
49 Direct Loans: No reference.
50 State Student Incentive Grants: No reference.

Higher and Continuing Education

51
(TRIO): No reference.52 Veteran's Cost of Instruction: No reference.

53 Educat
54
55
56

al I No reference.
Developing Institutions_: GAO evaluation mentioned.
Cooperative Education: No reference.
International Education: No reference.

57
nrxiimUniversit-Corrv: No reference.

58 State Post-seconder Education Commissions No-reference.59 Graduate Professional isortunities: No reference. -60 Legal_Training_LEELtutd: No reference.61 Public Service Fellowshtm: No reference.
62 Mining Fellowship E: Evaluation alluded to
63 Law School Clinical Ex-erience: No reference.
64 Construction Industry No reference.
65 Architectural Barrier Removal: Evaluative information requested.
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Special Projects and Training

66 Youth Employment: No reference.
67 Biomedical Sciences: No reference.
68 Arts in Education: No reference.
69 Metric Education: No reference.
70 Consumer Education: No reference.
71 Gifted and Talented Children: No reference.
72 National Diffusion Network: Nonspecific reference to evaluation.
73 Educational Television Pro rammin : Nonspecific reference to

evaluation in children's television.
74 Push Excellence: No'refurence.
75 Career Education Demonstrations: No reference.
76 Law related Education: No reference.
77 Womi:'sEducaennalEuit: No reference.
78 Community_SChools: Nonspecific allusion to evaluation.
79 Cities in Schools: No reference.
80 Career Education Incentives: No reference.
81 Gifted E. Talented Children: No referance.
82 Teacher Corps: No reference.
83 Teacher Centers: No reference.
84 Planning and Evaluation: No reference.
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Exhibit for Chapter 6

References to Evaluation in: U.S. House of
Representatives, Committee on Education
and Labor. Report: The Educational Amend-
ments of .1980, 96th Congress, First Session,
Report 96-520, October 17, 1979.

Title I: Outreach
No reference.

Title II: College and Research Library Assistance and Library Training
and Research.

No reference.

Title III: Developing Institutions

Nonspecific reference to formula development
(OED not mentioned)

Title IV: Student Assistance

1. BEOG: No reference

2. SEOG: No reference

3. SSIG: No reference

4. Spica Prcmrams for Students from Disadvanta ed Back o ds
(TRIO): No reference

5. Education Information: No reference

6. Assistance to Institutions of Hi her Education: No reference
7. Low Interest Loans: Nonspecific references to IG report,

OE evaluation

8. Work Study Programs: Smith cited.

9. National Direct Student Loans: No reference.

10. General Provisions: Reference to GAO report
General lack of information cited.

Title V: Teacher Corps and Teacher Training:
No reference.

Title VI: International and Foreign Language
No reference

Title VII: Construction
No reference

Title VIII: Cooperative Education

Nonspecific reference to "a study."

Title IX: Graduate Programs
No reference

Title X: Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education
Reference to NTS Evaluation, no mention of ASPE
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Title XI: Urban Grant University Program
No reference

Title XII: General Provisions
No reference

Title XIII: Community College of Baer,can Samoa
No reference
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Exhibit for Chapter 6.
References to Evaluation in the House Reports on the 1979, 1978, and
1977 Hearings of the Committee on Appropriations (Reports 96-244, 95-1248,
and 95-381).

Elementary and Secondary Education

1 Grants for the Disadvanta ed: No reference to any evaluation
despite House use of the NIE Compensatory Education Study.

2 Grants for the Disadvanta ed LEAs: No reference to any evalua-
tion despite House use of NIE.

3 Grants the Disadvanta ed SEAS: No reference.
4 Evaluation and Studies: No reference
5 Concentration Grants: No reference
6 State Incentive Grants: No reference.
7 Support and Innovation: No reference.
8 BIlim.11LELts2s12a: Reference to "recent evaluation study: in

encouraging action on deficiencies in the program (1980).
9 Basic Skills: No reference.

10 Achievement Testin Assistance: No reference.
11 Follow 'Through: No reference.
12 Alcohol and Dru Abuse Education: No reference.
13 Environmental Education: No reference.
14 Educational Broadcast Facilities: No reference.
15 Elleuder Fellowships: No reference.
16 Ethnic Heritage: No reference.
17 General Assistance to Vir= ire Islands: No reference,

Impact Aid

18 Formula Construction: No reference.

Emergency School Aid

19 General Grants:
20 S ecial Pro :rams and Pro:ects: Reference to a "recent study" that

reexamination of the "follow-the-child" concept is necessary (1978).
21 MA net Schools: No reference.
22 Grants to Non Profit Or-anizations: No reference.
23 Educational Television and Radio: No reference.
24 Evaluation: No reference.
25 ciVil/tivisor-Services: No reference.
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Education for the Handicapped

26 State Grants: No reference.
27 Pre-school Incentive Grants: No reference.
28 Deaf Blind Centers: No reference.
29 Severely Handicapped Projects: No reference.
30 Early Childhood: No reference.
31 Regional Vocational Education: No reference.
32 Innovation and Development: No reference.
33 Media Services: No reference.
34 S ecial Education Manpower Develop ls1-11: No reference.
35 Special Studies: Reference to BEH study showing 1/3 of hearing

aids worn by public school children are malfunctioning. (1977)

Occupational, Vocational, and Adult Education

36 State Grants: No reference.
37 Program Improvement: No reference.
38 §lecial Programs: No reference.
39 Consumer and Homemaker: No reference.
40 State Advisory Councils: No reference.
41 State Planning) No reference.
42 Pro ams of National Si nificance: No reference.
43 Bil ual Vocational Reference to "recent studies and

reports" showing low employment rates of limited English-
speaking population (1979).

44 CETA and Vocational Education: No reference.
45 Adult Education: Reference to 1975 study of prevalence of

functional illiteracy (1977).
46 Educational Reference to computer

audits finding many inelligibles receiving grants (1979).
47 Supplemental: No reference.
48 2211egeWork-Study) No reference.
49 Direct Loans: No reference.
50 State Student Incentive Grants: No reference.

Higher and Continuing Education

51 Special Programs for Disadvantaged (TRIO): No reference.
52 Veteran's Cost of Instruction: No reference.
53 Educational Information Centers: No reference.
54 Developing GAO evaluation mentioned.
55 Cooperative Education: No reference.
56 International Education: No reference.
57 UniversitulltxServices: No reference.
58 State Post - secondary Education Commissions: No reference.
59 Graduate Professional 0 tunities: No reference.
60 gal Trainin pr the Disadvantaged: No reference.
61 Public Service Fellowships: No reference.
62 Mining Fellowships: Evaluation alluded to.
63 Law School Clinical Ex erience: No reference.
64 Construction Industry Subsidy: No reference.
65 Architectural Barrier Removal: Reference to HEW data on cost impact on

institutions if barriers are removed. In light of demonstrated need,
funding by committee enhanced (1979).

220
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Special Projects and Training

i 6 lenthEen: No reference.
7 Biomedical Sciences: No ref erenc

68 Arts in Education: No reference.
69 Metric Education: No reference.

Consumer Education: No reference
Gifted and Talented Children: No 'reference.
National Diffusion Network: No erence.

No reference.

70
71
72

73 ucational Televisio
74 Push for _cellence: No referen
75 Career Education Demonstrations:
76 Law Related #Education : referen
77 Women's Edw-ational Eq- No ref-rence.
78

79
80

81
82

83
84

reference.

f2PlaTI:12_§kIL21§: No
Cities in Schools: No
Career Education In
Gifted and ,:Talented Children:
Teacher Coma: No reference.
Teacher Centers: No reference.
Planning and Evaluation: No reference.

erence
erence

ves: toj erence.

erence.
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6.4 STATE USES OF EVALUATIONS

Very little systematic information is available on the uses to which
states put evaluative information. No surveys and very few case studies
have been conducted. The material summarized here is merely illustrative.

Joan Bissell of California's Office of the Auditor General has docu-
mented use of evaluations by the California State Legislature. Although
the links between the evaluation and the actions and deliberations of the
legislature are difficult to verify, in most instances she presents plausible
linkages, her own experience of the path the deliberations follow, and
respondents' information about these linkages. She offers four examples.
The state's School Improvement Program developed a rating system for quality
of school programs, which showed little relation to pupil achievement in
evaluation. This finding led to changes in the statutes governing allocation
of resources to programs. In another evaluation, little relation was found
between level of funding for compensatory programs and achievement of pupils.
State policies on compensatory education were revised consistent with these
findings. In a third case, a state program for Mentally Gifted Minors (MGM)
was shown to exclude some high achievers on the basis of IQ and to have ex-
cessively high administrative costs. Deliberations were undertaken by the
legislature to determine the future of the program in light of the Jarvis
Proposition 13 amendment. Finally, Bissell offers an evaluation in which
public schools' procedures for contracting with private vocational training
were found to lead to excessive costs. Hearings are scheduled to determine
alternate forms of financing such training.

Mitchell conducted an interview study of state legislators' use of
social science. He found that legislators use social research when the
information is brought to their attention early in the legislative process.
When this occurs, research is used as background orienting legislators to
the questions, and in the process of forming coalitions. As debate becomes
more partisan and positions better defined, social research is used as
political ammunition, and ceases to have much influence with those who are
not already convinced. Mitchell found that social science expertise can be
highly valued by state legislators, but is only one form of valued expertise
among many.

Federal Requirements that Use be Specified.

The 1976 amendments to the Vocational Education Act (20 U.S.C. 2312)
require that each state evaluate the effectiveness of programs every five
years. The "results of these evaluations shall be used to revise the states'
programs and shall be made available to the State Advisory Council." A
separate amendment (20 U.S.C. 2308) requires that an annual accountability
report" contain a summary of the evaluations. . .and a description of how the
information from these evaluations has been or is being used by the State board
to improve its programs." The three accountability reports we reviewed happened
to he readily available. Neither is especially informative and one is dreadful.
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The Annual Program plan for 1981 and AccountabilityAmIE1271
for the State of are:

"The Agricultw:Al and Home Economics Units...used the data to
plan teacher conferences...The program reviews have been most
valuable...for necessitating state staff persons and local
school persons to participate in a joint discussion of the
programs...(H)opefully, program improvement will result from
these reviews should have improved their competencies and pre-
pared them for future program reviews as well as make them
better supervisors" (sic, p. 41-42).

Other material is of the same sort. No specific uses are given. Good grief.

The State of Accountabilit Re ort for FY 1978 is rather
general. The document says that programs "use the composite report is
identifying priorities for...research, curriculum development, personnel
development, student services, elimination of sex bias, and funding."
Other references are o t-Ye report as a resource document for universities
and an assortment of other agencies. No more specific information is furnished.

The third accountability report says that "as a result of the evalu-
ations, the state agency has made the following commitments...sponsor
regional workshops...and exemplary programs in guidance...working with
local vocational directors at quarterly meetings to assist in local
placement...awarded contracts for competency based materials in six subject
areas... ." There is no attempt to link any of these actions to specific
evaluation finding.

We have been able to locate only two formal studies of the actual uses
to which evaluative program reviews, required by the Vocational Education
Amendments, are put. They were conducted by Charles Manning for the Napa
County, California, School District in 1975 and 1976. Each involved asking
district administrators what,phanged as a result of the program. The major
of tangible changes which were said to have come about as a result of the
report involved additions or restrictions of resources and changes in ad-
ministrative procedures. The most remarkable one was recognizing the need
to hire a coordinator or director of evaluation and the decisions to hire
one. The most common intangible uses are reported to have been changes in
understanding of problems and improved communications.
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6.5 LOCAL USES OF EVALUATION RESULTS

The audiences for results at the local level are analogous to those
at the national level: administration, program staff and teachers, parents
and school boards who may be both participants and oversight agents. As
we said earlier, the audiences contain members who are indifferent to
results. Different audiences demand different information.

Site Visits

Information on the character of local level uses generated from our
to visits, is given in the next Exhibit. The conclusions we draw are

. there is enormous variability in interest in evaluation and
consequently, in the use of evidence.

LEAs with strong research and evaluation units are more
likely to use evaluations in any of the senses in which we've
defined utilization.

. in LEAs without strong units, use depends heavily on the
vigor and skill of the individual evaluator, and or local conditions.

Generally speaking, evaluations appear to attract attention if they suggest
ways to improve program operations relative to some standard. Better tests
are selected, opinions about particular features of the program elicited, side
studies on very good performers or very poor performers carried out. The work
may also be undertaken to have an independent appraisal which carried more weight
in aruging for more funds.

In very few site visits did we find any serious attempts to document
the uses to which evaluation has been put. The exceptions occur in states
with Title I regulations bearing on use. For instance, ESEA Division of
Massachusetts' Department of Education is one of several states that require
reports on the uses of evaluation. In particular, the Division asks that in
an Interim Evaluation Report, the LEA report "specific changes (which) have
been incorporated into this year's project, based on findings and recommen-
dations of the last year's final evaluation report." Rhode Island makes a
similar demand of its Title I evaluators and a case study on uses is reported
later in this chapter.

The following remarks rely on other studies to describe what is known
about use of information at the local level.

Use _in MTigX41111-2ZEfli

UCLA's Center for Study of Evaluation reports that nearly half of the
Directors of Evaluation Units in 350 large school districts say they spend
some time "modify(ing) programs using evaluation results." The time invest-
ment in this activity is not high, however. Only about 15% rank it ill, 2,
or 3 with respect to time demand. Other activities, such as assessing results
or worth of a program (relative to unspecified standards), account for much more
of their time. Presumably the uses to which such assessments are put include
modifying the program.

224
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Exhibit for Chapter 6

Sketches on the Use of Evaluation
at the Local Level from Site Visits

Site A.

An outside contractor does the evaluation of bilingual education,
examining match between goals and activity, and outcomes. The
report is circulated but no use was cited. The evaluation report
by the outside contractor for Title I is generally completed after
the new school year has begun so it is useful only to confirm per-
formance in the preceding year, not for changes in the current year.
There is no strong tradition of supporting evaluations or using
them. Testimonials appearing in the school newsletter on federal
or state supported programs generally get the greatest attention.

Site C.

The general emphasis of the LEA is on meeting reporting requirements.
There is no emphasis on evaluation and, indeed, the major and minor
decisions are based on outcomes of bureaucratic and political battles.
Government requirements do not produce data which is useful to them.
Evaluations initiated internally are minimal and use is made by program
staff but not by administration, oversight, or policy groups at the
local level.

Site D.

Instances of use were frequently mentioned, especially for locally
initiated evaluation activity, but there is very little documenta-
tion available on use. Raw data required by the federal government
is not especially useful by itself. Reports are made available to
a variety of audiences routinely--faculty, staff, advisory groups,
administration. Staff members have initiated evaluations on free
time. Evaluators say that good estimates of effect of Title I
programs are impossible so they focus on implementation matters.
Outside contractor for evaluations in bilingual has been helpful in
identifying salient questions and clarifying issues. Most of the
evaluative work is done by the LEA research unit.

Site E.

A vigorous research and evaluation unit is responsible for answering
questions initiated by Title I staff, school board, and administra-
tion, evaluation staff as well as meeting federal requirements. The
latter are regarded as minimal but compatible with interests. Ques-
tions addressed focus on program operations in the interest of program
modification,program planning, budget cuts, and also address "inter-
esting questions" when resources permit. Evaluation is seen as useful
but lack of funds is regarded as a crucial impediment. Some attempts
to estimate effects of programs on clients, cost benefit analysis of
alternatives, etc. are undertaken.
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Site F.

A small evaluation unit whose coverage includes Title I, bilingual,
and special education. Evaluation goes beyond federal requirementsin the first two programs. The results of monitoring are used to
modify programs and to argue for continued support for public rela-tions purposes. But amount of use claimed by the administration andby the evaluation department assistant are far different. The lattercomplained consistently that recommendations were not taken and
seemed to be ignored. The evaluation unit reports directly to an
Assistant Superintendent for Administrative Services.

Site G.

The research unit is responsible for Title I evaluations and these
are widely circulated, readily accessible, and appear to generate
reactions among parents, staff, and administrators. The unit used
to spend a lot of time on evaluations leading to program modificationsand now that the program has stabilized they spend most time on meet-
ing minimum requirements. Evaluation is one piece of many enteringthe decision process. Evaluation in remaining programs is informal.
No documentation on use of evaluations is readily available.

Site J,

Site J has a two member research unit which merely augments evaluations
undertaken by staff. Use of evaluation by program developer with Title
IV-C funds is remarkable: field tests lead to decisions to replicate
program and tests in other sites, to dissemination of program, etc.
Evaluation in voc-ed is informal directed toward filling local needs
and does appear to be used. The evaluator for Title I reports regu-larly to parents, program administrators, and staff but most sensi-tive or controversial findings are discussed in private with individual
staffers. He does believe some of these lead to changes in programoperations. The evaluations of the Title I program six years ago
lead to approval by JURY' and the program itself became the basis for an
ESAA program partly on account of this evidence.

Site K.

There is an instructional research unit but program staff do their
evaluations. Evaluations in all programs stress needs assessment.
Outcome assessments are stressed in bilingual and Title I. They go
beyond federal requirements in some programs and use information for
program modification and planning, but lack of time and resources
prevent more than small incremental troubleshooting. Reports by an
outside contracted evaluator of bilingual criticized the program and
were used to change operations and/or staff.

Site L.

Any evaluation undertaken is relatively informal. A principal may look
at tests scores to determine "impact" of Title I and report this to
the school board. Head counts are a typical form of monitoring.
There is little emphasis on any formal evaluation of programs,
federal or otherwise. There are self-evaluations in which teams
are created to examine a variety of internal activities, some federal,some not. These are undertaken every five years, but no information
on use of results was available.

2 96
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The major recipients of evaluation unit services are teachers and
principals. On average, 32% of unit time is spent in efforts to service
them. The next largest groups serviced are superintendents and board
members (20%) and central office staff (17%). The average amount of time
dedicated to servicing federal needs and state needs is about the same,
10% or so in each case.

According to 70% of respondents, the most consistent users of infor-
mation are program directors. A bit over half reported that principals,
and superintendents, and central office staff were consistent users. Very
few (8.5%) said parents used information consistently and a bit more said
their school board used it consistently. Uses among these audiences are
said to be occasional.

Alkin, Daillak and White at UCLA reported evaluation utilization in
five case studies of the utilization of evaluations. These were evaluations
of: (1) a program under ESEA Title IV -C to improve retention of disruptive
students, (2) a teaching approach developed through an R & D center which
had been adopted as part of a compensatory education program, (3) a new
component of a Title I kindergarten program, (4) a career education program
under Title IV-C, and (5) a bilingual program under Title IV-C. Each case
study described the community and setting of the program, the program itself,
the program and evaluation administrators, the evaluation, and the types of
uses to which it was put. In all five cases, at least some use was made of
the evaluation information to modify programs or to change views about the
program. In some of the cases, these uses were major, such as the decision
by the state of California to disseminate bilingual program to other districts.

Title I programs and Test Scores

A recent study conducted by SRI international investigated local uses
of Title I evaluations required from local districts receiving federal pro-
gram support. SRI based conclusions on case studies of 15 school districts.
Their general conclusion was that local districts rarely use evaluative data
generated primarily for federal reporting (David, 1978).

In particular, SRI found that test scores required under Title I "do
not serve primarily as a means of judging the program. Local skills related
tests and personal observations almost always carry more weight than test
scores, and goals other than achievement are often of more interest. This
finding is corroborated for test scores, genreally in an independent series of
18 case studies by Sproull and Zubrow. Test scores were one of the least-
valued sources of information available to central office school district
administrators.?

But test scores did provide "gross" indicators of program effectiveness
according to interviewees in the SRI study. Again, this finding is supported
by the case studies of Sproull and Zubrow. However, the SRI case studies
indicate that changes in programs are marginal in any case, so that there
is little opportunity to use the data in making local decisions.
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Test scores in the SRI study were also used to select students into
the program, an idea endoursed by most in the site visits, despite theclaim that they are not pertinent for evaluating program performance.

Finally, test scores are used to confirm impressions and beliefs,so long as results are positive, according to teachers. If results are
negative, according to the SRI study, they are taken as an annoyance whichmust be explained away. The attitudes toward tests include:

The main purpose of test scores is to support your own beliefs. (Teacher)
"I look at test scores mainly to confirm my impressions." (Teacher)

Our own site visits also suggest that test scores alone are not and
should not be a basis for major local decisions about a program. Most
decisions involve small modifications in any case. The information used

modification includes test scores, incidental observations, and
survey, teacher or parent criticism, and others. Test scores are,
sufficiently important to concern program managers and teachers
scores fail to behave as someone believes they should.

In small
attitude
however,
when the

Routine Use DRP-NDN

The National Diffusion Network (NDN), supported since 1974 by theU.S. Office of Education, makes information on innovations available toLEAs and SEAs, innovations for which sufficient evidence on effectivenessis available. A particular innovation is approved for distribution to otherLEAs in the network only if it passes muster on evidentiary and other groundswith the Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP). This panel includes membersof staff of USOE and NIE.

In principle, the Joint Dissemination Review Panel is a quality control
device and routinizes the use of evaluation findings. The Panel meetsregularly to review new programs and the evidence for their effectiveness.It has produced a manual to describe the kinds of evaluative evidence whichare most acceptable. This Ideabook is readily available.8

Between 1973 and 1976, the JDRP "met more than 60 times, reviewed over300 submissions, of which approximately 55% were approved." All projectswhich are approved become eligible for diffusion under NDN and become
eligible to receive Title IV-C funds to assist the project developer in
diffusion and the school district in adoption. In principle then, the awardof a grant hinges on the evaluative evidence used by the Joint DisseminationReview Panel.

Most federal agency staff interviewed by Northwestern's Project staffagreed that the JDRP is good in principle. It routinizes use of evaluation,links'use to financial decisions, informs the program developer about standardsof evidence, and serves as a useful screening device. In actual operation,it appears to be not quite so good.
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Respondents, although supportive of the JDRP anE emphatic about the
need for such a quality control mechanism, indicated several problems with
the JDRI'in practice. The first of these was the role played by panel
members' judgments of "educational significance." This criterion played
an equal role, along with the evaluation evidence, in the decision to fund
and disseminate a project. "Educational signifance" is a concept that is
necessarily less clear than hard data that support the effectiveness of a
program. As a result, there may be more room for the values of the panel
members and their own political needs to play a role.

Second, several informants mentioned that submitters did not uniformly
define the effective elements of their innovations, but rather evaluated
a whole "package" that might contain several elements. Any particular
element of a program might never, itself, be evaluated, and yet adopting
sites might choose this element out of all others, to adopt. OED is cur-
rently evaluating improved methods of ensuring that all such elements of
innovations are evaluated before dissemination.

Adopting sites are not, at present, uniformly evaluated themselves.
Such evaluation is important because the generalizahility of the innova-
tions is not known. Moreover, implementation at a new site may not be
adequate. The American Institutes for Research evaluation of the National
Diffusion Network found that most innovations were modified at the new site.
More work appears to be needed to determine the extent to which projects
can be modified before they must be called a different project. OED is
currently evaluating alternative methods of characterizing the crucial
elements of such projects.

Considering educational innovations more generally, however, local
and state education agencies use evaluation results in the following sense.
All state facilitators in the National Diffusion Network rely on review of
evaluation evidence by the Joint Dissemination and Review Panel in their
work. The reliance is automatic since any program they disseminate must
pass a review based partly on evidence before it is eligible for dissemination.
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6.6 UNDERSTATEMENT AND OVERSTATEMENT OF USE

Most federal agencies and Congressional organizations acknowledge
evaluations done by others in some degree. The case studies in this
chapter, for instance, rely heavily on documented references to specific
evaluations and corroborated testimony.

But judgments about how often evaluation studies are used at the
federal, state, or local levels are doubtless less accurate than they
should be because so many uses are invisible and are not publicly ack-
nowledged. These uses are evident in letters and memoranda which are not
widely circular or not public. They are implicit in public documents
which do not specify the actual study completely and in informal communi-
cations about an education program.

At the federal level for example, a response from the Comptroller
General to a legislator's question may refer to evaluations conducted by
agencies other than GAO. In particular, a recent letter from Comptroller
General Staats to Senators Russell Long and Robert Packwood regarding
federal regulations on day care suggested that the National Day Care Center
Study be used in judging the operation of the program. The Study results
were indeed used later, in changing regulations and in reconciling a ten-year
argument between legislators and bureaucrats. Despite the fact that such
letters are public under GAO rules, and are reproduced and disseminated,
commentators on use of evaluation are often unaware of them. Lacking in-
formation about such memoranda means claims about the extent of use will be
understated.

Our interviews, with one of three Congressional Budget Office members
with responsibility for educational programs uncovered a similar phonomenon.
We were told that letters written in response to a legislator's questiondo refer to evaluations where they are relevant. CEO does not reproduce
and disseminate letters of this sort as GAO does, however. A similar ob-
stacle to tracing use of information stems from the Congressional Research
Service practice of developing confidential memos and directed writing in
response to legislative inquiry. These are rarely, if ever, 'made public.
Yet some are likely to concern education programs and their evaluation.
We have not had the time in this Project to peruse nonpublic written communi-
cations by either CHO or CRS, and have not done so. The point is that
estimates of information use are likely to be biased downward unless one
can employ nonpublic memos.

The problem of obtaining accurate estimates of the incidence of use is
more difficult with unexpected demands for information. In 1979, for
instance, a TV broadcast of 60 Minutes stressed the severe problems that a
school district in Michigan encountered in implementing Public Law 94-142,
requiring access to education for the handicapped. The district had evi-
dently misunderstood the intent of the legislation, interpreting it to mean
that handicapped children had to be mainstreamed, and the broadcast staff
itself were no more knowledgeable. The evaluation staff of the Bureau of
Education for the Handicapped anticipated questions from Congress being

2 3
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provoked by the show. They summarized pertinent results of an evaluation
study then underway and conducted a fast Informal survey to establish that
indeed the misinterpretation was not common nor were some of the problems
prevalent. The speed of this reaction is not especially common among agencies.
But is rarely documented publicly and this lack of documentation adds another
obstacle to making fair estimates of the use of information.

A second broad class of invisible uses concerns the cumulative nature
of the information one may obtain about programs. The single most im-
portant obstacle to making such use visible is the failure in a public
forum to cite an evaluation when it did influence decisions. So, for
instance, 1978-79 evaluations of needs, resources, and the like, by the
Bureau of Education for the Handicapped do not cite evaluative studies
undartaken by the GAO on related issues in 1974 and 1976. For the public,
the Congress, and the evaluation community these may then appear to be
irrelevant when they are not. Similarly, evaluations undertaken by GAO
sometimes do not cite earlier studies supported by federal agencies or-
do not cite them thoroughly enough to permit determination of which agencies
did a decent job. The main point is that the acknowledgement is not always
routine and this makes some evaluations appear to be less pertinent and less
useful than they actually are.

In reviewing reports from the Congress itself, we find some interest
in giving credit where it is due. But the lack of uniformity in citation
makes tracking utility of reports difficult. Of 14 references to evaluations
in a recent Senate committee Report on appropriations for instance, a clear
effort was made to acknowledge especially useful studies, and to provide
rationale for decisions. None cite the particular evaluation in a way which
permits one to go directly to the source or to recognize the specific source.
"A DREW evaluation" is mentioned to describe why an appropriation is made,
for instance, with no other specification. Moreover, three evaluations which
are clearly used in other committees are not mentioned at all. This incon-
sistency may be unavoidable on account of the time pressures and the priority
which other matters must take. But it does make use of evaluations difficult
to track, and it provides confusing signals to federal bureaucrats who are
interested in legislative uses of evaluation.

Informal, unwritten communications about an evaluation are not un-
common. But they are difficult or impossible to exploit retrospectively
as indicators of the use of evaluation results. So, for instance, inter-
views with two CRS staff members confirm that when they have questions
about a particular topic they simply phone staff in an executive agency,
including OED, for the answer or a lead to the answer. Two members of the
Congressional Budget Office confirmed reliance on telephone conversations
with OED staff as well and a third preferred other source. Similar events
occur at the local level. Informal and even formal exchanges of information
between evaluator and central office staff, program director, and so on are
often not documented, counted, or otherwise recorded. The absence of this
sort of information makes utilization difficult to track and to estimate.
It does suggest that relying solely on documented uses is misleading.

231
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A related issue is that there are uses which according to one Con-
gressional staffer "percolate up through levels of consciousness." A small
evaluation may be done by an academic researcher, be picked up by the
popular press, recognized and incorporated into a legislator's or executive's
thinking and ultimately into a decision. This sort of phenomena may be the
most common of "uses." But it is far too subtle to examine in this report.

To illustrate how judgments about the importance of evaluations may
be misleading, consider Florio's recent survey of Congressional staff.
Asked to rank the significance of various sources of information, staffers
suggested that Fducational R & D fell above media, polls, but well below
parents, local education agencies, and professional associations. One major
peculiarity he is that a good deal of R & D relies on parents and LEAs
to begin with. Similarly, though professional organizations are ranked
higher than R & D, those organizations must obtain their information somewhereand R & D is a source, at least at times.

Either overstatement or understatement of the frequency with which
evaluations are used may emerge from interviews. Overstatement occurs.
At the local level, we encountered school superintendents who suggested
they personally used the information but who knew virtually nothing about
the evaluations generated by their staff. We expect that at least some
respondents felt compelled to say yes simply because they believed it was
desirable to say yes. We also encountered respondents who early 'in an
interview told us that evaluation was not used and who later told us it was.
The change usually came about when respondents simply talked through what
happens during an evaluation or what happens to a report, and identified
groups or individuals to whom the evaluation was pertinent.

It is not unreasonable to expect some overstatement of utility from
evaluators. Because the references to use are often not specified com-
pletely, permitting little corroboration, it is also possible. So for
instance in the AnnualEvalonReort for 1979 we found references to

evaluation reports which were said to have been used. In 17 references
to use "in proposed regulations," "in Congressional action, " and the like,
the reference was not sufficiently specific to track. On the other hand,
some simple uses were left out entirely: if Congress demands a count and
it is supplied, whether or not Congress takes action is immaterial if the
Information is valid. The problem of estimating incidence of use from agency
reports such as this is no less difficult than the problem encountered in
examining Congressional Committee reports. The reasons for imperfect ci-
tation are similar: little time for doing so, imperfect information on use,
and no formal system for tracking use.
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6.7 FACTORS INFLUENCING USE OF EVALUATIONS

Five general factors appear to be important in use of information,
including evaluations: Timeliness, relevance, credibility, interest, and
interpretability. The task of anticipating decisions is important but far
less clear.

In the abstract, these factors aren't especially helpful. One of our
interviewees, Clark Abt of Abt Associates, put the question of whys
evaluations are unused more succinctly. He maintains they are not used
because:

. the prospective users don't know about them,

if the evaluation is known, the user doesn't understand:
the results,

. if the results are understood, the user doesn't believe
them,

if results are understood and believeable, the prospective
user doesn't know how to use them.

The process of use is a sequential one, and a gap at any given stage
means nonuse. Abt's illustrations stem from his general experience as
President of Abt Associates and specific cases. The latter include a
recent conference on children's television run by the Educational Testing
Service and attended by representatives of the commercial broadcasting
industry. He maintains that many representatives were unaware of major
research in children's television. Some of those who are familiar distrust
it, partly because they distrust the social scientist. Irrespective of
trust they argue that they cannot use it but present no evidence. This
is despite remarkable experiences of "Sesame Street," Mr. Roger's Neighbornood
"Electric Company," and other programs which have been evaluated well. Abt
maintains that cowardice accounts for some nonuse. For instance, the Follow-
Through evaluations suggest that poor program variations should not receive
support. They continue to receive support, however.

Abt's observations are not inconsistent with our findings.

Timeliness

The complaint that information, including evaluations, is not timely
occurred frequently at the federal level, less often at state and local
levels. The charge has not been confined to USOE's Office of Evaluation and
Dissemination, of course. It has been leveled against the U.S. General
Accounting Office, judging by Frederick Mosher's recent history of the GAO
and our conversations with Congressional staffers. The charge is not
especially well documented. Individuals may say that information is not
timely but when asked for detail admit that they base the statement on one
or two major examples, rather than an average. The absence of documentation
does not obviate the point: late reports are damaging.
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We believe there are several potential causes of the delays. Thefirst is clearance of reports for release by the Office of the Secretarydiscussed in Chapter 5. The process has been time consuming, e.g. clearanceof a recent report on utilization of evaluations took nearly five months.Delays of two to three months have not been uncommon. The second is clear-ance of questionnaires and the like at the start of the study. The processcan involve six months before approval to begin information collection.Such delays can be devastating to
short-term studies and formidable to long-term ones. New rules for both clearance processes have been created since1978, and it is too early to tell whether they will have much effect. Athird cause of delay is the sheer difficulty of carrying out a complexstudy, in which all obstacles cannot be anticipated, according to schedule.We are aware of no formal attempt to identify reasonable ways to accommodatethe problem. Finally, reports are often complicated, require time to digest,to transform them into language which can be easily understood, and toidentify ways in which results can be used.

At the national level, the charge that information is irrelevant hasbeen leveled against evaluations by USOE, NIE, and the GAO. The charge israrely made explicit. It generally concerns whether questions someone wantedto see answered were answered. It is a legitimate complaint in the sense thatsome evaluative questions are virtually unanswerable
in particular cases, theagency is unwilling or unable to state this plainly, but the project isexecuted nonetheless. The complaint is gratuituous in that some Congressionalstaffers seem not to be willing or able to make a judgment about relevanceuntil the final report is submitted. That judgment comes too late of course todo any good but does prevent embarrassment, often amicably.

At least part of the argument about relevance stems from failure toidentify the pertinent audience in evaluation. Everyone's interest cannotbe served. And if one group does capitalize on results and another doesn'tbroad claims about general utility are a bit silly. To understand what appearsto be sensible practice,
consider that the NIE Compensatory Education studyfocused on questions Congress wanted addressed, and there was sufficientnegotiation to assure that questions remained relevant. The same questionswere considerably less relevant to managers than to Congress, and the answersdo not appear to have been used much by federal, state, or local managers.

C dibLiiry

The matter of credibility emerged during our interviews. One aspectof the topic concerns the view that evaluations conducted by staff responsi-ble for the program are simply not as trustworthy as an evaluation conductedby an independent agent. A second aspect concerns the view that criticism
of an evaluation automatically implies that the evaluation is not credible.Neither view is particularly new, of course. The issue emerged in evaluation
of medical regimens, e.g., coronary bypass operations. And the alternative
strategies for reducing criticism are fairly well understood by researchersif not by users of the research: independent, competent critique, repli-cation, and recognizing the simple fact that no single study is ever perfect
and it is the accumulation of knowledge that is important. Trust in the
evaluator is clearly important where the audience is unable to understand theevaluation, and lacks the resources for independent review. Neither trust norintelligent mistrust can be built instantly at any level of government. Andthis is one reason why stability of evaluation units is critical.
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Interest

Interest in an evaluation activity is a prere
useful information. Without that interest, it is d
any information at all. The incentives for providi
to incentives for using the information: if the in
can benefit, then the likelihood of the information
used increases.
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Once the results of an evaluation are developed, the implications of
the results must be educed. There are few formal procedures yet for doing
so.

Moreover, contractors, agency staff, and Congressional staff appear to
be mixed in their ability to do this. Indeed, some contractors have strong
reservations about making recommendations based on their work. Simply because
time available for evaluations is not sufficient to assay options and recom-
mendations well. Regardless of ability, recommendations are al ys likely to
be arguable to warrant several viewpoints, and if different pro als are
made, they need to be synthesized.

Printed information is often insufficient for understanding. oreover,

there is no formal mechanism set up to provide oral reports on e uations
to members of Congressional staff to assure understanding. Nor is there
any formal mechanism to present the results of independent appraisal of the
evaluation itself. Agency staffers are frustrated by their inability to
initiate contact with Congressional staff. Congressional staff are frustrated
by paperwork burden.

Apart from the problems engendered by the difficulty of constructing
recommendations, and difficulty of communicating them, the absence of regular
meetings invites errors in interpretation. For ex+ple, Carl Wisler of OED
notes that in 1979 a subcommittee staffer on the Senate appropriations committee
misinterpreted a finding from the Development Asso atest 1978 report on
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bilingual materials, and recommended cuts in funding for materials de-velopment. This misunderstanding was later clarified, and funding wasrestored.

Lois-ellin Datta has noted that, even among agency staff, misstatementsand overgeneralizations creep into executive summaries unless there is suf-ficient review. For example, one state official mentioned to us that avisiting member of an OE team had expressed the opinion that the RAND studyof federal programs supporting educational change had showed that innovative'
programs do not work. In fact, the study had shown come of the conditionsunder which such programs could be expected to work.

We do not know how serious this problem is. The matter was brought upby only three or four of our respondents out of some 70 at the federal level.But it was brought up by thoughtful people.

Finally, no formal mechanisms exists for routine following-up to determinewhether recommendations are acted upon. Yet such information is useful forunderstanding how often recommendations have been considered, accepted, orrejected, for understanding conditions under which recommendations are mostlikely to be adopted, and ultimately, for understanding Congressional andagency performance.

Decision ions Relevance and Abilit Use Information.

In principle, one ought to be able to outline each possible majoroutcome of an evaluation and the decisions that one could make based oneach outcome scenario. Specifying the range of possible decisions helps
to anticipate, in an orderly way, how onecould use the results of evalu-ation. It is a vehicle for tracking utilization after the evaluation iscomplete and decisions are made.

In practice, specifying the range of decisions is difficult or impossiblebecause: (a) possible outcomes of evaluation are not specified in advance,or (b) the time is insufficient to specify decision options, or (c) thenature of decisions simply cannot be specified well before the information
is collected, or (d) nobody is willing to specify options.

We have found few formal attempts to lay out decision options forany major evaluation, any federal or Congressional group. The exceptions
include so-called evaluability assessments which do try to address thequestion of how the information will be used once it has been obtained.
Exceptions also include evaluations that enjoy a long planning period.
For instance, the NIB Compensatory Education Study staff took six monthsto clarify Congressional interests and there was at least some attempt to
anticipate (but not specify on paper) how such information could be used.The process of specifying decisions within an agency is feasible at least
at times judging by evaluability assessments which have been undertaken.
Recent studies by GAO however suggest that it is all but impossible tocomplete evaluability assessments for broad aim programs because programgoals are not clear. The consequence is that evaluation goals cannot beclear and neither can one specify possible outcomes and decisions clearly.

2 6
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Regardless of whether decision options can be specified, there are
often strong disagreements about what any given piece of reliable infor-
mation implies. Consider, for example, a program found to have failed
on most counts in meeting its objectives. At least one camp within the
federal executive branch takes the position that more money ought to be
put into the program then to make it succeed. The public wanted it it
should be made to succeed. A second camp will argue for its termination
because it failed. Still a third camp will make the decision one way if
the program is a demonstration project and the other if it was created as
a service program. The Point to recol ize is that either decision
legitimate and that this does not .1 the evaluation results are useless.
The evaluation informs he decision, but the decision itself must be
based on other values or theories of what one ought to do in the face of
failure.

The business of specifying decisions is complicated as well because
alternative failure and success are typically mixed. A program may foster
reading ability, and also impede arithmetic ability. Children may learn
no more, but parents may learn a lot. And so on. This complexity should
not, we believe, impede attempts to specify outcomes or decision options.
It is a'persistent difficulty, and it's doubtful that we will make much
headway by ignoring it.

Finally, innovative social programs do not succeed dramatically as
often as we would like. Anticipating for small rather than large advances
is prudent, and one can do so by exploiting high quality evaluation designs.
Moreover, it is not unreasonable to prepare for failure of innovation by
specifying what else will be tried if the current effort fails. Such
contingency planning is a mundane exercise, but it is difficult to find more
than honorific attention to the matter outside planned research and de-
velopment efforts.
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6.8 ILLUSTRATIVE CASE STUDIES

Simply asking an individual the question, "Are the results of evaluation
used?" is a miserably inadequate device for understanding utilization. Flaws
in recollection, the difficulty of verifying statements, fragmentary evidence,
occasional deliberate deception, and similar problems argue for a case history
approach rather than simple inquiry if the idea is to understand how evalua-
tions are used. The problems of understanding use from self-reports are
similar to those encountered in economic research on employment, medical re-
search on use of health services, and the like. Consequently, we undertook
detailed case studies of several evaluations.

We have two overlapping samples of studies: one which consists of
studies completed by the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination in 1979 and
1978, and a second sample selected purposively. In the purposive sample, we
asked federal agency staff members, Congressional' staffers, and contractors
to identify remarkable evaluations which had been used over the past three
years. Then we tried to determine whether their contention about use was
supported by evidence. The same strategy was used to identify interesting
cases in the views of local and state staff. These studies then are illustra-
tive, intended to complement the general description given earlier. The
stress is on uses by the Congress, by management, and by oversight groups.
Special efforts were made to secure documentary evidence. Most of the work
of corroboration was done by telephone and mail. To facilitate independent
verification of the evidence, we have included references to published docu-
ments and have acknowledged individuals who provided information.

The OED sample involved choosing those studies from the highlights of the
OE Annual Evaluation Reports, for FY 1979 and 1978, that appeared from their
description to involve evaluation. Studies of management per se were excluded,
as were studies of economic projections.
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of Studies from Annual Evaluation Reports
1978 and 1979

THERIE1211j1NE:

ASPE: Study of Impact Aid (in house)
Exploratory Evaluation of Follow Through (in house)
Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education (NTS)

OE: Federal Program Supporting Educational Change (1977) (Rand)_
Evaluation of Bilingual Education Projects under Title VII (AIR)
Evaluation of Follow Through Planned Variations (Abt)
Sustaining Effects Study (Systems Development Corporation)

NIl: Compensatory Education Studies (Paul Hill et al)
Title I testing (SRI)

ACYF: National Day Care Study (Abt)

Other: Uses by Congressional Budget Office
Uses by Parent Advisory Committees
Uses by Providence, RI School District

OED Sample

Title I services to neglected and delinquent youth (Systems Development Corp.)
Study of magnet schools (Abt Associates)

Evaluation of Project Implementation Packages (American Institutes for Research)

Study of Campus-Based Aid and Basic Grant Programs (Applied Management Sci.)
Sex equity in vocational education (American Institutes for Research)

ESAA-TV survey of viewers (Applied Management Sciences)

Sustaining effects study (Systems Development Corporation)

Evaluation of bilingual education projects under Title VII (AIR)

Evaluation of Follow Through Planned-Variations (Abt)

ESAA aid to non-profit organizations (Rand Corporation)

Upward Bound (Research Triangle Institute)

Indian Education Part A (Communications Technology Corporation)

Exemplary programs in career education (AIR)

2
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluation:
The NIE Compensatory Education Study

The National Institute of Education was mandated by Congress under
Public Law 93-380, the Education Amendments of 1974, to examine "the
fundamental purposes of [compensatory education] programs and the effect-
iveness of such programs in attaining such purposes." Dr. Paul Hill,
director of the staff, worked with the administrative support of NIE which
was required to report directly to Congress rather than through MEW.

Congress wanted information on two broad subjects: the present oper-
ation of Title I at federal, state, and local levels, and the probable
effects of changes in Title I legislation. The study staff selected 6 major
topics, in consultation with Congressional staff, to be focused on in their
report: delivery of Title I services, state and local administration of
Title I, funds allocation methods, and effectiveness of various instructional
techniques.

Evidence of the usefulness of the study is abundant. The House Committee
on Education and Labor is explicit: "The Committee has found the quality of
the research by NIB to be excellent and has consequently relied upon these
reports in formulating amendments to Title I." (House report on HR 15, p. 5)
And from the Senate Committee on Human Resources, we have: "The committee
wishes to commend the National Institute of Education for the uniformly high
quality of its study, as well as its timeliness, as it proved invaluable to
the committee in the formulation of the Education Amendments of 1978."
(Senate report on S. 1753, p. 7) The House Committee used the NIE report
to organize the subject matter of the hearings oft Title I.

The Senate and House reports cite findings as justification for the
form and content of several Title I amendments. On occasion, the findings
are so distinctive that their contribution to amendments admits of little
doubt. The actions, statements, and proposed amendments that accompany ci-
tations of NIE findings are summarized in the following:

Effects of Title I on Recipients

Both the House and Senate reports explicitly acknowledge the study's
positive findings, that services are delivered to appropriate children, that
the program contributes to educational experiences of these children, and
that Title I does enhance student achievement in districts in which the
program is stable and well implemented. The House report asserts that
"All these findings can be contrasted with earlier studies which showed that
disadvantaged students fall more and more behind in their achievement levels
and become increasingly pessimistic about their ability to improve through
education." (p. 7)

The Study then changed or reinforced some attitudes toward the effect-
iveness of compensatory education, a major impact of the information in and
of itself. The House report used this information in its argument that Title I
be reauthorized for another five years and that increased funding is warranted.**
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Funds Allocation

Congress had altered the formula for allocation in 1974, such that
only two thirds of AFDC children could be counted in a district's appli-
cation for funds. Both the House and Senate reports cited the NIB finding
that only 6.9% of participants qualified for Title I under the AFDC measure,
as compared to the 60% figure Congress had been given in 1974. Moreover,AFDC recipients were unevenly distributed, with urban areas relying heavilyon AFDC eligibles for Title I funding. These considerations led the committeeto restore a full count of AFDC children to the formula for funds allocation.
The proposed amendment became part of PL 95-561 (Title I, Part A, section 112).

The House report noted the Study's examination of alternative poverty
formulas that would recognize needy individuals not currently eligible for
Title I. Such alternatives would increase funding for the Northeastern
and North Central states, while the share of the South would decrease slight-
ly and the West would be unaffected. It was clear that the Committee had
seriously considered the information presented, b-It they noted that no one
index of poverty would perfectly capture the distribution of needy individuals.
The Committee therefore proposed, among other amendments, that all funds up
to the 1979 level of appropriations would be distributed according to thepresent index. These proposals subsequently became law (Title I, Part A,
Section 111, paragraph 2 D).

The House report cited the Study's evidence that states differ in their
criteria for allocating funds within counties to particular school districts.Because school districts are not coterminous with counties, the process of
subeounty allocations can become very complex. The Study also found that
several states pool grants for all counties and give funds to districts
based on the states' own elig:Lbility formulas. NIB concluded, "this practice
violates the basic Title I statute and the regulations, but it could produce
results wholly consistent with the intent of both." "Consequently" (p. 12),the House Committee proposed an amendment permitting States to allocate money
directly to districts, ignoring county allocations. The Senate report pro-
posed a similar amendment, and it became law (Title I, Part A, Section 111,(a) 2B).

The Study staff discovered that Title I funds per participating child
were lowest in poor rural districts, because these districts have high con-
centrations of poor children, and because they are located primarily in stateswith the lowest education expenditures. Low levels of funding for general
education worked against Title I efforts. This information in conjunction
with other testimony was presented as the rationale for an amendment authorizing
$400 million for supplemental grants to districts in counties with high con-
centrations of poor children. The Senate bill also contains this provision,
and the Administration had also proposed it. It subsequently became law
(Title I, Part A, Section 117).
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The Study staff discovered that strong pressures exist within LEAs
to increase the number of schools receiving Title I. The goal of con-
centrating aid on schools with the lowest income was not being met. NIE's
finding that most demonstration districts chose to allocate funds to schools
on the basis of student achievement criteria was noted. In expressing con-
cern that funds might be diluted, the House report noted NIE's conclusion
that demonstration districts had extended services to more students without
reducing the intensity and quality of services, but they could not do so for
long without increased funding.

Citing this and other evidence, the House and Senate bills proposed
several actions. First, LEAs would be authorized to rank schools both
according to poverty and educational deprivation. Poverty schools would be
served in the order of their rank unless a school ranked lower in terms of
the number of educationally deprived children. Second, regulations would
be created to allow LEAs to serve schools ranked lower in terms of edu-
cational.deprivation than schools ranked higher in terms of poverty. Third,
LEA would be permitted to skip schools receiving special state or local
services similar to Title 1 and like amounts. Finally, the bill required
that once a measure of ranking is chosen by a district, it must be uniformly
applied. These proposals became law (Title I, Part A, Section 122 and Section
123, (d)).

ices Delivered to Students

The Study found that less than 1% of secondary school students receive
Title I services compared to 20% in elementary school. The House and Senate
reports cited this finding and noted that many districts hesitate to adopt
high school programs because they do not know the program types that would
be legal. Both Senate and House Committees noted that the Commissioner
should include in regulations legal models for issues that might arise due
to use of Title 1 funds in elementary and secondary schools.

Both the Senate and House reports cite the Study's conclusions that,
while Title I does not require or encourage particular instructional strategies,
some state and local officials believe that HEW auditors prefer the "pull out"
design. Both Senate and House Committees direct OE to develop regulations
describing both "in class" and "pull put" designs for Title 1 administrators.

Both House and Senate reports cited the Study finding that a quarter of
Title I students are assigned to homerooms exclusively for Title I students,
and may be separated from higher achieving students for the entire school day.
Both reports emphasize that Title I does not intend such segregation, which
should be avoided. If it does occur, programs must show that Title 1 children
are receiving their fair share of state and locally funded services.

The Study data revealed that parental involvement activities by 1976
had accounted for the largest expenditures for Title I auxiliary services,
that a third of all districts surveyed had no functioning chairperson for a
school advisory council, and that one fourth of districts had no council at
all Citing this and other information, the House bill revised the requirements
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for parent advisory councils. Two of these provisions became law. A
third provision was altered in the final legislation (Title I, Part A,
Section 125). NIE was also directed to conduct a study of the effects of
parental involvement in Title I programs (Section 125).

The Study concluded that the "supplement, not supplant" provision forthe distribution of state and local funds provided sufficient flexibilityfor districts. It also concluded that regulations promulgated by OE were
not sufficiently comprehensive, because some of the tests for compliancewere not set forth in the regulations and the regulations did not take theneeds of administrators into account. Both the House and Senate reportscited these findings and required that tests of compliance on thrt supplanting
issue be published in the Federal Register. Moreover, Of regulations wererequired to set forth legal models for non-supplanting of funds and to explainhow these principles apply in day to day situations.

According to the House report, the Study concluded that an amendmentwas necessary to encourage states and school districts to give compensatory
education students their fair share of services that are locally funded,
establishing compensatory education services similar to those of Title I.
An amendment for such comparability was introduced and later became law
(Title I, Part A, sections 126 (c) and 131).

Both the Senate and House reports cite evidence from the Study thatless than 4% of private school students in Title I districts are served by
compensatory education services. The Study suggested that private schoolsmay not be made aware of availability of Title I services or that public
school officials may not design the services to take into account the needs
of private school children. Both House and Senate Committees introduced
two amendments to ameliorate this problem. First, equal expenditures for
Title 1 children in private schools would be required, although the number ofsuch children and their special needs are to be considered. Second the
Committees proposed that the Commissioner be required to exercise his bypass
authority to ensure prompt resolution of complaints of private schools dealingwith Title I. In addition, the Committees urged strengthening of OE regu-lations to ensure that private schools become aware of the availability of
services to their Title I eligible students. These proposals subsequently
became law (Title I, Part A, section 130).

According to state administrators interviewed in the Study, most problems
in coordinating Title 1 and state-funded compensatory education were due to
a lack of clarity in interpretations and guidelines issued by Federal Title
administration, or to inconsistencies in Federal monitoring and enforcement.
These findings, along with other testimony, led the House and Senate Committees
to clarify language dealing with the requirements for obtaining an exemption
from Title I's excess cost and comparability provisions. A new exemption
would apply to state programs that are being phased in. Another proposalrequired that OE or SEAS determine in advance whether special state or local
programs satisfy the requirements for exemption. These amendments sub-
sequently became law (Title 1, Part A, Section 131).
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Both the Senate and House Committees concluded that when schools have
a very high percentage of low income children, school-wide projects to
serve them were order. This conclusion was based in part on evidence
from the Legal Sandards Project, supported by the Study, that in such
schools it is dificult to design "special" programs for this large majority
which do not also serve the school as a whole. Both the House and Senate
Committees therefore proposed an amendment permitting schools with high
concentrations of children from low income families to use state, local and
federal funds to design a single compensatory education program for all
children. A revision of the proposal became law (Title 1, Part A, section
133).

State istration

The Study concluded that many states are not clear as to their authority
in rulemaking, disseminating information, providing technical assistance
and monitoring compliance. This confusion was attributed to ambiguity and
difficulty of legislation and inconsistency of federal monitoring. Moreover,
the legal framework for Title I has led some states to practices that are not
in compliance. The House report clarified rulemaking language in proposals
which subsequently became law (Title I, Part C, section 165). The Senate
report discussed these findings under their proposed Title V, and the rule-
making amendment became law (Title V, Part A, Section 504). The House
Committee also directed OE to clarify regulations and insure that states
do not misinterpret their authority.

NIE found that states had implied authority to withhold funds, but
that the manner in which they did so was "quite inconsistent." Citing this
finding, the House report clarified language dealing with the manner in
which states are to withhold funds. This proposal subsequently became law
(Title I, Part C; section 186). The Senate report cited these findings
under their proposed Title V, and the withholding amendment here became
law also (Title V, Part A, Section 508).

The House report noted the NIE finding that Title I regulations dealing
with state enforcement are scattered throughout the legal framework for
Title I, thus impeding Congressional intent. The Committee urged the Com-
missioner to revise regulations for state enforcement such that they facili-
tated compliance and described options and the legal basis for sanctions.
In addition, both the Senate and House bills included an amendment requiring
states to submit monitoring and enforcement plans. This proposal subsequently
became law (Title I, Part C, Section 171).

NIE concluded that most states require fiscal audits, as stated in
their policies, but omit compliance audits. Moreover, audit resolution
varies widely among states. Citing these findings, the House report intro-
duced an amendment clarifying auditing and audit resolution responsibilities
of state education agencies. This amendment subsequently became law (Title
Part C, section 170). The Senate report discussed these findings under
their proposed Title V, and the auditing amendment becamse law (Title V,
Part A, Section 509).
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NIE sugLested that states might become more effective in their re-sponsibilitie:; if the administrative set-aside portion of state funds wereincreased. The House report cited this and other testimony as justifi-cation for increasing the set-aside for state administration. The Senatereport cited NIE's findings as justification for a different approach. TheSenate bill consolidated state administration of Title I and Title IV undera new Title V of ESEA. The rationale for consolidation was that paperworkcould be diminished and both programs could operate more efficiently. Theseproposals subsequently became law (Title V).

ation

Both the Senate and House reports cited the Study's overall conclusionthat Title I was generally well-administered at the federal level. Theyalso noted problems that the Study had identified in the day-to-day admin-istration of the program. According to the report, OE did not implement
requirements clearly and consistently. SEAs and LEAs became confused abouttheir own responsibilities as a result. OE particularly did not apply con-sistent standards in identifying violations of the "supplement, not supplant"requirements. The Study also found that the laws pertaining to Title I arenot written clearly. Agencies must inquire of OE to get interpretations of thelaw. According to both the House and Senate reports, rewriting Title I legis-lation is an attempt to clarify the law.

NIE discovered that HEW had a poor record on audits. In light of thisfinding, both the Senate and House introduced
amendments requiring theInspector General of HEW to audit fiscal integrity and compliance of granteesand subgrantees regularly. NIE had also found 4-hat OE had acted in recentyears on less than 5 percent of all monies involved in audit exceptions andthat only 1 percent of this money had been recovered. The House and Senatebills outlined OE's responsibility to act on Title I audits and to recovermoney where necessary on a timely basis. Moreover, OE was directed to describeeach step of audit resolution in regulations and to provide an annual reportto Congress on audits. This last proposal subsequently became law (Title I,Part D, section 185).

The House and Senate reports cited NIE's finding that, although OE haddeveloped a body of interpretation, guidelines and applications of regulations,this body of experience had not been assembled coherently together nor dis-seminated to state and local agencies. The House and Senate bills includedan amendment directing OE to develop a policy manual for use by states andlocal agencies. In an appendix, the NIE report on administration includesrecommendations for improving clarity of the federal legal framework. Someof these recommendations were included in the report and the Committees ex-pressed support for them. The proposed amendment subsequently became law(Title I, Part D, section 187).
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The House report noted that problems existed with current methods
of demonstrating comparability between Title I services and those provided
by state and local funds. It cited NIE's finding that the current method,
using the non-Title I average, could lead to inequalities for Title I schools.
The House therefore introduced an amendment allowing OE to waive this require-
ment in order to allow selected school districts to try alternative methods
of demonstrating comparability. This became law (Title I, Part F, section 102).
Testimony other than the NIE findings also was cited as justification in the
House report.

The House report cited the finding that although procedures to set
indirect cost rates were generally clear, there were two exceptional cases
of a lack of clarity in regulations. The committee directed OE to clarify
these regulations, which were leading to variations among states in setting
rates in indirect costs for state administrative set-asides and for Title I
programs for handicapped and neglected and delinquent children.

This listing is merely a content analysis of statements in the record
of the two Committee reports. While it is not possible to establish a
direct link between Committee action and the NIE Study findings in all cases,
all the evidence points to the conclusion that the findings contributed greatly
to the form of the bills. The NIE Study was highly useful in the sense that
it contributed to at least 21 separate sections of the 1978 Amendments relating
to Title 1 and Title V. Furthermore, the House committee directed the re-
vision or addition of regulations to clarify procedures and policy in six
other areas of Title I administration and funding.

In developing this case study, Paul Hill, former director of the
Study, and Iris Rotberg, a co-principal investigator, were interviewed.
Pertinent information was provided by Jack Jennings of the Congressional
staff and Chris Cross, a former staff member.

In developing this case study, Iris Rotberg, deputy director of the
study, was interviewed. Pertinent information was provided by Jack Jennings
of the Congressional staff and Chris Cross, a former staff member.
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Footnotes

*Many of the NIB reports cited here are based on reports submitted byindependent contractors. The contracts were administered by the NIECompensatory Education Study staff and were directed toward answeringquestions that the Congress asked to be addressed in the Study. Con-tractors included Abt Associates (formula allocation), EducationalTurnkey Systems, Inc. (administration), Lawyers Committee for CivilRights Under Law (legal standards), Booze, Allen, Hamilton,Syracuse Research Corporation, Policy Research Corporation, and others.

**We are not aware of any intensive critique or secondary analysis ofthe Study's analysis of Title I program effects on children.
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Case Study: Evaluation
of Title VII Bilingual Programs

American Institutes for Research conducted an evaluation of the
Title VII Bilingual Programs from 1975 to 1977. From 38 sites of bilin-
gual programs in their fourth or fifth year of operation, classrooms were
randomly selected from grades 2 through 6. Non-bilingual classrooms with
comparable students were selected in or near the districts incorporating
the bilingual classrooms. Children were tested for English comprehensionand reading, mathematics, Spanish oral comprehension and reading, and
attitudes. The evaluation was supported by OE's Office of Evaluation and
Dissemination.

An interim report wa.s submitted to Office of Education for the reau-
thorization hearings of ESEA in 1978. The findings included:

1) Hispanic students not in Title VII classes outperformed
Hispanic students in such classes in English proficiency
(with some variation across grade levels).

2) Hispanic students in Title VII outperformed non-Title VII
students in mathematics. (In the final report, however,
additional data and a new analysis showed that Title VII
and non-Title VII students appear to do equally well in
math.

Less than 1/3 of students in Title VII programs were of
limited English speaking ability and generally did not
exit the program when they became proficient.

4) Title VII Hispanic students had higher Spanish proficiency
than did the non-Title VII comparison group, though the
Title VII program may not have been the only contributing
factor.

These findings appear to have been used by Congress to alter the
Title VII program, judging from reports of the House Committee on Educa-
tion and Labor, the Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, and
other groups influencing the 1978 Education Amendments.

Congressional Use

The House report first cited the AIR findings, the controversy they
produced, and the critique by NIE of the adequacy of the information.-
In spite of uncertainty' over the findings, enough information existed
from other sources to justify certain amendments.

First, the AIR study showed the inadequacy of the current definition
of the target population. The definition, as of 1978, equated speaking
ability with competency in English, omitting understanding, reading and
writing. The AIR measures were English reading and understanding. The
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new House b broadened this definition to include these concepts. TheSenate repo -lso contained this broadened definition, which became law(Title VII of L 95-561, Section 703).

The House further specified the students to be served by stipulatingthe number of English-speaking children allowed in Title VII classrooms.The AIR finding that many bilingual classrooms contained a majority ofEnglish speakers was tempered by the consideration that English and non-English speakers might benefit from interaction in the classroom. TheHouse therefore proposed that for "pull-out" bilingual programs, allstudents be non-English speaking, but for regular classrooms, that thenumber of English-speaking
children be proportional to their numbers inthe school. The Senate report, on the other hand, provided that a maxi-mum of 40% of each Title VII classroom be English-speaking. Althoughthe Senate applied the same rationale, the AIR report was not cited. TheSenate provision became law (FL 95-561, Title VII, Section 703).

A change in law may have come about because of the AIR study, ac-cording to one of our interviewees, namely, the requirements that OEdevelop procedures for identifying children of limited English ability,and that OE develop models for bilingual education and models for theevaluation of these programs.

AIR found that 85% of project directors said that students did notleave the program when they became proficient in English. Citing thisfinding, the House report noted thatkthe problem centered on assessmentof children's abi y to operate in he English-speaking system, andthat assessment o this proficiency left to the local system itself.The House report ated that argum
should be "maintenance" or "transit
However, in the bill itself, there
for determining when those children
language was strengthened to indicat
goal of the program. ,This became 1:

about whether bilingual programs
programs confused the issues.
provisionofor "measurable goals

_Aongerf assistance." Thus
E proficiency was the

The House bill contained a gene
bilingual education be limited to 5
waivers for special circumstances.
that bilingual programs are expensive t
they are established. The AIR report was
for Title VII bilinguar programs, compa
serving Hispanic children. The five-y

de
a

iona
art,

cited, sh
to non.b
ule beramie,

al assistance for
roject, with
his provision. as
not be so on
higher costs
1 programs,

aw (Section 721

The House report cited AIR evidenc
teachers in their study had a regular o
there was great variation in standards
instructor. The House required OE to con u
teaching fellowships in bilingual education
This amendment became law (Section 723).

t, although 80 percent of
Ingual teaching credential,
ing certified a bilingual
a sudy of the impact of

provided under Title VII.

The evaluation has also been used by Congressional support staff.
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See the case study on the Congressional Budget Office.

Management and Executive Uses
After the Amendments of 1978 passed, OE contracted with the South-

west Regional Laboratory (SWRL) to identify entry and exit criteria for
bilingual students. According to several of our interviewees, this con-
tract was a direct result of the AIR findings on the number of English-
proficient students retained in bilingual classes.

Secretary Califano was cited in Education Daily for January 23, 1979,
as saying that "the administration will 'make it clear' to schools re-
ceiving bilingual money that the law mandates that children must 'learn
English as rapidly as possible' and be taught other subjects in their
native language only until they are proficient in English." Education
Daily also quoted Ernest Boyer, OE Commissioner, as saying "the Education
Amendments of 1978, PL 95-561, 'makes it explicit' that bilingual educa-
tion is to be an English language-development program." Moreover, the
Secretary directed of to require that bilingual classes consist of 75%
or more students of limited English ability.

State Use

The California State legislature used the AIR study. Assemblyman
Dennis Hangers introduced a bill (AB 2400) that would have required that
districts use multiple criteria to assess whether a student was ready to
return to English classrooms. According to his legislative aide, the
AIR study reinforced his feeling and other information that many pupils
are not so limited in English that they could not benefit from English
classes.

Judicial Use
The AIR study was also used in Cintron vs. the Brentwood School

District in the State of New York. In this case, the Puerto Rican Legal
Defense Fund sued the school district of Brentwood to gain more funds
for bilingual education. The principal investigator he AIR study
was subpoenaed to describe the AIR findings. The couL, determined that
the Brentwood district was operating a Spanish language maintenance
program with no exit criteria for English proficient students. The
court ruled that the school must have criteria whereby students judged
proficient in English would leave the bilingual classroom. This case
preceded the Education Ammendments of 1978. Although the Brentwood
district was not in the AIR sample, information from the AIR study
allowed the court to ascertain ways in which the bilingual program
could be improved.

The AIR study generated a great deal of controversy and publicity.
Even before the hearings on Title VII, several articles on the study had
appeared in the press. This trend continues, with the study being cited
on Prime Time Saturday, a CBS TV national broadcast, on May 12, 1980.

cou
The study had many difficulties along the way. OE was taken to
after the contract was let, which used valuable time. The second
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year -ample had to be drastically cut because of budget restraints. NIEcritiqued the study, but other criticism is not nearly as conscientiousand, at least at times, inept. The AIR principal investigator cited oneexample in which a critic had read, not the report, or even the summary,but a 4-page document produced for Congress.

The study is controversial in large part because of the evidence thatfederal programs were operating as native language
maintenance programs.Although local districts are free to fund maintenance programs, the federalgovernment will only fund programs that have as their primary goal the ac-quisition of English and eventual transfer of students to English languageclassrooms. This is a thorn in the side of some who regard the native lan-guage as being relegated to a secondary status. Moreover, transitional pro-grams would soon lead to fewer bilingual classes in some cases. For thesereasons the bilingual

community attacked the findings vigorously.

In generating this case study we interviewed Malcolm Danoff, princi-pal investigator for the AIR evaluation of Title VII bilingual educationprograms, Norma Partlow, legislative aide to Dennis Mangers of the Cali-fornia State Assembly, and Tetsuo Okada and Carl Wisler of OED. John El-lis, former Executive Deputy Commissioner of Education, was also interviewed.
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Case Study of the Use of Evaluation
The Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education

In 1978-79, the NTS Research Corporation conducted an evaluation of
the Fund for the Improvement of Postsecondary Education, a program then
authorized under Section 404 of the General Educational Provisions Act.
The evaluation was supported through a contract between the Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation (ASPE), DREW and the Cor-
poration.

In testimony before the Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education, the
director of the Study Sol Pelavin, concluded that the Fund was "extremely
successful. . .when judged by any number of criteria." He stressed that
such positive and relatively unqualified judgments about the worth of a
program were relatively rare, making the Fund a remarkable exception.

The evidence that this evaluation was used stems from recognition of the
evaluation in the Report of the House Committee on Education and Labor and
from corroborative testimony of the contractor, the federal agency project moni
and a Congressional staff member with responsibility for obtaining information
about the Fund. The Committee Report, for instance, quotes Pelavin's testi-
mony in justifying the "Transfer of the Fund from Section 404 of the general
Education Provisions Act to Title X of the Higher Education Act to give the
legislative visibility deemed appropriate by the Committee." (p. 56) The
evaluation finding that the Fund was successful in meeting its objectives
and Congressional intent along a number of dimensions also appears to have
been used to justify authorizing an increased level of funding.

Information about the use of the evaluation was obtained from Keith Baker,
a former staff member of ASPE in the Division of Education, Sol Pelavin of NTS
Corporation, and Thomas Wolanin, Staff Director of the Subcommittee on Post-
secondary Education, Committee on Education and Labor.
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluation:
The Congressional Budget Office

We interviewed three members of the Congressional Budget Office whoseprimary responsibilities lav in educational budget policy. They each af-firmed their use of evaluations generated by the federal government, butstressed that variations in quality of the evaluations preclude CBO's usingresults of some studies. The general uses cited in each instance involvedevelopment of an understanding of the degree to which program services areprovided, whether the program has detectable effects, and costs. The indexof use of evaluation employed in this case study is citation of evaluationsin CBO reports to the Congress. We regard citation as a crude indicator ofthe use of evaluations in policy development.

So for instance, data from the Office of Evaluation and Dissemination'sevaluation of the Basic Grants program was used in CEO's report to theCongress, Federal Student Assistance. The evaluation, conducted by AppliedManagement Sciences, provided CBO with preliminary information on how manyneedy students receive assistance from a variety of sources such as parentsand federal grants. The data are important in understanding whether federalassistance can have much impact. The CEO report also relied on an Officeof Evaluation and Dissemination evaluation of Upward Bound programs executedby the Research Triangle Institute. The specific use is in understandingthat the program has some detectable effects, notably on influencing thelikelihood that the needy student will pursue post-secondary education andno detectable effects on other behavior such as college grades. These OEDevaluations are not the only reports cited.
Descriptive data generated by theNational Center for Educational Statistics, the Census Bureau, and other privateand public agencies were also used. The report also cites individual universityresearch efforts without specifying source of support. At least one of these,Alexander Astin of UCLA, has received OED support for longitudinal studies ofcollege students' dropout rate.

The Congressional Budget Off ice's draft analysis of federal effortsfor high schools exhibits similar dependence on evaluations. The documentaryevidence is consistent with interviews. The early descriptive reports of theOED supported Sustaining Effects Study, for instance, is exploited to under-stand which states provide financial support for compensatory education beyondthat provided through Title I and so understand where geographic needs may lie.The Congressionally mandated study of Title I, run by NIB, is used in asimilar way. The early reports of the Sustaining Effects Study are also citedin CBO's description of the degree to which students who are needy are actuallyreceiving appropriate Title I support and in describing what we don't knowabout support of high school students. No reference to any federally supportedevaluation of vocational education in high schools is made. We believe thescarcity of reasonable quality studies accounts for this.
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OED supported studies of bilingual education, especially an evaluation
by American Institutes for Research, is cited with explicit reservations.
Descriptive data on attitudes about federally supported bilingual programs
are cited to assist understanding the conflict between federal and local
views. The evidence on effects of the program is judged inconclusive by
CEO staff. NIE supported efforts to estimate the effects of career edu-
cation programs are mentioned but not cited explicitly in CEO's description
of whether the program is effective. Similarly, OED supported evaluations of
Upward Bound are cited in describing who is served and the effect of services
but no explicit citation is provided.

CBO's report on day care services and the role of federal support relies
heavily on seven major day-care studies. About 40% of the citations (pages
5-42) refer to recent Abt Associates evaluation supported by the Administration
for Children, Youth, and Families. The remainder are most frequently syntheses
supported by the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. No OED or NIE
studies are cited explicitly.

Apart from citation of this sort, CBO staff informed us that evaluations
are cited in memoranda written, in response to Congressional inquiry. We did
not have the time available to examine the character and frequency of such use.
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Gast Study on Use of Evaluation:
The National Day Care Study

The National Day Care Study was executed during 1974-79 with thesupport of the Administration
for Children, Youth, and Families at a costof approximately $8 million. Conducted by Abt Associates, it focused 04day care center operations and the services provided to children under fiveyears of age.

Part of the study focused on the staff/child ratios in centers, onwhether reducing such ratios would degrade quality of care, and on whetherreducing ratios would decrease costs of federally supported day care. Thequestions have a direct bearing on day care standards and federal inter-
agency regulations for child care. The National Day Care Study was one offour recent studies on the general topic and has been supplemented by in-dependent informal interviews by federal agency staff. The uses to whichresults were put are remarkable in several respects. Some documentationon use is available and we outline the evidence below.

Federal Regulations

The NDCS had a direct bearing on revision c
Day Care Requirements amended in 1975 to govern
XX of the Social Security Act.

the Federal Interagency
ay care funded under Title

In particular, proposals for new regulations were issued in the FederalRegister in June 1979 (Volume 44, No. 117, pp. 34754-34781) and final
regulations were issued March 19, 1980 (Volume 45, No. 55, pp. 17870-17885).The text of each makes it clear that the regulations are based heavily onthe National Day Care Study.

The study provided
persuasive evidence that the 1968 FIDC requirementson size of the children's group and staff/child ratio in the classroom can bealtered to reduce cost of care without appreciable loss of quality in care.The recommendations involve more stringent constraints on group size, thesmaller being better generally, and relaxation of staff/ratio requirements,and three policy options on requirements were provided. The final regulationsgenerally use age categories recommeixded by the NDCS to specify group and staffrequirements, and employ one of three policy options for specifying group sizeand staff child ratios (pp. 17877-17878).

The Study "found a critical relationship between specialized caregivertraining and the quality of day care children receive." The proposed regu-lations incorporate the finding by requiring that all caregivers participatein "specialized training, on a continuing basis within six months of employ-ment" (p. 34757). The same view is emphasized in the final regulations whichrequire that "all caregivers without a national recognized child developmentcredential regularly participate in training related to child care" (p. 17872).Further, the Study found no clear relation between any measure of welfare ordevelopment of children and prior educational attainment level and job relatedexperience, and observed that it then "seems inappropriate to incorporate eitherinto future federal purchasing regulations" (p. 161). The final regulationechoes this observation by not specifying entry level requirements for centercaregivers.
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The Study recommended that the federal requirements bearing on size
of children's groups and staffing "be determined on the basis of scheduled
enrollment of children rather than their actual attendance" (p. 34762).
The recommendation was offered partly in recognition of confusion caused
by children's absenteeism encountered at the Centers by Study staff. The
final regulations permit designation of group size on the basis of either
enrollment or attendance, the deviation from original NDCS recommendations
being influenced at least partly by independent commentary on the proposed
regulations arising from variations in state practices.

e si h and h

There was some use of the study by the Congress and the U. S. General
Accounting Office in the following sense. Senators Robelt Packwood and
Russell Long asked the U.S. General Accounting Office for advice about day
care regulations. In a written response of September 25, 1979, Comptroller
General Staats recommended that the new regulations be based on the National
Day Care Study and on the GAO's reanalysis of the work. Staats' letter
,e.iterated NDCS study findings that early regulations on staff/child ratios
and training were too stringent and good quality care can be obtained by
relaxing these requirements within limits. Moreover, GAO's independent
study of day care was used as a partial basis for verifying conclusions.

One rather important but difficult to verify use of the NDCS concerns
resolving a ten year debate between Senators Long and Packwood and the
Department of DREW on day care regulations. The discussion concerned the
stringency of regulations, the problem that some states could not meet
requirements, and the Congress's continuing resolution permitting waiver
of regulations for such states. The NDCS study provided a basis for resolving
differences between the Congress and the agency, and for eliminating the need
for the waiver resolution.

There is some indication of use at the general policy level in the
following sense. The Council on Wage and Price Stability reviewed the
study and complimented DREW on its conduct in a Council document dated
September 24, Docket No. 79-184-32. In its issues and options paper on
federally supported child care, the Congressional Budget Office relied on
seven major studies of day -care services including the NDCS. Their citation
of NDCS accounts for over a third of the citations in their discussion of
who is served, whether services are effective, and the need for services.

Verification of factual information on use of the National Day Care
Study was obtained in telephone interviews with Richard Ruopp of Bank Street
College, Jeffrey Travers of the National Academy of Sciences, and Herb
Millstein of the U.S. General Accounting Office.
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluation=
The Joint Dissemination Review Panel

History
The present Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) was begun in

1972 by Dr. John Evans and Commissioner Sidney Marland as the Office of

Education Dissemination Review Panel. The JDRP includes representatives

of both the Office of Education (USOE) and the National Institute of Edu-

cation (NIE). Its purpose is to provide an internal quality control

mechanism over the use of federal funds for the dissemination of educational

products and practices for which claims of effectiveness are made. This

purpose is accomplished by requiring approval by the Panel that there is

sufficient evaluative evidence to substantiate the claims made about the

innovations. The programs and practices must also pass a pre-review

screening for social fairness and absence of potentially harmful side

effects which is done by the relevant Education Division program office.

Most of the approved programs have been actively disseminated by USOE's

Division of Educational Replication through the National Diffusion Network.

Of 421 submissions to JDRP, 245 (57.7%) have been approved. Of those

approved, 60% (149) were developed using Title I, Title III, or Title IV

money. All approved programs are described in Educational Programs That

Work.

Structure and Operation
The JDRP consists of 22 members, 11 each from USOE and NIE, who serve

two year terms. Members are nominated by the Commissioner of Education

and Director of NIE on the basis of their education and experience in

evaluation and their practical knowledge of education. Panel members are

selected on the basis of their interest and willingness to participate.

There is no financial or "in kind" reward for serving. The Panel itself

has no official status or budget within the Education Division although

the Executive Secretary, Mr. Seymour Rubak, is a staff member of the

USOE's Division of Educational Replication. Meetings of the Panel are

scheduled by the Executive Secretary whenever 2 or 3 submittals have been

received. Seven to nine Panel members are scheduled to attend each meeting.

The meetings are very informal and open to the public. The vote on each

submission is taken immediately after it is discussed and is also public.

Pre-review Screening
Individual program offices within the Educational Division are res-

ponsible for identifying and screening potential candidates. In addition

to making preliminary judgements on the accuracy and adequacy of the

evidence of effectiveness, the screening process is intended to insure

that innovations are socially fair, free of race and sex bias for example,

and present no potentially harmful side effects. The individual responsible

for the screening signs a transmittal memorandum assuring the Panel that

the screening was done and the innovation found acceptable. A USOE

Assistant Commissioner or NIE Associate Director also reviews each sub-

mittal and approves it before it is reviewed by the JDRP.

Based on conversations with agency staff, this screening process

256
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seems to work well in general, although two exceptions were noted. Thefirst relates to the quality of the evidence and its presentation in theactual submittal. Program offices vary in terms of their experience withthe screening process and that affects the persuasiveness of the actualsubmittal, independent of the quality of the evidence. Federal agencystaff members familiar with JDRP operations expressed the feeling that thequality of both the evidence and its presentation have increased overtime. The second exception was that some products may have been approvedwhich did not meet all of the criteria. For example, we were told of aninstance in which a Texas school district complained that a JDRP approvedprogram was not free of sex and race bias. Given the difficulty of apply-ing these criteria, it is not unlikely that there will be some justifiedcriticism of individual programs or products.

JDRP Review
The actual review process is bared on the evaluation evidence collectedto substantiate the claims of effectiveness made for the innovation. Theevidence is presented to the Panel in the form of a ten-page submissionwhich is supposed to include information about the innovation and its devel-opment, who funded it, what claims are made for the innovation and for whatpopulation, and what the costs of adoption would be. However, the majoremphasis in the submission is to be on the evidence of effectiveness andfactors affecting its credibility. The criterion used by the Panel aredescribed in detail in the JDRP's Ideabook, along with numerous examplesof both persuasive and unpersuasive evidence. Briefly the evidence mustbe reliable and valid. The effects must be both statistically and educa-tionally significant. There must also be credible evidence that theobserved outcomes were caused by the program and would not have occurredin its absence. Finally, the innovation should be generalizable to othersites at a reasonable cost.
It is clear from conversations with JDRP members and minutes of theJDRP meetings that establishing a credible argument for the causal linkbetween the program and outcomes is one of the primary requirements forapproval. The meetings provide Panel members with an opportunity to clarifyany questions they have after reading the submittal and gives the individualsmaking the submission a chance to convince the Panel that their program isexemplary. The votes are almost always accompanied by commentswhich provide reasons for the Panel's decision.

JDRP Performance
Although no formal evaluation of the JDRP has been done, it is thefeeling of the people to whom we talked that the Panel is serving animportant function and serving it well. The standards it uses for review-ing evidence of effectiveness conform reasonably well to other relatedstandards for judging evaluations, e.g -, those issued by the Evaluation

Research Society and by the Joint Committee on Standards for EducationalEvaluation. What little evidence exists in published form (Tallmadge,1977b; Crandall, 1975) suggests reasonable adherence to the criteria.Evidence from an evaluation of the National Diffusion Network(Emrick, 1977) showed about 9000 adoptions of JDRP approved programs byloci= school districts. However, not much evidence of continued
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effectiveness is yet available. The cost of adoption has been about

$4000 on average, while the average cost of program development was about

$300,000. Major criticisms of the Panel involve three issues: the rigor

with which the criteria are applied (c.f. Tallmadge, 1977a), the Panel's

decision not to review proprietary products, and the issue of equity of

opportunity in providing convincing evidence. Each of these issues is

discussed by Datta (1977).

The information contained in this case study was obtained from the

references cited below, minutes of JDRP meetings, and interviews with the

following individuals:

Dr. John Evans, Assistant Commissioner, Office of Evaluation and Dissemina-

tion, USOE
Maryann Nilsap, Senior Associate, Teaching, Assessment and Evaluation, NIE

Mn Bezdek, Office of Evaluation and Dissemination, USOE

Jeff Schiller, Assistant Director, Teaching, Assessment, and Evaluation, NIE

Seymour Rubak, Executive Secretary, JDRP, USOE
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluation!
The Impact Aid Program

An evaluation of the program for School Assistance for Federally
Affected Areas (Impact Aid) was conducted by Lawrence L. Brown III, AlanGinsburg, and Martha Jacobs, of the Office of the Assistant Secretary forPlanning and Evaluation, DREW. The study was initiated to assist the
development of the Administration's proposal on Impact Aid for the Edu-
cational Amendments of 1978. The Chairmen of the House AppropriationsCommittee and that of Education and Labor had requested such a study in1977, as had Senators Bellmpn and Muskie. The study assessed revisions
in the program embodied in the Educational Amendments of 1974, using data
from FY 1976, the first year of implementation.

The ASPE researchers concluded first, that the government could
justifiably eliminate Impact Aid to children associated with Federal ac-tivities that did not deprive districts of taxes. This would eliminateImpact Aid to districts with parents who worked in federal jobs out-of-
district, and to districts with locally-owned public housing. However,the latter districts were often poor and urban. The ASPE group concluded
that the revision of Impact Aid would only be equitable if Title I funds tosuch districts were increased.

A second conclusion was that the current formula for compensating
districts permitted wealthy districts to inflate the amount of compensation,
while a "floor" of half the national average expenditure per pupil did not
reflect disparities of expenditures across states. Although 20% of funds
were allocated to relatively wealthy districts that were only lightly impactedby the presence of Federal activities, heavily impacted districts showed areal burden from the loss of tax revenues, depended heavily on Impact Aidfor funding, and were poor in comparison to the average for their respectivestates.

The ASPE researchers also found that Impact Aid might actually impedeStates from providing their own equalization money, because Impact Aid as
currently formulated offered them no incentive to do so.

The ASPE report presented three comprehensive reform packages, which
varied according to their departure from current practice and degree ofcost savings. The Administration chose the second of these packages, which
departed moderately from current practice. This set of recommendations
included the following provisions:

) That payments for children who work outside the county be
eliminated.

2) That payments for children residing in low rent housing be
gradually withdrawn.

3) That the method of computing compensation by local rates be
eliminated for all but the most heavily impacted districts,
and that the "floor" rate of 1/2 the national average be
eliminated.

2 11
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That a 3 percent "absorption" provision eliminate'payments for
federal children equal to 3 percent of the district's non-
federal enrollment (eliminating lightly impacted districts).

5) That the "tier" system of funds allocation be eliminated.

Each of these provisions was offered by the ASPE report. Moreover,
the Administration offered findings from the report as justification
for the suggested provisions.

However, the Administration's proposal on Impact Aid was not adopted
by Congress. The Senate Appropriations Committee did make some use of
the information and expertise that the ASPE group had gained. According
to Congressional staff member Sam Hunt, this information was useful in
discussions about ways to cut the program. Although appropriations were
finally cut, it is not possible to say that the ASPE evaluation had a
great deal to do with it.

In creating this case study, we interviewed Lawrence Brown and Marti
Jacobs, formerly of ASPE, and Sam Hunt.
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Case Study 8A-thetLfsetof Evalua lAn:
Problems in Title I Testing
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluation:
Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change

In light of the growing number of federal programs designed to produce
changes in education through local grants and projects, the Office of Evalua-
tion and Dissemination of OE awarded a contract to RAND Corporation in 1973
to examine the adoption of innovations in school districts. Paul Berman
and Milbrey McLaughlin, the principal investigators, examined local adop-
tions of four "change agent" programs: ESEA Title IV-C (at that time,
Title III), Bilingual Education, Vocational Education Exemplary Projects,
and Right to Read. RAND surveyed school district personnel, from superin
tendents to teachers, in 293 districts, and studied 29 others in the field.
The investigators interviewed state and federal officials involved in the
change agent programs.

Berman and McLaughlin believe that although some school districts ini-
tiated projects to try to solve problems, others initiated projects primari-
ly to obtain federal funds. Projects that were started in order to get
federal money were not successfully implemented, because they did not
have the commitment of local participants. Some of the problem-solving
projects also fell apart because they did not choose a flexible strategy
that accommodated the existing district organization. Four major factors
influenced the continuation of the projects after federal money ended.
These were: centrality of project goals to those of the district; demands
placed on teachers to change (if light, more change); complexity of imple-
mentation; and consonance between the project philosophy and that of the
district.

The findings of the RAND study influenced the reauthorization of ESEA
Title IV-C in 1978. Citing the RAND study, both the House and Senate
reports noted that

An evaluation by the Rand Corporation of Federal funds for innovation
found that these funds had a major effect in stimulating local dis-
tricts to undertake projects that were generally consistent with
categorical guidelines. However; factors at the local level resulted
in successful implementation of only some of these projects and long-
run continuation of even fewer. (House report, p. 61, Senate report,
p. 50)

At a later point, the House report noted that a perceived need is for
more innovative approaches to compensatory education. Former Secretary
Califano had advocated allocation of funds for this purpose. Again citing
Rand's conclusion that providing federal funds can catalyze local commit-
ment to such projects, the House proposed an amendment such that half of
additional appropriated funds in Title IV-C would be used for innovations
in compensatory education. This proposal subsequently became law (Title
IV-C section 431).

In noting the frequent lack of local commitment to continuing projects
after termination of federal money, the House report notes that the

26.1
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period of federal funding should be made explicit, so that other districts
could benefit from federal seed money. Citing the Rand report finding thatfew districts prepared themselves for termination of federal funding, the
House report set forth an amendment specifying that funds for projectswould be available for a'maximum of five years. Beginning in the thirdyear, the level of federal funding would start to decline. This amendment
subsequently became law (Title IV-C, section 432).

Dr. Berman had testified before the House Subcommittee on Elementaryand Secondary Education, presenting his evidence. In addition, severalofficials in HEW were instrumental in incorporating the RAND findings intothe reauthorization decisions. Marc Tucker, currently an associate directorof NIE, was involved in HEW policy analysis for the reauthorization. Hereviewed many of the evaluations sponsored by OE to find some common threads
for changes that might be made in the structure of programs. Of all the
evaluations he reviewed, the RAND study was most valuable to give a sense of
local services delivery. Although the legislative proposal he helped developwas not the one eventually submitted, the final proposal did retain ideastaken from the RAND report.

Brenda Turnbull was an assistant to Marshall Smith, then Associate
Commissioner for Policy Studies, furing the period of the reauthorizationhearings. She mentioned that her office was disturbed at the RAND finding
that innovative projects were isolated from the rest of the school. They
therefore inserted language in the Administration's proposal that local
districts must make a commitment to spend some money on the project themselves,
over time, while the federal share would decrease. Marshall Smith's office
also inserted language in the proposal that projects should be integrated
into the rest of the school.

Smith's offLcewas also impressed by evidence from the RAND report
and from an evaluation of compensatory reading programs, that the school
building is the level at which improvement take place, more than the districtor the classroom. They therefore inserted language in the Administration
proposal that Title I projects as well as Title IV -C could involve innovationsin compensatory eduCation, implementing the building wide approach.

The RAND report has also been used in the Office of Education in the
management of the National Diffusion Network. Specifically, the report
gave managers of this network information on areas of assistance t .ey
could provide to local implementors-- the importance of adapting innova-
tions to local circumstances.

The report has also been useful to states. The director of Title IV-C
in the state of Kansas said that the RAND report had served as the basis
for changes in the program. For example, Kansas did not allow funding
of projects beyond 3 years, except for the dissemination of project ideas
to other districts. The RAND report convinced the director that afourth
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year of funding for the school district that developed the original project
was in order, so that the innovation could become institutionalized in the
district. In general, the Rand report confirmed the director's own informa-
tion that little steps and gradual changes are more likely to be accepted
by school districts. This is the advice that the director provides to
local implementors.

Legislators in the state of California incorporated information from
the RAND report in formulating two bills which were passed in 1977. The
first, AB 65, required LEAs to adopt minimum standards of proficiency for
students to receive degrees. However, these standards were to be developed
locally, consistent with a state assessment framework. The rationale for
local control, discussed by Assemblyman Gary Hart, was to be found in
the RAND study: local development of projects leads to better implementa-
tion.

ill AB 551 was also passed in California in 1977. It has become known
as the School Improvement Act. Tt provided for staff development in LEAs.
LEAs were to submit locally developed plans for development, and a waiver
provision explicitly noted that requirements of the Bill should not stand
in the way of needed and beneficial innovation. Again, Assemblyman Hart's
rationale for the Bill referred to the importance of local development
and explicitly to a paper derived from the RAND report by Milbury McLaughlin
discussing successful and unsuccessful staff development programs.

One specific finding of the RAND report has received a great deal
of publicity because it has fit the spirit of the times. The finding
that local development of projects was superior to advice of outside
experts was extensively cited by newspapers, for example. NIE's Lois -elfin
Datta cites commentary and editorials on the RAND finding from Science
News, The Dail Oklahoman, and the Rapid City (South Dakota) Journal.

However, Datta criticizes the specific finding that locally developed
projects are more likely to be implemented, on the basis of the_RAND data
itself. A follow-up survey indicates that no experts, inside or out of
the LEA, are particularly influential, but outside experts are perceived
by teachers as being more useful among those projects that were successful
in being adopted. Datta therefore believes that this particular conclusion
of the RAND study should no longer be cited. However, this does not invali-
date other findings of the study No major secondary analysis has been
undertaken.

The following people were interviewed in the development of this case
study: Linda Bond, former legislative assistant to Assemblyman Gary Hart
of California; Milbury McLaughlin, co-principal investigator of the RAND
report on "Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change"; Phillip Thomas,
Director of Title IV-C programs, Kansas State Department of Education; Mark
Tucker, Assistant Director of NIE; Brenda Turnbull, former assistant to
Marshall Smith, Executive Assistant to the Secretary of Education.
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Case Study of the Use of Evaluation:
Follow Through

The Follow Through program was developed in part to sustain the
effects of Headstart and other preschool programs on performance and other
characteristics of children from low income families. Early appropriations
were clearly not sufficient to meet a general objective of serving all rele-
vant students. Consequently, the U.S. Office of Education shifted the
Follow Through emphasis to assessing promising approaches to compensatory
education and away from general service delivery which could not be met.
Local education agencies involved in the program were then encouraged to
select one of several models or approaches to educating participating childrenin the interest of better testing the effectiveness of the models. The
models, developed by educational organizations and agencies and colleges,
differed in emphasis, some stressing emotional and social development, others
stressing direct instruction, still others the role of parents.

In 1977, Abt Associates produced a report evaluating the Follow Through
Planned Variations Experiment. The principal conclusions were: There were
greater variations between sites using a single model than among the models
themselves. Follow Through and non Follow Through children performed about
the same, and in some cases Follow Through children's performance was higher or
lower. Follow Through children were still scoring below grade level after
several years in the program. Particular models, specialized approaches to
education, were contrasted for their overall performance and there is some
evidence that one such model had good results.

Judging from our interviews and documentation, the evaluation has had
little effect on the Follow Through Program itself. The current director
has not used the evaluation. Although Office of Education has attempted to
reduce funds allocated to the program, this initiative has not been based
heavily on the evaluation. Rather, OE's rationale is that the program was
experimental in nature, and the experiment is completed. Although the
program does face some budget cuts, it is not clear how these will be dis-
tributed among the Follow Through developers.

The evaluation has been discussed in public forums. Congressional
hearings on Follow Through were conducted by the House Education and Labor
Committee and by the Senate Human Resources Committee. A House staff member
requested information about the findings from the study's project monitor at
OED. The Senate heard primarily from the local directors of the Follow
Through project models, and the committee's hearings then reflect only
criticisms of the Abt Associates report (references below).

The evaluation was highly publicized. Several newspaper articles,
cited below, emphasized a secondary, highly controversial finding that Follow
Through models stressing basic skills performed, on the average, better than
others, in spite of great variations among sites. This may have influenced,
strengthened, or justified the "back to basics" movement in education, among
readers of these articles.
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A variety of factors appears to have impeded the clear policy useof the evaluation in any but minimal ways. First, no consensus was everreached on the nature of the Follow Through program. Originally intendedas a service program, its low level of funding led the Office of Educationto regard it formally as an experimental program instead. Its originalprogram design deteriorated in the face of management problems and pressurefrom program people, who still regarded Follow Through as a service deliveryprogram.

Second, the evaluation has been subject to much debate from sponsorsof the Follow Through models and from evaluation specialists. A critique,funded by the Ford Foundation, pointed to data analysis and conceptualproblems. The critique confirmed some earlier criticism of the Follow Throughevaluation by the General Accounting Office. Although sponsors of the variousmodels were consulted about the objectives to be measured in the evaluation,
criticism grew that the evaluation was not measuring the sponsors' objectives,some of which were so various and vague that any evaluator would be hard pressedto measure them. In addition, some staff members of Interdependent LearningModel and Lrect Instruction Model contended that the evaluators wantedto discre. L the program. We have found no evidence that the evaluation wasbiased deliberately against the program.

Finally, Follow Through has had a vocal constituency pressing forcontinuance of the program. When cuts were threatened in the program, forinstance, Follow Through parents and teachers wrote in to their Congressmensupporting the program. They clearly value the service delivery side of theprogram and that appears to be reflected in the legislative willingness tocontinue it.

In summary, the Follow Through evaluation provoked debate, partly forthe right reasons and partly for wrong ones. Confusion about the nature ofthe program exacerbated problems about the role of the evaluation and accept-ance of its findings.
The evaluation has been exploited for rhetorical purposes,in the "basics are better" movement. It has also contributed to academic re-search, such as Cronbach's,ln assessing the proper approaches to educationalevaluations. And it has contributed to institutional understanding if we mayjudge by the GAO's description of lessons learned from flaws in the evaluationdesign and administrative procedures in evaluation. But we have discovered noclear linkage between results of the evaluation and major modification of theprogram apart from

unsuccessful administrative efforts to reduce the program'sfunding level.

In obtaining details for this case study we interviewed John Evans,Director of OED; Walter Haney of the Huron Institute and author of atechnical history of Follow Through's evaluation; Margaret Stivers, anadministrator with the Kansas Follow Through model; Robert St. Pierre ofAbt Associates and one of the investigators in the Abt evaluation; RosemaryWilson, Director of Follow Through; and Carl Wisler of OED.

26
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Case Study:
Use of an Exploratory Evaluation of the Follow Through Program

The Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation
conducted an exploratory evaluation of the Follow Through Program in
1979. The evaluation found that there were conflitting views of the
mission of the program that needed resolution. There were also dis-
agreements about the management objectives of the program. Fdllow
Through Central Office had no procedures for either producing effective
services or for evaluating the effectiveness of those services. Finally,
there was consensus in OE that Follow Through was unsatisfactory as it
was functioning. Serious problems in the analysis were reiterated, however.

The Assistant Secretary for Education issued directives in 1979
that reorganized Follow Through at the national level and gave a new
role to sponsors of projects, who were to concentrate more on local
service and on knowledge-producing activities.

In addition, Follow Through was to develop performance indicators
to monitor projects. A contract for this purpose has been awarded to
Applied Management Systems. The development of these indicators was
a major recommendation of the exploratory evaluation.

Another recommendation was that the research function should be
returned to Follow Through itself, instead of OED, and should be staffed
with qualified people. The Follow Through Office is waiting to implement
this recommendation, which was authorized by Assistant Secretary Berry,
but until organization of the new Department of Education is complete,
this new staffing must wait.

The exploratory evaluation suggested three areas for further
research: extending the Follow Through program through the 6th grade,
varying levels of funding for Follow Through projects, and examining
the effectiveness of self-sponsored projects. A contract has been
let through the Follow Through Office to Boone-Young and Associates
to carry out these studies.

To generate this case study we interviewed Rosemary Wilson, Director
of the Follow Through Program, and supplemented this interview with
,?xi sting written information.
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluations:
The Providence, R.I. School District

Dr. Ron Visco has been the Director of Title I evaluation in Providence
for close to three years. He was able to document a variety of instances in
which the school district adopted recommendations he made on the basis of
evaluations. Providence turns out an interim and a final evaluation report
each year, documents the recommendations that were made, and the action that
was taken on the recommendations. This also occurs for reports on the Title I
program to the state.

Instruction

In 1977 and 1978, Visco investigated the effects of the cut-off criteria
for Title r on reading and math and on services to children under Title I.
There were two levels for selection criteria. If children scored between one
half standard deviation and one standard deviation below the local mean on
reading tests, they were given 60 minutes per week instruction time in ieading
under Title I. If they scored below one standard deviation under the local
mean, they were given 150 minutes of instruction per week. For math, these
criteria were similar, except that if a child were receiving 150 minutes in
reading, he or she could receive no more than 60 minutes in math.

Dr. Visco found that for both reading and math, 60 minutes of instructional
time had, at best, no effect, and possibly even detrimental effects. On the
other hand, 150 minutes appeared to have a positive effect although there were
some problems in interpretation. Dr. Visco therefore recommended that all
children would receive 150 minutes of instruction, and that in math, the 60
minute service category not be considered again. The Providence Title I
program has instituted this change.

to middle schools, the rending instruction involved two 45-minute periods
per week. The results were poor. Visco recommended in 1978-79 that the middle
schools increase instructional time. This recommendation was based on inter-
views and on data. Providence adopted this recommendation in 1979-80, increasing
the number of periods to 1.

In 1978-79, a major dvbate concerned whether Title I classes should pull
children out of their regular class to a resource room, or whether the Title I
teacher should use the regular classroom, but teach Title I students in a corner.
In 1978-79, a decision was made by Title I administration that almost all Title
instruction would occur in the regular classroom. This created problems. First,,

almost all schools have excellent facilities in their resource rooms, but these
matorials are not brought by teachers into the regular classroom, for a variety of
reasons. Second, conducting two classes in one room ran he extremely noisy, or uncom-
fortable for the Title 1 students. Visco administered questionnaires to Title I
and regular teachers, and interviewed the Title I teachers. At the end of the
questionnaire, he asked what would the teacher suggest about where Title I
instruction should be performed. Of 131 questionnaires, only 5% responded that
the regular classroom was preferable. 51% believed that the resource room was
preferable. Title I teachers overwhelmingly preferred the resource room, or at
least having a choice. Principals had more mixed opinions. Visco talked to 15
Title I students and each preferred the resource room.
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Some Title I staff opposed distribution of the questionnaire, teachersfiled grievances because of the rule, and in general the issue was very hot.Visco recommended several things: that more flexibility be allowed; thatthe location of instruction be based on the physical structure of the school,size of classrooms, size of regular and Title I classes, etc. Moreover,under some conditions, he recommended that the Title I teacher be allowedto remove children from the regular classroom at his or her discretion. Theissue is still not resolved completely. However, Title I teachers are givenmore flexibility.

Visco conducted interviews of Title I teachers and determined that theywere frequently assigned additional students, which could potentially impairlearning. He recommended that Title I assign no more than 7 students perteacher, and that instead of being forced to take more students, teachersagree to having more students. Providence has adopted this proposal.

Visco also learned that Title I teachers wanted more workshops on readingand math. He recommended that such workshops occur regularly and no fewer than4 per year. Providence adopted this recommendation.

His recommendation this year on the central high school were almostall adopted. For example, he recommended guidelines on the number of unexcusedabsences from Title I classes. This had been administratively difficult forthe liaison person. Other recommendations included entry and exit criteriafor the reading program and better selection criteria. He recommended anincreased number of male tutors and involving the reading instructors in theselection of tutors.

Frequently, his recommendations involve modifying the program objectiveswhich do not make sense or may be unrealistic. For example, Title I's objectivescould only be reached if they performed evaluations with all three models. Theytherefore changed their objectives when Visco pointed this out to them. TheEarly Childhood Program wanted 80% of their children to pass each of the tensubtests for a particular test. Visco pointed out that this was not sensiblein light of national norms that indicated that only one-third of non-Title Ichildren in the norming group were able to pass any single subtext.

Classification and Achievement Test n

The evaluator discovered that clerical errors a were preventing eligiblechildren from receiving Title I services. He recommended that a computersearch for children based on their scores be instituted, rather than relyingon clerks to look for such children. The Title I program adopted this recomm-endation by having the testing compally provide them with rankings of thechildren by their scores, as well as alphabetically. When Visco examined theerror rate in 1978, after this procedure was instituted, he found no clerical
errors in math, and only 4 in reading, out of a sample of 450. Only 1 of theseerrors prevented a child from receiving Title I services and this was remedied.
In 1979, there were no errors at all.

273
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Providence's Title I program has a challenge system, whereby a teacher
can challenge a student's scores on the CTBS, the test they use for the
criteria for Title I, if the teacher believes that the child is actually
performing worse than his score would indicate. Visco examined major
problems in misclassification of children in grades 1 and kindergarten. The
reason for the misclassification was that the test was given during the
first week of school, when it would be least indicative of the student's
achievements. The test was also administered improperly, according to Visco,
quite frequently. Visco therefore recommended that the challenge practice be
extended to kindergarten and first [cede, where they had not been previously.
He also recommended that the challenge period be extended, in general, because
he felt that it was too brief and also occurred too early in the school year
for many teachers to be able to respond. Providence adopted this recommen-
dation. In 1978-1979, they extended the deadline of the challenge period. In
1979-1980, challenges were permissible all year.

Visco felt that one of the biggest problems was the selection instrument
for kindergarten children, called SEARCH. Norms for the test had been based
on children at the end of kindergarten and beginning of first grade. However,
Providence used the instrument at the baginning of kindergarten. This was
inappropriate for several reasons, e.g., of the children receiving Title I,
98.6% got a score of 0 on one subtest. Moreover, the cutoff scores in the
test had norms for children of, for example, 70 months, but these were children
at the end of kindergarten, not the beginning. Visco recommended that the
school district eliminate SEARCH, or failing that, get rid of the current cut-off
scores in the test, and obtain local norms for determining the cut-off scores.
Providence did this.

In several grades, the Title 1 cut-off scores were below the level that
one would obtain by chance, merely guessing the answers. Part of the problem
was that cut-off scores were developed in the district as a whole, but were
used in Title I schools only. Visco therefore offered options to solve these
problems. However, this year, almost all the Providence schools now receive
some Title I funds, making the contribution of non-Title I schools trivial. In
this case, his recommendation was irrelevant, although the guessing problem
remains.

One of Providence's programs is English as a Second Language. The test
they used to determine children's eligibility for the program was the Tests
of Proficiency in English. This test was inappropriate, because it was
developed in Wales and normalized on East Asian children. The language tapes
relied on people with British accents and the picture materials referred to
British objr:ts and customs that Providence Title 1 children could not under-
stand. His recommendation was to discontinue this test, and Providence complied.

Some of his recommendations in 1978-79 became irrelevant. For example,
he made some recommendations dealing with the Metropolitan Readiness Test for
first graders, but as the Title I program for this grade was cancelled, the
recommeedation was no longer relevant.
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In 1977-1978, almost all the evaluator's recommendations were acceptedand implemented by Providence. In 1978-1979, fewer were, but the number ofrecommendations he put forward was greater. In 1978-1979 he put forward eightrecommendations on student selection, five On challenges, ten on process andinstruction, seven on English as a Second Language, two on the school clinic,and sixteen on the Central High School program. This may have been too muchfor the administration to Implement, or touched on too many hot issues. In-terestingly, in 1977-1978, there was no state requirement to report theevaluator's recommendations and the Title I response. In 1978-79, there wassuch a requirement, yet in 1977-78, he feels that more recommendations wereimplemented by Title I.

Visco mentioned several factors that may have influenced his success ingetting his recommendations
implemented. One is the possibility that the staterequirements about reporting recommendations and Title I responses may have movedTitle I to adopt more. A second factor may have been that Visco is emphaticand persistent to get changes. Also, he has learned to speak to the

Administrators informally first, before they see the recommendations in writing-- people like to be consulted. He regards merely "suggesting" changes as in-sufficient -- they won't pay attention unless a change is a formal recommendation.

The Providence School
evaluation final
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluations
Parent Advisory Committees

Title I legislation provides that Parent Advisory Committees (PACs}

shall be given "responsibility for advising [the LEA] in planning for,

and implementation and evaluation of, its programs and projects" under

Title I. However, the law does not specify how parents are to advise

local education agencies. Our site visits and independent work confirm
that there is a wide variation in the extent of parent involvement with
and use of evaluations. In some districts, the Title I staff or evaluator

merely provides parents with reports. In other districts, PACs are mor-

actively involiTed in the evaluation itself, reports are interpreted to
them, and so on.

We interviewed several people with national advisory :toles bearing
on PACs. These interviews gave us a perspective on the variation in
parental involvement. For example, PAC's in South Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, and Mississippi have not used evaluations, to the best knowledge
of Hayes Mizell, director of a group offering technical assistance to
PACs. However, access to reports is a major problem in these states.
Moreover, the evaluations frequently contain technical jargon that obfuscates
the content. School administrators challenge negative findings about programs
on the basis of the methodology or measurement used. Parents do not have the
training to judge for themselves the quality of the Evaluation.

On the other hand, the Washington, D.C.., district-level PACs are ex-
tensively involved in evaluation, according to Tom Heet,ley. His organization
has provided technical assistance to PAC's in 40 Washington schools.

Finally, there are examples of extensive use of evaluations by PACs.
The Providence, Rhode Island, PAC use evaluation frequently, according to
Constance Comes, former chairperson of the PAC. In 1979, for example, the
PAC noted the finding from evaluation that reading scores in middle school
were poor compared to those in elementary school. The short time spent on
reading in middle school was one probable cause. The PAC pushed for adoption

of the recommendation that time in reading be increased. The LEA adopted the

recommendation.

In the same year, the Providence PAC strongly recommended that children
remain in the program on English as a Second Language for longer periods of
time. This position was based on the evaluation finding that children were
not reaching their objectives by the time they exited the program, but that
children 4ho remained in the program longer were more successful.

in 1973 evaluation revealed that the reading program was ineffective

in Providence. The PAC advocated a new model for the program. The LEA
instituted a new model.
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) Access to reports must be improved. Although the law now
stipulates such access, there are still problems in some LEAs.

4) Involve the parents in evaluation from the beginning. If they
participate in the choice of evaluation objectives, their questions are
more likely to be answered. Such participation involves reading the Title I
applications, understanding objectives and methods to reach educational
objectives, and the basics of evaluation.

In developing this case study we interviewed Constance Comes, member,
National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children and
Education Specialist, Rhode Island Legal Services; Tom Heatley, Executive
Director, National Coalition of ESEA Title I parents; Dr. Robert Koff,
member, National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children,
and Dean, School of Education, SUN? Albany; and Hayes Mizell, Chairman,
National Advisory Council on the Education of Disadvantaged Children, and
Director, Southeast Education Program of the American Friends Service Committee.
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Case Study on the Use of Evaluation:
The National Study of Vocational
Education Systems and Facilities

In a 1978 report, a Westat, Inc. study under the direction of Allen
Woodruff provided the first comprehensive information on vocational educa-tion systems. The organization, governance, and financing of state systemswere studied. General characteristics of 6,660 institutions were described,including geographical distribution, facilities construction patterns,numbers and distribution of shops and laboratories in each institution, con-dition of facilities, and accessibility of vocational education to thehandicapped. Accordirq to Woodruff, the study was a pioneer effort that
revealed many gaps in knowledge. It provided a data base for the uses listedhere.

The report has been useful to interest groups, in that it has been citedin Congressional testimony by Gene Bottoms, President of the National VocationalAssociation. He cited information from the report in Oversight Hearings on
Vocational Education, April, 1979; in hearings on the Youth Employment Act of1979, on June 26, 1979; and in hearings before the House Appropriations Committee,April 26, 1979.

It has been useful in meeting legislative demands for information in thefollowing sense. Several Congressionally mandated studies have made use ofthis report or of the data base derived from it. Charles Benson has made useof the Westat sampling strategy in examining educational financing of Vo-cational Education. Laurie Harrison, Director of the American Institutes for
Research study of sex equity in Vocational Education, has made use of Westat'ssample also. The National Center for Educational Statistics was able to deletefrom its Vocational Education Data System (VEDS) the component involving dataon facilities in Vocational Education, because Westat had already collectedthe information.

The report appears to have been useful in federal management as well.
Woodruff was also asked to assist the Department of Labor in their efforts on
behalf of the Task Force on Youth Unemployment. He provided them with datain Volume 1 of the report, dealing with

. the tea toh eeeforal Ectu ca t one 46t.trbatii.;4+ea a ra oo k, Sebari
*S'Slstant.Come*siiontr of the Bureau "o ^t cupationdl d Adult
On, analyzed unpublished data from the survey to address questionsabout the distribution of facilities, real levels of utilization, and thecapacity of urban schools to handle an additional load in vocational education.Dunham has also used information from the Westat report in Congressional testi-mony on appropriations for the Bureau of Occupational and Adult Education inMarch of 1979 and 1980. (He has also used the information in speeches, es-pecially the information on access to vocational education facilities).

Dr. Leroy Gornelson,for-Jrly
Director of Compliance and Grants in theBureau of Occupational and Adult Education, has used information from theWestat report in several ways. He developed the 5 year and 1 year budgetsfor Vocational Education for the administration. He also used informationin the report relating to the governance of the administration of Vocational

Education in the states. For example, the report allowed Cornelson to assess
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the effectiveness of the provision that a "sole state agency" retain control
over policy and decision making in Vocational Education. He used this in-
formation in outlining issues for the reauthorization of Vocational Education
legislation.

The national study appears to have been of some interest at the state
and local level. Final reports from Westat were purchased by 38 state
agencies and 30-50 state advisory councils in Vocational Education. States have
used the data as a resource in changing their laws and policy. For example,
Georgia sent a representative from the joint legislative committee to discuss
the implications of the research with Woodruff. Kentucky did the same. Woodruff
has served as a consultant to a blue ribbon panel studying the Vocational Edu-
cation system of the state of Iowa. Maryland contracted with him as a consultant
on educational finance, to compare their resources in Vocational Education to
those of other states. While these state uses are not documented, Woodruff is
fairly sure that their thinking about their Vocational Education systems changed
as a result of considering the report.

In developing this case study we interviewed: Dr. Charles Benson, of
the School of Education at the University of California at Berkeley; Dr.
Robert Calvert, Branch Chief, Adult and Vocational Surveys and Studies, NCES;
Dr. Leroy Cornelson, Director of State Programs, Bureau of Occupational and
Adult Education; Dr. Dan Dunham, Assistant Commissioner, Bureau of Occupational
and Adult Education; Dr. Laurie Harrison, Director of the AIR study of sex equity
in Vocational Education; Dr. Edward Rattner, Project Monitor of the Westat study;
and Dr. Allen Woodruff, Principal Investigator for the Westat study of Vocational
Education facilities.
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Case Study: Use of an Evaluation of
Services to Neglected and Delinquent Youth under Title

Systems Development Corporation was given a contract to examine com-pensatory education programs for children in state institutions for neglectedand delinquent youth. As of this writing, their final report is being com-pleted. An early volume of the report contained descriptive informationabout services and the children being served. An important finding wasthat only one half of Title I eligible students were being served. More-over, Title I students received
less instruction than did non-Title Istudents in institutions.

The descriptive information was used in the Education Amendments of1978. The House Report cited findings from the study to demonstrate concernover problems with the program. After citing the high illiteracy level amongsuch students, the report noted that "A national evaluation of the programfound that about 56 percent of participating students felt the Titleclasses in reading and math were teaching them more than other classes theyhad taken in these subjects." (p. 39)

To insure that Title I students would receive more instructional time,an amendment was created to emphasize that in institutions, Title I fundsare to supplement, not supplant money for education provided by the states.According to one former Congressional staff member, the findings of thereport influenced this decision directly. Moreover, the contractor and anadministrator assert that the report supplied the Administration with reliableinformation about the amount of time that Title I students spent in instruc-tion, and this information was used to justify requiring a minimum of 5hours of instruction per week. However, the House Resort_ indicates thatthe committee felt this minimum requirement to be too small. This amendmentbecame Section 152 of Public Law 95-561.

One of the administrators
we interviewed noted that the intent of TitleI legislation had already been to supplement, not supplant state funds. How-ever, he noted that the Neglected and Delinquent Program still found viola-tionsfrom time to time. The amendment had the effect of emphasizing thisrequirement for state institutions in particular.

In both the Department of Education and the Congress, discussion con-tinues about the means of improving services to students in the institutions.For example, instruction of students incarcerated in adult institutions isonly provided at the discretion of the states. Time in instruction has beenfound to be critical for achievement, and so there is much debate over themeans of increasing instruction for Title I students in institutions.Senator Pell has introduced a bill for education of students in corrections
institutions and, according to the program manager, Congressional staffcall the manager for information bearing on the bill.

The Office of Program,Evaluation of the Department of Education hasrecently issued a request for proposals for an evaluability assessment that
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will cover nine substantive areas of education program. management. One of

these, according to the SDC contractor, involves the Neglected and Delin-
quent Program. The contractor believes that the RFP emerged as a direct
consequence of the SDC evaluation's having identified problems with the
program.

The program manager noted that state and local educators have taken
the results of the evaluation back to their agencies and institutions in
order to show these agencies that there are problems with existing arrange-
ments and to argue for improvements. We interviewed one of these educators,
the Director of Education of a school for delinquent youths. He was one

of the program consultants for the SDC evaluation. He brought information
about preliminary findings back to his school, and gradually the teachers
in the institution became sensitized to similar problems in their own
school.

So for example, the curriculum committee made some major changes in
the courses offered by the school in the fall of 1979. The SDC report
had reinforced for them what the teachers had been saying about the school.
The changes introduced were some mini-courses in three major areas. Some

of these dealt with survival skills that the students would need on their
release, such as information about family and peer relations. Others dealt

with life skills, such as functional writing and consumer information. The

third major area consisted of an orientation to industrial arts.

The Director of Education argues that the SDC report had enabled the
school to argue cogently before the state legislators for the changes they
had made. They were able to go to the central corrections office and speed
up changes that might have taken place anyway, but would have taken at
least a year longer. Because they had data, in addition to their own ex-
perience with the school, they were able to refute those who opposed their
changes.

Several of the people we interviewed noted that the study has been
useful in part because of the good relations among the, contractot4the
project monitor, and the program manager. In fact, the program manager,
welcomed the evaluation because it brought attention to problems which
therefore had a higher likelihood of being addressed. That they may be
addressed is evident from legislative debates over further action, and
dissemination of the results to state and local institutions.

In developing this case study we interviewed Janice Anderson, Project
Monitor for the evaluation of Neglected and Delinquent Youth Program,
Office of Program Evaluation; Theodore Bartell, Principal Investigator for
the Systems Development Corporation evaluation; Ellen Balko, Procurement
Officer for Office of Program Evaluation contracts; Chris Cross, former
Congressional staff member; John Hoyt, Investigator for the Systems Devel-
opment Corporation evaluation; Pat Mancini, Education Program Specialist
for the Neglected and Delinquent Program; Paul Miller, Program Support
Branch Chief, Division of Education for the Disadvantaged; and James Wick-
man, Director of Education of the Lincoln Hills School, Irma, Wisconsin.

2
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Case Study: Use of
the Sustaining Effects Study

The Education Amendments of 1974 required the Office of Education to
report on the numbers of children who were economically and/or educationally
disadvantaged who do and do not receive compensatory education services. The
Sustaining Effects Study, carried out by Systems Development Corporation with
Decima Research Corporation as a subcontractor, supplied this required infor-
mation. They sampled over five thousand schools, surveying each principal
in order to obtain school characteristics, percentage of poor readers, and
source of compensatory education funds. They interviewed the families of
a subsample of 15,000 children, to determine their economic status.

The comparison of economically and educationally disadvantaged child-
ren was used extensively in the debate between Congressman Perkins and former
Congressman Quie over the criterion for inclusion of Children in Title I.
Both Congressmen could use data from the Sustaining Effects Study to support
their positions. For example, the Study showed that 39% of low income/low
achieving students were being served by Title I, so that Congressman Perkins
could argue that the focus of Title I should continue to be the poor. On
the other hand, Congressman Quie could argue that because only 40% of low
achieving, non-poor students were receiving any type of compensatory educa-
tion services, the program should be expanded to include the non-poor. Quie
could argue that Title I money was going to relatively few attendance areas.
Perkins could argue that there was a relationship between the number of
poor children in a school and the number of low achievers, and that Title I
funds made a greater relative contribution to poor districts. Data from
the study were cited supporting die's view in the House report (p. 20).

Chris Cross, a former staff member for Congressman Quie, notes that
the utility of the Sustaining Effects study was mixed from Qule's point of
view, in that it did supply ammunition to both sides. Administrators of
Title I that we interviewed noted that, at least the data informed the de-
bate. Moreover, the Sustaining Effects Study and the NIE Compensatory Edu-
cation Study at least allowed the Office of Education to cite facts to the
Committee, rather than their feelings or judgments. These administrators
noted that the debate over the scope of Title I will probably continue at one
level or another for quite a while.

Several respondents noted that during the course of hearings in 1977
and 1978, Congressional staff requested informally that about 10 special
analyses be performed. These requests were channeled through the Congres-
sional Research Service to the project monitor at the Office of Evaluation
and Dissemination, who would then request that Systems Development Corporation
perform the analyses. These special analyses consisted of projections of
the consequences of changing the formula allocations for school districts.
It is not clear that these analyses influenced the eventual allocation for-
mula. People have forgotten this information over the two years since the
passage of the amendments.

The findings on the numbers of children receiving services did, however,
cause a number of activities within Title I management. Some 6% of nonpoor,

A,
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non-low achieving students received Title I services, according to one ana-
lysis, while 48% of low income, low achieving students were receiving no
compensatory education serv'es from any source. The causes of these dis-
parities are often beyond the control of the federal program. However, ac-
cording to one of our respondents, this information has provided the impetus
and the resources for Title I to devote more attention to student selection.
New technical assistance is being offered to districts to enable them to
better select students. This assistance is being offered by the Title
Technical Assistance Centers, as well as central office personnel.

Since the Amendments of 1978, the Sustaining Effects Study has been
used in budget allocations in two ways. First, according to two of our
respondents, the data helped to justify budgets for Title I for fiscal years
1978 through 1981. The data were also used in Administration responses to
questions posed by Congressmen during the appropriations hearings. Secondly,
the data were used to check on the accuracy of the Title I administrators'
estimates of the number of children served by the program. The last data
that had addressed this question had been collected in the late 1960's.
From the Sustaining Effects Study, program managers were able to show that
their estimates were correct.

One program analyst said that she had used the Sustaining Effects Study
when she was working on a study of overlap between Title I and handicapped
services under PL 94-142. The project monitor confirms this. Because there
seemed to be little overlap (a finding confirmed by the GAO), plans to
deal with overlap have been cancelled. In the absence of this information,
however, needless activity might have ensued.

An analyst for the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Budget said
that he was using data from the Sustaining Effects Study to help the Office
of Civil Rights formulate regulations for bilingual education. The Sustain-
ing Effects Study is the only good source of information on the numbers of
students involved, and therefore the cost of serving them.

This same analyst said that in the near future he would use Sustaining
Effects Study data to examine the adequacy of Title I regulations for targetting
services to elligible students, for examining the relative effects of home
and school on achievement, and for understanding the effects of TV on achieve-
ment.

Some respondents said that the Sustaining Effects Study data were
difficult to use or to understand. The tables were cryptic, the rows and
columns did not necessarily add up, and outside assistance therefore became
necessary. One budget analyst requested assistance from the project monitor,
who clarified this information for him. The analyst examing the overlap
question sought assistance but was not satisfied even so. This situation
may be remedied in the final report, which is to be completed shortly.

The analyst for the Assitant Secretary for Planning and Budget said
that because the Sustaining Effects Study's budget was cut by Congress, data
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were not collected that would have been important for questions he was ad-dressing. The Systems Development Corporation and the Office of Evaluation
and Dissemination made the decision that they ought to retain those elements
of the sample that were of interest to compensatory education. Because of
this decision and because of attrition, the sample was no longer a representa-
tive one at the end of 3 years. For the purposes of this analyst, the lossesof information were considerable. For the purposes of studying compensatory
education, the decision was unfortunate but it might be argued that itwas necessary.

Chris Cross has said that Congress was concerned that at the end
of the Sustaining Effects Study, the Title I program would be greatly changed,
and the relevance of the data therefore limited. He points out that the
program has indeed changed a great deal. The Office of Program Evaluation
has argued that in reality compensatory education programs do not change
very much, in spite of changes in policy. The effect of Congress' action,
however, was to greatly reduce the generalizability and detail of the in-
formation the study could provide.

In developing this case study we interviewed Janice Anderson, the cur-
rent Project Monitor for the Sustaining Effects Study, Office of Program
Evaluation; Keith Baker, Social Science Analyst for the Assistant Secretary
for Planning and Budget; Beatrice Berman, Program Analyst for the Assistant
Secretary for Planning and Budget; Vincent Bregilo, Executive Vice President,
Decima Research Corporation; Launor Carter, Vice President, Systems Develop-
ment Corporation; Chris Cross, former staff member to Congressman Albert
Quie; James Hubbard, Program Analyst for the Assistant Secretary for Plan-
ning and Budget; William Lobosco, Education Specialist for Title I; Thomas
McNamara of the Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Budget;
Paul Miller, Program Support Branch Chief, Division of Education for the
Disadvantaged; and George Mayeske, former Project Monitor for the Sustaining
Effects Study, Office of Evaluation and Dissemination.
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Case Study: Use of an Evaluation
of ESAA Nonprofit Organizations

The Emergency School Assistance Act of 1972 supports nonprofit organi-
zations in communities to assist in implementing school desegregation plans.
The Rand Corporation studied the effectiveness of these nonprofit organi-
zations and contrasted them with comnity organizations not funded by ESAA.
Rand identified several problems relating to their effectiveness that have
led to alterations in the program. Jesse Jordan, Director of Program Opera-
tions for the Equal Educational Opportunity Program, notes that, "As a
result of this evaluation, the program was changed to the extent that it
is really a different program now."

Rand found that the activities of nonprofit organizations were not well
coordinated with desegregation activities of the districts. Rand also identi-
fied characteristics of effective, as opposed to ineffective, nonprofit organ-
izations, including the use of citizen action strategies such as formation
of coalitions with community groups to promote desegregation. OE was funding
relatively few such nonprofit organizations and had no means, before the
report, of assessing what made for an effective nonprofit organization.

According to Jordan, these findings contributed to Congress' decision
to remove the funding of such organizations from the state apportionment
for ESAA. Language of Section 608 was changed, in the Education Amendments
of 1978, to fund nonprofit organizations through national competitive grants
instead. Although the evaluation is not cited in the House report for this
particular change, it is cited shortly after in another context. The
change to competitive national grants allows OE to fund those nonprofit
organizations showing promise of being effective.

New regulations dealing with ESAA nonprofit organizations reflect
Rand's assessment of what factors produce an effective organization. All
those people interviewed for this case study agree on this Moreover, the
Rand study is cited in response to commentary on the proposed regulations
in the Federal Register for April 11, 1980:

One commenter asked why experience with other community organizations
was considered a relevant criterion [for funding applications]. The
Rand study of the NPO program indicated that organizations that achieved
the greatest impact in promoting desegregation were those that utilized
citizen action strategies such as informing the public on desegregation
issues or forming coalitions with other community organizations. This
finding was taken into consideration in developing the criterion. (p. 25029)

Criteria for applications that reflect the Rand findings include: involvement
of community members in the project; sensitivity to the community and popula-
tion to be served; and "experience in working effectively with community
organizations, especially on matters relate to school desegregation and
race relations" (Sections 185.129 and 185.130).
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The Rand study also found that the close relationship between districts
and nonprofit organizations often resulted in the nonprofit organizations'
providing compensatory education services. In the House report for the
Education Amendments of 1978, this report is cited as showing that "two-
thirds of ESAA funds are spent on instruction in basic skills." (p. 96)
The Committee decided that the emphasis of the nonprofit organizations should
be desegregation, not instruction, and therefore revised the list of activi-
ties to be funded to focus directly on desegregation. The language of
Section 608 of PL 95-561 was changed to this effect.

The Rand study was also used as justification for subsequent changes
in regulation dealing with the prohibition of compe:, Cory education using
organization funds. In response to comments on the proposed regulations,
it is noted:

An evaluation of the NPO program by the Rand Corporation...r vealed
that these activities undermine the effectiveness of the NPR: in
facilitating school desegregation. Moreover, the legislative
history of amendments to the Act made by Pub. L. 95-561 calls into
question the emphasis given to these activities in the past and
indicates a Congressional preference for activities more closely
related to the desegregation process (Federal Register, April 11,
1980, p. 25028).

In 1979, Congress cut the budget for nonprofit organizations by two-
thirds, an action not sought by the Administration. All those interviewed
for this case study agreed that the justification for the cuts was the Rand
study. The Senate report on appropriations for FY 1980 cites "an HEW study"
reporting that the majority of organizations were not actively involved in
desegregation. The budget for the program was cut by $10 million, in order
that OE would fund only effective organizations.

In developing this case study we interviewed Lawrence Hussey, Special
Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Equal Educational Opportuni-
ty; Jesse Jordan, Director of Program Operations, Equal Educational Opportuni-
ty Program; and Robert York, Project Monitor for the evaluation of ESAA
Nonprofit Organizations.
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In 1979 Ah Associates compie e.d an evaluation of OE's magnet schools
as a tool for desegregation. T'',givit schools have specialized curricula and
other resours that are Uit*:1-ied to attract students to the school and so
faci itat< voluntary de.,vegr,Igation of the community. Abt Associates inter-
viewed aAiinistrntorn, teachers, parents, and community groups involved in
desegreion school districts containing magnet schools. They
assefme .coedit one under which magnet schools are likely to be effective
in de4egregation.

The evaluation noted that magnet schools are successful in achieving
desegregation within the school and are associated with desegregation in
the district as a whole. Moreover, Abt noted that the communities had more
posit . attitudes towers -desegregation after experience with magnet schools.
However, the report caut:',oned readers that the findings on district-wide
desegregation were qualified by several problems, and that the findings on
attitudes were "at best, suggestive" (p. 11).

Nevertheless, these positive findings were cited. Prior to the evalua-
tion, there was a general realization that magnet schools were an untested
concept. Because the evaluation was generally favorable, several of the
people interviewed for this case study believe that the report put an end
to debates over the efficacy of magnet schools. This belief is also re-
flected in the House Report on the Education Amendments of 1978:

...an evaluation of the ESAA magnet schools by Abt Associates
concluded that in every site visited, people felt these schools
had a positive effect on community attitudes. (p. 93)

The Senate Committee on Appropriations also commented on the positive
findings with respect to magnet schools in its 1979 report:

The Committee has included $50,000,000 for magnet schools, this
is an increase of...$25,000,000 over the 1979 appropriation. The
magnet school is one of the most effective tools for voluntary
desegregation. A recent evaluation shows that magnet schools
are an effective tool in helping to improve community attitudes
toward schools. (p. 107)

However, the Abt evaluation did indicate some problems with the program
and areas in which its effectiveness could be increased. The evaluators dis-
covered that OE was awarding magnet school funds to districts with poor
records of desegregation, and to districts that had little need for desegre-
gation assistance. Moreover, they discovered that magnet schools were more
effective as part of a comprehensive desegregation plan. According to
Monika Harrison, Special Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for
Equal Educational Opportunity, these findings confirmed what the Adminis-
tration had already suspected.
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According to Jesse Jordan, Director of Program Operations of the Equal
Educational Opportunity Program, the Department of Education is forbidden
by law to require that magnet schools be part of an overall desegregationplan. The Abt finding that magnet schools were more effective In such an
overall plan was brought to the attention of the House of Representatives
Committee on Education and Labor in hearings in March of 1980 (transcripts
were not available as of this writing). According to Jordan, Congress will
probably not change the law, because in spite of the Abt Associates finding,
it still hopes for results from the magnet school concept alone.

The Department of Education was able to revise regulations to take into
account the school district's desegregation record, however. Jesse Jordanhad primary responsibility for writing new regulations for the ESAA programs.
Jordan said that he used the Abt findings in changing the rankings of appli-
cations for magnet school funds. The new regulations give priority to those
applications from districts that have achieved reductions in the isolation
of minority students. The relevant regulation is section 185.104, published
in the Federal EWster for May 16, 1980.

Funding for the magnet school concept has been rising rapidly at leastin part because the program is popular with Congress. According to Monika
Harrison, the Administration argued that funding for the program should be
cut in light of the Abt finding that the program was growing out of propor-
tion to actual desegregation activities. According to Harrison, who assisted
in the preparation of budgets, the Administration requested reduced funding
for the program for FY 1981 and a recision in funding for FY 1980 (tran-
scripts of hearings not available as of this writing). Jordan agrees that
the Abt findings provided part of the Administration's rationale for the
cuts, but it is not clear whether the report was cited. Jordan notes that
Congress did not agree to the cuts in funding requested by the Administra-
tion. On July 3, 1980, the Congress did reduce the budget for magnet schoolsby $6 million, but Jordan believes that this was part of an overall budget
reduction and was not intended to cut magnet school funding per se.

Abt Associates noted several reasons to change the regulation that no
more than 50 percent of magnet schools be minority students. The require-
ment helped discriminate against districts with large minority populations;it demeaned minorities who already felt that the program ;,enefitted whites;
and more generally, the focus of the program was felt to be the district,
not the school. Both Jesse Jordan and David Lerch, Program Manager for
Magnet Schools, said that these findings were used in changing the regula-
tions. The new regulations allow more flexibility by focusing on the dis-
trict enrollment as a whole, not on the school. The relevant section is
185.101 of the regulations as published in the Federal Register for
May 16, 1980.

In developing this case study, we interviewed Monika Harrison, Special
AsAistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Equal Educational Opportunity;
Jesse Jordan, Director of Program Operations, Equal Educational Opportunity
Program; David Lerch, Special Projects Branch Chief, Equal Educational
Opportunity Program; Eugene Royster, Principal Investigator of the Abt
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Associates Magnet Schools Evaluation; and Robert York, Project Monitor
for the Magnet Schools Evaluation, Office of Program Evaluation. Departm
of Education.
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by Applied Management Scie :es,

Use of r Survey
A-TV VI ip

=td t development of public television
the Emergency School Assistance

ad at reaching minority group children
alp of these programs was conducted
Alan one third of the children inter-viewed recalled having seer_ even f the ESAA-TV series. Less than 10%of the children preferred tae ESA, programs over other programs beingshown at the same time. r evalu, =ors note that this problem is typicalof "educational TV program_ oaaaared to other such public television pro-grams, ESAA-TV had achieved reasonable viewership.

Both the program people we interviewed and the project monitor agreedthat federal managers were already aware that there were problems with view-ership at the time the survey was completed. Some management changes werealready under way at the time the survey was completed, while others werebeing considered and were later implemented. For example, a subcontract
had been let to improve viewership. A contract was let after completionof the survey for converting the programs to school use, rather than homeuse.

One reason for low viewership was that the program had concentrated
on development of series, rather than promotion of them, according to the
former director of ESAA-TV. Only gradually did the problems in viewershipemerge. The project monitor, when asked why the survey was conducted, saidthat it is difficult to determine exactly when managers had realized therewere problems. He said that the study was closely coordinated with themanagers.

Because changes in the program geared to increasing viewership are
under way, the data collected in the survey may become obsolete. The prin-
cipal investigator of a study of ESAA-TV administration, funding, and local
stations carrying the programs, noted that the viewership aituation has
changed radically because of these changes. Therefaae, her group may per-
form secondary analysis of the survey data to supplement their own report,
but recognize that it is dated.

Although the report was intended primarily for the managers of the
program, it was used by the Department of Education, according to Monika
Harrison, Special Assistant to the Deputy Assistant for Equal Educational
Opportunity, in budget requests. Harrison assisted in preparation of the
budget proposals for the program in 1979. Because the data showed the
necessity for promotion Harrison believes that they allowed the Administra-tion to argue cogently for funds to promote the series, in hearings beforeCongress and OMB. However, Congressional hearings make no mention of thestudy. Moreover, it is distinctly possible that this use occurred infor-mally, within the administration.

Jesse Jordan, Director of Program Operations of the Equal Educational
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Opportunity Program, notes a use of the survey in regulations, although
again the information corresponded to what was already known about the
program. Jordan says that he used the survey results in writing new regu-
lations that changed the funding for producing the television series from
grants to contracts. This statement is corroborated by others. This
arrangement gives the Department of Education more control over what kinds
of programs will be produced, thus enhancing viewership. The relevant
sections of the new regulations are 185.150 through 185.155 as published
in the Federal Register for May 16, 1980. In response to commentary on
the proposed regulations, the following rationale is given:

These requiremen s are based on program experience in managing the edu-
cational television program authorized by the statute as originally
enacted, are necessary to implement the statutory mandate that "programs
... be made reasonably available for transmission, free of charge, and
shall not be transmitted under commercial sponsorship."(p. 32654)

In developing this case study we interviewed David Serkman, Assistant
Dean in Charge of Telecommunications, Newhouse School of Public Communications
and former Director of the ESAA-TV program; Malcolm Davis, Director, Division
of Educational Technology and director of the program; Monika Harrison, Spe-
cial Assistant to the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Equal Educational -por-

tunity; Jesse Jordan, Director of Program Operations, Equal Educational -
portunity Program; Arthur Kirschenbaum, Project Monitor for the ESAA-TV
survey, Office of Program Evaluation; Bernadette Nelson, Principal Investi-
gator for Part II of the ESAA-TV study, currently being conducted by Abt
Associates; and Anne Kuchak, Vice President, Applied Management Sciences.
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Case-Study: Use of an Evaluation
of Implementation of Project Information Packages

This study, conducted by American Institutes for Research, assessedthat innovative-education projectsare implemented at sites other thanthose in which the projects were developed. The evaluators found that thedissemination st=ategyrand the instructional packages created to facilitate
implementation were moderately useful. However, the,newly implemented
program differed notably from the original innovation in Many of the sitesthat were studied.

Evaluation results were presented in a briefing session for federal
managers who had direct responsibility for the innovative projects and theirdissemination. The briefing was aimed at challenging assumptions peoplehad held about the program. One assumption was that the whole programwould be adopted rather than parts. Adopters tended to take from an inno-vation the elements that appealed to them. The briefing also challenged
the idea that adopters would eagerly seek advice from the developer. Theevaluators concluded that to obtain adoptions that did not differ notablyfrom the original, incentives must be created.

The instructional packages developed to facilitate program implementation, Project Implementation Packages, originally represented a manage-ment experiment, according to several of the people we interviewed. Theywere developed in order to determine whether they assisted in implementation.
This evaluation and other research convinced some managers that otheractions were necessary. Others maintain that they believed all along thatother actions were necessary and the evaluation strengthened their belief.

Several people interviewed agreed that subsequent changes in the
National Diffusion Network, the organizational vehicle for making the inno-vations available, were at least in part attributable to this study. First,developers of the Innovative projects were funded to give individual assis-tance to project adopters. Second, OE contracted to provide developers with
technical assistance to more effectively disseminate their projects, becausethe developer of an innovation is not always able to communicate this infor-
mation effectively.

Another modification of the program reflects concern over the extent
to which adoptions of the projects are similar to the original. The Office
of Dissemination and Replication is currently attempting to determine cri-

ria for the quality of adoptions. New regulations published in the
Federal Register for April 21, 1980, require that every four years, devel-
opers present evaluation evidence of the quality of adoptions in order tobe recertified. The relevant sections of the regulations are 193.12 and193.16.

Several managers in the Office of Dissemination and Replication notedthat, in the early years of the National Diffusion Network, primary atten-tion had been given to increasing the acceptance of the program and gaining
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as many adoptions as possible. The evaluations of the Project Information
Packages were part of 1 watershed for the Network. They are now trying to
change the presumptions of adopting sites and to persuade them to accept
the idea of evaluation as an integral part of the projects. A contract to
produce an evaluation guide to assess the quality of adoptions has been
made with the Center for the Study of Evaluation at UCLA and has been under
development for a year.

The CEIS contact person for the study 0: ro ect Information Packages
was contacted for this case study. In the'opinion of this independent
observer, the study was well don- technically given the constraints of
field research. However, this individual noted that timeliness of the
report had been something of a problem. The negotiations between AIR and
OE over content and methodology were to some extent responsible. As a
reviewer, he wanted more data to support the descriptive conclusions of
the study. AIR followed his suggestions on redrafts of the report.

In addition, this individual noted that OE, in conducting the series
of Project Information Packages studies: had not made full use of existing
literature on the subject of adoption of innovations. For example, he
cited one suggestion of an evaluator, that implementation of a new project
might be broken down into project elements, rather than whole programs.
However, this idea had been current in the literature for many years. In
fairness to OE, however, he noted that one has to try such ideas to find
out if they will work.

In developing this case study we interviewed Will Ashmore, Program
Evaluation and Planning Consultant to the Wisconsin Department of Public
Instruction; Anne Bezdek of the Office of Program Evaluation; Judy Burnes
of the Office of Program Evaluation and project monitor for the evaluation;
Peggy Campeau, principal investigator for the AIR study; Andrew Lebby
of the Office of Dissemination and Replication; Louis Walker of the Office
of Dissemination and Replication; and Lee Wickline, Director of the Office
of Dissemination and Replication.
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Case Study: Use of a
Search for Exemplary Career Education Projects

The Office of Education contracted with American Institutes for Research
to conduct a search for effective projects in career education. A second
purpose of the contract was to identify ways of improving career education
evaluations. AIR asked knowledgeable individuals to nominate outstanding
career education projects. Ten of these passed AIR's criteria of evidence
of effectiveness. These projects were visited in order to verify the in-
formation they had provided, and in order to collect additional data. AIRthen prepared documentation to present each project for submission to the
Joint Dissemination Review Panel (JDRP) of the Office of Education end NIE.

The JDRP reviewed all ten projects and judged seven as having proven
their effectiveness. These seven projects thus became eligible for grants
as developer/demonstrators in the National Diffusion Network. Six of the
projects did apply for such grants.

Evidence of use of the projects consists of the numbers of adoptions
of the projects by other sites, and the number of inquiries received by the
developer/demonstrators. We were able to contact four of these projects for
information. The remaining two were closed for the summer. We also asked
project personnel their opinion of AIR's technical assistance in helping thempass the JDRP.

Project CAP of Greenland, Arkansas provides career awareness information
through the regular school curriculum. It was approved for dissemination
for ages 1 through 8. They have been funded for dissemination since October
of 1979, or about 9 months as of this writing. Thirty-five sites in 8 states
have adopted their project. They receive an average of 5 or 6 inquiries a
week. If they had not been passed by the JDRP, 5 sites would nevertheless
have adopted their project. The director of the project said, "AIR was
helpful. If we develop new projects we will ask them to help us evaluate
them." She mentioned that there were already plans afoot to submit the pro-
ject, but without AIR's assistance, "it would have died in the water." For
this project, therefore, 30 adoptions in 9 months can be attributed to AIR.

Career Development Programs, of Akron, Ohio, also uses career educa-
tion activities as part of the ongoing curriculum. The prosra_ is approvedfor grades K through 10. Two years after approval by the .rY they have10 agreements to adopt the project that are in various stage. n'f implementa-tion. They have sent materials used by the project to 150 school districtsin 32 states. While using project materials does not constitute an adoption,it may constitute use of project information at some level. They have made
formal presentations to 322 districts who inquired aLout the project. Thedirector had a positive attitude toward the AIR assistance he received.

Project CERES (Career Education Responsive to Every Student) of Ceres,
California develops students' decision-making skills and attitudes toward workwithin the regular school curriculum. Funded since October of 1979 theyhave had 17 adoptions and approximately 4,500 inquiries by letter and phone.
The director said, "Honestly, we would not have made it through the JDRP withoutAIR. We would never have actively solicited adoptions. We wouldn't have even
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tried. The technical assistance was worth it." Here are 17 more adoptions
that would not have occurred without AIR's work.

Project MATCH (Matching Attitudes and Talents to Career Horizons)
of Ontario California infuses career education into the regular school
curriculum for grades K through 8, with a component for staff develop-
ment and self-evaluation. Two years after JDRP approval, they have 24 for-
mal adoptions, plus 20 adoption agreements at various stages of implementation.
Eighty sites have purchased the materials for their program. They receive
about 1000 inquiries per year The director said that the AIR activates
provided them with a catalyst for submitting their project to the JDRP, some-
thing they might not otherwise have taken the time to do. He said that
AIR had a good track record in screening projects for effectiveness. From
this project therefore we have 44 adoptions that in all probability would
not have occurred without AIR's assistance.

Another product of the AIR report was a monograph, published for the
Office of Career Education, on getting JDRP approval for career education
projects. This monograph is in the process of publication, so that people
have not had a chance to use it yet.

A program analyst for the Office of Dissemination and Replications,
Which administers the National Diffusion Network, said that at first the
AIR study had suffered from a typical problem of technical assistance to
projects: a feeling of non-involvement on the part of the developers. How-
ever, the developers did begin to feel involved as the study progressed. He
believes that the projects function reasonably well. A factor that has great-
ly assisted the dissemination of the projects, according to this analyst,
has been the transfer of funds for dissemination from the Office of Career
Education to his own office.

In developing this case study we interviewed Darvel Allred, Project
Specialist, Ontario-Montclair School District, Ontario California; Jack
Hamilton, Principal Investigator for the AIR study of exemplary career
education projects; Nancy Keenan of the Office of Career Education; Andrew
Lebby of the Office of Dissemination and Replications; Jeanne Leffler,
Director, Project CAP, Greenland Arkansas; Virginia Lish, Curriculum Special'
Ceres School District, Ceres, California; Seymour Rubak, Executive Secretary
for the Joint Dissemination Review Panel and Office of Program Evaluation;
and Nick Topougis, Director of Career Education Programs, Akron, Ohio.
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Case Study: Use of a Survey of Campus-based Aid

A survey of the beneficiaries of four postsecondary student aid programs
was conducted by Applied Management Sciences. These programs were: Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants (BEOG); Supplemental Educational Opportunity
Grants; National Direct Student Loans; and College Work-study. Fart one of
this study examined existing records and interviewed managers and the federal
and regional levels. Fart two involved the collection of primary data.

According to several people we interviewed, this study was useful
largely because it provided analyses of students beneiitting from the program
by race, sex, and other background

characteristics essential to policy analysis.Other surveys and program data have produced information on characteristics of
those served, but the data have been limited in their usefulfness by the fact
that they involved only one program, or only certain institutions. The current
survey permits an examination of funding of all kinds at the individual studentlevel.

The Director of Quality Assurance of the Office of Student Financial
Assistance believes that the survey is one of the better studies undertaken
by the postsecondary education evaluation group in the Office of ProgramEvaluation. He notes that its usefulness depends heavily on its compre-
hensiveness. He maintains that he needs this comprehensive information forlong range planning, for determining whether the funds are going to the people
that policy intends, and for answering questions about funds that go to par-
ticular groups or particular ins O ions.

The data on student characteristics was shared with several private
groups interested in pDstsecondary education. One of these was the American
Council on Education. A policy analyst for ACE said that she produced some
statistical analyses of the survey data which were used by her group in
developing their own policy position on campus-based aid. In particular,
ACE was concerned with the half-cost provision for funding under the Basic
Educational Opportunity Grants. Under this limitation, a student's Basic
Grant may not exceed 50% of the cost of this or her attendance. The survey
gave ACE support for their contention that this provision was hitting low
income students the hardest. The position taken by ACE is important because,
together with other groups interested in postsecondary education, they producedfor the House Sub committee on Postsecondary Education a proposal to alter
BEOG which was, according to the House Committee report, "substantially incor-
porated into H.R. 5192 [the House bill'''. (p. 18). This proposal represented
a compromise among these groups which over the course -)f several years raised
the amount of money a student could receive under BEOG. In addition the
percentage of the cost of education that could be covered by BEOG was to
increase to a maximum of 75% in 1985. As of this writing, the proposed
changes in BEOC have not yet become law.
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The former project monitor for the Survey said that he had responded
to several informal requests from Congressional staff for analyses of the
data by race and sex of the participants. At the time, this project monitor
was assigned part time to the Deputy Commissioner's Office to develop back-
ground information for the reauthorization hearings on higher education.

In developing this case study, we interviewed Ernst Becker, Director
of Quality Assurance, Office of Student Financial Assistance; Dr. Salvatore
Corallo, Director of the Division of Postsecondary Programs, Office of Pro-
gram Evaluat4pn; Alexander Ratnofsky, former Project Monitor for the study
of Campus Based Aid; and Patricia Smith, Associate Director of Policy Analysis
Services, American Council on Education. Time did not permit obtaining
corroborative testimony from Congressional support staff.
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Case Study: Use of the Vocational
Education Equity Study

The Education Amendments of 1976 mandated a study of the extent of
sex discrimination and sex stereotyping of vocational education programssupported under the Vocational Education Act and an assessment of progress
in overcoming such discrimination. American Institutes for Research carriedout this study in the spring of 1978. They visited state Vocational Educa-
tion Offices and a large sample of high schools, vocational schools and tech-
nological institutca, and community/junior colleges. The study showed that
students continued to be concentrated in classes stereotyped as "appropriate"for their sex. The teachers of vocational education were overwhelmingly
concentrated in classes stereotyped as "appropriate" for them to teach.

The study evoked immediate interest from public groups of all kinds,including groups that monitor educational equity, employers, labor unions,state and local commissions on the status of women, vocational education
colleges, state and local education associations, and even the Army White
Sands Missle Range. The staff member of the public relations office of
the Department of Education assigned to distribute information about the
study says that it has generated more interest than any other report she
has seen since she has been in public relations. After distributing over350 copies of the executive summary, the Public Relations Office is on
its second printing.

However, use of the information has by and large been confined to
that of background information. We called a sample of the groups inquiring
about the study. These included the NAACP Legal Defense Fund; ACLU of
Georgia; Project Opportunity, a group sponsored jointly by the Center for
Women and Work and the Coalition of Labor Union Women, and the National Ad-
visory Council on Women's Educational Equity. All these groups said that
the study had provided important background information. However, theyhad not yet used,the information for any specific decisions.

The study may be used heavily for decisions in the near future. Re-authorization hearings for the Vocational Education Act will take place in 1981.Several of the groups with whom we talked are developing position papers andmaterials for these hearings that cite the Vocational Education Equity Studyextensively. These include the National Advisory Council on Women's EducationalEquity and the National Advisory Council on Vocational Education. For the moment,there is little political action to be taken.

Some state sex equity coordinators may be making use of the report.
For example, the coordinator for the State of Iowa says that the report
has been "extremely useful" in giving direction to state equity efforts.
For example, the "promising approaches" to the elimination of sex bias that
are described in the evaluation have shown Iowa that such projects are feasible,
and the state is funding projects of this kind for the first time this year.
The state coordinator also distributed the executive summary to provide guidance
to the first meeting of the state sex equity council.
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Two of our contracts expressed serious reservations about the
way that the study was handled. Both the Special Advisor on Women's Issues
of the Office of Vocational and Adult Education, and the Executive Director
of the National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Equity maintain that
the conclusions of the report were misinterpreted. Many people misread the re,
port and believe that it evaluates the sex equity coordinators. However,
the legislation authorizing sex equity coordinators was passed in October
of 1977, only three months before AIR began to collect evaluation data.
In fact, the report cautions readers that fully half of the coordinators
were very new to the job. However, this information is easily overlooked.
Because the report concludes that as of 1978 vocational education was still
sex-stereotyped, it gives the unjust appearance that sex equity coordinators
are not being effective.

The Special Advisor to the Office of Vocational and Adult Education
mentioned, for example, that one of her colleagues heard the evaluation cited
as evidence against sex equity coordinators in a meeting of the National
Commission on Employment Policy. According to the Special Advisor, many
state coordinators are concerned over such misinterpretations of the report.
The Special Advisor noted that the state coordinators would, in fact, welcome
an evaluation of their efforts, now that their positions have been in existence
for three years.

The Special Advisor and the Executive Director of the National Advisory
Council noted other problems related to utilization. The clearance process
for the report was exceptionally long. The evaluators finished collecting
data in spring of 1978, and the report was only released in February of
1980. The fact that the study has only been available for six months as
of this writing may well have affected the degree of use to which it has been
put. Dissemination of the report has been hindered by its cost, which is
$35 for the complete set of volumes. Although the Special Advisor regards
as useful the section of the report on "promising approaches", the Executive
Director of the Council cannot recall any of them being adopted by people
with whom she is acquainted.

In creating this case study we interviewed Barbara Bitters, Special
Advisor on Women's Issues of the Office of Vocational and Adult Education;
Beverly Gillette, Non-sexist Vocational Education Consultant (equivalent to
a sex-equity coordinator) for the Department of Public Instruction of the
State of Iowa; Laurie Harrison, Principal Investigator for the AIR study
of Equity in Vocational Education; Charlotte Hoffman of the Public Relations
Office; Virginia Looney, Coordinator of the Vocational Education Monitoring
Project, ACLU of Georgia; Phyllis McClure of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund;
Shirley Robock of Project Opportunity; Dorothy Schuler, Project Monitor,
Office of Program Evaluation; and Joy Simonson, Executive Director of the
National Advisory Council on Women's Educational Equity.
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Case Study; Use
an Evaluation of Upward Bound

Research Triangle Institute conducted an evaluation of Upward Bound that
followed the progress of students through high school and entry into college.
Among the major results were the following: students were more likely to enter
college if they had participated in the program for two or three years; of
those students not immediately entering college, a much larger percentage of
the Upward Bound students entered college within 3 years; and Upward Bound
increased the number of minority and poverty students in college. This evalu-
ation is the second follow-up study of an evaluation originally conducted in
1976, but is the first study that contains detailed information about the impact
of the program.

All federal agency staff, that we interviewed maintained that a major use
of the evaluations occurred each time Congress appropriated money for the pro-
gram. One analyst involved in the preparation of the program budget for the
Department of Education noted that the positive evaluations helped show Congress
has always appropriated more money for the program than the Administration re-
quests. Moreover, it is likely that the evaluations of Upward Bound have had
something to do with these decisions. After being held constant for 4 years,
funding for the program has increased steadily since the first evaluation of
the program was released in 1976. However, apart from the opinions of the
federal agency staffers, we have been unable to establish any direct link
between the results of the evaluation and Congressional budget decisions.

The Education Amendments of 1980 will probably change the current eligi-
bility criteria for Upward Bound to 150% of the Orshansky index of poverty.
Students with no family tradition of college attendance, regardless of their
poverty status, will be allowed to participate as well. The evaluations of
Upward Bound probably influenced these decisions indirectly. All students
in the program were found in the study to need Upward Bound services, but only
three fourths of students in the study met the current poverty criterion.
Lobbying groups in post-secondary education were, according to the project
monitor, able to use this information as support for their position on changes
in Upward Bound that will probably be adopted.

Upward Bound staff are now writing regulations for the program in antici-
pation of changes in the law. Criteria for funding Upward Bound projects will
probably include the prior performance of the projects. Prior performance will
be evaluated in terms of: persistence of students in higher education; pro-
portion of students completing high school; and proportion of students entering
postsecondary education. These criteria have been demonstrated as measurable
by the evaluation, so that the regulations writers view them as feasible. Two
of the program people we interviewed confirmed this use of the evaluations.

The first evaluation of Upward Bound was also used in regulation writing,
according to the project monitor. This study had found that two or more years
of Upward Bound are necessary for the program to make a difference. This finding
was used in writing the current regulation that senior in high school may not
be admitted to the program as beginning clients.
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In developing this case study we interviewed Dennis Carroll, Project
Monitor for the evaluation of Upward Bound, Office of Program Evaluation;
Salvatorre Corallo, Director, Division of Postsecondary Programs, Office
of Program Evaluation;James Herbert, Program Analyst for Higher Education
Programs, Office of Planning and Budget; Shelly Laverty, Program Aanlyst,
Office of Postsecondary Education; and Velma Montero, staff member, Upward
Bound Program. We did not have sufficient time to corroborate this testimony
with information from outside the federal agencies, e.g., Congressional support
staff, aside from CBO (see the case study on the Congressional Budget Office).
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Case Study: Use of an Evaluation
of Services in Indian Education

A descriptive study examined projects at over 200 sites that were funded
under Part A of the Indian Education Act. Projects were most frequently di-
rected toward: instruction of cultural heritage and native language, remedial
reading, improvement of self-concept, and remedial mathematics. Successfulimplementation of projects was found to be facilitated by the size of the
grant, type of objectives, parent involvement and density of Indian population.

According to a planning officer for the Office of Indian Education, thefindings of the study provided evidence for several assumptions that the Officehad held for a long time. These included the importance of parental involvement
to the projects, and the belief that projects will probably not show effects if
funding is below a certain level. Because school district: are funded on thebasis of the number of Indians attending, low funding levels may interfere withthe success of some programs. They are therefore trying to persuade CongressionalCommittees to increase appropriations to allow for increased per pupil expen-ditures. This officer did not cite any hearings, however.

This same planning officer found that information on funding patterns wasuseful because it revealed that school districts with higher concentrations ofIndian children have a greater need for services. This is true because Indian
land is not taxable. Indian children therefore represent a financial burden for
districts that must be redressed through these programs. Judith Baker says thatIndian Education did use the survey in their budget submission to OMB and Congressfor Fy 1981. It is entitled, "Justification of appropriations estimates forcommittees on appropriations, FY 1981, Indian Education, Department of Education.The relevant material appears on Page 12 of the document. This occurred abouta year ago. She says that the material did help them by providing statistics --the specifics that showed they were well prepared.

Both the planning officer and the Deputy Assistant Secretary for Indian
Education agreed, however, that the study had not been particularly helpful._All the study did, in the words of the Deputy, was "list wtat was out there."
They would both have preferred an impact study or one whict showed which typesof projects were effective for Indian students. There are currently plans for
such a study in the Office of Program Evaluation.

In developing this case study we interviewed Judith Baker, Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Indian Education; Emmet Fleming, Project Monitor for the Studyof Indian Education, Office of Program Evaluation; Patricia Matthews, Planning
Officer, Office of Indian Education; and Thomas Mullowney, Principal Investigatorfor the Study of Indian Education, Communications Technology Corporation. Wedid not have the time to corroborate this information using other sources, such
as Congressional support staff.
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FOOTNOTES

(Chapter 6)

The full citation to the published reports of authors cited in
this chapter are given in the reference list. Where specifi-
cation is necessary, we use footnotes to identify particular
articles in the reference list.

2. See respectively, David (1978), Em tick et al. (1977) on the AIR
Studies, Lyons, at al. (1978) for reports of UCLA's Center for
the Study of Evaluation, Alkin et al. (1974), Alkin et al. (1979),
Berman and McLaughlin at al. (1977) on the Rand Study and Datta's
(1979) critique, and Kennedy et al. (1979) for information on the
Huron Institute Study. See Holley (1980) and Webster and Stufflebeam
(1980) on the Austin's research.

See respectively Emrick at al. (1977), Mitchell (1980), Bissel (1979),
and Hope Associates (1979).

See the series of Annual Evaluation Reports issued by the U.S. Office
Education (1976-1979), U.S. Senate, Committee on Human Resources
(1978), and U.S. House of Representatives, Committee on Labor and
Education (1978, 1979). The survey results are given in Florio
at al. (1980), Fox (1977), and Weinberg (1979). Case studies are
reported by Datta (1976) and Millsap (1978).

5. Claims made in this paragraph are based on corroborated interviews.

See Mitchell (1980), for instance.

7. See Sproull and Zubrow (1980).

8. Talimadge (1977b, 1977c).
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7. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations to the Congress lre discussed in Section 7.1, those
intended for the Department of Education are given in 7.2, along with a
brief rationale for each. Section 7.3 contains an extended description
of the rationale for selected recommendations.

7.1 RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE CONGRESS

Planning and Executin= Evaluations

We recommend that the Congress direct the relevant staff of Congress-
ional committees, GAO, and CBO to meet regularly with evaluation staff of
the Department to:

reach agreement about when particular evaluations are warranted,
and the senses in which each evaluation required by law is possible.

clarify Congressional information needs, quality of evidence
required, and planning cycle for each major evaluation required
by law.

identify specific committees and groups as audiences for
evaluation results.

identify the changes in program or understanding which could
occur on the basis of alternative findings.

This recommendation hinges partly on the fact that a statutory demand
for "evaluation" is ambiguous. The word can imply any activity from journalistic
reporting to full-blown field experiments dedicated to estimating the effects
of an innovation on children. The involvement of multiple interest groups isoften necessary, but complicates matters. At worst, general demands to evaluateobscure the fact that feasibility of evaluation varies enormously and that elab-

_
orate evaluation may be unnecessary. Periodic efforts have been made by membersof the Congressional staff to assure that production of evaluations coincides
with authorization cycles, and that Congressional needs are understood. The
process is less regular and less orderly than it ought to be.

Statutor Provisions for Evaluation

We recommend that in constructing statutory provisions for evaluation
that the Congress:

. specify exactly which questions ought to be addressed and the
audiences to whom results should be addressed.

provide for formal assessment of the evaluability of the
relevant program where specification is not possible.

provide for statistically valid field testing of proposed
evaluation requirements where specification is not possible
and in-house assessment insufficient.
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Though statutes are explicit about routine reporting requirements,
references to evaluation often are not specific. The simple requirement
to evaluate whether the program meets objectives of the statute is common
and vague. Hearings are often not informative. Defining evaluation re-
quirements in terms of the questions which should be addressed is sensible
so long as the questions themselves make sense, answering them is feasible,
and the answers are likely to be useful. The specification of audiences,
especially particular committees or Congressional support agencies, should
enhance usefulness. We recognize that explicitness is often not feasible
or desirable. Consequently, we suggest formal investigation of evaluability
to clarify questions, audiences, and the ways in which results can be used,
within a year after enactment of a demand for evaluation.

Evaluator Capabilities

We recommend that

. capabilities be assessed before new statutory evaluation
requirements are directed at LEAs and SEAs to determine
where resources are adequate to meet the demand

expansion of training or technical assistance when the
demands are notable and capabilities low

explore the feasibility and desirability of direct contracts
programs to capitalize on LEA and SEA capabilities.

The first recommendation stems from conclusions that no real standard
for assigning the title "evaluator" exists. Skills required of the evaluator
depend heavily on nature of the evaluation demand and on LEA and SEA interest
in evaluation. The second recommendation is based on the finding that most
LEAs and SEAS need assistance when the demand is high and want it. A small
minority of LEAs have strong evaluation units. But these-are a major resource
and we believe that direct grant opportunities should be expanded to capitalize
on them.

Use of andor Better Evaluation Designs

recommend that the Congress:

routinely consider pilot testing every new program, variations
on existing programs, and program components before they are
adopted at the national level, using high quality evaluation
designs.

authorize the Secretary explicitly in each evaluation statute
to use high quality designs, especially randomized field
experiments, for planning and evaluating new program components,
program variations, and new programs.
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The rationale for the first recommendation is that higher qualityevaluations are more feasible before the program is adopted at the nationallevel., Better designs can be employed and conclusions then are likely tobe less ambiguous;
political-institutional constraints are likely to beless severe. The introduction of new programs can be staged so that earlierstages are a pilot for later ones. We stress formal tests of new programcomponents and new variations here because such evaluations are not a matterof common practice. We will not learn how to bring about clear, detectable

changes without more conscientious tests.

The second recommendation stems from our conclusion, based on this andother research, that better designs must be Used if the Congress or theDepartment wants good estimates of the effects of programs on children. Wedo not advocate estimating those effects in all cases. The process is compli-cated under the best of conditions, despite cavalier announcements that the"program was successful because test scores went up" or that it was unsuccessfulbecause they went down. We do advocate explicit authority in statutes for highquality designs, especially randomized experiments to facilitate their use.We believe explicit statutory provision is essential because such designs arethe best in principle, and that should be recognized. The authorization shouldprovide for review of the use of these designs.

ue and Reanal -sis of Evaluation Results

We recommend that in statutory requirements for evaluation of major
programs, the Congress:

. also require independent, balanced, and competent critique
of evaluation results that are material to policy decisions.

. requite critique of samples of evaluations submitted by
LEAs and SEAs in response to legal requirements

. require that statistical data produced by national evaluations
be made available for reanalysis.

By-- critique here we do not_ mean adverse commentary. We mean reasoned judgmentsabout whether conclusions drawn from the evaluation are sensible and can informdecisions. The main reason for the recommendation is that such criticism isnot routine, but it is essential
to enhance credibility of good evaluationp,to properly identify poor evaluations as such, and to provide feedback to

federal evaluation units, contractors, and grantees about the quality of theirwork. There is no formal system for competent critique of evaluation reportsproduced by LEAs and SEAs in response to law, yet many could benefit from
criticism.
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Use of aluation Results

We recommend that the Congress:

. direct staff of relevant committees, the Department, and
the GAO to routinely outline which institutions can reasonably
be expected to use results of each major evaluation and how
such results might be used, during the design stage of every
major program evaluation.

specify exactly which evaluations have been used and why they
were used, which have not been used and why they were not
used, in authorizations and appropriations committee reports.

. require specific information about changes resulting from
evaluation, whenever the law requires SEAS to describe uses
of evaluation.

. explore the feasibility of direct competitive grants and
contracts programs focused on improving the use of results
at the LEA and SEA level.

The first recommendation's origins lie in the absence of any mechanism
for planning use at the national level. Simply put, unless specific user
groups are identified and some decision options laid out, evaluation results
are less likely to be used. Indeed, if there is no clear way to link the
evaluation with decisions or considerably better understanding, one can
argue that the evaluation shouldn't be done at all. Specifying expectations
will also help to make it easier to track utilization and that in turn will
help to inform Judgments about how evaluation resources could be better allocated.

The recommendations to cite useful and useless evaluations in federal reports and
to require SEAS and LEAs to record specific changes have the same objectives:
understanding use better in the interest of better resource allocation. The
suggestion to identify useless evaluation is not an invitation to criticize
arbitrarily. We found that some LEAs and SEAS are capable and interested in
inventing and testing better ways to use .information. The suggestion to ex-
pand their opportunities for doing so is based on this.

Standards and Guidelines

Recently developed standards and guidelines for evaluation are not apr
propriate for incorporation into law. They are sufficiently well developed
to recommend that the Congress:

. use such guidelines to understand what can reasonably be
expected of evaluations.

. direct that agencies use them as a guide where appropriate
to developing criteria for Judging evaluation plans submitted
by LEAs and SEAs.

elicit assistance in the interpretation of guidelines from
Congressional support agencies, such as GAO, that have been
instrumental in their construction.
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE DEPARTMENT

Authorit for Technical Discussion

We recommend that the Department:

. authorize technical staff of evaluation units to initiate
discussion of evaluation plans with pertinent Congressionalstaff, at their discretion, and refrain from directives which
impede direct discussion.

The impetus for the recommendation issimple: Competent evaluatorscan expect.to do a good job only when they have the opportunity to discussCongress's information needs frequently. Restrictions on the evaluationunit's initiating discussion with Congressional staff of Committees thatdemand evaluation prevent the job from being done better. We recognizethat some restrictions on bureaucratic lobbying for programs are warranted,and that some administrative rules are necessary to keep the process orderly.The lack of clear opportunity to figure out what Congress can use decreasesthe likelihood that evaluations will be timely, relevant, and credible, andthe likelihood that the Congress will find the results useful. Relaxingrestrictions will not of course guarantee usefulness.

planning and Executing Evaluations

We recommend that the Department direct principal evaluation unit staffto meet regularly with relevant staff of committees to

. negotiate agreement about when particular evaluations are
warranted and the senses in which each evaluation requiredby law is possible.

clarify Congressional information needs, quality'of evidencerequired, and planning cycle for each major evaluation
undertaken by the Department.

. identify specific audiences or groups for evaluation results.

. identify the changes in program or understanding which could
occur on the basis of evaluation-results.

The rationale for this recommendation is identical to the one offeredfor a similar recommendation made to Congress. Understanding Congressionalinformation needs is not possible without some regular discussion betweentechnical evaluation staff and Congressional staff. Scarcity of evaluationresources requires better planning and that planning cannot be informedwithout dialogue among relevant staff.
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'1L0.1i)mgr21n.Com.onentspsisrem Variations, and New' Programs

We recommend that the Department authorize explicitly the use of
high quality evaluation designs, especially randomized experiments, in
evaluating new program components, program variations, and new
programs, in all regulations which require estimating the effects of in-
novative changes.

The main justification is that high quality' designs lead to far less
debatable estimates of effects of programs on children than low quality designs.
They are more difficult to execute, and they are more feasible for pilot testing
new programs, program variations, and prov:am components, than for estimating
the effects of ongoing programs. Explicit authorization would make the
importance of good designs plain, and would provide more clear opportunity
for competent SEAs and LEAs to exploit them.

Critique a:nd gecondery Analysis of Evaluation Eesults

We recommend that the Department:

. provide for the independent, balanced, and competent
critique of every major evaluation funded by the
Department in procurement of evaluations and
evaluation policy.

incorporate into procurement procedures and policy
the requirement that all statistical data produced
in major program evaluations be documented and stored
for secondary analysis.

create an administrative mechanism for deciding when
simultaneous analysis by both the original evaluator
and an independent analyst is desirable and feasible,
and a mechanism for executing simultaneous independent
analyses.

The rationale for this recommendation is identical to the one offered
for a similar recommendation to Congress.

Access to and S ecification or

We recommend that the Department adopt a policy to:

. adhere to a clearance rule which makes evaluation reports
available after a specified period of time.

. specify completely the evaluation documents referred to
in the Department's Annual Evaluation Report, the Federal
Resister, and policy statements.
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include, in every major evaluation report, a list
of'core recipients of the report, or compiling
publicly available lists of core recipients.

The recommendation stems partly from difficulties encountered in
obtaining reports under review by the Executive Secretariat and other
groups involved in the DHEW clearance process. We also found it difficult
to identify reports precisely, when they were cited as evidence of the
usefulness of evaluation in developing regulations or policy. The absence
of a list of core recipients of reports makes it very difficult to identify
potential user groups and to determine if reports were used. The conse-
quence is that what is useless or useful is less verifiable.

The Use of Evaluation Results

We recommend that the Department direct evaluation unit staff or
evaluation contractors to

. provide oral reports regularly as well as written reports
on results of major evaluations, and on the uses to which
results can be put, to relevant Congressional staff and
support agency staff and the program staff within the
Department.

create a system to periodically collect, synthesize,
and report specific uses to which evaluations are put.

improve the Annual Evaluation Re ort by citing instances of
use more specifically.

direct evaluation staff to meet regularly with Congressional
staff to clarify information needs, feasibility of evaluation,
audiences for results, and ways in which results can be used
to modify programs.

The recommendations are based partly on the finding that use of
evaluation results is not tracked conscientiously and the belief that
it ought to be tracked to learn how to do evaluations better, and how
to better allocate evaluation resources. The rationale for the last
recommendation is identical to the one given earlier orvplanning and
executing evaluations.

Implementation

We recommend that the Department:

. routinely require formal measurement of the degree
which program plans match actual operations.

adjoin research on methods of measuring implementation
to the introduction of new programs and program variations.

. create an inexpensive central information system on the
time and resources required for full implementation of new
programs.

314



The main reason for the first recommendation is simply that measure-
ment of bmplmentation of innovations is infrequent. The reason for the
second recommendation is that we know little about cheap effective methods
of measurement in this arena. The third recommendation stems from the
absence of any reasonable empirical guidelines on the time and resources
necessary to implement innovative programs.
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7.3 RATIONALE

The recommendations are based partly on the Project's findings and onjudgments about what needs to be done to improve evaluation practice. Wehave sought advice and criticism from some Congressional and agency staff,members of the National Academy of Sciences Committee on Program Evaluation,and LEA and SEA staff. But time did not permit any systematic critique.

This description of the rationale is divided into broad topical cate-gories. The pertinent sections of the preceding material are noted.

Planning and Executing Evaluations

The legislative decision to evaluate is complicated by the large numberof potential participants: the Congress, the Department of Education'sOffice of Evaluation, the Congressional Budget Office, and the GAO. Thetime available to make the decision and to frame specific evaluation questionsis variable and often appears to be insufficient. The advice of experts isonly sometimes available. The process often leaves ambiguous the type ofevaluation which is wanted, the audiences for the evaluation, the probableuses of the evaluation results, and the reasons why an evaluation is wanted.See Chapter 2 for details.

Elements of a. More Orde I Process. The actions which appear to be neces-sary to prove matters e u e: a regular meetings among evaluation staffof the Department and the pertinent Congressional Committees, (b) a planningsystem which matches evaluations to authorization cycles, (c) informationsystems which make access to previous work simeler and faster, and (d) identi-fication of groups which can contribute to technical quality of the effort.

Reauthorization Cycles. For the last two years there has been a renewedeffort to match the production of evaluations to the reauthorization cycle.We understand from memos and recent activity of the Office of Assistant
Secretary for Management that the effort will be sustained. It is imperativeto do so if either management or Congress expect evaluations to be used inreauthorization decisions.

Meetings. There is no system of regular meetings among technical staff
of the agency or the pertinent Congressional Committees to examine the senses inwhich a program can be evaluated. We believe such meetings are essentialto assuring that formal legislative demands for evaluation are as well in-formed as possible and that the Department's evaluation unit is equipped tohandle them. Ideally, such meetings should be held before the law requiringevaluation is enacted. If that is not possible, formal evaluability assess-ments should be undertaken as soon as possible after enactment.

Those meetings should focus on the information needs of the Congress,notably on the questions which should be addressed in the evaluation. Apartfrom enumeration of questions, such meetings should be a vehicle for recordingat least some of the reasons for asking the questions, and the audiences towhom answers ought to be addressed. We recognize that decisions based onalternative outcomes of an evaluation cannot always be specified beforehand.But we believe that every effort should be made to do so.

3 6
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Apart from these fundamental issues, such meetings might address
chronic problems. Short term information as well as long term information
is often of interest to some audiences for results and because each type
demands evaluation resources, some agreement on balance needs to be made
explicit, at least occasionally. The important distinctions which in-
fluence feasibility of evaluations, new vs. old programs for example, ought
to he made emphatically. Because every major evaluation must be tailored,
the level of flexibility, what is known and what is not known, ought to be
made reasonably clear.

We do not mean to imply that lockstep series of discussion among all
relevant staff is warranted or possible. The point is that the absence
of regular meetings on Congressional needs virtually guarantees that some
needs will not be met. That in turn invites buck-passing and evaluations
of lower utility.

Relevant Groups. The groups which should be involved in the process
include evaluation staff from the Department of Education's Office of the
Assistant Secretary for Management and from the pertinent Congressional
Committees. It is sensible to capitalize routinely on support agencies,
such as the GAO's new Institute for Program Evaluation and relevant divisions
of the Congressional Budget Office and the Congressional Research Service.
We do not mean to imply that all agencies need be represented always in
lockstep meetings.

Interest GroupfLand their Role. Interest groups that draft bills which
create or modify programs should be urged to provide plans for evaluation of
the effects of the proposals. These plans should be routinely reviewed by
the Department's evaluation unit if not by a group which includes Congressional
staffers and unit staff.

pediments. There are impediments to any meetings of this sort, of
course. On the agency side, for instance, staff have maintained that they
have not been free to initiate conversations which would clarify intent of
a demand to evaluate, on account of executive policy that restricts dis-
cussion. The restrictions are said to have a variety of legitimate origins
including preventing agency staff from lobbying directly and independently
for pet programs, and to assure that there is at least some orderliness
in dealing with the Congress.

For evaluation b- units with autho_ri.t to evaluate such restrictions
are misdirected and ina ro riate. No one can conscientiously address a
question posed by Congress if the question cannot be discussed directly.
We believe that agency policy must recpsnize_tbe_relative independence and
discretion of evaluation units

Impediments on the Congressional staff side appear to be less admin-
istrative than physical. To be sure, there are staffers who will partici-
pate in no discussion unless directed by a Committee chairman to do so.
But they appear to be in the minority. The more general problem is, we
are told, time--the sheer difficulty of coordinating meetings so as to be
reasonably conventient to both agency staff and Congressional staff. We have
not had the time to examine the validity of this complaint. But we find it
difficult to believe that it is insurmountable.

317
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There is some vague and episodic reluctance among Congressional staffersto talk to contractors. We do not know how serious the problem is. It
does seem sensible to exploit agency staffers as much as possible when
Congressional staffers are not familiar with contractors. It seems equally
sensible to assure that ingenuous mistrust of contractors does not impede
understanding of how the evaluation ought to be conducted.

The impediments are sufficiently formidable to justify some jointaction by the Congress and the Department. That action should involve
identification of alternative methods of ameliorating the problem andperhaps narrowly focused tests of their feasibilty.

provisions for Evaluation

Though some statutes are specific about program reporting, referencesto "evaluation" in many are very general. The simple requirement to evaluateor to evaluate the effectiveness of the program in meeting the objectivesof the statute is frequent.

There is, however, enormous variety in the way individuals at the
local, state, and federal level of government interpret the word evaluationin law or elsewhere. It concerns the array of questions which might be
addressed in an evaluation, in the approaches one might choose to answer
them, and the level of detail at which they might be answered.

More specific statement of the questions which need to be addressed
can help to reduce confusion and ambiguity in what is intended by law,
and facilitate understanding of scope and probabletosts and benefits of theInformation. See Chapters 2 and 3 for details.

Specification. If the Congress needs to know:

. how many are served and how many are in need,
. what are services and their costs,
. what are the effects of programs on their primary or
secondary clients,

. what are the costs and benefits of alternatives,

the Congress should request that information explicitly. Thatit is feasible
to be more specific is clear from the statutes mandating the NIE CompensatoryEducation Study. That specification is not always sufficient is clear fromthe same study: intensive discussion was needed to clarify evaluation goals.

The same discipline ought to be asked of interest groups, advisors,and others who draft evaluation language for programs. It is sensible
to ask that the questions be specified along with other features of theprogram.
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When Specification Is NotPossible. It will not be possible or desirable

to be explicit in every case. To assure that general demands for evaluation
are not misinterpreted, the law should provide for a formal assessment of
the senses in which the program can be evaluated within one year after the
enactment of the legislation.

Regardless of Specification. Regardless of how specific requirements

in law are, there is a persistent need for regular dialogue between agency
staff and Congressional staff in refining questions and developing agreements
on what level of quality of evidence is warranted, and at what cost: The

dialogue has occasionally been encouraged in Congressional Committee Reports, by
some Congressional staff and by some agency staff. But it is irregular

and more heavily dependent on individual preferences than it should be.
It is also a demanding process.

Audiences. Because evaluation results may be directed to any number
of audiences--the Congress, Department management, interest groups, advisory
committees, and so on, there is a clear need for focus. The more audiences

there are, the more complex evaluations become.

Pilot Tests of Evaluation Demands. Where there is substantial dis-
agreement about which questions should be addressed and about how the
information might be used, pilot evaluations should be undertaken. That is,

one mounts formal small scale experiments to determine which of several
different evaluation schemes work best. They can be put into the field (a)

to determihe paperwork burden on respondents, (b) to determine costs of
collecting the information, (c) to determine the quality and usefulness of
the information, and (d) to clarify language which can be in statute

and regulation.

Use and Authorit Better Evaluation Des -s

The authority to use better designs, especially randomized experiments
in the interest of relatively unequivocal evaluations of new programs, new
program variations, and new program components must be made explicit in law
and regulation. For details, see Chapter 5.

By "randomized experiment" here, we mean assigning children, schools.

or classrooms randomly to each variation, for instance, and then observing their
performance under each regimen. The random assignment is a key feature. It

guarantees that, in the long run, comparison of the variations will be
fair. This is one of the reasons the design has been used in the Negative
Income Tax Experiments, in the Manhattan Bail Bond experiments, in evaluation
of T.V. programs such as Sesame Street, the Electric Company, and Free Style,
as well as in the evaluation of the effectiveness of medical treatments.

The rationale for the first part of the recommendation, for pilot tests

of new programs is that higher quality evaluations are much more feasible

before the program is adopted at the national level. Better evaluation designs

can be employed, conclusions are less likely to be ambiguous, and political-
institutional constraints are less likely to be severe. The introduction
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of new programs can be staged so that earlier stages constitute pilot
tests for the later ones. This may seem terribly mundane to some readers.
But recognize that in current political discussion of the proposed Youth
Incentives Program, for instance, an enterprise whose probable costs willexceed $850 million per year, there has been no formal attention to pilot
testing or staged introduction of the program. Title I compensatory
education programs evolved in the same way ten years ago, and we still
know pathetically little about effective variations. The simple notionthat massive new programs ought to be pilot tested is warranted.

The second part of the recommendation, concerning higher quality
.aluation designs, is based on the presumption that we won't learn howto bring about clear detectable changes in the performance of children or

schools without more conscientiously designed tests. The justification
for the recommendation lies partly in the poor quality of designs used inthe field. It is discouragingly easy to find, for example, Congressional
Testimony in which a Title I program is declared to be a success by a state
legislator because "test scores went up." We do not advocate attempting to
estimate program effects in all cases. The process of estimating effects
is complicated under the best of conditions. We advocate attention to high
quality designs, especially randomized experiments.

At the local level, there e some evaluators with the interest andthe skill to employ the design for the sake of fair tests. An obstacle,we believe, is confusion about authority for running such tests. So, for
instance, an evaluator offered the opinion that the design is desirable,
of course, but in the absence of a clear mandate, could not risk employingit. At the federal level, we believe the authority exists. Indeed,
evaluations at that level, such as the one conducted for the Emergency
School Assistance Act, have employed state of the art experimental designs.The failure of federal program managers to encourage randomized experiments
at the local level is partly because the mandate to do so is not explicit.

Precedent. The usefulness of randomized tests in principle is generallynot at issue in discussions about evaluation of new education programs.There is agreement that when experiments are conducted properly, orthodox
theory guarantees that long run estimates of program effects will be
unbiased. Argument about the uses of the design concerns the idea that
randomized experiments are rarely feasible in field settings. Rarenessand feasibility are, however, infrequently specified by government policygroups or by individual analysts. Rareness does not establish lack of
feasibility and a notable if not large number of field tests have been
mounted. Some recent illustrations were covered in Chapter.5. Judgingfrom precedent bald claims that it's impossible to assign individuals or
schools or other units randomly to programs for the sake of fair estimatesof program effects are unwarranted. It is imperfect evidence in that itdoesn't guarantee that an experiment can be mounted successfully in the
situation at hand,

l'icATestirIZerimentelPesi=. We believe that pilot tests of
experiments can yield more direct evidence on the feasibility of randomized
experiments or other high quality designs. We recommend mounting a small
assessment prior to the major field experiments to identify anticipated
problems in the field and to resolve them. The main justification for
considering such pilot tests is to work out problems beforehand. Randomized

3 2 0
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experiments fail to be successfully implemented in education as in medicine,
economics, etc. because the randomization is incomplete, because the programs
are not implemented as advertised, and for other reasons. Pilot tests of
the experiment itself can help to avoid unnecessary flaws in implementation.

General_ Criteria. Lacking dependable precedent and the opportunity for
adequate pilot tests of the evaluation design, two general criteria for
judging feasibility of randomized experiments seem sensible.

The first criterion turns around the fundamental notion of equity.
Where there is an oversupply of eligible recipients for a scarce resource--
program services--then randomized assignment of children to the resource
seems fair. So, for instance, Vancouver's crisis intervention program for
youthful status offenders affords equal opportunity to eligible recipients.
Since all could not be accommodated and they are all equally eligible, they
are randomly assigned. Experts such as Cook and Campbell argue that random-
ized experiments are most likely to be carried out successfully when the
boon, real or imagined, is in short supply, and the demand for the boon is
high. This rationale dovetails neatly with normal managerial constraints.
That is, new programs cannot be emplaced all at once and all eligible
candidates cannot be served at once. Experiments can then be designed to
capitalize on staged introduction of programs or services.

A second criterion concerns settings in which it is politically un-
acceptable to assign individuals randomly to control conditions despite
the fact that we know absolutely nothing about whether a program works
relative to no program at all. The ethical, moral, and economic justi-
fication for experimenting may be quite irrelevant. In such instances,
it is often possible to ameliorate difficulties by comparing program
variations against one another, rather than comparing a novel program to
an existing one or to no program at all. A "No program" control condition
may be an unacceptable political option whether the program fails or not.
The most we can reasonably expect then is to choose the invented variation
component which works best for the investment.

The idea of testing variations or components rather than testing a
program against a control is a compromise. But we believe that getting
no information at all on the main one--what are the effects of the program.
And the idea is generalizable. In particular, for ongoing programs that
have strong public support, it seems sensible to think in terms of randomized
assignment to new program variations or randomized of new program components
to discover more effective or cheaper versions of the program. This strategy
has not been employed by any major ongoing federal education program that
we know of. Indeed, it's not common in any social area except the U.S.
Census Bureau. In the latter, randomized field tests are periodically run
to understand better methods of doing census and surveys.

The most direct action which Congress can take to ameliorate the problem
involves any statute which asks that the effects of a newprogram, new program
variation, or new_compenents on children be estimated. We recommend that such
statutes include an explicit provision authorizing statistically valid random-
ized experiments.

21
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For existing_programs, some explicit authority we believe is necessaryto foster fair teats. That is, the Secretary should be empowered to: waivecom liance with technical a- ec s of tatutes or re ulati for e im alTo ects which are likely to assist ice. plt:1112tfuery objectives.This would facilitate, for instance, randomized tests of 'heaper variationsan Title I programs, student
loan programs, and the like.

inde.en.dent Crjti.ue and Secondary .dialysis
We recommend, to the Congress and the Department, that major programevaluations be subjected routinely to competent, independent critique andsecondary analysis. Mechanisms should be created to permit routine critiqueof a sample of evaluations produced at the LEA and SEA levels.

AL2ssitlaqs" here we do not mean. adverse commenter We do meanbalanced examination of the quality of the report and judgments aboutwhether recommendations can be sustained by the evidence. Secondary analysishere refers to analysis of raw statistical data, undertaken to improve on thequality of earlier analyses. For details, see Chapter 5.

The origins of this recommendation lie partly in a principle that we
should recognize good quality evidence as such, and to properly identify
poor evidence. There is also some need to prevent the ingenuous use ofpoor evidence and to avoid relying unnecessarily on one's confidence in thele evaluation. Furthermore, major evaluations are expensive. It seemssensible to allow the community of policy-makers or their advisors to makethe data work repeatedly, at low cost, in secondary analysis. Becauseevaluations may affect a variety of interest groups, those groups shouldbe given an opportunity to offer competent criticism. Finally, we believethe absence of independent criticism can degrade the importance of goodevaluations.

Elements of a System for Critique and Secondary Analysis: NationalLevel. The elements of an effective system for critique and secondary
analysis include: (a) explicit institutional policy on rapid disclosure
of reports and access to statistical data underlying the reports, (b) a
formal mechanism for independent critique or secondary analysis where
possible during an evaluation, (c) a formal administrative mechanism for
independent critique and secondary analysis when evaluation results are
submitted, and (d) formal guidelines on reporting and storage of statistical
information.
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At the national vel, elements of policy on reanalysis have already
received attention, notably by NIE in supporting research and development
on the topic. The GAO has, in its guidelines on impact evaluation, taken
the position that access to evaluative data for reanalysis is generally
an important consideration. The Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare has not had a formal policy on disclosure of statistical data.
However, OED has had an unwritten policy and has released data periodically
for independent review and secondary analysis. Critiques of particular data
sets have been undertaken by the Congressional Budget Office as a part of
its efforts to screen studies for quality. These activities are undertaken
so as to recognize individual privacy needs. Making policy formal, creating
the administrative mechanisms, and testing them are sensible next steps.
For details, see Chapter 5.

The problem of rapid access to evaluation reports has been severe.
Clearance of OE evaluation reports by the Secretary, according to
federal staff members who were interviewed, has been slow at best. We
understand that the new Department of Education has adopted the 10 day
clearance rule which should improve matters. For details, see Chapter 5.

Informed Criticism. Opinions about the desirability of early independent
review of major evaluations and of secondary analysis are not uniform. At
least some agency staff reckon that a routine process will generate more
heat than light. Assuring competent criticism in this arena is likely to
be as difficult as it is in medicine, economics, and other fields. Outcome
evaluations are always subject to criticism, especially if the program does
not work. Some of that criticism is bound to be specious, dull witted,
and self-interested. High quality in design and execution of evaluations
offers some protection against unwarranted criticism, but it is unlikely
to be sufficient. Adherence to a common set of standards for technical
quality also facilitates balanced criticism. But again, this is unlikely
to be sufficient. We have not had the time in this investigation to examine
prophylactic mechanisms. We believe, however, that openness to criticisms
must be given priority, and that some administrative research on reducing
mindless criticism should be undertaken.

State and Local Level. A good many local and state "evaluations"
provide no more than counts of those served, changes in test scores, and
similar information. It is not clear that regular, systematic reanalyses
of the raw data underlying these is warranted. It is more clear that samples
of reports ought to be critiqued periodically. For details of the content
of these reports see Chapter 3. Discussion of their quality appears in Chapter
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Others, however, are elaborate and these may be used in decisionswhich are important enough to justify reanalysis. Programs supportingtests of innovative
programs fall into this category. Evaluations sub-mitted as part of testimony to the Congress fall into this category.

The main purpose of independent,
competent criticism is to assurethat the quality of evidence used to inform decisions is recognized. Wealso expect that this sort of critique will help to improve quality ofthe exercise, in the long run.

There are a variety of institutional vehicles available to conductreviews. States with fairly well developed evaluation units are a naturaloption. States are, for instance, responsible for identifying exemplaryTitle I programs. Some, like California and Michigan, have review,validation, and dissemination systems for assuring that information aboutgood programs of all kinds is available to LEAs. Such units may not,however, be independent of program offices. Moreover, some field investi-gation is warranted
to determine if evaluation capabilities are sufficientto generate high quality critique. For details on evaluation capabilitiessee Chapter 4.

The national MEP is a potential vehicle for critique of samples ofevaluations. Its role is now limited to examining evidence volunteeredby LEAs and other agencies which believe it is strong enough to sustainfrank criticism. And so its mission would have to be expanded. Thenumber of reviewers available on JDRP is not sufficient to review evena small additional sample and so its complement would have to be enlarged.

Technical Assistance Centers supported under Title I constituteanother option. But their role is confined to providing advice only whenasked about Title I programs. It is not clear that TACs can be regardedas independent reviewers simply because they may provide advice on evalu-ations in the first instance. Further, not enough is known about theircapabilities to warrant expanding their mission without further investi-gation.

The problems of assuring decent review and reanalysis of evaluationreports is sufficiently important to warrant further examination by federalagency management. That examination should address

. alternative plans and administrative vehicles for
critique and reanalysis,

. alternative sample designs and time frames,

. design of pilot tests for review so as to estimate
costs and benefits of a system before it is emplaced,to determine if the effort is indeed justified.

3 9
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Access to Reports

Effective mechanisms to assure early release of evaluation reports
and ready access to reports ought to be created.

The origins of this recommendation lie partly in the idea that evalu-
ation reports offered as a basis for policy, major executive decisions,
and oversight should be open to competent criticism and should be accessible
to a wide variety of potential users. It stems partly from the difficulty
encountered in obtaining reports at the federal level, though this diffi-
culty is far less severe than problems at other levels of government.

Rapid access to reports has over the past few years been impeded by
clearance processes within the Education Division. That is, reports issued
by a contractor have been reviewed by the Executive Secretariat before
release and those reviews have resulted in delays in release without notable
improvement in the documents themselves.

The inclusion of a clause in contracts, requiring that permission be
sought prior to even discussing an evaluation, is more invidious. It

prevents some universities from bidding on evaluations, since the clause
runs counter to university standards of intellective independence. It is
possible that this proviso reduces the quality of reports by impeding dis-
cussion of projects in professional forums. The mechanical difficulties
of identifying and obtaining a report or a cluster of reports bearing on
a specific evaluation are very tedious. For details see Chapter 5.

Clearance of Reports. The problem of assuring rapid access has been
rectified at least in the sense that the Office of the Deputy Assistant
Secretary for Evaluation and Management has established a new clearance
process. Reports are to be released automatically after 10 days if the
Secretary level review has no modifications. The memorandum also permits
adjoining criticism to the released document by program managers.

We believe that automatic clearance after a specified period is
desirable. We recommend that the practice be maintained regardless of the
controversy surrounding a particular report.

The practice of requiring contractors to seek permission for discussing
results in public forums has not been examined or resolved. Our recommen-
dation is that no such requirement be imposed in contracts.

Distribution of Information. We suggest the creation of a Department -
wide periodical which identifies and abstracts each evaluation report
submitted to the Department and submitted by the Secretary to the Congress.
We expect this to ameliorate access problems inside and outside the govern-
ment. At its best, such a periodical will keep the public, the Congress, and
staff of the Department abreast of what has been produced and perhaps even
why it was produced. Models for this include GAO's Monthly Reports, which
summarizes reports issued by the agency.
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Responsibility for Distribution. The practice of assigning sole responsi-bility to the project officer for final reports is not entirely effective.
Officers vary in their attention to circulating reports and submitting them
to distribution centers such as ERIC. More important, they shift agencies,resign from government service, and otherwise disappear. So do reports, atleast at times. Mechanisms must be developed to avoid reliance on the singleofficer. The options include:

(1) Strengthening internal agency capability for storage of
reports.

(2) Assuring that the list of core reel_ 2ants for reports
are included in the reports themselves, or that such a list
is publicly available.

Requiring the contractor and the agency to maintain
a list of reports, with full citations, generated
together with the location of the agency which
disseminates it.

(4) Requiring that the recipient of each evaluation
executed under contract or grant provide abstracts of
reports, reports, or both after 10 day clearance, to
ERIC, NTIS, the pertinent education centers and
laboratories, CEIS, FEDAC, Congressional staff and
support agencies, especially CRS and the GAO

(5) Distribution of each report routinely to every federal
evaluation project officer and every evaluation contractor.

ack'_ The Ise of Evaluation

Our attention to this topic stems partly from the arguments we en-countered about whether evaluations are used. The question is not whetherthey are used: Some are and some are not. The more interesting question
is determining how they are used, how often they are used, and how to
balance their cost against use. The last question cannot be answered
adequately now because the hard answers to the "how" and "how often"
questions are fragmentary, and the soft answers are rather too dependent
on flawed memory and competing interests. See Chapter 6 for details.

The origins also lie partly in the problem of verifying use or nonuse
in special studies such as this one. Turnover of staff responsible for
initiating, conducting, and using evaluation is sufficiently high that
corroborating use of an evaluation through independent sources is difficultand sometimes impossible. Titles of reports often imply nothing about
potential or actual use. The reports are misremembered or forgotten.
Incomplete citation is a chronic problem.

The following recommendations are mundane but critical for inexpensivetracking. At best, they will eliminate part of the burden placed on re-
spondents in studies of the use of evaluations.

3
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Better ecification in Reports- Re ulations- Failure to specify
reports, in both Congressional reports, agency annual reports, regulations,
and the like is not prudent. If Congressional Reports, agency annual reports,
and the like are to be as useful as possible to the community of thoughtful
readers, then references to evaluation should include (a) author, (b) title
of the report, (c) date of issuance, and (d) sponsoring agency.

If this is not possible, then merely hiring an inexpensive, bright
graduate student to build a specific reference list for each report of
the half dozen or so Committees most pertinent to educational evaluation
would suffice, so long as access to the list and dissemination of the
list was assured.

The recommendation applies to both Congressional Committee Re-o
and to major agency documents such as OE's -n-il Evaluation Report_ and
policy statements. CBO documents are somewhat more conscientious, and GAO
documents normally carry at least part of the information suggested. Because
we do not have access to CRS documents, we cannot make a judgment. It applies
also to proposed and final regulations issued in the Federal since
evaluations do result in regulation changes but are rarely recognized com-
pletely in the prose describing changes. An illustration of exemplary
practice for this last is the recent modification of recent regulations on
day care.

The practice of recognizing evaluations explicitly when they have
been useful in deliberations of Congress and at the executive level is
admirable. It ought to be continued for three reasons:

it identifies what is useful, so guiding the agencies
in the long run if not the short,

it rewards those who perform well,

it exhibits some integrity to an occasionally cynical audience.

The practice of recognizing good evaluations which are used is not uniform,
however. The sponsoring agency is not given credit and so forth on account
of time and resource constraints. That problem is serious enough to dis-
courage some staff even if it is not sufficient to demoralize them.

More conscientious attention to recognizing useful evaluations and
more conscientious attention to recognizing useless evaluations in committee
reports and the like would help,

rove ent of OE's Annual Evaluation Report. The Annual Evaluation
Report enumerates uses of evaluations completed by OE, is important, and
ought to be the best possible. Simple options for improvement include:



. The report on use should provide specific citation
of each evaluation report, its author, title, date
of issue and issuing agency. Otherwise, it's imposs
bie for the reader to verify that a report has been
issued much less that it has been used.

. The report on use should provide
specific citation of

hearings or Congressional reports in which an eval-
uation report is mentioned or used and specific citationof regulations which are said to have been changed
on the basis of evaluation results. It should cite
regulations which are proposed or created as a result
of the evaluation.

Otherwisetverifying claims of useis difficult or impossible.

. The contributors to the section on use of evaluations
should be acknowledged to permit verification and
corroboration.

. The Annual Evaluation Report's perspective on use
ought to be reexamined to identify flaws in indicators
of use, such as citations of hearings, and the possible
biases in them. Ignoring agencies apart from Congress
makes it likely that use of evaluation results id
understated. Very little information on management
uses, apart from regulations, is provided.

. Evaluations for which it is difficult to find veri-
fiable evidence on their use should be identified.
Evaluations which are virtually useless two years
after production should be identified explicitly.

The issues which ought to be addressed in future examination ofuses are: Would reporting other than annually make sense?

Identifying en. Major evaluation reports should
have appended-to them a list of the individuals to whom the report was sent
and their affiliations. This will facilitate tracking use simply by making
potential users or audiences clear and it will facilitate our understanding
of misdirected effort. The practice of appending reader lists to reports is
current at the Office of Naval Research. The practice does appear to be
feasible for at least major evaluation reports.

Where enumeration of members of the audience is not feasible, then
the lists commonly generated internally and used as a basis fcir sending
reports to individuals ought to be accessible. The existence of such
lists, their title, and source should be identified in major evaluation
reports.
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TrackingManagement Changes. Very little systematic, publicly available
evidence is available on the nature dnd frequency of managerial uses of eval-
uation. Moreover, there is no general mechanism for regularly following up
on whether problems identified in an evaluation have been rectified. Follow-
up does occur episodically, through questions addressed to managers at Com-
mittee Hearings for instance. But we have been unable to identify any special,
orderly record-keeping on the matter.

We recommend that a simple examination of alternative mechanisms be under-
taken to determine if a cheap follow-up system can be developed, and to deter-
mine how such mechanisms can be field tested.

Local and State. We have not investigated state uses of evaluations suf-
ficiently to make recommendations on tracking mechanisms at that level. How-
ever, two features of some local and state efforts are worth considering by
both federal and state agencies. Some states such as Massachusetts and Mich-
gan require that in local reports to the state the uses to which evaluations
are put be reported regularly. Those reports are, in principle, a vehicle
for tracking use, and occasionally synthesis. We do not know enough about
the quality of reporting in this arena. But we believe it ought to be examined.
And where some states are found to have developed especially efficient ways to
accomplish this task, the procedures ought to be made available to other state
and federal agencies. The alternative to regular reporting is a special sur-
very undertaken to obtain periodically a better picture of uses than one
could obtain in reports. At least one state, California, has tried this op-
tion, and the results are informative.

Standards and Guidelines. Current guidelines can be exploited in de-_
Guidelines. de-

signing evaluations and in making crude judgments about quality of an evalu-
ation report. But they are not equally relevant to all types of evaluation,
and they are not appropriate for inclusion in law or regulation. They should
be recognized in policy statements, internal guidelines, and other flexible
directives. See Chapter 5 for details.

Guidelines have been developed to guide design and to facilitate judg-
ments about evaluations. Most focus on planned efforts to assay program
effectiveness, not on routine reporting labelled "evaluation."

The guidelines are very general as any set of guidelines on complete-
ness and quality of evidence must be, given the variety of forms which
evaluation may take. It is sensible, for instance, to expect that an evalu-
ation which purports to estimate a program's effects on children cover
pertinent topics: evaluation design, source and quality of information,
competing explanations, and so on. These elements are part of most good
guidelines. But they are, of course, no substitute for training and judg-
ment. Moreover, the sensible interpretation of guidelines requires some
expertise.
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Guidelines have been developed by the U.S. General Accounting Office,
the Evaluation Research Society, and the independent Joint Committee on
Standards for Educational Program Evaluation. Standards are embodied in
manuals used by the USOE-NIE Joint Dissemination Review in assess-
ing educational worth of new programs and the evidence sustaining judge-
ments about worth. There is substantial overlap in topical coverage of
all these. Moreover, the topical coverage overlaps, with standards used
in choosing designs for major national evaluations and grants for evalua-
tive work supported by NIE.

The main justification for recommending that guidelines be recognized'
is that we believe they can be useful in clarifying what is meant by
quality, in informing the public about what can generally be expected of
evaluation. Guidelines may also be of some assistance in protecting the
competent evaluation from gratuitous criticism, and in identifying the
worst cases of inept evaluation. Finally, they can be useful in review-
ing proposals made by LEAs for programs which require special evalua-
tion, such as bilingual education.

National Level. We recommend that guidelines be formally recognized as
such by agency executives and by Congressional Committee staff. They have
already been recognized by evaluation staffers within the education agencies
and GAO; indeed, agency and GAO staffers contributed to their development.
By recognition here, we mean formal acknowledgement of the existence of
guidelines, some effort to assure that pertinent staff know about them, and
some effort to test the guidelines in the field. It would not be difficult
to incorporate short reviews of guidelines in training programs and seminars
on evaluation, run by the CRS, the GAO, or the Federal Executive Institute.

State_and Local Level. It is reasonable to assure that SEAs and LEAs
know about development of guidelines, to make guidelines available, and to
encourage tests of guidelines at the local level. Guidelines can, for in-
stance,. be cited in RFPs and grant material without demanding ascription
to them. They may be made available through special purpose information
clearinghouses, such as the one for bilingual education, and the general
purpose ones, such as ERIC.

It is reasonable to encourage their use, not require it, in the in-
terest of fostering better quality evaluations and protecting competence.
That encouragement can be given through federal and state agency offices
which disburse funds for innovative programs.

Responsibility for advising the public, administrators, school boards,
and the like currently rests with evaluation staff at local and state levels.
It is not unreasonable to urge that they make guidelines available to these
audiences for evaluation results. The guidelines are pertinent, however,
to the minority of LEAS which do more than simple monitoring.
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Field Tests. We do not recommend incorporating guidelines into law or
regulation. Only some aspects of guidelines have been field tested. And
regardless of how reasonable they appear to be in principle, their costs
and benefits need to be better established before they are generally re-
quired. Moreover, it is sensible to determine their susceptibility to
incompetent interpretation, misinterpretation, and corruption. Finally,
guidelines will change a bit as the state of the art in evaluation develops.
And formal tests may help to avoid prematurely rigid posture on what con-
stitutes quality.

Caveats. Contemporary guidelines cannot be simply applied to evaluation
reports produced by LEAs in response to federal or state reporting require-
ments. In the first place, reports differ appreciably in content depending
on audience. Reports made to Parent Advisory Committees in Title I programs,
for instance, contain information which differs in depth and in kind from in-
formation provided to states, for instance. Second, requirements are minimal.
Any review of what is produced to fill requirements is not likely to be a
useful target for guidelines simply because more elaborate reports may and do
exist.

Estimhting the Effect_ of Programs

The general expectation that all local, state, and federal education
agencies will produce clear evidence on the effects of programs should be
abandoned. The emphasis should be placed on finding better variations on
programs in LEAs and SEAs which have the resources to plan and execute
fair field tests and on well designed federal tests.

Measuring growth of children in intellective achievement, in personal
development, and other areas is often warranted. But-the practice of
attributing growth to a program on the basis of these data alone is not
warranted simply because there are so many competing explanations for
growth or any change. Local evaluation designs rarely recognize competing
explanations. See Chapter 5 for details.

The demand for information about how much a program affects children
must recognize that clearly interpretable estimates depend on evaluation
designs which accommodate competing explanations. Those designs are not
often feasible in local settings. Technical assistance is no substitute
for resources, interest, or those designs. Moreover, estimating effects
at the local level often has lower priority than providing services which
children and their parents want.

The demand for estimates of effect on children induces a kind of
benign hypocrisy among some staffers, administrators, and local contrac-
tors responsible for programS and evaluations. An increase in test scores
is treated as evidence that the program "works." The conscientious members
of each camp will admit that other explanations are possible--normal growth,
for instance. But they will also admit, and we agree, that separating out
the influence of the program from other influences is not possible without
a great deal of managerial, legal, and technical effort and may be impossible
despite those efforts. The admission does not appear frequently in evalu-
ation reports on Title I programs, vocational education, and bilingual
education.

331
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Judging from our site visits, LEAs and SEAs are interested in testing
cheaper varieties of programs, program components, and the like and some
of these are capable of doing this well. It is sensible to capitalize on
that interest and expertise if the evaluations of these are well designed.
To the extent possible, contracts for doing so ought to be made available.Funds are available through Title IV-C and some NIE programs. They can
lead to better understanding of what works, what works more inexpensively,and to the dissemination of the products through the JDRP-NDN system. The
effort may have to be augmented with assistance from universities, private
contractors, technical assistance centers or others. But these are not
substitutes for in-house staff and for strong administrative support of
fair tests from administrators and oversight groups.

The national interest in understanding effects of new programs, aswell as the quality of delivery, needs to be recognized and reiterated.
The conduct of pilot tests of new programs should be supported where theyare feasible and appropriate.

The origins for this recommendation stem partly from the progressmade over the past ten years in mounting field tests of new programs,
program variations, and program components. There have been imperfections
and failures in these tests to be sure. The execution of good outcomestudies is exceedingly difficult. These problems should not be regarded
as excuses to avoid the virtue of understanding effects. The public in-terest in evidence of this kind in education or in other areas such asmedicine and economics has not been consistent. Planned tests are alwaysvulnerable on this account as well as on account of their youth.

The questions about how money is spent and to whom services are de-livered, so-called process evaluation or implementation studies, are also im-portant. Judging by recent work, the emphasis on this simple informationhas been understated. There must be some opportunity however to obtain morethan body counts, to supply more than nominal statement of where dollars goand who receives the services. The character of services is often poorlyunderstood. Any such investigation will not help one understand whether servicesproduce more notable effects than cheap competitors or no service at all, ofcourse.

At the national level, we believe it is appropriate for public leadersto recognize efforts of this kind at all levels of government. Conscientioustests at the local level are often ignored but do reflect an interest inevidence. That interest should be encouraged.
Conscientious tests at theregional or federal level are often not recognized at the local leveland there is a need to make these results

more available to them. Thereis some need to assure that properly controlled trials can be run andagencies should be empowered to run them and to suggest provisions in lawwhich will facilitate running them.
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Facilitating integrity

Evaluation often engenders concern among those whose program is
evaluated. And this in turn provokes the evaluator concerned if she or
he is under the supervision of the program manager. Consequently, main-
taining integrity may be difficult. Evaluation does demand some forti-
tude as well as technical and political expertise.

The following list of options was developed to understand how one
might facilitate integrity at federal, state, and local levels. We have
capitalized on some experience outside education. We have not had the
time to adequately explore each option. But we believe they are worth
considering.

Posture at he Polic aria ement and C>versi ht bevels o overnment
ome argument he view that administrators of new and

innovative projects should not be judged solely on the basis of the success
of the program for which they are responsible. Many educational projects
are high risk ventures. And their failure is often if not always beyondthe control of any individual or institution. It is important to under-stand why we fail. Program managers and their staffs, then, should be
judged on the quality of evidence bearing on a program, regardless, of
whether one finds the program itself is a success. To be effective, thatview would have to prevail at national, state, and local levels. Manyreaders will recognize that it also runs against social norms: _It Issimpler to advocate or oppose than it is to seek balanced informationabout programs. If this posture is adopted generally, it will take a gooddeal of time to become routine, perhaps as long as it took for the United
States to infuse integrity routinely into U.S. censuses--about 100 years.

fYption: design of Evaluations df New Programs
It is sometimes possible to accommodate fear of evaluation throughdesign of evaluations. One of several simple ways of doing so is not to

evaluate program A by comparing it to no program at all. Rather oneought to compare vailation A of the program to variation B, where eachvariation has identical objectives but they differ in cost, approach,or other respects. "No program at all" is often. not a politically
viable option if A fails. Indeed, it's prudent to compare A
against B if one believes in planning: If A and B are equally effective,then one has a contingency plan, choosing B if it's less expensive, and
recognizing the high risk of any innovative social program.
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The difficulty with the option is that we often lack the imagination
or resources to invent E. And, of course, it provides no information on
effects of A relative to no program at all.

ion: External Review
e Way to assure that incompetent evaluations and competent evalua-

tions are properly labelled as such is to subject completed evaluations
to external reviews. The tactic is consistent with the aims of the educa-
tion agencies, the U.S. General Accounting Office, and other agencies with
an interest in quality and standards of evidence. It is consistent with
the recent trend toward secondary analysis of program evaluation data,
conducted by independent academic institutions. The latter option has
been used by, among others, the U.S. Office of Education, the National
Institute of Education, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration,
and other agencies in the United States. A variant on the tactic has
been tried by individual researchers in Pakistan in reviewing evaluations
sponsored by government. But there, as in other developing countries,
the matter receives no attention.

This option cannot assure directly that evaluations done with integ-
rity will be rewarded. Gratuitous criticism emerges quickly. It should
make it more likely, however, that the poor evaluations are recognized as
such and are not rewarded.

Joint Di ination and Review Panel A- roaches
Consider a review board with clearly defined standards for examining

the quality of evaluations, and which examine quality in response to a
request from the program manager. A main objective of this panel or board
is to officially verify that evidence is good and the program, if effective,
deserves to be disseminated. Further, such a seal of approval can become
a device for obtaining more money for similar projects from an agency.
Both official recognition and the opportunity to apply for dissemination
funds are appreciated, we believe, by competent evaluators and program
developers.

Such a system has been operating with some success by OE and NIE.
The joint panel reviews educational products, basing review solely on
evidence which conforms to well articulated standards. The approval makes
them eligible for specially budgeted money earmarked for expansion, dis-
semination, and other purposes. The eligible programs compete for addi-
tional funds but with less competition than normal and more likelihood
of success.

Option; Recognizing Mislaball ng and Dece_pt ,on.
Bureaucratic detectionof mislabelling and deception is generally

a high art form. It is not yet as well developed in the evaluation arena
as it should be. To take the simplest case, descriptive surveys, needs
assessment surveys, studies of management and operations, and the like
are labelled "impact evaluations" or implied to be sufficient for impact
estimation. The former are easy by comparison to impact studies, they
differ in function and use, and they must not be confused. To the extent
that they are, people who do a fine job on difficult enterprises may be
inadvertently hurt by people doing a good job on easier tasks. 3 3 4
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tiontMotritoringaltd"EValuating Use:of Evaluation
One of the. major concerns registered by program managers in local and

regional education agencies on U.S. Office of Education sponsored programs
and elsewhere concerns the uses of evaluation. Evaluations are supposed
to be used after all, if they are good. It is in the program manager's
interest to understand probable use, and moreover to protect against in-
genuous use.

Ingenuous use is possible of course. Many managers, legislative
staffers, and so on have little understanding.of the quality of evidence
and so may naively rely on poor data. That result may affect those with
good evidence negatively. Perhaps more important, the quality of utili-
zation will vary depending on the experience of the user. It is simply
not easy to capitalize on evidence easily in the interest of making deci-
sions or setting policy. One may, for example, decide on the basis of
early evaluation results that a project is ineffective when long term
results can show that the program is effective. One may decide that the
project in site 1 is ineffective when the project could or would work at
site 2. And so on.

Some mechanisms must be invented to encourage, assure, and monitor
the high quality use of evaluation results. Several suggest themselves.
Training might be useful. This may include case study approaches as in
Harvard's MBA programs. The problem can be ameliorated partly through
invention of cheap monitoring devices for identifying instances of Infor-
mation use, e.g., periodic telephone calls or cables to agency staff to
ask whether information has been used, how it was used and who sed it,
and verification of the use.

Option: Explicit Policy on Independence
There is no substitute at the national, state, or local levels

policy on relative independence of the evaluator.

That policy may involve bureaucratic independence, notably eliminating
clearance requirements for conversation or dieclosure:of reports to any
group. It may involve administrative independence, notably by assuring
that the evaluator report to an individual other than the program manager.

It may involve fiscal independence, notably by assuring that funds
earmarked for evaluation are channeled through the evaluation unit, by
setting salaries for the unit independent of salaries for program opera-
ting units, and other methods.

It may involve political independence, for example, through the bi-
partisan approval of director of evaluation in the same spirit as appoint-
ments are approved for Inspector General and Comptroller General.
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Evaluation Capabilities

The primary reasons for suggesting that demands for evaluation bepreceded by "capabilities assessment", particularly at the state and
locals levels, are as follows:

First, identifying who is and who is not an evaluator, much less theappropriate competency level, is often difficult. Depending on the pro-gram and the assigned tasks, program staff, evaluation unit staff, outside
contractors, or graduate students may have evaluation responsibility. Second,because the field is less than 15 years old, few institutions offer formal
certification in the area. There is considerable debate about training,and graudate curricula vary in emphasis across institutions.

More important, the skills and talents required of "evaluators" inLEAs and SEAs differ, depending on evaluation activity. When evaluationinvolves just meeting federal reporting requirements, the skills demandeddo not require advanced graduate training. But some technical common senseis essential. However, when evaluation activities go beyond the minimum
reporting requirements, the level and sophistication of required skillsmultiply quickly. These two types of activities and the capability demandsshould receive separate consideration in law, regulation, and evaluationpolicy.

By capabilities assessment here we mean systematic attempt describewhat kinds of skills are required for what kinds of tasks. For national,demands for evaluative information, this may involve intensive field research -task analyses - of good performers. But it need not be elaborate. Observingwhat people do is better, but more expensive of course, than merely asking
them how they did it.

Meet in Federal Evaluation Reo tints. It cannot be expectedthat all state and local education agencies have the capabilities necessaryto adequately comply with federal evaluation reporting requirements. Often,program staff in these agencies--individuals with responsibilities other than
evaluation--assume responsibility for reporting activities. These personswere not necessarily hired for their evaluation expertise. Consequently,technical assistance in evaluation should be provided so that agencies can
adequately fulfill federal evaluation reporting requirements. However,technical assistance can be provided in a variety of ways:

(1) At the minimum, the sponsoring agency should have direct
access to evaluation unit staff with explicit responsibility
for training in evaluation. These individuals can develop
appropriate guidelines for evaluation, arrange evaluation
workshops for individuals who must complete these requirements,and select the proper stragegy for providing technical assistance.
Federal program agencies without these resources should consider
creating specific job positions in evaluation.
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(2) Adequate resources can be channeled to SEAs that admini
these federal grant programs to permit them to provide
easily accessible and expert technical assistance in
evaluation.

Federally supported and administered centers such as those
existing for Title I evaluation can be established to assist
states and local education agencies in meeting federal reporting
requirements. One appraoch is to expand services of the present
TACs to include provision of evaluation assistance for other
federal programs.

Technical assistance in evaluation involves not only instruction and
guidance in the actual conduct of evaluation, i.e., selection of program
participants, the use of tests, and the completion of federal reporting forms.
It also involves assistance in deciding who will evaluate. For example,
districts that have capable evaluation units should be encouraged to use
the services of the unit for all program evaluation needs. Small districts
which do not have the resources to form their own research and evaluation unit
may be instructed in other options, e.g., the formation of a consortium to
hire competent evaluation staff who serve more than one district. Regional
assistance centers can be developed or augmented in order to better provide
technical assistance in evaluation. When outside contractors are employed,
guidelines must be developed so that program staff and district selection
boards can choose the most competent individuals, be sensitive to the types
of skills required, and their rights in contractual arrangements.

Going Beyond Federal Evaluation Reporting Requirements. Meeting federal
evaluation reporting requirements constitutes minimum acceptable performance
for evaluation activities associated with federal programs. Expecting only
minimum performance is short-sighted. Some districts and states often
attempt to go beyond these requirements. And, if competently executed, these
activities can improve the quality of informaton submitted to the federal
agencies, Congress, and to such other audiences as Parent Advisory Councils
and school boards.

We believe that providing more opportunities to those LEAs and SEAs
with interest and capabilities in evaluation is warranted. At the state
level, this can be accomplished through such existing mechanisms as the monies
targeted for improving state capabilities and state refinement grants for Title I
evaluation supported by S&ction 183(c). These funding mechanisms should be
supported. Dissemination of demonstrated improvements in evaluation practices
developed by SEAs through such contracts should be promoted.

The improvement of local education agency capabilities deserves more
attention than it has received in terms of discretionary evaluation activities.
While some of this can be accomplished through an expanded SEA role, other
methods can be more specifically targeted at LEAs and supported directly from
the federal government. Options include:
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nd
direct contracts to LEAs for
es can be instituted. These

s should allow LEAs to apply for and receive fundsto engage in additional
evaluation activities for federalprograms or research on ways to improve evaluation methods.

(2) rants to LEAs/SEAsto foster universitLEA ela nshi s can_ be devela ed. This might include
funding for training programs jointly sponsored by academic
institutions and LEAs/SEAs. This would not only provide trainingfor agency personnel but also improve the quality of evaluation
programs in universities by allowing students to participate inactual evaluations. In addition, university conducted workshopscould be supported as an avenue of continuing education foreducation agency personnel. There may also be an opportunityto award matching monies for SEA/LEA investment in such arrange-ments as "an endowed chair" whereby university faculty can spenda period of time in these agencies conducting evaluations anddesigning procedures which will remain after their departure.
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Legislative and Management Background of the Project:
Excerpts From Public Law
95-561, Conference Report,

Congressional Record, and USOE Work Statement.

Section 1526. The Commissioner of Education shall conduct a study of
evaluation racticesand -rocedures at the national state and local levelswith respect to federally funded elementary and secondary educational pro-
grams and shall include in the first annualupaLt to Congress submitted
more than one year after the data of enactment of this Act proposals and
recommendations for the revision or modification of an .art or all of suchpractices and procedures. Such proposals and recommendations shall includeprovisions-

(1) to ensure that evaluations are based on uniform methods and
measurements;

(2) to ensure the
AnAtiirlyALIdiridepfLILls-Ice of the evaluation

process; and

(3) to ensure ta!Rar2.mu- on the evaluations that are
conducted.

EXCERPT: CONFERENCE REPORT

32. AtLJ_Y_IL2EgY3J_L'Il

The House bill, but not the Senate amendment, requires the Commissionerto conduct a comprehensive study of evaluation practices and procedures atthe national, state and local levels with respect to federally funded elem
.mentary and secondary programs, and to submit a report within 1 year.

The Senate recedes with an amendment encouraging this study to be
intensive on certain problems instead of comprehensive.
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EXCERPT: CONGRESSIONAL RECORD
HOUSE, H6671, 1978

Amendment offered
Ms. HOLTZMAN, Mr.
The Clerk read as
Amendment offered

new section after line

by Ms. Holtzman
Chairman, I offer an amendment.

follows:
by Ms. HOLTZMAN: Page 375. Insert the following

25:

COMPREHENSIVE STUDY OF EVALUATION
Practices and Procedures

"Sec. 1331. The Commissioner of Education shall conduct a comprehensive

study of evaluation practices and procedures at the national, state, and local

levels with respect to federally-funded elementary and secondary educational

programs and shall report to Congress within one year after the date of en-

actment of this Act with proposals and recommendations for the revisions and

modification of any part or all of such practices snd procedures. Such pro-

posals and recommendations shall include provisions-
(1) to ensure that evaluations are based on ur'form methods and measure-

ments;
(2) to ensure that integrity and independence of the evaluation process;

and
(3) to ensure appropriate follow-up on the evaluations that are conducted."

Redesignate the following section and conform the table of contents accord-

ingly.
Ms. HOLTZMAN. (during the reading). Mr. Chairman, I ask unanimous consent

that the amendment be considered as read and printed in the RECORD.

The CHAIRMAN. Is there objection to the request of the gentlewoman from

New York?
There was no objection.
(Ms. HOLTZMAN asked and was given permission to revise and extend her

remarks.)
Ms. HOLTZMAN. Mr. Chairman, I want to compliment the Committee on Education

and Labor and especially the distinguished and able Chairman of the committee

(MR. PERKINS) for this very important bill on elementary and secondary education.

I am offering a modest but, I think, necessary and useful amendment. It

simply would require the Commissioner of Education to review the present pro-

cedures for evaluation to see how they could be improved and to report back to

Congress with his suggestions and recommendations within 1 year.

I am concerned that we try to get the most out of our education dollars.

This is impossible without an effective evaluation process which allows us to

learn from our mistakes and build on our successes.

At present, most federally funded programs in elementary and secondary

schools must be evaluated, but the evaluation process is inadequate. There are

no requirements for follow-up on evaluations-and many, including highly criti-

cal ones, are filed away or forgotten. The absence of any uniform procedures

or standards makes it difficult to compare different education programs and

permits the use of inadequate evaluations at the local and state level. Another

problem is that many school districts select their own evaluators, who in order

to obtain future contracts may be less than candid in their appraisals.
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To improve education programs, we need honest, thorough, effective
evaluations which are followed up.

My amendment calls on the Committee of Education to recommend ways
improving the integrity and effectiveness of evaluations. Without such
evaluations we cannot be sure that our education dollars are as well spent
as they should be.

Mr. PERKINS. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlewoman, Ms. HOLTZMAN, yield
to me?

Ms. HOLTZMAN. I would be delighted to yield to the distinguished
gentleman from Kentucky.

Mr. PERKINS. I thank the gentlewoman for yielding.
Let me say that in my judgment the gentlewoman's amendment is entirely

appropriate and fitting at this palce in the RECORD. It is something that
should be required, appropriate evaluations, and we accept the amendment.

Mr. QUIE. Mr. Chairman, will the gentlewoman yield?
Ms. HOLTZMAN. I yield to the gentleman from Minnesota.
Mr. QUIE. I thank the gentlewoman for yielding.
I believe that the 1-year comprehensive study of the evaluation practices

would be very beneficial to this committee, and I would be happy to accept
the amendment.

Ms. HOLTZMAN. I thank the gentlemen for their comments.
Mr. Chairman, I yield back the remainder of my time.
The CHAIRMAN. The question is on the amendment offered by the gentle-

woman from New York. (Ms. HOLTZMAN)
The amendment was agreed to.
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EXCERPT WORK STATEMENT
ISSUED BY THE U.S. OFFICE OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF EVALUATION & DISSEMINATION

IN RESPONSE TO SECTION 1526 PUBLIC LAW 95-561

1. The Investigator. In view of the self-evaluation aspect of the
study, it should not be carried out by those persons or groues ordinarily
involved in the evaluation of Federally funded education programs. The

services of a prestigious and experienced person with a national reputation
in educational evaluation who is known for independence and impartiality
should be obtained to oversee the study and to report directly to the
Commissioner.

2. The Questions to Be Asked. The questions posed by Rep. Holtzman's
request should be expanded upon In a more detailed fashion and priority
should be assigned to them, especially with regard to the specificity with
which they will be addressed at each of the three levels of the study--
local, stare and federal. This should be done in part by conferring
direcqy__,!inIttp. Holtzman. The three main questions encompass a number
of allied questions that can be addressed. Examples of some of these are
given below:

Why and how are evaluations carried out (methods and measureme-

(i) for whose information needs are evaluations carried out?

what procedures are used in carrying them out?

(iia) how "sound" are they (accurate, valid, reliable,
etc.)?

(iii) what measurement techniques and devices are used and, how
appropriate are they to the program's objectives?

(iv) are there conflicting requirements for different programs
that lead to duplicative or unusually burdensome efforts?

(b) are the capabilities (including integrity and independence
of those who carry out evaluations?

where are evaluation activities located organizationally?

what is the background, training and experience of the
staff and of those who carry out evaluations? If such
services are provided by outside agencies, how are their
services obtained and what is the nature of their re-
lationship to in-house staff?
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(c) how are the results of evaluations used?

(i) what are the conditions that facilitate or detract from
their use?

when results are used, what is the nature of the changes
they lead to?; can exemplary uses be identified?;
their nature such that they can be adopted in other
settings?

(d) what legislative regulatory, funding or other changes might be
proposed as means to improving the nature, conduct and utility
of evaluations?

3. The Programs to Be Examined. Clearly, not all federally funded
elementary and secondary programs can or should be examined. Rather a
set of programs that are numerous enough and sufficiently diverse enough
(e.g., State administered versus direct grant) to allow one to tease out
all the issues involved yet are few enough in number to allow an intensive
examination of certain problems (as suggested by the Senate in the conference
report) should be included. Examples of these are: Title I and VII, ESEA;
ESAA; Handicapped; and Vocational Education (these are programs that have
a local evaluation requirement; two are direct grant programs (ESAA and
Title VII) while the remainder are State administered).

4. The Conduct of_ theStudy. The investigator would prepare a detailed
Work Statement and would acquire the services of an 8a contractor to pro-
vide him with the administrative, logistical and personnel support needed to

(a) Review reports of those agencies involved in evaluation.

b) Interview persons involved in the initiation, conduct and
utilization of evaluations,

Convene a panel of prestigious persons to review the findings
from (a) and (b) and to make recommendations for the improvement
of evaluation practices.
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PRINCIPAL STAFF OF THE PROJECT ON EDUCATIONAL
PROGRAM EVALUATIONS AND THEIR RESPONSIBILITIES

(Principal staff are indicated by an ASTERISK)

*Robert F. Boruch - Principal Investigator. Boruch is Director of the Division
of Methodology and Evaluation Research (DMER), Professor
of Psychology at Northwestern University, and Director of
the Project. His research, scholarly papers, and books
concern the development of methods to planning and evaluating
social programs. He holds a faculty appointment in the
Center for Applied Probability and Statistics and is
Chairman of the Social Science Research Council's Committee
on Program Evaluation.

*David S. Cordray - Co-Principal Investigator. Dr. Cordray is Associate
Director of the Division of Methodology and Evaluation
Research (DMER) and Assistant Professor of Psychology at
Northwestern University. His previous experience in
education, juvenile justice, and child health services
has included local, state and federal level evaluation
efforts.

Joe S. Cecil - Legal-Legislative Issues. Cecil is an attorney with a
Ph.D. in methodology and evaluation research. As a
post-doctoral Fellow at Northwestern University, he was
responsible for legal research at the federal level.
Cecil is currently at the Federal Judicial Center.'

*Stephany Creamer - Systems Manager. Creamer has a master's degree in Educa-
tional Administration and has been an elementary school
teacher, a member of the staff of the Office of Research
of the Chicago School System and staff of the Board of
Education of Chicago. She has been responsible for
coordination of site visits, and round-tables, and for
conducting site visits.

Leslie Goldgehn - Research Assistant. Goldgehn has an MEd from Loyola
University in Higher Education Administration and Policy.

*Laura Leviton Utilization/Dissemination Team Leader. Dr. Leviton is a
post-doctoral Fellow in the Division of Methodology and
Evaluation Research at Northwestern. She has done research
on utilization of evaluations and on diffusion of research
findings for the Health Care Finance Administration, and was
responsible for similar research in this project.

Charles Gene-McDaniel - Editor and Science Writer. McDaniel, an award-winning
writer and editor for the Chicago Bureau of Associated Press
for 20 years, is currently a member of the faculty at
Roosevelt University.
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Lynne Miller - Trainer and Consultant. Dr. Miller, a specialist in
organization of schools, has been a teacher in urban
Philadelphia schools, a member of the Amherst faculty,
and a member of the Task Force on Utilization of Research
in the Schools.

Robert 0- n - Research Assistant. Orwin is a Ph.D. candidate in
Methodology and Evaluation Research, a principal interviewer
on LEA site visits, and a technical assistant in development
of interview protocols.

*Georgine Pion - Manpower Capabilities Team Leader. Dr. Pion is a social
psychologist. As a post-doctoral Fellow at Northwestern
University, she has been responsible for assessing
issues related to manpower capabilities, supply, and
organizational consideration relevant to hiring and
maintaining quality evaluation staff.

Jerry Ross - Organizational Characteristics Team Leader. Dr. Ross
is an Assistant Professor of Organizational Behavior
in the Kellogg Graduate School of Management, Northwestern
University. His training is in management and accounting.
His primary area of responsibility has been investigating
organizational issues that effect evaluation practices.

Barbara Schneider - Research Associate and Consultant. Dr. Schneider is
Assistant Dean for Research in the School of Education
at Northwestern. She specializes in research on the
economics of Education. She took responsibility for
providing some general information and for some cost
computations.

Roger Straw - Research Assistant. Straw is a Ph.D. candidate in
Methodology and Evaluation Research. He has been respon-
sible for review of evaluation standards and guidelines and
investigations of utilization research.

Sara L. Thomas - Research Assistant. Thomas is a Ph.D. candidate in
Methodology at Northwestern. Her primary duties have
been organizational execution of telephone surveys.

William Troch:

Janet Weeks -

Research Associate. Trochim has been responsible primar-
ily for eliciting information from Technical Assistance
Centers on evaluation designs used by Center clients. He
is currently Assistant Professor at Cornell University.

Research Associate. Weeks, a former high school teacher,
is a Ph.D. candidate in the School of Education at
Northwestern, and has participated in evaluations of CETA
Youth Employment Programs. She has been responsible for
obtaining information on vocational education.
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John Wick - Bilingual Education Specialist. Dr. Wick, formerly
Director of Research for the Chicago School District,
is currently a professor of Education at Northwestern
University. He provided expert advice and assistance
on LEA and SEA evaluations and site visits.

Penny Woh Metter - Research Assistant. Wohlstetter, with a Masters in
E01cation and Public Policy from Harvard, has had
responsibility for document acquisition and report
synthesis. She has worked as a policy analyst with
the U.S. Office of Education.

Carlotta Young - Research Associate. Young has been responsible for
field research on utilization of evaluation results.
She had been an intern at the U.S. Accounting Office
before becoming involved in this Project and received
her Ph.D. from Pennsylvania State University. She is
currently with the U.S. General Accounting Office.

PRINCIPAL AUTHORS AND EDITORS

Robert Baruch and David Cordray have had primary responsibility for
development and editing of the Project's final report. Principal authors
of major subsections include Georgine Pion on evaluator capabilities, Laura
Leviton on utilization, Ceceil on law, Rosa on organizations, and Roger Straw
on standards. Case Study material was written by almost all members of the
Project staff, especially Wick, Creamer, Orwin, Weeks, So such, Pion, Leviton,
and Cordray.

CONSULTANTS

Participants in each round-table discussion were treated as consultants
in this Project. They are listed in Appendix 3 and include representatives
of school boards, and of local and state education agencies, former and
current Congressional staff members, university faculty, and senior researchers
in contract research groups.
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3.1 introduction

The main justification for this Project is Congressional interest
in the character of federally supported program evaluations. In par-
ticular, Section 1526 of Public Law 95-561 requires that "The Commissioner
of Education shall conduct a study of evaluation practices and procedures
at the national, state, and local levels with respect to federally funded
elementary and secondary educational programs..."

The study design was based on discussion among Congressional staff,
federal agency personnel, and Project staff. The study was undertaken
specifically to furnish appraisal independent of federal agencies and to
examine evaluation at federal, state, and local levels of government. The
Project is prospective in orientation, designed to provide: recommendations
about evaluation policy and practice, the evidence to sustain recommendations,
and the identification of issues and options. Specific questions to be
addressed by the Project include:

. Why and how are evaluations carried out?

. Whc are the capabilities of those who carry out evaluations?

. How are the results of evaluation used?

. What recommendations can be made to improve policy or practice?

Answers to each question were obtained for federal, state, and local
levels of administration, as requested by the Congress. The main vehicles
for providing answers to such questions are a critical examination of con-
temporary research on each topic, field work by Project staff, and roundtable
discussions and formal presentations at professional meetings.

Contemporary research that was reviewed by the Study staff included
major evaluation studies conducted by HEW's Division of Education, special
studies of the quality and uses of evaluation data at local, state, and
federal level, and Congressional testimony and records on initiation con-
duct and use of evaluations. The special studies have been supported by
the National Institute of Education, U.S. Office of Education, and National
Science Foundation. Samples of evaluations undertaken at the local school
district level were also reviewed. This part of our investigation was
supplemented by interviews with the individuals responsible for production
of the research.

The second major source of information was interviews by Project staff
directly from individuals with an interest in evaluation of educational
programs. Three groups were involved. The first was local school district
staff who were interviewed both in site visits and in a telephone survey.
The second was state officials with responsibility in the area, again inter-
viewed on site and through telephone surveys. The final group included
federal agency staff and Congressional staff, interviewed primarily through
site visits.
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The third major source of information was roundtable discussions

conducted at Northwestern University, and discussion of Project activities

at professional society meetings. The topics for each roundtable dis-

cussion included utilization, local school evaluation, and parental

interests in evaluation, and others.
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Appendix 3.2

Recent Research on Evaluatin:
Abstracts and Literature Review

Project on Evaluations of Federally Funded Education Programs relied
heavily on earlier research by Northwestern and by other private and public
institutions. The major studies on which we have relied are summarized below.
The ones most relevant to evaluation capabilities and organization include:

. UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation, Survey
of Large School District Evaluation Units

. Bureau of Social Science Research, Survey of Performers
of Research and Research Related Activities

Northwestern Project on Evaluation of Evaluations

. Hope Associates Performance Review of Technical
Assistance Centers

The major resources for information on use of evaluation results and of
research more generally include studies at local, state, and federal levels.
For the local level, these include:

. SRI International, Evaluation of the National Diffusion Network

. SRI International, Study of Local Uses of Title I Evaluation

. UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation, Survey of School
District Evaluation Units (Lyons and others) and Case Studies
(Aikin and others)

. Rand Change Agent Study and Datta (NIE) Reanalysis

. Huron Institute, Study of Local Uses of Evaluation
(unavailable at this writing).

The state level studies include:

. SRI International Evaluations of the National Diffusion Network

Bissell Case (California) Study

Federal level studies include:

. Florio (AERA) Survey of Congressional Staff

Milsap (NIE) Case Study

. DHEW/ASPE (Wholey) Survey

379
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Studies of Capabilities and Organization

The following material summarizes each of these studies. References
to reports are furnished at the end of this appendix.

UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation's Survey c
Large School District Evaluation Units

During 1977-78, the University of California's Center for the Study
of Evaluation examined the organization of local school district offices of
evaluation. The Center is a regional laboratory, supported by the National
Institute of Education. This study focused on a target population of school
districts having an enrollment of 10,000 or more students and an organizational
unit for evaluation. Some 350 districts which met both of these criteria
were surveyed and 72% responded.

The study obtained data on the number of districts with evaluation
units, the qualifications of unit directors, size of staff and staff needs,
activities falling under the rubric of evaluation, organizational character-
istics of units, use of consultants, and funding. Details are given in a
report Evaluation and School Districts by Lyon, Doscher, McGranahan, and
Williams. The study was a major resource for Northwestern's examination of
definition, capabilities, and organization of evaluation at the local level.

Bureau of Social Science Research's
Survey of Performers of Research and Research Related Activities

During 1976-78, the Bureau of Social Science Research (BSSR), a private
contracting firm in Washington, D.C., undertook a study to identify and
describe nonfederal organizations that conduct research, development, dis-
semination, and evluation (RDD &E) in education. Screening of over 6,000
organizations resulted in a group of 2,434 organizations within 1,530
institutions which provided information on capabilities. Screening was
based on the organization's having been an active performer of educational
RDD &E during the preceding year, having a distinct organizational identity,
and having appreciable autonomy in carrying out educational RDD &E. The
largest subgroup of institutions in the respondent group was the public
education sector: 37 state education agencies, 193 intermediate service
agencies, 401 local education agencies. The academic sector, colleges and
universities, included 423 institutions. There were 476 miscellaneous
institutions such as private contractors. BSSR obtained information on
funding and expenditure; of the organizations, staff size and education
level, functional emphases, number, duration, and character of projects.
Details are given in a report by Frankel, Sharp, and Biderman.

Northwestern University's Project on Evaluation
of Evaluations

The Northwestern field study has been dedicated to confirming some
findings of the earlier studies, examining more closely arguable findings,
based on survey of school districts, state education agencies, and federal
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agencies. This includes identifying staff background, training, major
responsibilities, use of outside contractors, and difficulties in hiring
competent staff and upgrading skills. It also includes reanalysis of
earlier studies by the Bureau of Social Science Research and UCLA's Center
for the Study of Evaluation, and identifying issues which were not addressed
in the earlier work.

Hope Associates, Inc.'s Performance Review
Technical Assistance Centers

Ten Technical Assistance Centers (TAC) have been operating since 1976
to provide aid to state and local education agencies involved in Title I
program evaluations. They were reviewed during 1978-79 by a panel of
educational experts under contract to Hope Associates, with DHEW's Office
of Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. The review involved
site visits to each TAC, to a dozen federal agency executives, and to 25
state education agencies, telephone surveys of the remaining 25, and ex-
amination of pertinent printed material. Details are given in a report
issued by Hope Associates.

Studies of Utilization

Stanford Reserach Institute's
Evaluation of the National Diffusion Network

The National Diffusion Network (NDN) was established by USOE in 1974
to foster diffusion and adoption of exemplary education programs. It
was evaluated during 1975-76 to "understand the relative effectiveness"
of the system. The evaluation was done by SRI under contract with the
USOE's Office of Planning Budgeting and Evaluation. Evaluation involved
analysis of pertinent source documents, mail survey of over 900 local
education agencies, over 40 program developers, and over 60 facilitators,
16 developers, and 36 adopters, site visit interviews with 149 teachers,
and 30 principals. The main goals of the evaluation were to provide com-
prehensive description of the NDN process, to evaluate the organizational
effectiveness of NDN, and to make recommendations based on the inquiry.
We are aware of no critique or secondary analysis. Details are given in a
report by Emrick and others.

SRI International's Study of Local
Uses of Title I Evaluations

The study, supported by the Office of Assistant Secretary for Planning
and Evaluation, was designed to determine whether local school district staff
used Title I evaluation results to "identify strengths and weaknesses of
their programs in order to improve them" and "whether the recent and proposed
changes in Title I evaluation was likely to alter local use of evaluation"
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(p. iii). The study focused on 15 Title I districts in three states,
selected through referrals of recommendations by federal staff and Technical
Assistance Directors on the basis of their beliefs that the districts were
"especially concerned with evaluation." Site visits were undertaken to
interview administrators, principals, teaching staff, and parents. Details
are given in a 1978 report by Jane David.

UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation's
(Alkin, Daillak, and White) Case Studies in Compensatory Education
and Innovative Projects

Five in-depth case studies examined the uses of evaluations in projects
for Title I compensatory education and innovations at the local level
(Title IV-C of ESEA). The studies described the community, school district
and setting of the project, the decision makers and evaluators, the nature
of the project, the nature of the evaluation, and uses made of the evaluation.
In all cases, at least some use was made of evaluation information. Dif-
ferent audiences used evaluations differently. The evaluation frequently
affected thinking and decisions jointly with other information. Details
are given in a 1979 report by Alkin, Daillak, and White.

UCLA Center for the Study of Evaluation's
(Resnick, O'Reilley, and Majchrnak) Survey of School Districts

Using the survey data collected in the Center for the Study of Evalu-
ation's survey of evaluation units within school districts, these researchers
concluded that evaluations geared toward resource allocation decisions were
used more by the superintendent and the school board, while evaluations
directed at developing or modifying curriculum were used by the program
administrator, with a trend toward use by teachers and the superintendent.
Details are presented in a report by Resnick and others.

UCEA's Center for the Study of Evaluation's akin, et al) Study of Title VII

Evaluation reports and independent audits f the reports were ex-
amined for 47 projects in bilingual education funded under Title VII. The
authors alsu obtained federal monitors' ratings of the quality of projects
and questionnaire responses from the project directors. Although the
authors stress that their data are not stable, with extremely wide confidence
limits, a sample of the findings is presented. See the 1974 Alkin et al
report for details.

RAND's Study of Federal Programs Supporting Educational Change

Implementation and continuation of programs aimed at inducing edu-
cational change in local school districts were examined. These involved
four federal programs: Title III of ESEA, the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act; Right to Read, Vocational Education Act Part D; and ESEA
Title VII (bilingual). Two hundred ninety three projects were studied in
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18 states, involving interviews with teachers, principals, program managers,
superintendents, and federal program administrators. Twenty-nine projects
were studied in depth. One hundred projects were reexamined to determine
whether projects were continued at the end of federal funding. Implementation
and continuation of projects were affected by: 1) the degree to which the
innovation matched the local education agencies objectives; 2) the degree
to which the innovation was consonant with the values of the local education
agency; amount of change required, and 3) complexity of the innovation.
See the report by Berman and McLaughlin for details.

Datta's Reanalysis of the RAND Study

Lois-ellin Latta of the National Institute of Education challenged
the conclusion of RAND's report, "Federal Programs Supporting Educational
Change" that use of outside technical assistance was not effective in
promoting local school district change. First, few characterizations of
such experts could be found in the reports. Second, a follow-up question-
naire indicates greater use of experts than appears in RAND's conclusions.
All forms of assistance, iccal and outside, were viewed as being not very
useful by teachers. Outsiders were perceived as being more useful in those
studies in which program goals were achieved. In most instances, teacher
participation and involvement was not more strongly related to project success
than use of outside experts. netts therefore believes that this particular
conclusion of the RAND report should no longer be cited. See Da 's 1980
paper for detail.

Bissell's Case Study

Joan Bissell presents four cases in which the California state
legislature used evaluations in making decisions about the form and funding
for programs. She also discusses use of basic indicators by the legislature,
and offers suggestions for improving use of evaluations by legislatures.

Florio's Survey of Congressional Staff

Twenty-six Congressional staff members who dealt with education issues
were interviewed. Agencies serving Congress were the most frequent source
of research information, and in general, Washington based sources were
relied on most. Cost information was most frequently mnetioned as useful,
followed by achievement scores. Different types of information were useful
at different phases of the congressional cycle. Evaluations compete with
other information for Congressional attention and trust. Details are given
in a paper by David Florio.

Mitchell's Study of State Legislators

7

Mitchell interviewed 160 legislators and staff members in the states of
Arizona, California and Oregon about issues in education. Respondents described
legislation in education in recent years, the situation and issues involved in
this legislation, and the resources used to influence decision making. Mitchell's
results point to the importance of legislative cycles in getting information used.
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Milsap's Case History of Experience Based Career Education

A case history is presented of the manner in which the Experience
Based Career Education program became the priority program for funding
and adoption through Vocational Education Act, Part D. The program and
its evaluation are described, its process through the Joint Dissemination
Review Panel is given, and the process by which regulations were revised
so that the program would have priority. Milsap raises two issues in this
case history of research utilization. The first relates to the lack of
visibility of regulations, and the degree to which the public becomes
involved. The second relates to the adequacy and scope of evaluations
that are intended to be used for such purposes and to iQtential issues of
misutilization. See Milsap's 1979 report for details.

Literature Review

A great deal of the literature bearing on evaluation of federally
funded programs was reviewed before this Project was undertaken. Earlier
work supported by the National Institute of Education was published as:

Boruch, R. F., and Wortman, P. M. Implications of educational evaluation
for evaluation policy. In: D. C. Berliner (Ed.) Review of Research in
Education. Washington, D.C.: American Educational Research Association,
1979, pp. 309-363.

Earlier work supported by the Health Care Finances Administration has been
issued as:

Leviton, L. C., and Hughes, E. F. X. Utilization of evaluations:
A review and synthesis. Working paper #34, Center for Health Services
and Policy Research, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois, 1980.

Other reports included in the literature reviewed, and papers which
have been abstracted here, are cited in the text of this report.
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3.3 Site Visits: Federal Agencies

The choice of federal offices to interview personally or by telephone
was determined primarily by whether the office had responsibility to initiate,
fund, execute, or review, evaluations and by the level of evaluation effort.
User groups were determined by the target program for evaluations. The choice
of individuals to interview within the office was determ3.ncc7 primarily by de-
termining whether they were knowledgeable about evaluation.

No central archive of federal evaluation experts exists. However,
organizational charts and normal administrative data on contracts were
very helpful. For instance, the USOE's Office of Evaluation and Dissem-
ination has regularly produced a useful report on evaluation contracts,
amounts, contractor, and contractor monitor. The project monitor list
was a basis for many of the interviews within the Office.

The agencies in which staff members were interviewed included:

U.S. Office of Education

Office of Evaluation and Dissemination

OED Division of Elementary and Secondary Programs

OED Division of Occupational, Handicapped, Developmental Programs

OED Office of the Assistant Commissioner

OED Division of Educational Replication

National Institute of Education

DREW

Program on Dissemination and improvement of Practice

Program on Testing, Assessment, and Evaluation

Office of the Director

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Planning and Evaluation

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Education

Congressional Research Service

Division of Science Policy

Division of Education and Public Welfare

Bureau of Education for the Handicapped

Division of Assistance to States

U.S. General Accounting Office

Program Analysis Division

Human Resources Division
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3.4 S:IT:=; snd Telephone Su_eys

Loc and Star_E Education Agep-zies

This nkiltion describes the prod (

local and state suc4tion agenciea, agile

the rationale f-'jr procedures.

Introductio

,sed to execute site visits to
rveys of the agencies, and

On° f i .d study component of the Project involved site visits and

intervi, at b state offices of education and 12 school district offices

of evale- ti n, These were used as a vehicle for case studies. Telephone

strove :1:f a ample of. over 40 state =offices of education, and of 200-

diatricts were also undertaken.

in purposes of site visits and telephone surveys were to verify

cone_ slons and implication. of earlier research on the topic, to update

what was known about local and state views of evaluation, and to assure

that local and state views were represented in our report. Site visits are

the basis for qualitative description, i.e., case studies. Telephone surveys

are-the basis for quantitative description.

Site Visit Protocol

The procedure for site visits to LEAs and SEAS involved:

(a) Initial contact with respondents by telephone,

(b) Follow-up letter to respondents outlining project and

questions, confirmation of site visit date and visitors,

(c) Site visit and follow-up contact to clarify ambiguities.

The telephone contact and letter introduced the study in the following way:

"The Project's main purpose is to review educational program evalu-

ations supported by the federal government and to make recommendations

for their improvement. The effort is mandated by Congress under Public

Law 95-561 and is designed specifically to furnish appraisal independent

of federal agencies and to examine evaluation at federal, state, and

local levels of government. The Project is prospective in orientation,

designed to provide: recommendations about evaluation policy and

practice, the evidence to sustain recommendations, and the identification

of issues and options. Questions to be addressed by the Project include:

, Why s.ad how are evaluations carried out?

. WhaZ are the capabilities of those who carry out evaluations?

. R,w are the results of evaluation used?

. What recommendations can be made to improve policy or practice?

The main vehicles for providing answers to such questions are a critical

examination of contemporary field research on each topic and field work by

Project staff.
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Current research which the Project will reanalyze includes major
studies by commercial contractors, school districts, state offices of
research, and federal agencies such as the U.S. Office of Education,
National Institute of Education, U.S. General Accounting Office.

The product, a report to Congress, is scheduled for completion
in June 1980. It will cover premises, recommendations, issues,
options, and evidence bearing on evaluation policy. Information
generated by the Project will be made available for competing analyses.
Robert F. Boruch and David S. Cordray, of Northwestern University,
have primary responsibility for direction of the Project and the
final report.

The questions we'd like to discuss with your staff are identical
to those outlined above: Why are evaluations done? What are capa-
vilities of evaluators? How are results used: What recommendations
can be made?

The responses to questions will not be attributed to individual
respondents, unless the respondent prefers that he or she be identified.
That is, individually identifiable responses will be maintained as
confidential to the extent permitted by law."

Telephone Interview Protocol

The procedure for telephone interviews involved:

(a) Initial investigation to identify the evaluation officer
within school district/state.

(b) Follow-up letter to respondents outlining project and
questions.

(c) Telephone intei

The information to be provided to the respondent in the initial contact
and in the formal letter is identical to that given earlier for site visit
interviews.

Selection of Local Education Agencies for Site Visits

The sampling frame used to select LEAS for site visits was defined
as the largest 250 lccal school districts as determined through the
National Center for Education Statistics: Education Directory: Public
School Systems 197'7-78. The ranks of each school size app_ ear on pages
243-248 of this document. In total, 722 school districts are ranked,
each of these having over 10,000 students enrolled during the 1976-77
school year.

The sampling frame was restricted to the largos 250 schools for the
following reasons:
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. We wanted sites that had a large enough enrollment to

ensure that an evaluation office would be in place.

. We wanted sites that have multiple programs that could be

in place.

Such a restriction regarding the sampling frame eliminates from

consideration small school districts. The general feeling among the

Northwestern staff was that we needed to examine evaluation practices

within organizations (e.g. Offices of Evaluation and Research). Small

districts would probably not have such an organizational :cure. Some

smaller districts have been included in the telephone the project.

Sample size for site visits was restricted since the main purpose is

to develop case studies and not statistical generalizations. The actual

sample to be site visited was constructed in the following way:

1. 250 of the largest school districts were individually listed

on 3x5 cards, organized by State within Region.

2. Sample size was set at 16.

3. Using a random start, every 15th card was selected. This

process was repeated twice, generating two lists of 16 sites.

The two lists were treated as containing 16 pairs of sites

and each pair was again randomly assigned to one of the two lists.

5. The two resulting lists were then randomly allocated to primary`

vs. secondary status. List 1 will be the basis for initial

contact. In the event that we are not permitted to visit

one of the sites listed in the primary list, its paired sites

from list 2 will be contacted.

6. Any information about the particular LEA or SEA that we obtained

through interviews has been included on the attached enumeration

of sites.

7. Comparison of the sample with the distribution of Region and

size of enrollment for the "population" reveals a closer

correspondence.

The information that OED is compiling for us on amount and

type of federal funds will be used as background information

in preparation for the site visits.

The actual sites are listed in Table 1.
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Ta' Site

LEA ion Enrollment SEA
San Diego Unified School District, 125,463 California
Broward County, Florida 4 136,000
St. Louis, Missouri 7 73,000
St. Paul, Minnesota 5 38,105 Minnesota
Colorado Springs, Colorado 8 32,452
Amarillo, Texas

6 25,899 Texas
Jersey City, New Jersey 2 34,698 New Jersey
Springfield, Massachusetts 1 27,892 Massachusetts

*Lansing, Michigan 5 28,984 Michigan
*Gaston County, North Carolina 4 34,759
*Jefferson Parish, La 6 68,851
Charleston, W. V. 3 45,428

*Selected from alternate list. Three local education agencies were unwilling orunable to receive a site visit. They included: Norfolk, (Virginia), Wake County(North Carolina), and Shreveport, Louisiana. Shreveport was at the time dealingwith court ordered desegregation. Pertinent staff members at Boise, Idaho, a fourthsite, could not be reached during the inquiry period on account of a break betweensemesters.
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Sample Selection for Telephone Interviews: School Districts

The design for this study involves a stratified random sample of 200
local school districts. The respondent in each case will be the person with
major responsibility for program evaluation in the school district, often
a director of research or of evaluation.

The main stratification variables for school districts are (a) size
of student body and (b) level of federal funding for education programs.
population listings containing such information are available for 1976. We
do not have the resources to update this listing and must assume that major
changes are unlikely; the changes in the nature of federal funding of major
programs over the past 4 years have not been substantial and this makes the
assumption tenable. The sample size was selected to be of minimum size on
the basis of confidence intervals for parameters in the aggregate sample.
In particular, we determine sample size for proportion sampling based on
the assumption that p = .10 for a .95% confidence interval (acceptable error
margin of 5%). This is a simple approach, but we believe it will be sufficient
to inform us about gross characteristics of the target group within our time
and budget constraints.

The sample itself will be selected by taking every Nth school district
in a stratified list, beginning with a random start, N being chosen to yield
a sample size of 200. Replacement will be necessary for those districts
undergoing transition, and will be taken randomly from the relevant stratum
in the list.

Construction of Interview Questions

The construction of interview questions was guided by the general
questions that we required to address by our contract. They were elaborated
in discussion, put into a form suitable for interview work, pilot tested,
and then revised. The questions outlined in the original work statement
for the Project for the study were:

(a) Why and how are evaluations carried out (method and measurements)?

(i) for whose information needs are evaluations carried out?

(ii) what procedures are used to carry them out? How sound
are they?

(iii) what measurement techniques and devices are used and
how appropriate are they to the program's objectives?'

(iv) are there conflicting requirements for different
programs that lead to duplicative or unusually burdensome
efforts?

(b) What are the capabilities including integrity and independence
of those who carry out evaluations?

i) where are the evaluation activities located organizationally?
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(c)

what is the background, training and experience of the
staff and of those who carry out evaluations? If such
services are provided by outside agencies, how are their
services obtained and what is the nature of their
relationship with in-house staff?

How are the results of evaluation' used?

i) what ar.7: the conditions that facilitate or detract from
their use?

when results are used, what is the nature of the changes
they lead to? Can exemplary use be identified? Is
their nature such that they can be adopted in other
settings?

What legislative, regulatory, funding or other changes might -

be proposed to improve the nature, conduct, and utility of
evaluations?

Content of Questions

The specific questions addressed in the site visits are given
Tables 1, 2, and 3 of this Appendix.

A nearly identical set of questions about use of data were developed
for each type of interviewee-Directors of Research and Evaluation, program
administrators etc. at the school district and state levels. Questions
were modified slightly to suit the context.

To make questions about use meaningful, they were constructed to
refer to specific evaluation products generated for

. Title I

. Bilingual Education

. Vocational Education

. Special Education

Questions were further blocked into categories to recognize:

. Information required by federal reports

. Data collected in addition to that required by federal reports

. Formal evaluations initiated locally and bearing on each type
of program

. Exemplary examples of use

. Federal and State reports on evaluation.

391
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Pilot Tests

Interview questions and protocol for the site visits to local and
state education agencies were developed at Northwestern University. They
were field tested in January, 1980 through visits to the Office of Research
of the School District of Columbus, Ohio and the Department of Education
for the State of California.

Respondent Burden

It is partly in the interest of reducing the individual responden
burden to the lowest possible level that oral responses, rather than
written responses such as one might make on a questionnaire, are being
elicited.

It is also in the interest of reducing the individual respondent's
burden to a minimum that (a) only the questions implied by the Congress
were put to respondents, and (b) information obtained from other surveys
was used to reduce the need for probe questions. The latter includes, for
example, surveys of research units in school districts by the UCLA Center
for the Study of Evaluations.

It is in the interest of reducing respondent burden in the aggregate
that sample size for the telephone survey has been reduced to a minimum
subject to the constraint that a reasonable level of statistical precision
is met.

The same applies to the number of case studies planned. We planned,
at most, fifteen school districts and ten state offices of education. No
formal statistical standards exist for judging adequacy of intensive case
studies. But we believe that these provide informative case studies.
Every effort was made to select sites so as to assure that school districts
which have participated in related surveys during the past year did not fall
into our sample.
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3.5 Site Visits and Telephone

Interviews: Title I Models

In order to provide a partial answer to the question "How are evalu-
ations carried out?,",a special effort was made to examine the use of
Title I models at the local and state levels. The main objective was to
catalog where models are being used, which models are used, and to describe
the character of use. To assure that we understand the character of use,
data generated by state and local officials on the basis of one model were
also obtained. The main vehicles for this study were site visits and tele-
phone interviews.

The ten Technical Assistance Centers in the Title I program were called
to obtain information about the use of Title I models. State Title I co-
ordinators and their evaluation personnel in ten states were also called
on the same topic. At least twelve local education agencies were also
contacted for information by telephone. The TAC coverage was complete.
States were called only when TACs could not provide sufficient information
or when we chose to pursue information in more detail. Only tLose local
education agencies which use model C were called, based on referrals from
the Technical Assistance Centers.

One site visit was made to the Region I (New England) Technical Assist-
ance Center. Within Region I, the Providence Board of Education was visited.
A second site visit was made to state education offices and three local
education agencies in Florida on the basis of Florida's diversity in use
of Title I models.

Complete data on the use of Title I models and testing data more gen-
erally were obtained from school districts in Providence, Rhode Island;
Marion County, Florida; and Osceola County, Florida.
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3.6 Roundtable Discussions

Informal roundtable discussions were developed to supplement the
information generated from this study's case studies, surveys, and
literature reviews. The participants, individuals who are generally
knowledgeable about a particular topic, were invited to meet for dis-
cussions at Northwestern. The agenda for each was structured to invite
opinion and evidence on questions this study was asked to address. The
discussion topics, participants, and staff organizers are described below.

Roundtable on
Community Reactions to Evaluation

On March 3, 1980, six respected and well-informed Evanston school
parents discussed evaluation. They were selected based on their long-
standing involvement with Evanston School District and their influence
in the community. The school-community leaders who were invited include:

Barbara Zimmer - President, District 202 School Board
Alice Kreiman - President, District 65 School Board
Sharon Peterson - Member, District 65 School Board
Jessica Feldman - Head, Community-School Volunteer Force and

Past President, Evanston PTA Council
Ethel Hilkevitch - Parent Advocate, Consultant for Special

Education Evaluations
Mavis Hagemann - Head, School Education, Evanston PTA Council

and Evaluation Consultant, Chicago Board of Education

District 65 is the Evanston K-8 elementary district. Current enroll-
ment is 7,071 and the budget is about 20 million dollars. District 202
is the Evanston 9-12 high school district. Current enrollment is 3,821
with a budget of about 19 million dollars. Stephany Creamer organized
the roundtable discussion.

Roundtable on
Evanston School District Evaluation

Ida Lawler, Director of Testing and Evaluation at the Evanston School
District 65, led a roundtable discusLiun with staff of this study on
February 18, 1980.

Roundtable on Technical
Assistance and Program Evaluation

Laura Crane, of Educational Testing Service, organized a roundtable
discussion at ETS. Participants in the February 19, 1980 meeting included
most staff of the Title I supported Technical Assistance Center at ETS,
and its director, Ted Storlie.
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Roundtable on Vocational
Education Program Evaluatioa

John Grasso, of the University of West Virginia, and former Congress-
man, Roman Pucinski were principal speakers at a roundtable discussion
on evaluating vocational education programs on March 10, 1980. Janet Weeks
organized the discussion.

Roundtable on
Utilization of Evaluations

The Roundtable took place March _ s, at Northwestern. Its main purpose
was to better understand current research on utilization of evaluation
findings.

Participants included:

Dr. Jane David - President, Bay Area Research Associates. Dr. David
is the author of a report for ASPS concerning school district uses of
evaluation, and a history of Title I programs.

Dr. James le0racie - Director of Research Office of Research and
Evaluation, Mesa Public School District, Mesa, Arizona.

Dr. Frieda M. Holley - Director of Research and Evaluation, Austin
Public School District, Austin, Texas, has studied utilization of
evaluation in school districts.

Dr. Mary Kennedy Project Director, the Huron Institute. Dr. Kennedy
is principal investigator for a study of utilization of evaluations.
Dr. Kennedy was formerly with the Bureau of the Educationally Handicapped.

Dr. Lee Sproull - Assistant Professor of Social Science, Department of
Social Science, Carnegie - Mellon University. Dr. Sproull is principal
investigator in a study funded by the Carnegie Corporation of school
administrators' use of test scores.

Martin Bulmer - Professor, London School of Economics.

Hillel Weinberg - Congressional Staff, Office of Congressman Benjamin Gilman.

Theodore Storlie - Director, Technical Assistance Center, Region #5,
Educational Testing Service.

Laura Leviton organized the round-table discussion with the assistance
of Stephany Creamer.
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Roundtable on Manpower

A roundtable focusing on issues related to the capabilities of edu-
cational evaluators and the factors involved in managing and conducting
evaluation research was held May 9th at Northwestern. The purpose of the
roundtable was to elicit experts' reactions to findings and to proposed
recommendations on evaluation manpower, training, and management of research
at the federal, state, and local levels. The individual participants were

Dr. Launor Carter - Vice President, Systems Development Corporation,
Santa Monica, California. A major contractor for federal evaluations,

Carter and his staff have been responsible for conducting such
projects as the Longitudinal Evaluation of the Emergency School
Assistance Act Pilot Program, the Evaluation of the Title I'Program in
State Institutions for Neglected and Delinquent-_Children, and the
Evaluation of the Sustaining Effects of Compensatory Education.

Dr. Harrison Fox - Visiting Professor, Industrial College, Washington,
D.C. Dr. Fox is co-author of the book Con ressional Staffs: The
Invisible Force in American Lawmakin which in part focuses on the
capabilities of congressional staffers and their associated activities.

Dr. Alexander Law - Deputy Superintendent for Research and Evaluation,
State Department of Education, Sacramento, California. Dr. Law's
expertise is in the area of state aclucational evaluation and the
management of these activities, and he is the author of several papers
on these topics.

Dr. Len Nachman - Evaluation Supervisor, Office of Planning and
Evaluation, State Department of Education, St. Paul, Minnesota.
Dr. Nachman is currently investigating the practiceof outside
contracting at the state level and the development of appropriate
guidelines for the selection of qualified contractors.

Ms. Laure Sharp - Bureau of Social Science Research, Washington, D.C.
Ms. Sharp is coauthor of an early study on the federal contracting
process for social program evaluation and the more recent project on
identifying the characteristics of those organizations currently
responsible for educational research, development, dissemination and
evaluation.

Dr. Carol Tittle - School of Education, University of North Carolina,
Greensboro, North Carolina. Dr. Tittle has conducted vocational
education evaluations for the state of New York and is one of the
co-authors of the Handbook of Vocational Education Evaluation
published by Sage Press. She is currently a professor in the master's
program in educational evaluation at Greensboro.

Georgine Pion organized the roundtable. with the as
Stephany Creamer and Lucina Gallagher.
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3.7 Formal Presentations and Discussions

In the time available, the Project staff was able to make only a few
formal presentations of some results of the study. Our main interest in
doing so was to elicit professional criticism of the character of results
and recommendations. The meetings at which we discussed parts of the
findings include:

1. American Educational Research Association Annual Meeting,
Task Force on Meta-analysis, Boston, April 8, 1980.

2. Special National Workshop, Research Methodology and Criminal
Justice Program Evaluation, Baltimore, March 17, 1980.

National Academy of Sciences, Committee on Program Evaluation,
Washington, D.C., March, 1980 and Evanston, Illinois, June, 1980.

4. International Association for Social Science Information
Service and Technology, Annual Conference, Washington, D.C.
May 2-4, 1980.
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3.8 Machine Based Searches

National Institute of Education Machine Based Search

r 22

A search of all grants and contracts bearing on program evaluation
was initiated using the NIE's computer based "Program Management System."
The search was based on key words such as: evaluation, student evaluation,
effects, effectiveness, program evaluation, achievement, gainsi data bases,
enalysia. Information on grant obligations for fiscal year 1977 through
1979 was available. We were unaware of the existence of the system,
despite,interviews.With NIE staff, until March, 1980. We should have in-
formed ourselves about it earlier. We are grateful to Dr. Lois-ellen Vette
of NIE for her assistance in doing so.

We attempted to classify grants and contracts using the categories we
have used:routinely for classifying types of evaluation research: needs,
assessment,-process/implementation, outcome. Much of the research covered
two of these areas simultaneously and a good deal of it had to be classified
into a fourth broad category: technical research, support, and development.
So for example a study at New York's-Empire State University of a management
inforMationeystem was classified as bearing most directly on process/im-
pleMentation. Research on development of standards was classified 'as technical
research, support, and development. A training program for women at San
Francisco in education was classified as technical research, support, and
development. A study of determinants of career entry at Johns Hopkins was
classified as exploratory /needs and as outcome evaluation research.

Legal Search

The LEXIS computerized legal document retrieval system was used to
search the,United States Code for statutes bearing on evaluation. The
search employed joint occurrence of the key words education and evaluation
as the main criterion for enumerating statutes. Scope of the search was
narrowed further by confining attention to Title 20 of the Code, containing
statutes relevant to public edudation. Joe S. Cecil, an attorney with a Ph.D.
in methodology and evaluation research carried out the investigation.. His
report, describing the search strategy, difficulties encountered in using
LEXIS, and results is given in an Appendix.

Educational Resources Information Center (ERIC)

ERIC and other similar computerized bibliographic services (NTIS,
Smithsonian) were used by several project staff primarily to identify
important journal articles, government reports, and research activities
bearing on the Project's objectives. Searches typically focused on subjects
such as evaluation of vocational education programs or the use of evaluations
in public policy making. A considerable amount of useful information, par-
ticularly in the form of government reports and documents, was generated
in these searches. Unfortunately, there is no good way for users to estimate
the coverage of these subject-area searches. This is true not only in the
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sense of documents not found by the particular search strategy employedbut also in terms of the selection process for including documents in thedatabases.

A second major use of ERIC was for identifying and retrieving specificselected documents. ERIC is the best database in this regard because alldocuments listed are available on microfiche, many are also available incopies. Many major libraries, including the Northwestern University lAhrarymaintain microfiche collections of all ERIC documents. Copies can also beobtained either by mail or by computer order directly from ERIC. In mostcases, documents which are not available in paper copy are of such poor
quality that reproduction is not possible. This is a problem which couldeasily be remedied.

This type of selective search can be done in a number of different ways
including by author, title, sponsoring or funding agency or federal contract
number. For example, a sample of 50 recent evaluation contracts of USOE's
Office of Evaluation and- Dissemination were selected for review. ERIC was
searched, using the contract number, to identify and retrieve the reports
associated with each contract. Slightly less than half of the contracts(42P showed no ERIC citations. However at least a third of these contractdid have reports available through ERIC based on a listing obtained from USOE.In total, 35 of the.50 evaluation contracts did have reports catalogued in ERIC.This example illustrates both of the coverage problems described earlier. Italso suggesta that steps need to be taken to standardize entries within the
system and to examine the process by which government reports and documentsare acquired and selected for inclusion in the ERIC system. The ERIC searches
were executed by Roger Straw.
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3.9 Evasive and Otherwise Diverting Responses

In response to the question: Can we have the re

It's upstairs

. WO only printed a few and I don't have any left.

. I'll send it to you first thing in the morning.

. Gee, we don't issue them in hard cover.

In response to the question: How do you use evaluation results?

. Let me tell you about our program.

. I use them all the time.

. Let me tell you about the history of this city.

In response to the question: Can you provide a citation to the
studies you referred to earlier?

. Let me tell you about the testimony I've heard.

. It's in the Hearings, sometime during 1978-79, in one
of the 30 odd volumes

4. In response to the question: Who asks for these evaluations?

. The bureaucrats (if responent is an ex-Congressman).

. The Congress (if respondent is a bureaucrat).

. The "reds" (If respondent is a local school district
person).

program director's reaction to an evaluator's report that the program
has little or no detectable impact:

. The evaluator is inexperienced, or doesn't understand
the program.

. The methodology is wrong: tests are irrelevant.

. It came too late to use in our decision

. Let's see if we can find another evaluator.

n you provide evidence that the report was useful?

. Everybody said it was useful.

. Ask me another question.

. Let me answer another question.

4 00
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7. In answer to the question: How do you know your program effective?

Let me tell you about little Mary.

. Let me tell you about little Sue.

Let me tell you about Jack who participated in the program
and succeeded and Jill, his sister, who did not participate
and is in jail.

In response to the question: What do you think of bureaucrat Y'sefforts to evaluate?

Y is a fine and decent man, a good friend, and neighbor.
But he's been wrong for the past 10 years (If a bureaucrat
responds)

. He's been wrong for the past 10 years (if Congressionalassistant).

. He's been right for the past 10 years (if -ngress
assistant).

Who is he? (If parent, principal, etc,

9. How do you use evaluations?

. We use evaluations like a drunk uses a lamp post. . for suppo
rather than illumination.

. You mean we're supposed to use them?
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Appendix 4.

Tabular Comparison

of Standards for Evaluation

Roger B. Straw and David S. ,Cordray
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The attached table is an attempt to make a comparison between sixsets of standards or criteria which have been proposed for judging the
adequacy of evaluations. The standards proposed by the Joint Committee
on Standards for Educational

Evaluation are listed in column 1 and areused as the basis against which to compare the other standards. Themain reasons for choosing the Joint Committee's clasaification are thatthey also provide detailed descriptions and analysis of each standardalong with examples of good and bad practice and that each standard canbe reasonably described with the indicated descriptor. The descriptors
are presented with their extended definitions immediately following thetable. Each of the other five columns compares another set of standardsto the Joint Committee's. If there is an entry, it indicates that thestandard is roughly equivalent to the corresponding Joint Committeestandard. If there is no entry, it means that no explicit recognitionof that aspect was apparent. In columns .3 through 5, the number refersto the standard number listed in the original document. The numbersalong with their associated content are reproduced following the table.The standards used by the Joint Dissemination Review Panel in judgingthe adequacy of evaluation results presented to them as support for
claims of program effectiveness'do not lend themselves to numericalexpression. Because of this, the asterisks in,column 6 are meant toindicate that the JDRP considers these particular aspects of evaluations
important in making their decidions.
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Joint Committee on Standards

for Educe ional Evaluation: Draft Standards, 1978

Descriptor Definition

Described The object of the evaluation (program, project,

Object: material) should be described so that it is

clear, what form(s) of the object is (are) being

considered in the evaluation.

Described The context in which the program, project, or

Context: materials exist(s) should be described in

enough detail so that the likely influencei of

the context on the object may be identified.

Described
Purposes and
Procedures:

The purposes and procedures of the evaluation

should be described in enough detail so that

they can be identified and assessed.

Described, The sources of information should be described

Information Sources: ik enough detail so that adequacy of the infor-

mation can be assessed.

Valid
Measurement:

Reliable
Measurement:

The information-gathering instruments and proce

dures should be chosen or developed and imple-

mented in ways that will assure that the

interpretation arrived at is valid for the

given use.

The information-gathering instruments and proce-

dures should be chosen or developed and imple-

mented in ways that will assure that the

information obtained is reliable.

Syitematic The data used in an evaluation should be reviewed

Data Control: and corrected so that evaluation reports will

not be needlessly flawed.

Analysis of An evaluation's quantitative information shoUld

Quantitative be appropriately and systematically analyzed so

information: that supportable interpretations are enabled.

Analysis of An evaluation's qualitative information should

Qualitative be appropriately and systematically analyzed. so.

Information: that supportable interpretations are enabled.

Justified
Conclusions:

The conclusions reached in an evaluation should
be explicitly justified so that the audiences

can assess them.
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Descriptor Definition

Objective Evaluators should be independent of what is
Objective

Reporting: evaluated, and the evaluation procedures
should provide safeguards so that the evalua-
tion findings and reports are not distorted
by the personal feelings and biases of any
party to the evaluation.

Evaluator
Credibility:

The persons conducting the evaluation should
be both trustworthy and competent to perform
the evaluation so that their findings achieve
maximum credibility and acceptance.

Audience Audiences involved in or affected by theIdentification: evaluation should be identified so that their
needs can be served.

Information
Scope and

Selection:

Information collected should bA of such scope
and selected in such ways that pertinent
questions about the:object of the evaluation
are addressed and so that the information is
responsive to the needs and interests of
specified audiences.

Report The evaluation report should clearly describeClarity: the object being evaluated and its context and
the purposes, procedures, and findings, so that
the audiences will readily understand what was
done, why it was done, what information was
obtained, what conclusions were drawn, and
what recommendations were made.

Report
Dissemination:

Evaluation findings should be disseminated to
clients and other right-to-know audiences so
that they can assess and use the findings.

Report Release of reports should be timely so thatTimeliness: audiences can best use the reported information.

Evaluation Evaluations should be planned and conducted inImpact: ways that encourage follow-through by members
of the audiences.

'Formal Obligations of the formal parties to an evalua-Obli ation: Lion (what is done, how, by whom, when) should
be agreed to-in-writing, so that these parties
are obligated to adhere to all conditions of
the agreement or formally to renegotiate it
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Descriptor Definition

Conflict Conflict of interest should be avoided in
of Interest: evaluation, or, should it occur, dealt with

openly and honestly so that it does not
compromise the evaluation processes and
results.

FUll and Frank.
Disclosure:

6

The evaluator's oral and written reports should
be open, direct, and honest in their disclosure
of pertinent findings, including the limitations
of the evaluation.

Public's Right The formal parties to an evaluation are respon-
to Know: Bible to uphold the principles of the public's

right to know, within the limits of other
related principles and statutes, such as those
dealing with public safety and the right to
privacy.

Rights of
Human Subjects:

Human
Interactions:

Balanced
Reporting:

Evaluators must design and conduct their evalua-
tions in such ways that the rights and welfare
of the human subjects are respected and pro-
tected.

Evaluators should be respectful of human dignity
and worth in their interactions with other per

associated with an evaluation.

The evaluation should be equitable in its pre-
sentation of strengths and weaknesses of the
object under investigation so that strengths
can be built upon and-problem areas addressed.

,.Fiscal The evaluator's allocation and expenditure of
Responsibility: resources should reflect sound accountability

procedures and should-be otherwise prudent and
ethically responsible.

Practical
Procedures:

The evaluation procedures should be practical
so as to ensure that associated disruption is
kept to a minimum, and that findings can be
obtained.

Political Evaluations should be planned and conducted with
Viability: anticipation of the different positions of vari-

ous interest groups so that possible attempts
by any of these groups to curtail evaluation
operations or to bias or misapply the results can
be averted or counteracted.

Cost
Effectiveness:

The evaluation should produce information of
sufficient value to justify the resources used.



Ce
Standards

Standard N

1

2

4

5

6

7

9

12

13

er for the Study of Evaluation:
or Reviewing Evaluation Reports, 1978

Standard Content

The program or product or other object under study
in the evaluation is described so that its objec-
tives are clear.

The program or product or other object under study
in the evaluation is described so that the form of
its actual implementation is clear.

The purposes of the evaluation are described; pur-
poses may be stated in terms of the evaluation
questions or objectives.

Audience(s) for the evaluation information are
identified.

Participants in the educational program and the
evaluation study, and how they were selected for
participation, are described.

Data collection sources, such as tests, records,
or observation forms, are identified.

The data collection sources are comprehensive enough
to answer the evaluation questions.

The reliability of the data collection sources, and
the validity of the data collection sources for the
purposes intended is described.

Data analysis procedures are described or are
evident (as in detailed tables).

Evaluation results are described or presented.

Conclusions or recommendations are drawn from the
results.

The congruence of the conclusions with the informa-
tion provided is described or evident.

The written presentation of whatever was done in the
evaluation is clear (even if standards above were
not met).
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Standard Number

1

2

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Evaluation Research Society
Draft Standards

Standard Content- -

The purposes and characteristics of the program
or activity to be addressed in the evaluation

effort should be specified as precisely as possible.

The decision makers and potential users of the

evaluation results should be identified and their

expectations made clear.

The type of evaluation effort required should be

identified and its objectives made clear; the

range of activities to be undertaken should be

specified.

An estimate of the cost of the proposed evaluation

effort and, where appropriate, alternatives should

be provided; this estimate should be prudent,

ethically responsible, and based on sound accounting

principles.

Agreement should be reached at the outset that the

evaluation is likely to produce_information of
sufficient information value, applicability, and

potential for utilization to justify the resources

used.

The feasibility of undertaking the evaluation effort

should be estimated either informally or through

formal evaluability assessment.

Restrictions, if any, on access to the data and

results from an evaluation should be clearly estab-

lished and agreed to between the evaluator and the

client at the outset.

Potential conflicts of interest should be identified

and dealt with openly and honestly. Should the

possibility of conflict of interest occur, steps

should be taken to avoid compromising the evaluation

processes and results.

Respect for and protection of the rights and welfare

of all parties to the evaluation should be a central

consideration in the negotiation process.

Accountability for the technical and financial manage-

ment of the evaluation once it is undertaken should be

clearly defined.
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Standard Number Standard Content

11

12

13

14

15

16

All agreements reached in the negotiation phase
should be specified in writing, including the
obligations of all formal parties to the evalua-
tion and of all parties with specific roles to
play in the effort.

Evaluators should not accept obligations that
exceed their personal qualifications or the
resources available to them,

For all types of evaluations, a clear methodological
approach or design should be developed and justified
in order that rival explanations and threats to the
validity of conclusions and inferences can be anti-
cipated.

For impact studies, the central evaluation design
problem of estimating the effects of non-treatment,
and the choice of a particular method for accomplish-
ing this, should be fully described and justified.

If sampling is to be used, the details of the sampling
methodology (choice of unit, method of selection,
time frame, etc.) should be explained, justified,
and based on an explicit analysis of the evaluation's
requirements, including generalization.

The measurement methods and instruments should be
specified and described, and their reliability and
validity estimated for the population or phenomena
to be measured.

17
Professionally outmoded or discredited procedures
and instruments should not be specified for use.

18 The necessary cooperation of program staff, affected
institutions and members of the community, as well
as those directly involved in the evaluation, should
be planned for and assurances obtained.

19 A comprehensive data collection and preparation plan
should be developed in advance of any data collection.

20 Given a sound design, the data collection plan should
conform to it. However, if the development of the
data collection plan produces insights into realities
that might compromise the design, appropriate revi-
sions of the design should be made before proceeding.
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Standard Number Standard Content

21 Provision should also be made for the detection,

reconciliation, and documentation of departures

from the original design that may occur during

data collection.

22

23

24

25

Evaluation staff should be selected, trained, and

supervised according to criteria that ensure com-

petence, consistency, impartiality, and ethical

practice.

The validity and reliability of data collection

instruments and procedures should be verified under

the prevailing circumstances of their use.

There should be an analysis of the sources of error

that need to be taken into account, and provisions

for quality assurance and control should be estab-

lished that are collectively adequate to meet the

requirements of the overall design and anticipated

analyses.

The data collection and coding procedures should pro-

vide safeguards so that the findings and reports are

not distorted by the personal feelings and biases

of data collectors.

26 Data from secondary sources should be verified.

27

28

29

30

31

Data collection activities should be conducted with

a minimum of disruption and imposition in the program

or other settings where the data collection activities

take place.

Procedures that might entail significant adverse

effects or risks should be subjected to external

review; if approved, informed consent should be

obtained in advance of their application.

All data collection activities should be conducted

so that the rights, welfare, dignity, and worth of

individuals are respected and protected.

Data should be handled and stored so that uninten-

tional release is prevented and so that access to

individually identifying data is as limited as

possible.

DocUmentation should be-provided of the source'

method of collection, circumstances of collection,

and processes of preparation for each item of data.



Standard Number Standard Content

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

The analytic procedures should be matched to the
general purposes of the evaluation effort, the
design, and the data collection.

All analytic procedures, along with their under-
lying assumptions and limitations, should be des-
cribed explicitly, and the reasons for choosing
the procedures should be explained.

Analytic procedures should be appropriate to the
properties of the measures used and to the quality
and quantity of the available data.

The units of analysis should correspond to the units
of assignment and comparison.

No outmoded or discredited analytic procedures should
be employed.

The analyses should be replicable by other qualified
evaluators.

When quantitative comparisons are made (e.g., X is
greater than Y), some indication of the confidence
that can be placed on the stated differences and
some indication of their magnitude or consequence
should be provided.

Cause-and-effect interpretations should be bolstered
not only by reference to the design but also by
recognition and elimination of plausible rival explan-
ations.

Purported "findings" should be reported in a manner
that distinguishes fact from speculation and objective
inference from subjective interpretation.

Findings and recommendations should be presented
clearly, completely, and fairly.
(See standard 40.)

Findings and recommendations should be organized
and stated in forms that are conducive to understand-
ing by the intended audience and address their
decisionmaking requirements.

43 Findings and recommendations should be presented in
a framework that indicates their relative importance.



St ard Ember

44

46

47

48

49

50

51

52

53

54

Standard Content

Assumptions and limitations should be explicitly

acknowledged.

Those issues and unanswered questions that need

further study should be identified.

Complete explanation and description of how find-

ings and results were derived should be accessible.

Persons, groups, and organizations who have made

contributions to the evaluation effort should receive

feedback appropriate to their perspectives and

possible applications.

Disclosure should follow the legal and proprietary

understandings agreed upon in advance (standard 7),

with the evaluator serving as a proponent for the

fullest, most open disclosure possible.

Policies and procedures on access to the data

should be formulated and made available; these

should specify the officials authorized to release

data and the criteria for release.

The finished data base and associated documentation

should be organized in a manner consistent with the

accessibility policies and procedures.
(See standards 30, 31, and 33.)

Evaluation results should be made available to

appropriate users before the relevant decisions

and discussions about the program must be undertaken.

Users of evaluation results should be encouraged and

helped to undertake further explorations of those

issues and questions not resolved by the evaluation

effort.
(See standard 45.)

Evaluators should try to anticipate possible misin-

terpretations and misuse of evaluative information

and should provide safeguards to diminish the improper

use of evaluative information.

Within the limitations of the initial understandings

about disclosure, activities to further utilization

should be designed with consideration for any broader

implications that the evaluation may have for

secondary audiences.
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Standard Number Standard Content

55

56

The evaluator should bring to the attention of
decision makers any important-program effects
associated with the evaluation process.

In the utilization process, evaluators should
differentiate clearly between their activities
as change agents and their roles as relatively
impartial scientists.
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U.S GAO Exposure Draft: Assessing Social Program Impact

Evaluations: A Checklist Approach, 1978

Standard Number Standard Con

Have evaluation goals been defined and described?

Has the evalusbility of the program been deterthined?

A4

A6

A7

AS

B1

B2

Cl

C2

C3

D1

D2

Has a clear evaluation approach been developed and
justified, and potential threats to the validity of
conclusions and inferences anticipated and accommo-
dated?

Has a method for sample selection been explained d and

justified?

Have measurement methods been identified and their
validity and reliability assessed?

Have the frequency and timing of measurements been

specified and explained?

Has the feasibility of performing the evaluation been

examined?

Has the necessary cooperation been obtained?

Have procedures for quality control of data been
identified and implemented?

Have preliminary analyses been performed to detect
missing or inconsistent information and correct
deficiencies in the study plan?

Have the statistical methods and model for use in

the analysis and the rationale for their selection
been specified?

Has the unit of analysis been justified?

Have the assumptions essential to statistical methods
and model been specified and have their conditions
been met?

Have the findings been presented clearly, completely
and fairly?

Have specific procedures been used to assure the

report's quality?
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Standard Number Standard Content

D3 Have follow-up provisions been made to assist
decision makers in using the report?

El Has adequate documentation of the evaluation been
maintained?

E2 Has a procedure been established for release of
data for audit, reanalysis and other evaluations
or research?
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